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I, Lee S. Shalov, hereby affirms under penalty of perjury as follows: 

1. I am a partner in the law firm of McLaughlin & Stern, LLP (“M&S” or the “Firm”).  

Pursuant to the Court’s Order dated July 16, 2015, I was appointed lead counsel in the above-

captioned action (the “Action”) and M&S was appointed Class Counsel with the law firm of 

Kralowec Law, P.C. (“Kralowec Law”).  I respectfully submit this declaration in support of 

Plaintiffs’ Motion for Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Litigation Costs.  I am fully familiar with the 

facts and circumstances set forth herein. 

INTRODUCTION 

2. M&S has successfully litigated class actions for many years, but in terms of effort, 

difficulty and financial commitment, this litigation was quantitatively and qualitatively different.  

Over the course of almost nine years, a small group of lawyers devoted thousands of hours 

prosecuting a complex wage and hour class action on behalf of thousands of employees against a 

well-financed adversary represented by some of the most prestigious law firms in the country.   

3. The amount of work involved was extraordinary, to say the least.  Complaints and 

amended complaints were researched and drafted; thousands of electronically-produced documents 

were reviewed and organized; multiple depositions were taken and defended across the country; two 

summary judgments motions were researched and briefed; collective and class certification motions 

with hundreds of exhibits were researched and drafted; over 100 Apple employees were contacted 

and interviewed; employee surveys were conducted and overseen by two consulting firms; charts 

were assembled analyzing reams of payroll data; in-person and telephonic meet-and-confer sessions 

were held with opposing counsel; motions to compel were researched and drafted; multiple hearings 

were held before this Court, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals and the California Supreme Court; 

an extensive notice campaign was carried out after the Court granted class certification; three 

mediations were conducted before the Magistrate Judge and two separate mediators; trial plans, 

employee notices and claim forms were created; and settlement agreements were negotiated and 

drafted.    
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4. Thousands of discrete tasks were necessary to perform this prodigious amount of 

work.  In some years, attorneys and paralegals worked on this case nearly every day of the workweek 

as well as on weekends and holidays.  The total number of days in which attorneys and Firm 

personnel worked on the case spans a period of more than three years.  All told, M&S devoted 

4,745.25 hours to the Action since work commenced in May 2013.  No lawsuit in our office has 

come close this volume of output.  

5. But manpower was not the only commitment M&S made to this case; there was a 

substantial financial component as well.  Tens of thousands of dollars were spent by the Firm for 

deposition transcripts, travel, document vendors, mediators, consultants, computer research and 

other obligations.  During a period of almost nine years, the Firm’s cumulative obligations total 

$314,549.14.  Since this case was being prosecuted contingently, there was no assurance these 

monies would ever be recovered (particularly after the Court granted summary judgment for Apple 

in 2015), to say nothing of the more than $35,000 in costs Plaintiffs potentially owed after judgment 

was entered in Apple’s favor.  This is a daunting financial risk for any law firm prosecuting cases 

on a contingent basis, and M&S is no exception.   

6. In the end, the work and financial burden were worth it.  If the Settlement is 

approved, Apple employees will receive most -- if not all -- of the back wages they are owed by 

virtue of Apple’s bag check policy.  This averages out to a gross share of over $2,030 for each class 

member, some of whom will receive many thousands of dollars in compensation if they worked at 

Apple for several years.  Counsel’s efforts have also brought clarity to the compensability of 

employee security checks, which is now indisputably required across the state of California.  To our 

knowledge, these outstanding results find no counterpart in any bag settlement achieved in the 

country.  

7. M&S recognizes that an upward adjustment is being requested abvove the 25% 

California benchmark.  However, counsel is not seeking a windfall for their time and the significant 

financial and non-monetary benefits they helped secure for their clients.  If the fee request is granted, 

counsel will receive a negative multiple on their lodestar in contrast to other class actions where 
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multiples of two and more have been awarded.  Given the Firm’s determined efforts, the financial 

risks undertaken and the outstanding results achieved, we respectfully believe that an upward 

deviation from the benchmark is justified and that the requested fee is fair and reasonable. 

THE WORK PERFORMED BY M&S 

8. The following is a narrative description of the work performed by M&S since May 

2013.  The Firm’s co-counsel, Kralowec Law, was involved in many of these efforts as well.  The 

Firm has filed its detailed time records for the Court’s review, a copy of which is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 1.      

A. 2013 

9. M&S was actively involved in drafting the original Complaint in the Action filed on 

July 25, 2013 (the “Frlekin Action”).  Among other things, the Firm conducted legal research 

regarding potential claims to be asserted under California and federal wage and hour law and a de 

minimis defense Apple might interpose to those claims.  M&S also spoke with a number of Apple 

employees -- including Plaintiffs Debra Speicher and Amanda Frlekin -- regarding their work 

experiences at Apple retail stores in California and reviewed documents they provided to the Firm.  

10. Shortly after the Complaint was filed, the Firm began working on Plaintiffs’ initial 

disclosures; a case management plan; and a motion to consolidate a related case asserting similar 

claims.  The Firm also drafted responses to extensive sets of interrogatories and document requests 

served by Apple, which required multiple telephone calls and emails with Plaintiffs and a review of 

relevant documents in their possession.  Over the course of discovery, the Firm was involved in 

responding to several hundred requests for the production of documents and interrogatories 

propounded by Apple regarding Plaintiffs’ employment experiences with Apple, and reviewed, 

organized and produced over 1,000 pages of documents to Apple’s counsel.  

11. M&S also played a significant role in preparing multiple sets of document requests, 

interrogatories, deposition notices and requests for admission to be served on Apple.  By the time 

Apple responded to these requests and discovery concluded in 2021, attorneys at the Firm had spent 

hundreds of hours reviewing and cataloguing thousands of pages of electronically stored 
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information (“ESI”) and other materials produced by Apple over the course of over ten separate 

document productions.  These documents included: (i) employee paystubs and time records; (ii) 

Apple’s written policies governing employee conduct at Apple retail stores; (iii) complaints from 

Apple employees regarding the security check policy; and (iv) email communications between store 

leaders and Apple management regarding the security check policy.   

12. In conjunction with reviewing these materials, M&S had scores of written and 

telephonic communications with an ESI vendor regarding the storage and retrieval of the ESI 

discovery Apple produced.  M&S also worked on the protective order ultimately approved by the 

Court that governed the treatment of ESI and other documents Apple had designated as confidential.  

Dkt. No. 177. 

13. I appeared at the Court’s first case management conference on October 17, 2013.  

Prior to that conference, I participated in telephonic and email discussions with Apple’s counsel 

regarding each side’s production of electronic discovery; deposition scheduling; and a Complaint 

filed by Plaintiff Taylor Kalin with similar allegations and claims as those asserted in the Frlekin 

Action  (the “Kalin Action”).   Shortly thereafter, M&S prepared an administrative motion to relate 

the Kalin Action to the Frlekin Action, which the Court granted by Order dated October 28, 2013.    

14. In late October 2013, M&S commenced drafting Plaintiffs’ motion for collective 

certification pursuant to Section 216(b) of the Fair Labor Standards Act (the “FLSA”) (the 

“Collective Motion”).  In addition to working on the opening brief, preparing a proposed notice to 

Apple employees, and conducting legal research regarding the requirements for collective 

certification, M&S searched internet chat rooms and Apple-related blogs for communications from 

employees regarding Apple’s bag check policy; secured declarations from Plaintiffs and other Apple 

employees regarding that policy; and analyzed similar California bag check cases where collective 

certification had been granted.  While drafting the motion for collective certification, M&S also 

worked on Plaintiffs’ First Amended Complaint, which was filed on December 13, 2013.  Dkt. No.  

75.    
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15. The deposition phase of the case began in November 2013.  Specifically, I traveled 

to California on November 18, 2013 to prepare Apple employees Debra Speicher, Amanda Frlekin 

and Seth Dowling for their depositions, which were conducted over the course of the next several 

days.  My partner, Brett R. Gallaway, also traveled to Las Vegas, Nevada to defend the deposition 

of Aaron Gregoroff on December 4, 2013, and traveled to Nashville, Tennessee to defend the 

deposition of Brandon Fisher on December 19, 2013.   

B. 2014 

16. Depositions of Apple management and store leaders began in January 2014.  On 

January 7, 2014, I traveled to California to conduct the depositions of Danya Bonnett (senior 

manager at an Apple retail store in Century City, California), and Carol Monkowski (Apple’s Rule 

30(b)(6) designee).  Significant time and effort were spent accessing and reviewing Apple 

documents concerning these witnesses and preparing for their depositions.   

17. In early 2014, M&S was also involved in drafting the reply brief in connection with 

the Collective Motion.  In addition to distinguishing the authorities in Apple’s opposition brief, the 

Firm reviewed employee declarations submitted by Apple in opposition to the motion; analyzed 

store videotapes of security checks and a related expert report submitted by Apple regarding the 

approximate duration of bag checks in several Apple stores; and worked on responses to objections 

filed by Apple to certain evidence submitted by Plaintiffs.    

18. I prepared for and argued the Collective Motion and other matters before the Court 

on February 14, 2020.  After the hearing, the Firm worked on additional briefing in support of the 

Collective Motion and securing supplemental declarations from Apple employees.   

19. On April 10, 2014, Apple filed its first motion for summary judgment (the “First 

Summary Judgment Motion”).  See Dkt. No. 156.  In addition to working on the brief in opposition 

to the motion, the Firm: (i) researched issues of compensability under California’s wage orders; (ii) 

analyzed scores of deposition transcripts and employee declarations submitted by Apple; (iii) 

reviewed emails and other documents concerning Apple’s bag check policy; and (iv) prepared charts 

showing employee wait times pursuant to the policy.      
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20. I spent many hours preparing for and arguing the First Summary Judgment Motion 

on May 22, 2014, which covered a broad range of factual and legal issues.  The following week, the 

Court denied the First Summary Judgment Motion, finding that “the summary judgment record is 

at best ambiguous” regarding whether time spent undergoing security searches was compensable 

under applicable law.  Dkt. No. 166.  However, the Court stayed the Action to assess the potential 

impact of the United States Supreme Court’s then impending review of Busk v. Integrity Staffing 

Solutions, Inc., 713 F.3d 525 (9th Cir. 2013), but directed discovery to continue regarding Plaintiffs’ 

California state-law claims.  Id.  

21. In accordance with the Court’s directive that discovery continue, M&S engaged in 

scores of email communications and telephonic meet-and-confer sessions with Apple’s counsel 

regarding a host of discovery issues.  These communications included: (i) the scope of Apple’s ESI 

document production; (ii) the propriety of confidential designations attached to materials produced 

by Apple during discovery; (iii) the relevant time-period governing Apple’s search for responsive 

discovery materials; (iv) the production of email addresses and other employee contact information; 

and (v) the scheduling and timing of depositions and responses to discovery requests.   

22. On several occasions, we did not reach agreement with Apple’s counsel regarding 

disputed discovery issues.  As a result, the Firm drafted motions to compel Apple to produce 

additional discovery, and, relatedly, drafted briefs in opposition to discovery motions filed by Apple.  

Several times these issues were addressed in conference calls with Magistrate Judge Joseph C. Spero 

and hearings before the Court, including a hearing on November 12, 2014, argued by Mr. Gallaway. 

23. Depositions of Apple management continued in late 2014.  On October 5, 2014, Mr. 

Gallaway traveled to California to conduct the deposition of Lauren Feist (an in-store manager at 

several Apple retail stores), and on October 29, 2014, I conducted the deposition of Paul Benjamin, 

Apple’s director of loss prevention.   

24. Also in 2014, M&S engaged consultants to conduct a survey of Apple employees 

regarding their bag check experiences at Apple stores.  In connection with these efforts, the Firm 

performed extensive research regarding the logistics and legal application of surveys in wage and 
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hour class actions; helped prepare questions to be posed in connection with the survey; and 

communicated extensively with the consultants regarding the survey’s scope and outcome.  

25. On December 9, 2014, the United States Supreme Court reversed the Ninth Circuit 

in Busk and ruled that time spent by employees in security checks is not compensable under the 

FLSA.  See Integrity Staffing Solutions, Inc. v. Busk, 574 U.S. 27 (2014).  In light of the Supreme 

Court’s decision, the Court dismissed Plaintiffs’ claims under the FLSA and the state laws of New 

York, Massachusetts and Ohio and directed Plaintiffs to seek leave to file an amended complaint 

and to address whether the Court should exercise supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ 

remaining California claims.  Dkt. No. 214. 

C. 2015 

26. In January 2015, M&S worked on the motion for leave to file a Consolidated 

Complaint, which was filed on January 9, 2015.  Dkt. No. 223.   M&S also researched and drafted 

the brief addressing the Court’s exercise of supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ state-law 

claims.  Moreover, because Apple had submitted a bill of costs for over $18,500 based on the Court’s 

dismissal of Plaintiffs’ claims under the FLSA, M&S performed the legal research and took the 

laboring oar in drafting the objection to that application, which was rejected by the Clerk of the 

Court on January 28, 2015.  Dkt. 235.   

27. Additional depositions were conducted and defended by M&S in early 2015.  On 

January 27, 2015, Mr. Gallaway conducted the deposition of Denise Young-Smith (Apple’s Head 

of Human Resources) in California.  On March 11, 2015, associate Wade Wilkinson defended the 

deposition of Apple employee, Archie Williams, Jr., in Florida.  On March 13, 2015, Mr. Gallaway 

defended the deposition of Apple employee, Ivan Guzman, in Albany, New York.  On March 16, 

2015, Mr. Gallaway defended the depositions of Apple employees Lee Borgioli and Kathleen 

Zelasko in California.  And on March 16, 2015, I conducted the continued deposition of Carol 

Monkowski in California.  Substantial time and effort were undertaken by the Firm preparing for 

these depositions; meeting with witnesses to discuss their anticipated testimony; and selecting and 

reviewing the documents marked as exhibits.   
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28. While these discovery efforts were underway, M&S began working on Plaintiffs’ 

motion for class certification pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23.  Many hours were 

spent by the Firm in connection with this enormous undertaking.  In addition to working on the 

opening and reply briefs, supporting declarations, proposed order and other relevant documents, 

M&S sent out mailings to Apple employees to obtain information about their experiences with 

Apple’s bag check policy.  As a result of these efforts, the Firm spoke to scores of Apple employees 

and secured multiple employee declarations to show the average duration of Apple’s bag checks 

and the approximate number of times bag checks were conducted at Apple stores.  The Firm also 

performed a comprehensive legal analysis on a number of unique topics, including: (i) the use of 

special masters to adjudicate individual issues in wage and hour class actions; (ii) certification 

decisions in other class actions challenging the compensability of employee security checks; (iii) 

the requirements for certification of particular issues pursuant to Federal Rule 23(c)(4); and (iv) the 

nature and contents of a proposed trial plan.  M&S also reviewed and organized the multiple 

employee declarations, deposition transcripts and documents produced during discovery to use as 

exhibits in the certification motion.   

29. Plaintiffs’ Motion for Rule 23(c)(4) Certification of Particular Issues was filed on 

May 11, 2015 (the “Class Motion”).  Dkt. No. 242.  A total of 170 exhibits were submitted in support 

of the Class Motion, including 90 employee declarations, multiple pages of deposition transcripts, 

40 emails from and to Apple management, relevant sections of Apple’s employee conduct policy, a 

comprehensive chart showing the frequency and duration of bag checks in certain Apple stores, and 

Apple’s responses to certain discovery requests.  Dkt. 243.  Pursuant to the protective order entered 

by the Court on October 2, 2014 (Dkt. No. 177), M&S also drafted an administrative motion to file 

certain of these exhibits under seal.  Dkt. 246-1.   

30. I prepared for and argued the Class Motion at a hearing before the Court on July 2, 

2015.  Representing a major victory for Plaintiffs given the Court’s earlier-stated concerns about 

the merits of the case (Dkt. 147 [Transcript of Proceedings, Feb. 20, 2014] at 46:2-12), the Court 

granted the Class Motion on July 16, 2015.  Frlekin v. Apple, Inc., 2015 WL 4365374 (N.D. Cal. 
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July 16, 2015) (the “Class Certification Order”).  Dkt. 297.  In the Class Certification Order, the 

Court appointed M&S as Class Counsel together with Kralowec Law and designated me to serve as 

lead counsel.  Id.  The Court also permitted both sides to move for summary judgment on the 

“generic issue” of whether “Apple’s bag-search policy is compensable [under California law] 

without regard to any special reason any employee brought a bag to work.”  Id. 

31. Two weeks after the Class Certification Order, Apple filed a petition before the Ninth 

Circuit for review of the ruling pursuant to Federal Rule 23(f) (the “Petition”).  The Firm conducted 

extensive legal research regarding the issues raised by Apple and worked on the brief in opposition 

to the Petition, which was denied by the Ninth Circuit on October 20, 2015.  Dkt. No. 333.  

32. During the same period, M&S worked on the notices to be disseminated to Apple 

employees informing them of the Class Certification Order.  These efforts included not only drafting 

the direct notice and summary notice via publication, but creating a “joint dissemination plan” to 

govern the timing of the notices; the ability for class members to intervene in the Action; and the 

opportunity for class members to opt-out of the class.  In conjunction with these efforts, M&S had 

multiple telephonic and email communications with Apple’s counsel in an effort to resolve 

differences on a variety of issues, including the contents of the notices; Apple’s production of 

employee email addresses; and which side would bear the costs of dissemination.  M&S also 

corresponded with and solicited bids from several companies to facilitate and oversee the notice and 

opt-out process, and ultimately retained Epiq Global (“Epiq”), a firm with extensive experience in 

the class action notice and administration field.  

33. While M&S was working on opposing the Petition and implementing the notice plan, 

a settlement conference was scheduled before Magistrate Judge Spero.  In preparation for that 

conference, M&S performed extensive work on a mediation statement, which included a 

comprehensive damage analysis to assess possible class member recoveries at trial and the making 

of an appropriate settlement demand.  Mr. Gallaway and I traveled to California for the settlement 

conference held on September 30, 2015, which was attended by Plaintiffs Aaron Gregoroff and Seth 

Dowling.   
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34. Because the settlement conference was unsuccessful, the Firm began working on a 

motion for summary judgment as permitted by the Court in the Class Certification Order.  Plaintiffs’ 

motion was filed on October 2, 2015, and Apple’s own motion for summary judgment was filed the 

same day (the “Second Summary Judgment Motion”).   

35. As with the First Summary Judgment Motion, substantial work was performed by 

the Firm to respond to the Second Summary Judgment Motion.  These efforts included analyzing 

and distinguishing the authorities cited in Apple’s papers; reviewing the extensive evidentiary 

record to rebut the factual assertions raised in those papers; and drafting a comprehensive brief in 

opposition to the motion.  

36. I prepared for and argued the Second Summary Judgment Motion at a hearing before 

the Court on November 4, 2015.  Several days later, the Court entered an Order granting Apple’s 

Second Summary Judgment Motion and denying Plaintiffs’ cross-motion for summary judgment.  

See Frlekin v. Apple, Inc., 2015 WL 6851424 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 7, 2015) (the “Summary Judgment 

Ruling”).  Dkt.  No. 339.  The Court entered Judgment in favor of Apple the same day.  Dkt. No. 

340.   

37. Shortly after the Judgment was entered, Apple filed a bill of costs seeking 

reimbursement of over $60,000.  The Firm researched and worked on objections to the bill of costs, 

but the Court awarded Apple a total $34,859.12 for deposition transcripts and filing fees.  Dkt. No. 

351. 

D. 2016-2019 

38. Over the next several years, the Firm played an active role in Plaintiffs’ efforts to 

secure reversal of the Summary Judgment Ruling.  These efforts included:  

• Reviewing and commenting on the opening, opposition, reply and amicus briefs 

submitted to the California Supreme Court and the Ninth Circuit;  

• Westlaw, internet and library research regarding factual and legal issues raised in 

those submissions, including: (i) the pervasiveness of cell phone usage amongst the 
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general public; (ii) whether security checks are truly “voluntary”; and (iii) whether 

security checks constitute “hours worked” under applicable California wage orders;  

• Multiple emails, telephonic communications and meetings with co-counsel regarding 

the parties’ briefs and the amicus briefs; 

• Moot court and strategy sessions with co-counsel in preparation for hearings before 

the California Supreme Court and the Ninth Circuit;  

• Observing and attending oral arguments before the California Supreme Court and 

the Ninth Circuit;  

• Reviewing and analyzing the rulings of the California Supreme Court and the Ninth 

Circuit regarding the compensability of security checks under California law;  

• Communications with Apple’s counsel regarding the scheduling of appellate 

briefing; and  

• Researching decisions in other bag check cases for potential use as supplemental 

authority.  

E. 2020 

39. In an Opinion dated February 13, 2020, the California Supreme Court ruled that 

Plaintiffs and other Apple employees must be paid for the time spent undergoing security checks at 

Apple retail stores.  See Frlekin v. Apple, Inc., 8 Cal. 5th 1038 (2020).  M&S worked on the brief in 

opposition to Apple’s Petition for Rehearing of that ruling, which the California Supreme Court 

denied by Order dated May 13, 2020. 

40. After the California Supreme Court’s ruling, counsel for the parties began exploring 

the possibility of settlement.  In addition to many emails and telephone calls with co-counsel and 

Apple’s counsel regarding a potential mediator, the Firm began supplementing its earlier damage 

analyses to assess possible settlement ranges that could facilitate a constructive dialogue.  In 

multiple emails and telephone calls with Apple’s counsel, the Firm also aggressively pushed for 

Apple’s production of additional employee records that could assist in evaluating an acceptable 

settlement figure.  
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41. The parties ultimately selected the Honorable Jay C. Gandhi (Ret.) of JAMS to act 

as mediator.  After Judge Ghandi’s retention in August 2020, the Firm engaged in a number of tasks 

prior to the initial mediation scheduled for October 20, 2020.  These efforts included:  

• Analyzing additional data produced by Apple and incorporating that data into an 

updated damage analysis;  

• Legal research regarding the continued viability of the de minimis defense based on 

then recent Ninth Circuit authority; structures approved by courts in settlements 

reached in other bag check cases; and potential penalties that could be imposed on 

Apple under various California statutes;  

• Drafting a comprehensive mediation statement that addressed the lengthy 

background of the case and the factual and legal obstacles faced by each side;  

• Consultations with an expert regarding the calculation and extent of class member 

damages;  

• Communicating with representatives of Epiq to evaluate potential claims rates based 

on settlements in other wage and hour class actions;  

• Communicating with Plaintiffs regarding the mediation and possible settlement 

ranges; and 

• Reviewing Apple’s mediation statement and researching the authorities cited by 

Apple in support of its positions.  

42. Together with Mr. Gallaway, I participated in the first mediation session with Judge 

Ghandi during the entire day of October 20, 2020.  Needless to say, the parties expressed widely 

contrasting views regarding their assessments of Plaintiffs’ claims, Apple’s potential defenses and 

the amount of recoverable damages.  For example, there were contested issues as to whether: (i) 

minimum wage rates instead of regular hourly wage rates should apply in calculating employee 

compensation for unpaid security checks; (ii) checks that lasted for seconds or other brief periods 

of time were compensable under California law; and (iii) Apple had a viable “good faith” defense, 

which may have undermined Plaintiffs’ claims for several forms of relief under the California Labor 
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Code.  As a result of these and other disagreements, the parties were far apart in their assessments 

of the value of the case and were unable to reach agreement at the first mediation session.   

43. After the mediation concluded, I participated in a number of additional telephone 

calls and emails with Judge Gandhi and Apple’s counsel to explore the viability of continued 

settlement discussions.  As a result of these communications, a second mediation session was 

scheduled with Judge Gandhi for late 2020.  In advance of that session, the Firm worked on updating 

Plaintiffs’ mediation statement and communicating with Plaintiffs regarding strategy and potential 

settlement outcomes.   

44. Mr. Gallaway and I participated in a second mediation session before Judge Gandhi 

on December 12, 2020.  Despite their best efforts over the course of an entire day, the parties 

remained far apart in their positions and no settlement was reached.   

45. While Plaintiffs remained hopeful the case could ultimately be settled, M&S 

aggressively pushed forward on a litigation path so the Action would be ready for trial.  In 

furtherance of these efforts, the Firm conducted extensive research regarding the use of 

representative testimony and statistical sampling in trials of wage and hour class actions involving 

large numbers of employees.  The Firm also began drafting a comprehensive trial plan that could be 

used by the Court to structure the timing and nature of the trial process, including a mechanism for 

Apple employees to file individual claims for compensation. The Firm also worked on a Joint Case 

Management Statement that was submitted to the Court on December 9, 2020.  Dkt. No. 368.   

46. I participated in a telephonic case management conference with the Court on 

December 16, 2020.  During that conference, the Court stated that Apple would not be permitted to 

file a motion for decertification of the class, and established a timetable for Plaintiffs to file: (i) a 

motion to expand or redefine the class or damages period; and (ii) a motion for summary judgment.  

Dkt. No. 369.  Thereafter, the Firm worked on a stipulation with Apple and co-counsel to expand 

the class damages period for which Apple employees could seek recovery, as well as a motion for 

entry of judgment on the question of Apple’s liability arising out of the security check policy.  
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F. 2021 

47. The Firm continued actively working on a proposed trial plan as 2021 began, 

conducting additional legal research, drafting proposed notices and claim forms, and consulting 

extensively with representatives of Epiq regarding notice and administration concepts.  The plan, 

which was incorporated into Plaintiffs’ Motion Approving Notice and Claim Procedure, was filed 

with the Court on January 21, 2021.  Dkt. No. 377.  Among other things, Plaintiffs proposed a 

comprehensive framework that addressed: (i) how notice would be disseminated to Apple 

employees through direct mailings, emails, newspapers and internet postings informing them of 

their right to submit claims for compensation based on Apple’s bag check policy; (ii) the 

circumstances under which Apple could contest individual claims; (iii) which party should bear 

responsibility for the costs of notice and administration; and (iv) a mechanism to address legal issues 

that arise during the trial process.  Id.  

48. On March 3, 2021, I attended a telephonic conference call with the Court to address 

further proceedings in the case and Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment on the issue of liability.  

Over the following week, and based on the Court’s directives at the conference, M&S worked with 

Apple’s counsel to revise the class member notices, claim forms and a proposed timeline for the 

trial process.  On the issues where counsel could not agree, the Court entered an Order on April 14, 

2021 to provide guidance on a variety of topics, including the timing and content of the notices and 

claim forms, which party should bear the costs of notice and administration and the right of class 

counsel to contact members of the class.  Dkt. No. 407 (the “April 14 Order”).  Also in the April 14 

Order, the Court granted Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment on the issue of liability; directed 

Apple to produce employee payroll records to Apple’s chosen claims administrator, Angeion Group 

(“Angeion”), within 30 days; and directed Angeion to effectuate notice to Apple employees within 

30 days after its receipt of the payroll records.  Id.   

49. While these and other notice and administration issues were being addressed with 

the Court, the parties began exploring the retention of a new mediator.  After the Firm researched 

potential candidates and had multiple communications with co-counsel and Apple’s counsel on the 
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subject, the parties selected the Honorable Edward A. Infante (Ret.), former chief magistrate judge 

of the United States District Court, Northern District of California.   

50. Mr. Gallaway and I participated in a mediation before Judge Infante on May 6, 2021.  

In preparation for the session, M&S worked on updating Plaintiffs’ mediation statement and 

communicating with Plaintiffs to address recent litigation developments in the case.   

51. After an all-day session before Judge Infante, the parties reached an agreement in 

principle to settle the Action for $29.9 million.  On May 13, 2021, the Court was advised of the 

agreement in principle and asked to adjourn for sixty days the dates set forth in the April 14, Order.  

Dkt. No. 408.   

52. In the weeks after the May 6th mediation, the Firm was actively involved in drafting 

and negotiating a memorandum of understanding to memorialize the principal terms of the 

settlement.  These efforts included multiple telephonic and email communications with co-counsel 

and Apple’s counsel; reviewing and commenting on several drafts of the memorandum; exploring 

alternate bids from claims administrators for the notice and administration process; and participating 

in additional communications with Judge Infante to address open issues the parties were unable to 

agree upon.    

53. A formal Memorandum of Understanding was executed on or about July 19, 2021.   

Among other things, the Memorandum of Understanding incorporated several key points class 

counsel was focused on throughout the negotiation process, including that settlement funds would 

be non-reversionary to Apple; class members would not be required to submit claim forms to 

participate in the settlement; and (with the exception of the named Plaintiffs), the releases by class 

members would be narrowly tailored to the wage and hour claims that were -- or could have been -

- asserted in the Action.   

54. Over the next several months, the Firm actively participated in drafting the 

Stipulation Regarding Class and Private Attorneys General Act Settlement and Release (the 

“Settlement Stipulation”).  This process entailed numerous emails and telephone calls with Apple’s 
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counsel and co-counsel; lengthy conference calls with all counsel; and reviewing and commenting 

on drafts of the Settlement Stipulation and accompanying exhibits. 

55. The parties executed the Settlement Stipulation on or about November 11, 2021.  In 

the weeks prior to this date, the Firm worked extensively on the motion for preliminary approval of 

the settlement.  These efforts included: (i) researching the requirements for preliminary approval 

under applicable California authorities; (ii) preparing charts of estimated class member recoveries 

under the settlement; (iii) multiple communications with Apple’s counsel regarding employee shift 

data, the number of Apple employees in the class and securing an accurate count of the number of 

prior opt-outs; (iv) drafting the memorandum of law and a comprehensive joint declaration in 

support of the motion for preliminary approval; (v) communicating with Plaintiffs regarding the 

terms and timing of the settlement; (vi) preparing a notice of the settlement to the Labor and 

Workforce Development Agency; (vii) emails and conference calls with representatives of Angeion 

to address its estimated costs and the work it expected to perform in administering the settlement; 

and (viii) calculating Apple’s share of the payroll taxes owed on the wage portion of the settlement 

fund.    

56. The motion for preliminary approval was filed on November 12, 2021. Dkt. No. 416.  

Several weeks later, I prepared for and participated in a telephonic conference call with the Court to 

discuss the Settlement Stipulation and Plaintiffs’ request for preliminary approval.   

57. By Order dated December 28, 2021, the Court granted Plaintiffs’ motion to 

preliminarily approve the settlement and established dates for providing notice of the settlement to 

Apple employees, the filing of objections to the settlement and the final approval hearing (the 

“Preliminary Approval Order”).  Dkt. No. 431.    

G. 2022 

58. Substantial work was performed by the Firm after the Court preliminarily approved 

the settlement.  For example, M&S worked with co-counsel, Apple’s counsel and Angeion to update 

the direct and email notices to be disseminated to class members and assure the notices were sent 

by the January 11, 2022 deadline set in the Preliminary Approval Order.  The Firm also 
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communicated with a number of Apple employees to answer their questions regarding the 

settlement.  M&S also regularly interacted with representatives of Angeion to address class member 

inquiries, requests for exclusion and returned mailings.  The Firm also communicated with the 

named Plaintiffs regarding the execution of declarations in support of the settlement.   

THE FIRM’S LODESTAR 

59. The Firm is filing its detailed billing records with the Court for the period between 

May 8, 2013 (when work on the case began) through March 23, 2022.  The time entries appear 

chronologically and reflect: (i) the date of the entry; (ii) the biller; (iii) the number of hours spent 

by the biller in connection with the entry; and (iv) the lodestar associated with the entry.  In 

accordance with the Firm’s practice, the entries were not based on estimates and were recorded 

contemporaneously with the work performed by the biller.  The lone exception to the Firm’s 

contemporaneous billing practice are the recently-recorded entries of 28 hours by “BRG” (attorney 

Brett R. Gallaway) in connection with preparing for and taking the deposition of Denise Young 

Smith on January 28, 2015; these entry was inadvertently omitted from the Firm’s time records.    

60. Each biller’s entries are recorded in quarterly hour increments.  This has been the 

practice within the Firm’s class action department since I became a partner in April 2011.  The 

practice of billing in quarterly hour increments has been approved by this Court and other Courts in 

the Northern District of California.  See In re Network Associates, Inc., Securities Litigation, 76 F. 

Supp. 2d 1017, 1034 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 22, 1999) (directing class counsel to “log its time on a daily 

basis, tracking its activities by timekeeper, by individual task, and by quarter-hour increments”) 

(Alsup, J.); Bobol v. HP Pavilion Mgmt, 2006 WL 927332, at *5 (N.D. Cal., Apr. 10, 2006 (“As the 

total hours allowed under this order are reasonable, there is no cause to assume that the quarter hour 

billing increments resulted in a net increase to a degree that would warrant further adjustment.”). 

61. As reflected in the Firm’s time records, entries are recorded in block increments, 

which has also been the practice within the Firm’s class action department.  This Court has permitted 

block billing “when the entries contain sufficient detail to determine whether billing for the 

combined tasks was reasonable.”  See Lewis v. Silvertree Mohave Homeowners’ Assoc., Inc., 2017 
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WL 5495816, at *7 (N.D. Cal., Nov. 16, 2017) (Alsup, J.); Navcom Technology, Inc. v. Oki Electric 

Industry Co., Ltd., 2020 WL 78720, at *3 (N.D. Cal., January 7, 2020) (“Block billing is not per se 

objectionable and may be acceptable if the descriptions are adequate.”).   

62. In this case, the Firm endeavored to provide detailed descriptions of the specific work 

performed by each biller so the Court can determine exactly what tasks were undertaken.  This 

includes not only entries where a single task was recorded, but entries that reflect multiple tasks 

performed and recorded by the biller in a single day.  Thus, in addition to the date, the identity of 

the biller and the time spent on the task or tasks, the time entries describe the nature of legal and 

factual research conducted; the subject matter of communications with counsel and clients; the 

identities of the persons with whom the biller communicated or conferred with; the specific hearing 

attended and the nature of the hearing; and the documents, pleadings and briefs reviewed or drafted.  

63. The two attorneys principally responsible for prosecuting the Action since its 

inception are myself and Mr. Gallaway.  As discussed below, I have been practicing law for over 

37 years; have been lead or co-lead counsel in over 100 class actions since 1988 when I began 

working in the class action field; and have negotiated settlements that have generated tens of 

millions of dollars in recoveries for employees, consumers and investors throughout the country.   

64. As reflected in the Firm’s time records, my hourly rate is $1,075.  This Court and 

others in this District have approved similar hourly rates for comparably experienced senior partners 

in the class action field.  See In re Glumetza Antitrust Litig., 2022 WL 327707, at *8 (N.D. Cal., 

February 3, 2022) (“For the thirty-two partners who billed for this action, the hourly rate ranged 

from…$525…to…$1,105) (Alsup, J.); Hefler v. Wells Fargo & Co., 2018 WL 6619983, at *14 

(N.D. Cal. Dec. 18, 2018) (rates from $650 to $1,250 for partner or senior counsel, $400 to $650 for 

associates); In re Volkswagen “Clean Diesel” Mktg., Sales Practices, & Prod. Liab. Litig., 2017 

WL 1047834, at *5 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 17, 2017) (billing rates ranging from $275 to $1,600 for 

partners, $150 to $790 for associates, and $80 to $490 for paralegals reasonable “given the 

complexities of this case and the extraordinary result achieved for the Class.”).  The Firm has used 

current hourly rates to account for the almost nine-year delay in compensation.  See Wit v. United 
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Behav. Health, 2022 WL 45057, at *5 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 5, 2022) (“Here, the Court finds that Plaintiffs’ 

request that the lodestar be calculated using current rates to account for the nearly six-year delay in 

compensation is reasonable.”) (Spero, J.).  

65. Mr. Gallaway was an associate at the Firm when this case commenced in July 2013 

and became a partner in 2014.  Mr. Gallaway is a 2011 law school graduate and has been a member 

of the Firm’s class action department since he joined the Firm in January 2013.  As described below, 

Mr. Gallaway has prosecuted and defended scores of wage and hour actions since he joined the Firm 

over ten years ago.  His hourly rate is $850, which is also comparable to rates approved by the Court 

for similarly experienced attorneys.   Id.  

66. Two associates played important roles in the Action over the years, Wade C. 

Wilkinson and Jason S. Giaimo (who became a partner as of January 1, 2022).  Mr. Wilkinson is a 

2005 law school graduate and Mr. Giaimo is a 2014 law school graduate.  Mr. Giaimo’s hourly rate 

is $750 and Mr. Wilkinson’s hourly rate is $675, which is similarly commensurate with rates 

approved by the Court.  Id.    

67. As with most law firms over extended periods of time, the Firm experienced turnover 

in the paralegal department since the Action commenced almost nine years ago.  Seven paralegals 

assisted in the case since 2013 when the initial complaint was filed.  As discussed below, however, 

the time entries of two paralegals were deleted from the Firm’s billing records.  The paralegal hourly 

rate is $310, which is similar to rates approved for paralegals by Courts in this District.  Id.    

68. The Firm endeavored throughout the Action to be efficient and economical in its 

allocation of work amongst attorneys and paralegals assigned to the case.  While there are 

undoubtedly exceptions to this observation given the thousands of discrete tasks performed by M&S 

over the course of almost nine years, the Firm’s billing records reflect a determined effort to assure 

that the minimum number of lawyers and paralegals were assigned to particular tasks commensurate 

with their skill level and experience.   

69. For example, most depositions were conducted or defended by a single attorney.  

Moreover, the document demands, interrogatories, and deposition notices were drafted and 
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responded to by associates, while most of the documents produced by Apple were reviewed and 

catalogued by associates and paralegals (although for continuity purposes, Mr. Gallaway did 

continue reviewing documents when he became a partner in 2014).  Further, clerical tasks, such as 

filing documents on ECF, preparing exhibits and cover sheets and preparing pro hac vice 

applications, were performed by paralegals.   

70. Hearings before the Court and mediation sessions were typically attended by myself 

and Mr. Gallaway, whose presence on these occasions was needed given his intimate knowledge of 

the extensive documentary and testimonial record developed over the course of many years.  

Notably, every hearing, settlement conference and mediation session was likewise staffed by at least 

two attorneys appearing on behalf of Apple.  See Caudle v. Sprint/United Management Company, 

2019 WL 6841239, at *5 (N.D. Cal., Dec. 16, 2019) (“Class Counsel appeared to staff 

proportionately with defendant’s counsel; telephone conference and hearings are generally two 

attorneys each.”) (Alsup, J.).  

71. I have reviewed the Firm’s billing records and sought to exercise billing judgment 

with regard to time entries contained therein.  In doing so, I removed from the Firm’s time records 

the following based on 2021 hourly rates: (i) $15,903.25 hours of time for administrative tasks that 

likely took less than five minutes per task and tasks associated with travel; (ii) $4,340.00 of lodestar 

of a partner who billed less than  ten hours of time to the case; (iii) $11,483.75 of lodestar for three 

associates who each billed less than ten hours of time to the case; (iv) $2,466.25 of lodestar for two 

paralegals who each billed less than ten hours of time to the case; (v) $41,913.75 of lodestar for 

work associated with Dean Pelle, a New York Apple employee, and Adam Kilker, a Massachusetts 

Apple employee, and other research and drafting tasks related to claims not pursued in the 

Action.  Moreover, there were many entries when certain billers recorded time in tenth of an hour 

increments; I rounded those entries down to the nearest quarter of an hour (e.g., reducing reported 

time of 2.70 to 2.50), while in a few instances, I rounded recorded time of less than .25 up to .25 of 

an hour.  The total lodestar reduced from the Firm’s time records resulting from these deletions is 

$76,107.00.   
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72. Since work on the case began in May 2013, the Firm billed a total of 4,745.25 hours 

in prosecuting the Action (net of the deductions referenced in the preceding paragraph) for an 

aggregate lodestar of $4,170,613.50.  Below is a chart showing: (i) the name of the biller; (ii) his or 

her position in the Firm; (iii) the aggregate number of hours billed; (iv) the hourly rate; and (iv) the 

total lodestar associated with those hours: 

Name Position Hours 2022 Hourly 

Rates 

Total Lodestar 

Lee S. Shalov Senior Partner 1,913.25 $1,075 $2,056,743.75 

Brett R. Gallaway Associate/Partner 1,680.00 $850 $1,428,000.00 

Jason S. Giaimo Associate/Partner 380.50 $750 $285,375.00 

Wade C. Wilkinson Associate/Partner 422.75 $675 $285,356.25 

Tracy Burnett Associate 19.25 $675 $12,993.75 

Alexandra Behrman 
Paralegal 225.25 $310 $69,827.50 

Anthony J. Ramirez Paralegal 38.00 $310 $11,780.00 

Harrison J. Shapiro Paralegal 19.00 $310 $5,890.00 

Daniel J. Mallia Paralegal 30.50 $310 $9,455.00 

Paul C. Beyersdorf Paralegal 16.75 $310 $5,192.50 

Total:  4,745.25  $4,170,613.50 

73. Included in the Firm’s aggregate lodestar figure through March 23, 2022 are 131.50 

hours associated with time spent by M&S preparing Plaintiffs’ motion for an award of attorneys’ 

fees, reimbursement of expenses and incentive awards.  The total lodestar for this work is 

$125,393.75. 

74. Based on my 35+ years’ experience litigating hundreds of class actions, I expect the 

Firm will need to devote considerable additional time to the litigation on a variety of matters, 

including (i) communicating with class members regarding the settlement; (ii) interacting with the 
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claims administrator regarding class member payments and the administration process; (iii) drafting 

declarations and briefs in support of Plaintiffs’ motion for final approval; and (iv) preparing for and 

appearing at the July 7, 2022, final approval hearing.  I will submit a supplemental declaration prior 

to the final hearing detailing this additional time, which I estimate will be approximately $175,000. 

THE FIRM’S EXPENSES 

75. Over the course of almost nine years, the Firm expended or owes at total of 

$314,549.14 to finance the litigation with no assurance those monies would be recovered.  These 

expenses include: (i) $21,467.91 for 20 deposition transcripts and $708.85 for hearing transcripts; 

(ii) $34,591.69 in mediation-related expenses; (iii) $94,586.85 paid to Epiq in connection with the 

notices disseminated to class members in 2015; (iv) $8,892.84 paid for ESI document storage; (v) 

$10,272.05 for pro hac vice, appellate and other filing fees and costs; (vi) $39,707.43 in 

computerized research costs associated with hundreds of research sessions conducted over the last 

8+ years; (vii) $47,312.90 in costs charged by consultants in connection with the survey conducted 

in 2015; and (viii) $10,545.35 for photocopies of the thousands of pages of exhibits, transcripts, 

briefs and other documents associated with the litigation since 2013.  All of these costs were 

reasonably incurred in the prosecution of this matter over the past nine years, benefitted the class, 

and would have been charged to a paying client had this been a non-contingency case. 

76. The following is a chart itemizing the expenses incurred or owed by M&S since the 

Action was commenced in 2013.  In addition, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a detailed spreadsheet 

further delinating the expenses incurred or owed by M&S.  In addition, attached hereto are Exhibits 

3 through 8, which contain the backup for expenses that were substantial in nature.   

Cost Category Amount Exhibit 

2015 Class Notice and Administration Costs $94,586.85 3 

Court Costs/Filing Fees $2,798.78  

Courier and Messenger Costs  $401.68  

Attorney Service Costs $53.18  

Postage/U.S. Mail $1,299.42  
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Appellate Costs/Fees $7,473.27 4 

Computerized Research (Westlaw/LEXIS) $39,707.43  

Computerized Research (PACER)1 $0.00  

ESI Discovery Hosting Costs $8,892.84 52 

Research (Other) $950.62  

Copies – In House $10,545.35  

Copies – Outside $16.89  

Service of Process $320.00  

Hearing Transcripts $708.85 6 

Experts/Consultants $47,312.90 7 

Mediation Costs (for multi-day mediation 
sessions) $34,591.69 8 

Deposition Costs (excluding travel) $21,467.91  

Travel – Local $502.41  

Meals – Local $150.63  

Travel – Non-Local – Transportation 
(Deposition travel expenses) $13,681.15  

Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition 
travel expenses) $5,010.62  

Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Deposition 
travel expenses) $695.93  

Travel – Non-Local – Transportation 
(Hearing travel expenses) $18,622.72  

Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Hearing travel 
expenses) $3,240.79  

Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Hearing travel 
expenses) $1,517.23  

Total Costs: 
$314,549.14  

77. On May 13, 2021, the parties filed a joint notice of settlement stating that the Action 

had been settled subject to Court approval. Dkt. 408. On December 16, 2021, the Court preliminarily 

                                           
1  The Firm does not charge its clients for the cost of PACER. As such, the Firm is not seeking reimbursement 
for the PACER costs incurred over the course of this litigation.  
2  The Firm is awaiting receipt of copies of 2 invoices from its ESI discovery host and will further supplement 
Exhibit 5 upon receipt.  
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approved the settlement, describing it as “the largest of any security-check suit in California 

history.” Dkt. 431 at 3:8.   

78. Notice has been completed, and Class Counsel are informed that no objections to the 

proposed attorneys’ fees and costs awards, which were fully disclosed in the class notice, have been 

received to date. 

EXPERIENCE OF THE FIRM AND THE PRINCIPAL  
ATTORNEYS WHO WORKED ON THE CASE 

79. M&S has been lead and co-lead counsel in scores of wage and hour class actions 

over the last ten years that have generated millions of dollars in recoveries for aggrieved employees.  

These cases have involved a variety of different claims and legal issues, including: (i) failure to 

compensate employees for time worked before and after shifts; (ii) employee misclassification; (iii) 

failure to pay for employees for compensatory time off in lieu of overtime compensation; (iv) 

impermissible time-rounding; and (v) violations of federal and state WARN act statutes 

80. Some of the Firm’s settlements include: Peebles v Concourse Village, Inc., et al., 

Index No. 20-cv-6940 (S.D.N.Y) (M&S obtained a $1.15 million settlement as counsel for over 110 

employees); Preldakaj v. The Monarch Condominium, et al., Index No. 20-cv-9433 (S.D.N.Y.) 

(M&S appointed lead counsel and obtained a $912,500 settlement as counsel for over 30 

employees); Civil, et al. v. Starrett City, Inc., et al., Index No. 18-cv-2256 (E.D.N.Y) (M&S 

appointed lead counsel and obtained a $4.75 million settlement as counsel for over 950 employees); 

Morales v. Rochdale Village, Inc., et al., Index No. 15-cv-502 (E.D.N.Y) (M&S appointed lead 

counsel and obtained a $2.65 million settlement as counsel for over 1,500 employees); Ramirez v. 

Riverbay Corp., Index No.: 13-cv-2367 (S.D.N.Y.) (M&S appointed Co-lead counsel and obtained 

a $6.25 million settlement as counsel for over 1,700 employees); Siewharack v. Queens Long Island 

Medical Group, P.C., Index No.: 11-cv-3603 (E.D.N.Y.) (M&S appointed Co-lead counsel and 

obtained a $2.45 million settlement for employees of medical company who were not compensated 

for time worked); Ludwig v. Pret A Manger, Index No.: 11-cv-5677 (S.D.N.Y.) (M&S appointed 

Co-lead and obtained a $299,000 settlement for misclassified managers-in-training); Marshall v. 

Deutsche Post DHL Express (USA) Inc., Index No.: 13-cv-1471 (S.D.N.Y.) (M&S appointed Lead 
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Counsel and obtained a $1.5 million settlement as class counsel in a wage and hour class action on 

behalf of DHL clearance agents in New York, California and Florida); and Terrana v. JCPenney, 

Index No.: 13-cv-0460 (S.D.N.Y.) (M&S appointed Co-lead counsel and obtained a $750,000 

settlement in a wage and hour class action on behalf of non-exempt hourly employees of JCPenney 

in New York).  

81. The Firm’s class action department consists of four lawyers who regularly prosecute 

and defend cases throughout the country, including class actions in New York, Pennsylvania, 

Florida, Illinois and California.  I am the co-chair of the class action department together with Mr. 

Gallaway.  The Firm has received widespread press attention for its efforts on behalf of the 

thousands of employees it represents, including this Action against Apple.  See Exhibit 9 (“How 

These Attys Turned Up The Heat On Apple in Wage Fight.”).   Likewise, Courts have recognized 

the outstanding results achieved by the Firm and the quality of the representation the Firm provides 

on behalf of its clients.  See, e.g., Khoday v. Symantec Corp., 2016 WL 1637039, at *10 (D. Minn. 

Apr. 5, 2016) (Recognizing, in class action where M&S was co-counsel, that “[c]ounsel for all 

parties exhibited great skill in advocating on behalf of their clients and bringing this case to a fair 

and reasonable resolution.”); see also Peebles v Concourse Village, Inc., et al., Index No. 20-cv-

6940 (GHW) (S.D.N.Y. March 2, 2022) (“McLaughlin and Stern has] had considerable experience 

in wage-and-hour class action lawsuits, such as this [and] [t]he Court has no reason to doubt the 

quality of their representation.”); see also Ramirez v. Riverbay Corp., Index No.: 13-cv-2367 

(S.D.N.Y. July 8, 2015) (JGK)(GWG) (Class settlement approved because of negotiation done by 

“experienced [wage and hour] counsel” and McLaughlin and Stern appointed class counsel.).  

82. I graduated law school in 1984 and have practiced in the class action field since 1988.  

In 1997, I started my own law firm in New York, which eventually became Shalov Stone Bonner & 

Rocco LLP.   In April 2011, I joined M&S as a partner to create and oversee the Firm’s class action 

department. 

83. Since 1988, I have prosecuted over 100 wage and hour class actions, securities class 

actions and consumer fraud class actions in states across the country.  These cases have generated 
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tens of millions of dollars in recoveries for employees, consumers and investors.  I have extensive 

trial as well as appellate experience, having briefed and argued appeals before the United States 

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit and the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.  

I have been recognized since 2007 in New York “Super Lawyers”, which is a competitive selection 

of the top five percent of attorneys in each state.  A copy of my curriculum vitae is attached hereto 

as Exhibit 10. 

84. Mr. Gallaway graduated law school in 2011 and has practiced extensively in the class 

action field.  Since 2011, Mr. Gallaway has prosecuted and defended almost 100 single plaintiff and 

class wage and hour actions in states across the country, in addition to WARN Act class actions and 

various commercial disputes.  Mr. Gallaway joined M&S in January 2013 and became a partner at 

the Firm in 2014.  He has been recognized since 2015 in New York “Super Lawyers”, which is a 

competitive selection of the top five percent of attorneys in each state.  A copy of his curriculum 

vitae is attached hereto as Exhibit 11. 

85. Mr. Giaimo graduated law school in 2014 and has practiced extensively in the class 

action field.  Since 2014, Mr. Giaimo has prosecuted and defended a significant number of wage 

and hour class actions, securities class actions and consumer fraud class actions, in addition to 

various commercial disputes.  Mr. Giaimo graduated from St. John’s University School of Law 

magna cum laude and became a partner at the Firm in 2022. A copy of his curriculum vitae is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 12. 

ESTIMATED CLASS MEMBER RECOVERIES 

86. The aggregate sum of the service awards Plaintiffs seek (i.e., $50,000), represents 

0.167% of the Total Settlement Amount (of $29.9 million) and 0.26% of the estimated Net 

Settlement Amount after payment of estimated attorneys’ fees, costs and the full requested service 

awards.3  Individually, the requested $10,000 awards per Plaintiff are .03% of the gross settlement, 

and .05% of the net settlement.  The cost to each of the 14,683 class members of the requested 

                                           
3  These calculations are slightly revised and corrected from the calculation in the Joint Declaration of Lee S. 
Shalov and Kimberly A. Kralowec in Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Preliminary Approval of Settlement (“Joint 
Declaration”) (see Dkt. No. 416-1 at ¶ 60.).   
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service awards is approximately $0.68 per class member for each requested Plaintiff award, and 

$3.40 per class member for the aggregate $50,000 for all five Plaintiffs.4 

87. When prejudgment interest is excluded, the estimated average net share of $1,286.96 

to be distributed to the class members represents 160% of their base wages at their contract rates.5  

All class members are expected to receive net shares exceeding 100% (on average 160%) of their 

unpaid wages at their contract rates. 

88.   I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America 

that the foregoing is true and correct.  

Dated: March 25, 2022  

 

        /s/ Lee S. Shalov   
        Lee S. Shalov

                                           
4  The calculation per class member for the aggregate $50,000 for all five Plaintiffs is corrected from the 
calculation in the Joint Declaration. See id. 
 
5  Plaintiffs were sent notices from the class administrator with their estimated shifts and shares, as was every 
other member of the Settlement Class. Plaintiff’s notices are attached hereto as Exhibit 13. 
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McLAUGHLIN & STERN, LLP
260 Madison Avenue

New York, New York 10016
Telephone (212)448-1100
Facsimile (212)448-0066

www.mclaughlinstern.com

Page: 1
Pelle March 25, 2022
    Client No: 53506-000M

Statement No:  434320

Re: v. Apple Inc.
 
 

Hours

05/08/2013 BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg re 9th Cir. decision and case strategy;
review caselaw relating to security clearance stops 1.50 1,275.00

05/09/2013 LSS e-mails from ginsberg re: new case; rr policy documents and ninth circuit
decision re: bag checks; conf with gallaway re: drafting complaint. 0.50 537.50

05/21/2013 BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg re strategy 0.25 212.50

05/22/2013 BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg re strategy 0.15 127.50
LSS e-mails and calls with ginsberg re: new matter; rr draft complaint and e-mails

with gallaway re: comments; rr cases and briefs from other cases challenging
bag check policies. 2.00 2,150.00

05/31/2013 LSS tcf Ginsberg re: possible CA local counsel. 0.25 268.75
BRG Research CA state wage and hour law under the CLC; re-draft complaint to

include CA state law claims 4.25 3,612.50

06/13/2013 BRG Multiple tcw potential opt in re Pact gathering 2.00 1,700.00

06/14/2013 BRG Telephone conference with and fact gathering from potential opt-ins 1.25 1,062.50

06/17/2013 BRG Telephone conference with multiple potential witnesses for fact gathering 2.75 2,337.50

06/19/2013 BRG Telephone conference with Alex Yu re CA claims; tcw A Friekin re claims and
becoming a named plaintiff 1.50 1,275.00

06/25/2013 BRG Review/edit Complaint; msgs to A Friekin 2.50 2,125.00

06/26/2013 BRG tcw D Striker; tcw A Frieken; further edit/amend complaint 2.00 1,700.00

06/27/2013 BRG Telephone conference with D Speicher; tcw A Yu; tcw A Friekin; amend and
edit complaint 4.00 3,400.00

LSS Multiple confs. with Ginsberg and Gallaway re: client documents; conf. call
with client re: employment agreement; extended conf. call with Ginsberg re:
co-counsel and filing issues. 1.50 1,612.50
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Hours

06/28/2013 LSS Extended revisions to complaint; e-mails with Gallaway re: same and
forwarding exhibits. 1.50 1,612.50

07/01/2013 LSS tct Ginsberg re: local counsel issues. 0.25 268.75

07/03/2013 LSS Extended call with Ginsberg re: CA counsel. 0.25 268.75

07/09/2013 LSS Conf. call with Ginsberg and prospective local counsel re: filing venue;
extended call with K. Kralowec re: same. 0.50 537.50

07/10/2013 LSS Extensive revisions to complaint; e-mails with Kralowec re: same. 1.75 1,881.25

07/11/2013 LSS E-mails with Karlowec re: ninth circ. decision; tct Ginsberg re: expanding to
nationwide class; revised complaint re: same; conf. call with Karlowec and
Ginsberg re: filing and retainer agreements. 2.75 2,956.25

07/12/2013 LSS rr draft co-counsel agreement; e-mails with ginsberg re: same. 0.25 268.75

07/17/2013 BRG Telephone conference with A Frieken; tcw D Speicher; email to team re calls to
named plaintiffs 0.75 637.50

07/18/2013 BRG Telephone conference with D Speicher; email to M Cohen re Specher consent;
tcw L Ginsberg re CA claims; review apple complaint, and edit for Speicher. 0.75 637.50

07/19/2013 BRG Edit complaint to comply with CA law 1.00 850.00
LSS e-mails with co-counsel re: final version of complaint. 0.25 268.75
ARB Formatted complaint 0.40 124.00

07/22/2013 LSS e-mails with kralowec and ginsberg re: status of filing complaint and claims to
add. 0.25 268.75

07/23/2013 LSS e-mails with ginsberg and kralowec re: co-counsel agreement; review of cases
re: reverse attorneys' fees; e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 0.75 806.25

07/24/2013 LSS rr revised complaint; extended conf. call with co-counsel re: remaining
pleading issues. 1.75 1,881.25

BRG Telephone conference with team re compaint 0.75 637.50

07/25/2013 LSS multiple e-mails with kralowec re: filing and judge assignment. 0.25 268.75

07/26/2013 LSS e-mails with gallaway re: researching Judge's class decisions. 0.25 268.75
BRG Pro hac vice app; emails re Judge and class cert decisions 2.50 2,125.00

07/29/2013 BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg re case status; emails to A Firelkin re
case 2.00 1,700.00

LSS Review of articles re: case filing; multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: same; rr
e-mails from prospective clients re: participation in suit; e-mails with
Gallaway re: outcome of communications with clients; tct ginsberg re: possible
new filing. 2.00 2,150.00
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Hours

07/30/2013 BRG Email to team re new potential opt ins; tcw A Kelkin re opt in; draft contact
chart; email re Kelkin convo; tcw L Ginsberg; email to A Brager; tcw M
Figarelli; email to team re Figarelli; email to B Fisher; email to K Krawolec; tcw
team re status; email to A Frlken re publicity. 4.00 3,400.00

LSS Multiple emails with co-counsel re: new stories and new plaintiffs; rr e-mails
from prospective plaintiffs; extended conf. call with co-counsel re: opt-in
forms, filing new complaint and related issues; rr judge's class certification
decisions. 2.25 2,418.75

07/31/2013 BRG Telephone conference with E Beltzer re opt in and email to team re beltzer;
draft google docs contact list; tcw J Meyer re opt-in; email to team re opt in;
email re damage calculation 2.50 2,125.00

LSS rr additional news articles; e-mails with m. cohen re: new language for
consent forms. 0.50 537.50

08/01/2013 LSS rr e-mails from prospective plaintiffs; e-mails with gallaway re: bag check
cases and legal research; e-mails with gallaway re: new complaint. 0.50 537.50

08/02/2013 JSG Research class action lawsuits alleging lost wages for bag searches - motions to
dismiss and class certification decisions 0.30 225.00

LSS Conf. with Gallaway re: venue of new complaint; e-mails with co-counsel re:
additional clients. 0.25 268.75

BRG Review emails from opt-ins; email opt ins 0.50 425.00

08/05/2013 LSS E-mails with Gallaway re: status of new complaint and adding client e-mails;
e-mails with ginsberg re: advertising by other firms; e-mail from Gray re:
updated client contact list. 1.50 1,612.50

08/06/2013 LSS Confs with Gallaway re: opt-ins and class reps. for new complaint; rr draft
new complaint; e-mails with Gallaway and kralowec re: same; conf. with J.
Giamio re: decisions addressing bag checks. 1.50 1,612.50

JSG Research other class action lawsuits claiming lost wages during mandatory
bag checks 0.30 225.00

08/08/2013 LSS E-mails from Ginsberg re: status of new complaint; review of additional
security check authorities and briefs. 1.25 1,343.75

08/09/2013 LSS rr magistrate designation. 0.25 268.75

08/11/2013 LSS Conf. with Ginsberg re: drafting motion to consolidate. 0.25 268.75

08/13/2013 BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg re opt in consent forms; tcw E Beltzer;
tcw K Kralowac 1.00 850.00

08/14/2013 LSS Multiple e-mails with Gallaway and Kralowec re: new filing; e-mails with
Gallaway re: forwarding complaint to clients; e-mails with Kralowec re: filing
motion to identify related cases. 1.00 1,075.00

08/15/2013 BRG Draft motion to consolidate; declaration and proposed order; format docs;
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Hours
email to team; re draft related motions and dec 2.75 2,337.50

LSS E-mails with Kralowec and Gallaway re: motion to designate related cases and
status of additional retainer agreements; rr draft motion and e-mails with
Gallaway re: comments. 0.50 537.50

08/16/2013 LSS rr Kralowec re: appearance of littler; conf. with Ginsberg re: same. 0.25 268.75
LSS E-mails with Ginsberg re: requesting apple to accept service of second

complaint. 0.25 268.75

08/19/2013 BRG Review Alsup rules and emails re case strategy; email re opt ins 0.75 637.50
LSS rr defendants' answer to complaint. 0.25 268.75

08/21/2013 BRG review CA de minimus case law 0.75 637.50
LSS e-mails with co-counsel re: things to do and setting up strategy call. 0.25 268.75

08/22/2013 LSS E-mails with Cohen re: additional consent forms. 0.25 268.75

08/23/2013 LSS rr Order re: procedures for class actions and settlements; e-mails with
ginsberg re: same. 0.25 268.75

08/26/2013 LSS rr draft motion re: related cases and e-mails with co-counsel re: same; rr
Ginsberg e-mail re: service of second complaint 0.25 268.75

08/27/2013 LSS rr e-mail from defense counsel re: position on accepting service and motion to
relate cases; e-mails with Ginsberg re: same. 0.25 268.75

08/28/2013 LSS rr order setting dates for case management statement and conference. 0.25 268.75

08/29/2013 LSS rr standing order re: discovery protocols; e-mails with Gallaway and Ginsberg
re: same. 0.25 268.75

09/03/2013 LSS e-mail with co-counsel re: setting up discovery conference with defense
counsel. 0.25 268.75

BRG emails re rogs and doc requests 0.25 212.50

09/04/2013 LSS rr defendants' opp. to motion to relate cases; e-mails with Ginsberg re: reply
brief. 0.50 537.50

09/09/2013 LSS rr order relating cases; e-mails with Ginsberg re: setting up meet and confer;
e-mails with G. Gray re: service of complaint and related documents; class
cert. decisions by Judge in other wage and hour cases; e-mails with M. Cohen
re: accessing integrity staffing discovery requests. 1.75 1,881.25

09/10/2013 LSS Multiple e-mails with ginsberg re: scheduling rule 26 conference with defense
counsel. 0.25 268.75

09/12/2013 LSS E-mails with Ginsberg re: status of meet and confer. 0.25 268.75

09/15/2013 LSS Conf. with Ginsberg re: preparing case management statement. 0.25 268.75
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Hours
09/16/2013 LSS rr draft preservation letter for clients; tct ginsberg re: same. 0.25 268.75

09/17/2013 BRG Research re case management plan; tcw L Shalov re: same; draft case
managment plan; reveiw local civil rules; perform research related to
depositions 6.00 5,100.00

09/24/2013 LSS Extended conf. call with co-counsel re: case management plan, consolidation,
inquiries from other firms and related matters; review of court's standing
rules re: case management plan; reviewed Gallaway draft and commenced
revisions. 2.50 2,687.50

BRG Telephone conference with team re strategy 1.25 1,062.50

09/25/2013 LSS Review of case management guidelines and sample plans; cont drafting case
management plan; e-mails with defense counsel re: meet and confer. 3.00 3,225.00

09/26/2013 BRG review and print CMC; tcw L Ginsberg; tcw opposing counsel re CMC; tcw A
Gold re research project 1.75 1,487.50

LSS tcf ginsberg re: strategy for meet and confer call; extended conf. call with
Ginsberg and defense counsel re: case management plan, discovery and
meeting to address ESI; confs. with gallaway re: forms to be executed by
plaintiffs. 2.75 2,956.25

09/29/2013 LSS e-mail from Kralowec re: receipt of depo. notices and document demands 0.25 268.75

09/30/2013 BRG emails re ADR forms; tcw M Cohen re depo notices and doc production;
meeting with L Shalov re depos 1.00 850.00

LSS rr document requests and depo. notices to plaintiffs and opt-ins; e-mail to
co-counsel re: same and coordinating responses and depositions; e-mails with
gallaway re: status of ADR statements from clients. 0.50 537.50

WCW Review defendant's various discovery requests; Telephone conference with
Louis Ginsberg and Brett Gallaway regarding depositions of plaintiffs. 1.25 843.75

10/01/2013 LSS e-mails with gallaway re: filing ADR certifications 0.25 268.75
BRG Telephone conference with G Gray re filing of ADR cert; email re ADR Cert 0.50 425.00

10/02/2013 LSS e-mails from kralowec re: ADR certifications; conf. with gallaway re: outcome
of call with co-counsel and things to do; rr order denying ADR stip. conf. with
gallaway re: same. 0.50 537.50

BRG Telephone conference with team re case mgmt; tcw with A Kilker, D Speicher,
S Dowling, AG and A Frlekin re depo dates and doc production 1.75 1,487.50

WCW Telephone conference with co-counsel regarding case management. 0.50 337.50

10/03/2013 LSS tct ginsberg re: outcome of conf. call with local counsel 0.25 268.75
ARB converted Document Demands from PDF to Word; formatted documents 4.50 1,395.00

10/04/2013 WCW Prepare draft of form document response to defendant's first request for
documents of plaintiffs and opt-in plaintiffs; various office conferences with
Alexandra Behrman regarding pro hac vice motions; various office
conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding pro hac vice motions, scheduling
of depositions and responses to discovery demands; draft responses to
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Hours
document requests for Amanda Frlekin; 4.75 3,206.25

LSS e-mail from wilkenson re: responses to defendants' discovery demands. 0.25 268.75

10/06/2013 LSS e-mails with gallaway and cohen re: court's requirements for responding to
discovery requests; rr draft requests for admissions and discovery requests;
e-mails with cohen re: comments. 1.00 1,075.00

10/07/2013 LSS e-mails with ginsberg and boyer re: status of case management plan; e-mails
with wilkenson re: covering plaintiff depositions; review of complaint in other
CA wage and hour case; e-mail with co-counsel re: same. 0.75 806.25

BRG multiple emails to plaintiffs re depositions and production; review notices and
docket; review Alsups rules re doc production; tcw D Speicher; emails to team
re case strategy 1.75 1,487.50

ARB drafted letters for Wilkinson, Gallaway and Shalov requesting Certificates of
Good Standing 1.00 310.00

10/08/2013 BRG review and edit doc response form responses 1.25 1,062.50
WCW Revise form response  to defendant's first request for documents of plaintiffs

and opt-in plaintiffs; prepare correspondence with co-counsel regarding form
discovery responses. 0.50 337.50

10/09/2013 LSS e-mails with m. cohen re: service of discovery requests. 0.25 268.75

10/10/2013 LSS tct ginsberg re: absence of draft cmp from defense counsel; revised cmp to
come from plaintiffs; e-mails with ginsberg and kralowec re: same; e-mail
from defense counsel re: timing of CMP; multiple e-mails with kralowec and
ginsberg re: same; rr defendants' draft CMP; multiple e-mails with kralowec
and ginsberg re: same. 1.75 1,881.25

10/11/2013 WCW Review correspondence from co-counsel regarding separate class action filed
(Kalin case); research regarding procedure for consolidating second class
action; telephone conference with Lee Shalov regarding second class action
and motion to be appointed lead counsel; review complaint in second class
action (Kalin case); legal research regarding appointment as interim class
counsel pursuant to Rule 23(g); draft notice of motion to be appointed interim
lead counsel; draft memorandum of law in support of motion to be appointed
as interim lead counsel; review defendant's partial opposition to motion to
relate; review joint case management statement; prepare email
correspondence with co-counsel regarding preparation of Rule 26 disclosures. 7.25 4,893.75

LSS e-mails with ginsberg and wilkenson re: filing of competing complaint. 0.25 268.75

10/14/2013 LSS e-mails with cohen and local counsel re: preparation of initial disclosures; rr
draft initial disclosures; rr ginsberg e-mail to defense counsel re: meeting to
address ESI disclosures; rr gallaway and cohen e-mails re: status of scheduling
plaintiff depositions. 0.75 806.25

10/15/2013 WCW Review motions to be admitted pro hac vice; revise memorandum of law in
support of motion to be appointed interim lead counsel. 2.00 1,350.00

LSS multiple e-mails with kralowec and ginsberg re: intiial disclosures and
discovery requests; review of cases and prepared for case management
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Hours
conference; tct attorney in related cases re: position on participating; rr
defendants' initial disclosures. 3.25 3,493.75

10/16/2013 WCW Various telephone conferences with Judge Alsup's chambers regarding pro
hac vice motions; research regarding local rules for pro hac vice motions;
revise pro hac vice motions. 1.25 843.75

BRG emails re COGS and PHV; emails re ADR form 0.50 425.00
LSS travel to S.F.; legal research re; security line class cert decisions, di minimis

rule and Judge Alsup class cert. decisions; prepared for case management
conference; multiple confs. with ginsberg re: same; e-mails with wilkenson re:
pro hac motion; rrc from defense counsel re: scope of ESI disocvery. 13.50 14,512.50

10/17/2013 BRG emails to L Shalov for prelim conference; tcw L Shalov re prelim conference;
email to L Ginsberg re depo; tcw M Cohen re depo scheduling; tcw L
Ginsberg re conference 1.00 850.00

LSS meeting with Kralowec and ginsberg re:strategy for case management hearing
and things to do; attended case management hearing; meeting with defense
counsel to address ESI, deposition schedule and related case; meeting in
Kralowec office to review discovery requests and requests for admissions;
drafted 30(b)(6) depo. notices. 8.50 9,137.50

10/18/2013 JSG Research collective action under rule 216(b) in N.D. CA 0.50 375.00
LSS Travel to N.Y.; legal research re: consolidation and appointment of interim

counsel; confs. with ginsberg re: same; multiple e-mails with gallaway re:
serving depo. notice and locating witness in Apple loss prevention
department; e-mails with giamo re: research needed; tct counsel in related
case re: participation in action. 12.25 13,168.75

10/19/2013 LSS rr case management order; e-mail to gallaway re: same and calandering dates;
e-mail to counsel in related case re: status an working together. 0.25 268.75

10/21/2013 LSS review of local rules re: motion to relate cases; prepared motion to relate
recently filed Kalin action to Frlelkin action; e-mails with defense counsel and
Kalin counsel re: same. 3.75 4,031.25

10/22/2013 LSS cont drafting administrative motion to relate; e-mails with Kalin counsel re:
same; tct defense counsel re: same. 2.25 2,418.75

BRG meeting with L Shalov and W Wilkinson re case strategy 0.50 425.00
WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding damage

analysis. 0.25 168.75

10/23/2013 BRG schedule dates; research re damage calculations; email re depo notices; review
initial disclosures; email re depo notice; Kalin emails 1.50 1,275.00

LSS rr e-mail from Judge Spero clerk re: settlement conference; tct defense counsel
re: relating Kalin case; finalized motion to relate and conf. with gallaway re:
filing; e-mails with kralowec re: production of store videos and timing of filing
amended complaint. 2.00 2,150.00

10/24/2013 BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg; email to opposing counsel re
discovery; tcw L Ginsberg; research re damage calculations; draft damage
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calculations and review state law statutes 3.50 2,975.00

LSS e-mails with gallaway re: scheduling of depos. in CA; commenced drafting
motion to consolidate; e-mails with law secretary re: scheduling of conference
call with Judge Spero; e-mails with ginsberg and gallaway re: extension of
time to respond to discovery requests. 2.75 2,956.25

10/25/2013 JSG Research whether for class certification purposes, there is a disabling conflict
in representing both the apple employees who have had their bags checked
and the managers who performed the bag check 2.10 1,575.00

LSS rr draft damage calculation for amended initial disclosures; multiple confs.
with gallaway re: same; participated in conf call with court re: settlement;
e-mails with kralowec re: same; tcf ginsberg re: 216 motion; tcf j. giamo re:
research for "conflict" issue; rr giamo memo re: same; cont drafting motion to
consolidate; rr defendants' non-opposition to motion to relate Kalin action 5.75 6,181.25

BRG TCW L Shalov re damage calculations; research state law for liquidated
damages and other damage issues; draft damage estimates for initial
disclosures; re-edit amended and second amended initial disclosures; emails
to team 5.75 4,887.50

10/26/2013 LSS legal research re: collective action requirements and cases; internet research re:
comments by apple employees about bag check policy; e-mail to a. behrman
re; searching other websites. 3.00 3,225.00

10/28/2013 LSS e-mails with gallaway re: drafting amended complaint; legal research re: 216
decisions and cont drafting 216 brief; e-mails with gallaway and cohen re:
client documents, declarations and depositions; rr defendants' second set of
interrogatories 9.50 10,212.50

WCW Various office conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding discovery responses
from named and opt-in plaintiffs and upcoming depositions; review order
relating Frlekin and Kalin cases; telephone conference with AF regarding
discovery responses; prepare email correspondence with AF regarding
discovery responses/document production; telephone conference with Lee
Shalov regarding Apple email addresses; prepare email correspondence with
Debra Speicher regarding document production; telephone conference with
Seth Dowling regarding document production. 2.50 1,687.50

BRG Meeting with W Wilkinson re depo responses; emails to team re discovery
and depo scheduling; email to J Giamo re rest break interuption 1.50 1,275.00

10/29/2013 BRG Telephone conference with J Giamo re state law claim; tcw L Ginsberg and M
Cohen re decs; meeting with L Shalov re decs 0.75 637.50

JSG Research whether a private cause of action exists in CA for individuals who
are not given their full compensated rest break 0.70 525.00

LSS cont drafting 216 motion and legal research re: same; confs. with gallaway re:
declarations and timing of responses to discovery requests; rr order relating
Kalin action; e-mails with defense counsel re: consolidation; e-mails with a.
behrman re: employee comments on internet chat rooms; e-mails with cohen
and boyer re: status of depo. dates. 8.50 9,137.50

ARB searched comments on articles about lawsuit from any from apple employees 3.25 1,007.50

10/30/2013 LSS cont drafting 216 motion and legal research; e-mails with ginsberg re: securing
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Hours
declarations. 5.50 5,912.50

BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg; review PAGA claims and polo
complaint 0.50 425.00

10/31/2013 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding declarations in support of
motion for pre 216-b certification. 1.00 675.00

BRG meet with W Wilkinson re decs; review decs; research re amended complaint;
draft declarations; email to team 3.25 2,762.50

LSS finalized motion to consolidate; drafted notice, declaration and order; e-mails
with apple counsel re: same; conf.with gallaway re: timing of apple complaint
and paga notice. 4.50 4,837.50

11/01/2013 WCW prepare email correspondence with Amanda Frlekin regarding document
production; prepare email correspondence with Debra Speicher regarding
document production. 1.50 1,012.50

LSS rr draft plaintiff declaration; rr draft responses to document requests; e-mails
with cohen re: comments. 0.75 806.25

11/03/2013 LSS e-mails with gallaway re: newly filed consent form. 0.25 268.75

11/04/2013 BRG emails to team re depo dates; schedule; tcw D Speicher re declaration; edit D
Speicher declaration; re-draft declaration; email to D speicher; meeting with L
Shalov re depos; review and edit 216b motion; email edits to team; tcw S
dowling re declaration; edit S Dowling declaration 6.50 5,525.00

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding declarations in support of
pre-certification motion and discovery responses; review various email
correspondences from Debra Speicher regarding response to document
demands; prepare email correspondence with Debra Speicher regarding
document production; review Judge Alsup's discovery rules. 3.50 2,362.50

11/05/2013 WCW Review various email correspondences from Debra Speicher regarding
discovery responses; review email correspondence from Amanda Frlekin
regarding discovery responses; review various email correspondences from
co-counsel regarding discovery responses; prepare declaration of Aaron
Gregoroff in support of pre-certification motion; telephone conference with
Aaron Gregoroff regarding declaration in support of pre-certification motion;
review documents produced by Debra Speicher; review and reply to various
email correspondences with co-counsel regarding discovery responses. 4.25 2,868.75

JSG Preparation of declarations for various Apple employees 1.10 825.00
LSS Telephone conference with rr draft employee declarations; rr draft responses

to document requests; e-mails with wilkinson re: same; conf.with gallaway re:
status of declarations; e-mails with l. strauss re: corporate rep. depositions;
e-mails with wilkinson and cohen re: coordinating discovery responses;
e-mails with gallaway re: reviewing client e-mails for 216 motion. 1.75 1,881.25

BRG Telephone conference with A Frlekin re dec; multiple emails to team re
discovery; re-draft D Speicher and S Dowling and A Frlekin declaration; email
decs to all clients 3.75 3,187.50

11/06/2013 WCW Revise declaration of Aaron Gregoroff in support of pre-certification motion;
prepare various email correspondences with and revise various email
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Hours
correspondences from co-counsel regarding discovery responses; office
conference with Brett Gallaway regarding declarations; further review of
documents produced by Debra Speicher in preparation for drafting response
to defendant's demands; prepare email correspondence with Debra Speicher
regarding document production; prepare email correspondence with Aaron
Gregoroff regarding declaration in support of pre-certification motion; reveiw
documents produced by Amanda Frlekin; office conference with Brett
Gallaway regarding document production of Amanda Frlekin and Debra
Speicher; telephone conference with Debra Speicher regarding document
production; prepare responses to defendant's document demands for Debra
Speicher; various email correspondences with co-counsel regarding
declarations and discovery. 6.50 4,387.50

BRG emails to team re decs and dec calls; tcw A Gold re Meyer; draft C Wright
declaration; tcw C Wright 2.25 1,912.50

LSS multiple e-mails and confs. with gallaway, wilkinson and cohen re:
declarations; rr notice of related case; review of compaint in related case and
tct ginsberg re: same; multiple e-mails and confs. with wilkinson re: responses
to discovery requests re: photos and other documents. 1.00 1,075.00

ARB Bates stamped documents for production 0.25 77.50

11/07/2013 BRG Emails re decs and info to multiple opt-ins; review opt-in docs; draft PAGA
notice and circulate to team 4.25 3,612.50

WCW Further review of documents produced by Amanda Frlekin; prepare email
correspondence with Aaron Gregoroff regarding declaration and production
of documents; review documents produced by Seth Dowling; prepare email
correspondence with Seth Dowling regarding document responses; prepare
email correspondence with Debra Speicher regarding document production
and responses; revise document responses for Debra Speicher; review email
correspondence from Seth Dowling regarding document production; prepare
document responses for Seth Dowling; telephone conference with Aaron
Gregoroff regarding declaration and discovery responses; revise declaration
of Aaron Gregoroff; office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding
declarations and discovery responses; prepare document responses for Aaron
Gregoroff. 5.25 3,543.75

LSS Multiple confs. with Gallaway and wilkinson re: declarations. 0.25 268.75

11/08/2013 WCW Prepare various email correspondences with Amanda Frlekin  regarding
document production; prepare discovery responses for Amanda Frlekin;
prepare email correspondence with Aaron Gregoroff regarding declaration in
support of pre-certification motion; review documents produced by Seth
Dowling; office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding pay stubs produced
by Seth Dowling; further review of documents produced by Amanda Frlekin;
further review of documents produced by Debra Speicher; office conference
with Brett Gallaway and Lee Shalov regarding 216(b) motion; review
certiorari motion filed by Apple's counsel in Integrity case; various office
conferences with Alexandra Behrman regarding document production of Seth
Dowling, Debra Speicher and Amanda Frlekin; review and revise 216(b)
motion; perform further legal research regarding pre-certification. 6.75 4,556.25

BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg; emails re decs; redraft; edit 216b
motion 7.25 6,162.50
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ARB Bates stamped documents for production; converted emails to PDFs, printed

all emails and photos from client to be reviewed 2.50 775.00

11/11/2013 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding plaintiffs' interrogatories and
discovery responses; revise and finalize discovery responses and
corresponding documents for Amanda Frlekin, Aaron Gregoroff, Debra
Speicher and Seth Dowling; office conference with Lee Shalov regarding
document production for Seth Dowling; various office conferences with
Alexandra Behrman regarding finalization of discovery responses; telephone
conference with Amanda Frlekin regarding document production; review
documents produced by Brandon Fisher; revise and finalize document
responses for Aaron Gregoroff; revise and finalize document responses for
Seth Dowling and prepare finalized Bates Stamped documents for same;
prepare email correspondence with Seth Dowling regarding document
responses. 5.25 3,543.75

LSS e-mails with gallaway and wilkinson re: responses to discovery demands;
review of cert. petition in Integrity case. 0.75 806.25

ARB discussed document production with W. Wilkinson; downloaded and printed
emails and attachments to be reviewed for various plaintiffs' productions;
bates stamped documents for various productions by plaintiffs 5.00 1,550.00

BRG draft L Shalov declaration; re-edit 216B motion; input and cite check whole
brief; research ND CA caselaw. 9.00 7,650.00

11/12/2013 LSS review of recent versions of conditional cert. brief and declaration; multiple
confs. with gallaway re: comments; rr draft PAGA letter; e-mails with
gallaway re: same. 2.25 2,418.75

BRG edit firm bio info on 216b; edit 216b and L Shalov declaration; emails to team;
review polo decision; email to L Shalov re notices; draft notice; re-edit brief;
review doc production for brief; email all to team; organize exhibits 8.25 7,012.50

WCW Prepare email correspondence with co-counsel regarding discovery responses;
finalize document production for Amanda Frelkin; office conference with
Alexandra Behrman regarding document production for Amanda Frlekin;
revise discovery responses for Amanda Frelkin; office conference with Brett
Gallaway regarding document production for Amanda Frelkin; various office
conferences with Alexandra Behrman and Alexandra Gold regarding
discovery responses; telephone conference with Debra Speicher regarding
discovery responses; telephone conference with Amanda Frlekin regarding
discovery responses; prepare email correspondence with defendant's counsel
regarding discovery responses. 8.75 5,906.25

ARB edited and formatted Discovery Responses; bates stamped documents to be
produced; made 7 CDs of production (1 for each Plaintiff); formatted
declaration for 216 motion; searched blogs for specific posts and comments
being used in 216 motion memo; created zip file of all discovery responses
and document production for 8 Plaintiffs to be e-mailed today; printed and
mailed letter and complaint to California Secretary Morgenstern of the Labor
and Workforce Development Agency; emailed letter to opposing counsel 6.75 2,092.50

11/13/2013 LSS participated in telephonic meet and confer re: discovery and depositions;
drafted order in support of conditional motion; redrafted notice; confs. with
gold and gallaway re: research re: including in notice class member
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Hours
responsibility for costs; review of cases re: same; final review of conditional
cert. motion papers and confs with gallaway and behrman re: same. 4.75 5,106.25

BRG final review of 216b and edits; draft notice; check cites; review exhibits;
finalize brief. 9.25 7,862.50

ARB created Table of Contents and Table of Authorities for 216(b) motion; found
on Westlaw and filled in missing full citations for cases in brief; revised Table
of Authorities and Table of Contents; discussed motion papers with attorneys;
formatted page numbers, spacing, footers and footnotes on motion and
declaration; redacted exhibits; scanned all exhibits and documents to be
e-filed; e-filed Motion and Memorandum of Points and Authorities,
Declaration of Lee Shalov with exhibits and Proposed Order 6.25 1,937.50

11/14/2013 WCW Telephone conference with Brett Gallaway regarding filing of 216(b) motion;
telephone conference with Judge Alsup's clerk regarding same; various office
conferences with Brett Gallaway  and Alexandra Behrman regarding
corrections to 216(b) filing; prepare email correspondence with Brett Gallaway
to Judge Alsup's clerk regarding same; review Judge Alsup's local rules and
calendaring of motions; review and revise affidavits and affirmation of service
for discovery responses. 2.75 1,856.25

BRG draft email to clerk re amended notice; draft Amended consolidated
complaint; revise amended 216b motion to comply with clerks standards 7.00 5,950.00

ARB printed copies of 216 motion  Notice and Motion; Memorandum of Points and
Authorities, Declaration of Lee Shalov with exhibits A-S, Proposed Order; put
together copies of motion papers; created Affidavits of Service and
Affirmations of Service for e-mailing and mailing each Discovery Response
and CD for each Plaintiff, 8 total; e-filed Amended Notice and Motion;
Memorandum of Points and Authorities and e-mailed to opposing counsel 2.50 775.00

11/15/2013 BRG draft and format stipulation 0.50 425.00
ARB formatted complaint (spacing, paragraphs, numbers, etc.); printed complaint,

discovery responses and demands, and documents produced for California
plaintiffs to be used at depositions; booked flights and hotel for Las Vegas
deposition 3.00 930.00

11/17/2013 LSS e-mails with L. Strauss re: timing of hearing on motion for conditional
certification. 0.25 268.75

BRG travel to Los Angles; edit/draft apple amended complaint 8.50 7,225.00

11/18/2013 LSS travel to L.A. for plaintiff depositions; e-mails with gallaway re: schedule for
preparing witnesses; e-mails with strauss re: class cert hearing. 10.00 10,750.00

BRG emails to team re: depositions. 0.50 425.00

11/19/2013 WCW Review and revise correspondence to Judge Alsup regarding courtesy copies
of 216(b) motion. 0.50 337.50

ARB filled out and faxed Credit Card Authorization Form; put together courtesy
copies of 216 motion papers; drafted letter to Judge Alsup re: 216 motion
papers; sent letter and courtesy copies to Judge Alsup 1.50 465.00

LSS meetings with clients to prepare for depositions; rr draft stipulation re: revised
briefing schedule for conditional certification motion; e-mails with boyer re:
same. 7.00 7,525.00
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Hours
BRG Afternoon depo prep of D Speicher; evening depo prep of A Frlekin and S

Dowling 5.50 4,675.00

11/20/2013 LSS Additional preparation session with client; defended deposition of Amanda
Frlekin 8.00 8,600.00

BRG travel to/from Frlekin depo; Frlekin pre depo prep; defend Frlekin depo 9.00 7,650.00

11/21/2013 ARB Bates stamped documents to be produced 0.25 77.50
LSS Additional preparation session with client; defended deposition of Deborah

Speicher; rr draft amended complaint; extended conf. with gallaway re:
changes to draft; reviewed and revised proposed stipulation re: amended
complaint; e-mails with ginsberg re: outcome of depositions. 10.50 11,287.50

BRG travel to/from Speicher depo; Speicher pre depo prep; defend Spiecher depo;
re-draft amended complaint and consolidation stip; meeting with L Shalov 12.25 10,412.50

11/22/2013 LSS travel from LA to NY; multiple e-mails with gallaway re: issues raised during
Dowling deposition. 8.00 8,600.00

BRG Telephone conference with A Yu; travel to/from Depo of S Dowling; prep S
Dowling; defend depo of S Dowling 8.50 7,225.00

11/24/2013 LSS tcf ginsberg re: client text messages and related issues. 0.25 268.75
BRG Travel from LA to NYC 6.50 5,525.00

11/25/2013 LSS conf. with gallaway re: filing amended complaint; rr gallaway e-mail to
strauss re: extension of time to respond to interrogatories; e-mails with l.
strauss re: minimum wage claims and dates for client depositions; conf. with
gallaway re: status of depositions. 0.75 806.25

BRG meeting with L Shalov; final review and edit of the amended complaint;
re-draft stip for consolidation 6.75 5,737.50

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding plaintiffs' responses to
Interrogatories. 0.25 168.75

11/26/2013 LSS e-mails with l. strauss re: timing of filing amended complaint; e-mails with
strauss re: documents retained by Deborah Speicher; e-mails with gallaway re:
same. 0.75 806.25

BRG emails to team re production; email to D Speicher re apple docs; tcw A
Gregoroff; email re discovery; tcw re discovery; emails re discovery 2.25 1,912.50

ARB bates stamped documents for production 0.25 77.50

12/01/2013 LSS e-mails with gallaway re: Gregeroff depo. and prep session. 0.25 268.75

12/02/2013 LSS e-mails with gallaway re: client text messages; e-mails with boyer re:
additional opt-in depos.; conf. with gallaway re: Las Vegas depo. 0.50 537.50

WCW Various email correspondences with co-counsel and defendant's regarding
upcoming depositions; office conferences with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway
regarding responses to interrogatories. 1.00 675.00

12/03/2013 LSS e-mails with gallaway re: draft letter to strauss re: text messages. 0.25 268.75
ARB scanned Defendant's Interrogatories; e-mailed Interrogatories to each

individual Plaintiff; converted Interrogatories to Word and formatted 3.00 930.00
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BRG travel to las vegas, NV; multiple emails re discovery; dep prep of A Gregoroff;

tcw re amended complaint with L Shalov 9.25 7,862.50

12/04/2013 LSS e-mail from l. strauss re: inclusion of meal break claim; tel calls from gallaway
re: gregeroff testimony; rr declarations and briefs from San Diego action; rr
osc from court re: consolidation. 1.50 1,612.50

WCW Review email correspondence from Seth Dowling regarding interrogatories. 0.50 337.50
BRG prep A Gregroff for depo; defend depo of A Gregoroff; travel from Las Vegas,

NV 15.25 12,962.50

12/05/2013 LSS e-mails with gallaway re: covering wright deposition; e-mail from hoyer re:
jordan availability for depo.; e-mails with gallaway re: defendants' request for
extension to respond to discovery requests; e-mails with strauss re: speicher
declaration. 0.50 537.50

BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg re Gregoroff depo; multiple emails re
gregoroff depo 1.25 1,062.50

12/06/2013 BRG emails to opt ins re rog responses; emails re discovery; emails re depos; tcw K
Krowlowec; meeting with L Shalov; rog responses; rog response emails 3.00 2,550.00

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding interrogatories and potential
extension of time to respond and deposition of Brandon Fisher; review
defendant's interrogatories for plaintiff's and opt-in plaintiffs; prepare opt-in
plaintiff Seth Dowling's responses to defendant's interrogatories; prepare
email correspondence with Debra Speicher regarding interrogatory responses;
review Judge Alsup's standing orders regarding interrogatories; prepare email
correspondence with co-counsel regarding Judge Alsup's rules respecting
depositions. 3.25 2,193.75

LSS e-mails with boyer and gallaway re: timing of responses to discovery requests;
tct ginsberg re: covering depositions; conf. call with kralowec and gallaway re:
meal break claim; e-mails with strauss re: same. 1.00 1,075.00

ARB printed interrogatories 0.40 124.00

12/09/2013 WCW Review and reply to email correspondence from Debra Speicher regarding
interrogatories; various office conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding
interrogatory responses. 0.75 506.25

BRG email re Speicher devices; ; review D Speicher declaration; email to D Speicher
re declaration; email to L Strauss re production; email to L Strauss re Speicher
docs 1.75 1,487.50

LSS rr gallaway e-mails re: gregoroff texts; tct ginsberg re: upcoming depos. 0.25 268.75
ARB bates stamped documents for production 0.20 62.00

12/10/2013 LSS conf. call with defense counsel re: depo. scheduling and witness
representation by separate counsel; tct k. kralowec re: reaching agreement in
related case; e-mails with ginsberg re: same. 0.75 806.25

BRG Telephone conference with L Strauss and L Shalov re Donya Bonnet depo; edit
amended complaint to remove meal break claims and email to co-counsel 1.50 1,275.00

12/11/2013 WCW Prepare email correspondence with Adam Kilker regarding responses to
interrogatories; prepare email correspondence with Debra Speicher regarding
responses to interrogatories; prepare email correspondence with co-counsel
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Hours
regarding interrogatories; revise interrogatory responses for Seth Dowling;
review email correspondence from Adam Kilker regarding interrogatory
responses; office conferene with Brett Gallaway regarding interrogatory
responses. 1.25 843.75

LSS revised amended complaint and stipulation consolidating actions; e-mails
with l. strauss re: same; tct ginsberg re: Apple depo; rr Apple answer to
complaint filed in related action; drafted list of questions for 12/12 deposition. 2.75 2,956.25

BRG review/edit amended complaint; scan and email to opposing counsel; email to
clients re rog production; schedule motion dates 1.50 1,275.00

12/12/2013 LSS rr defendants' motion to consolidate; attended depo. of Peter Jordan; confs.
with ginsberg and gallaway re: same. 2.50 2,687.50

BRG deposition of P Jordan; emails to L Strauss; emails to clients re discovery 4.00 3,400.00
WCW Various office conferences with Brett Gallaway and Louis Ginsberg regarding

deposition of Peter Jordan; office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding
responses to interrogatories; review and reply to email correspondence from
Debra Speicher regarding declaration. 0.75 506.25

12/13/2013 BRG emails re amended complaint; emails to clients re rog responses; edit rog
responses; review amended complaint and stip; email to lara; prepare all for
filing; draft rog responses; tcw A Frlekin re responses; review apple doc
production 6.75 5,737.50

WCW Various office conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding responses to
interrogatories; revise responses to interrogatories for Seth Dowling; prepare
interrogatory responses for Adam Kilker; prepare email correspondence to
Adam Kilker regarding interrogatory responses; prepare email
correspondence with Aaron Gregoroff regarding responses to interrogatories;
prepare interrogatory response for Debra Speicher; prepare email
correspondence with Debra Speicher regarding interrogatory response;
prepare various email correspondences with co-counsel regarding
interrogatory responses; office conference with Lee Shalov regarding
interrogatory responses. 3.50 2,362.50

LSS rr strauss and ginsberg e-mails re: complaint documents and meet and confer;
e-mails and tel call with strauss re: consolidation stipulation and response to
OSC; conf. with gallaway re: same and changes to amended complaint; rr
responses to interrogatories; conf. with gallaway re: same. 1.00 1,075.00

ARB e-filed Response to order to Show Cause; drafted letter to Judge re: courtesy
copies; put together courtesy copies of papers and mailed with letter; e-filed
Amended Complaint 1.20 372.00

12/16/2013 WCW Various office conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding responses to
interrogatories; prepare email correspondence with Debra Speicher regarding
finalizing interrogatory response; revise and finalize interrogatory responses
for Adam Kilker, Debra Speicher, Seth Dowling and Aaron Gregoroff;
telephone conference with Debra Speicher regarding interrogatory response;
review and revise co-counsel's interrogatory responses; review and revise
affirmation of service; prepare email correspondence with defendant's counsel
regarding interrogatory responses. 3.00 2,025.00

BRG Telephone conference with A Gregoroff re rog responses; draft rog responses
for A Gregoroff; review and edit rog responses; draft affirmation of service;
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Hours
draft emails re rogs 2.25 1,912.50

LSS e-mails with wilkinson and gallaway re: interrogatory responses 0.25 268.75
ARB Proofread and formatted interrogatories; scanned interrogatories and proof of

service after being signed so they could be emailed; mailed 2 copies of
interrogatories to opposing counsel 1.75 542.50

12/17/2013 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding interrogatory response for
Amanda Frlekin. 0.25 168.75

LSS rr draft protective order; review of northern district model order; legal
research re: stipulated protective orders in CA; e-mail to T. Boyer re: proposed
order and modifying scope; e-mails with kralowec re: conversation with
Blanchard. 2.00 2,150.00

BRG prep and organize documents for B Fisher deposition 1.50 1,275.00

12/18/2013 LSS tct l strauss re: location of depositions. 0.25 268.75
BRG Travel to Nshville, TN for Fisher depo; prep of B Fisher 7.25 6,162.50

12/19/2013 LSS tct Ginsberg re: outcome of meet and confer with defense counsel 0.25 268.75
BRG depo prep of B Fisher; defend B Fisher depo 6.00 5,100.00

12/20/2013 BRG Travel from Nashville, TN from B Fisher depo 5.50 4,675.00

12/21/2013 LSS legal research re: appointment of interim counsel 1.75 1,881.25

12/22/2013 LSS cont legal research and commenced drafting motion for appointment of
interim counsel 6.50 6,987.50

12/23/2013 BRG emails to A Frlekin re discovery; research issues related to cross motions in
ND Cal.; draft cross motion; Apple doc review through all apple production
and create a production analysis 5.75 4,887.50

LSS cont drafting motion for appointment of interim counsel; confs. with gallaway
re: drafting notice of motion and declaration; tel calls with ginsberg re:
strategy for motion; rrc from kralowec re: conversation with kalin counsel. 8.00 8,600.00

12/24/2013 BRG edit brief to be appointed interim counsel; draft L Shalov declaration; doc
review; prepare depo notices and emails re D Bonnett and C Monkowski;
meeting with L Shalov re multiple apple issues; email to L Strauss re
extensions 7.50 6,375.00

LSS rr defendants' opposition brief and exhibits to consolidation motion; conf.
with Gallaway re: things to do; e-mail with Kralowec re: moving to strike
expert report. 3.50 3,762.50

12/26/2013 BRG Draft L Shalov declaration; edit brief; email to opposing counsel re extension;
tcw L Shalov 4.50 3,825.00

LSS e-mails with gallaway re: 30(b)(6) depo. notice. 0.25 268.75

12/27/2013 BRG research related to reply to 216b opp 5.75 4,887.50

12/30/2013 LSS rrc from strauss re: e-mail discovery; extended call with Kralowec re: terms of
Kalin proposal; tct boyer and strauss re: scheduling issues; e-mails with
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Ginsberg and Kralowec re: same. 1.00 1,075.00

ARB Began downloading all cases cited in Apple's 216(b) opposition memo 1.00 310.00

01/02/2014 BRG Various emails regarding deposition of D Kamilar; tcw T Boyer re depo;
review and edit motion to be appointed lead counsel; review and edit
multiple declarations; tcw L Shalov; tcw W WIlkinson; email to A Behrman re
filing; print and organize all documents. 7.50 6,375.00

LSS e-mails with gallaway re: tomorrow's deposition and scheduling issues;
e-mails with blanchard re: response to proposal; substantial revisions to
motion for appointment of lead counsel and confs. with gallaway re: same; tct
boyer re: scheduling and depo. issues; commenced legal research for collective
cert. reply brief. 4.50 4,837.50

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding deficiency letter regarding
discovery. 0.25 168.75

ARB Continued printing cases cited in Apple's memo for binder; e-filed stipulation 0.75 232.50

01/03/2014 WCW Review discovery responses and objections from Apple; prepare discovery
deficiency letter; telephone conference with Brett Gallaway regarding same. 0.75 506.25

LSS Cont legal research; multiple e-mails with Kralowec, Ginsberg and Gallaway
re; interim lead counsel brief; conf. call with Kralowec and Ginsberg re: same 4.50 4,837.50

BRG Review and edit Motion for lead counsel, multiple declarations and draft
proposed order; tcw Apple team re strategy; multiple tcw L Shalov 7.25 6,162.50

ARB Created Table of Authorities and table of Contents for Memo; formatted
memo and declarations; e-filed Motion for Interim Counsel; e-mailed motion
to opposing counsel and Kalin counsel; put together hard copy to be mailed to
Kalin counsel 3.75 1,162.50

01/06/2014 BRG Meeting with L Shalov; doc review; pull docs for D Bonnet and 30b6 depo;
tcw A Frlekin; draft rog response for A Frlekin; prepare docs for 30b6 depo;
research relating to multiple firms being appointed as lead counsel; review
and edit supplemental memo 6.50 5,525.00

ARB printed specific documents form apple's production; made 3 copies of all
documents and sent 2 overnight to California 2.20 682.00

LSS rr order requesting supplemental memo on interim counsel and consolidation
issues; multiple calls and e-mails with Ginsberg re: same; commenced drafting
memo and e-mails with Ginsberg and Kralowec re: comments; prepared for
Monkowski and Bonnet depositions; conf. with Gallaway re: status of cert.
petition in busk 6.25 6,718.75

01/07/2014 BRG doc review; email to opposing counsel re doc production; edit supplemental
memorandum; reasearch case law for supp memo 5.75 4,887.50

LSS Travel to San Jose; cont preparing for depositions; multiple e-mails with
gallaway, kralowec and ginsberg re: comments to supplemental brief 13.50 14,512.50

01/08/2014 BRG edit and perform research for supplemental memo; emails to team re edits;
tcw L Shalov; tcw L Ginsberg; review apple discovery responses and compare
to document production to see deficiencies; draft discovery deficiency letter 8.75 7,437.50

LSS conducted depo. of 30(b)(6) witness; confs. with strauss re: stipulation
addressing conflicts; multiple calls and e-mails with blanchard, gallaway,
moitoso and ginsberg re: interim counsel issues; prepared for Bonnett
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Hours
deposition on 1/9; rr draft deficiency letter to apple counsel re: discovery;
e-mails with gallaway re: same. 13.00 13,975.00

01/09/2014 BRG Telephone conference with L Blanchard; P Dion-Kindem and L Ginsberg re
supp briefing; edit and amend supp briefing; edit A Frlekin rog responses;
edit & send deficiency letter; multiple emails re supp brief 3.50 2,975.00

WCW Review various filings by Apple on motion to consolidate and order of Judge
Alsup to continue hearings on same. 0.50 337.50

ARB e-filed supplemental brief; put together courtesy copy of supplemental brief;
drafted letter to judge; mailed letter and courtesy copy to judge; drafted letters
to clients re: reimbursement checks and mailed 1.00 310.00

LSS conducted depo. of Donya Bonnett: extended conf. with T. Boyer re: terms of
protective order; multiple e-mails with ginsberg, gallaway and blanchard re:
supplemental memo; rr blanchard supplemental memo; tel calls with ginsberg
re: outcome of deposition; travel to NY 14.25 15,318.75

01/10/2014 JSG Research status and docket report of Kalin v. Apple and Felczer v. Apple 0.25 187.50
BRG Doc review; draft motion for extension of time to respond; multiple emails to

team; draft extension stip; review Lou v MA decision and Drogin expert
report 3.75 3,187.50

LSS rr apple supplemental brief re interim counsel and consolidation; e-mails with
strauss re new date for reply brief; rr recent Rule 23 decision by Judge Alsup;
e-mails with ginsberg and gallaway re: same; prepared stip. extending time
for reply brief; e-mails with defense counsel re: same. 1.50 1,612.50

WCW Review various email correspondences from co-counsel regarding recent
decision by Judge Alsup and negotiations with California counsel; review
recent decision by Judge Alsup in FLSA action; office conference with Lee
Shalov regarding Judge Alsup's recent decision and status and strategy. 1.25 843.75

ARB finished binder of cases from opposition brief; downloaded and printed cases
from conditional certification brief and created binder 2.50 775.00

01/13/2014 ARB E-filed stipulation and amended stipulation 0.25 77.50

01/14/2014 LSS e-mails with ginsberg re: rescheduling Kalin CMO; rr draft stipulation re:
same; legal research re: issues raised in Apple collective cert. opp. brief. 2.50 2,687.50

WCW Review order extending time on pending motions and hearings; office
conference with Brett Gallaway regarding same. 0.25 168.75

01/15/2014 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding 216-b reply brief; perform legal
research regarding common policy standard for conditional certification for
216-b reply brief. 1.50 1,012.50

LSS cont legal research and commenced drafting reply brief. 7.25 7,793.75

01/16/2014 WCW Perform further legal research regarding common policy standard for
conditional certification, merits not considered at conditional certification
stage, inconsistencies in the record does not preclude conditional certification
and courts' view of competing declaration for 216-b reply brief, office
conference with Lee Shalov regarding same and prepare memorandum of
case law regarding same. 5.75 3,881.25

LSS cont drafting reply brief; rr statement of non-opposition to motion for lead
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Hours
counsel appointment; e-mails from kralowec re: assignments for reply brief. 6.50 6,987.50

01/17/2014 JSG Research and report on status of Felczer v. Apple and Kalin v. Apple 0.40 300.00
LSS cont drafting reply brief 6.00 6,450.00

01/21/2014 BRG Telephone conference with L Strauss and T Boyer re discovery deficiencies;
meeting with L Shalov' reveiw docs for call; research re reply brief; edit reply
brief 5.75 4,887.50

LSS cont drafting reply brief and legal research; multiple confs. with gallaway re:
cases needed, fact checking and declaration; participated in conf. call with
defense counsel re: outstanding discovery and 30(b)(6) witnesses; e-mails with
k rogers re: evidentiary objections. 6.50 6,987.50

01/22/2014 BRG meeting with A Behrman re reply; edit reply brief; review depo transcripts;
conduct research 6.25 5,312.50

LSS cont drafting reply brief; drafted declaration in further support of reply brief;
multiple confs. with gallaway re: citations and fact checking; review of
monkowski depo. transcript; e-mails with l. strauss re: same and need for
corporate rep. deposition re: compensation policies. 6.75 7,256.25

ARB searched depositions and declarations for cites for brief 2.60 806.00

01/23/2014 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding reply brief on conditional
certification motion; review depositions for reply brief. 1.25 843.75

BRG Review/edit reply brief; perform legal research for brief; cite check; edit
Shalov declaration 4.50 3,825.00

LSS cont drafting brief and declaration; multiple confs. with gallaway re: exhibits,
cite-checking, depo. references, etc.; multiple e-mails with kralowec re: inserts
to brief and declaration and related drafting issues; conf. call with kralowec
and rogers re: strategy for responding to evidentiary objections. 3.75 4,031.25

ARB Downloaded all depositions from website; searched depositions for cites for
brief 2.00 620.00

01/24/2014 WCW Further review of deposition transcripts for conditional certification reply
brief; review Apple's declarations in opposition to conditional certification
reply brief; revise reply brief on conditional certification and various office
conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding same. 5.25 3,543.75

BRG edit/draft Shalov declaration; review depo transcripts; cite check reply brief;
discussions with L Shalov re brief; review cite checks and all depo references;
organize reply brief for filing; deal with down filing system 7.75 6,587.50

LSS finalized brief and declaration; multiple confs. with gallaway and wilkinson
re: fact checking, TOA and TOC and related issues; multiple e-mails with
kralowec re: objections to evidentiary submissions; rr draft administrative
motion to strike evidentiary submissions; rr multiple e-mails from strauss and
rogers re: motion to strike and possible compromise; tcf k. rogers re: response
to defendants' position on motion. 6.75 7,256.25

ARB created all exhibits for reply declaration; created table of authorities and table
of contents for reply brief; attempted to e-file reply but was unable due to
national website malfunction; e-mailed reply papers to opposing counsel and
part clerk 3.00 930.00
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Hours
01/27/2014 LSS e-mails with k. rogers re: re-filing exhibits; rr revised protective order; e-mails

with boyer re: position on advance disclosure of experts and consultants. 1.00 1,075.00
BRG Telephone conference with K Rodgers re amended declaration; email re the

same; emails to team re reply brief and local rule 3-4; multiple emails re case
caption and depo excerpts; doc review 2.50 2,125.00

LSS review of gallaway and rogers e-mail re: revised declaration. 0.25 268.75
ARB Put together courtesy copies of all reply papers; pulled deposition excerpts for

amended declaration 2.00 620.00

01/28/2014 BRG draft amended Shalov declaration and organize exhibits 1.00 850.00
ARB put together exhibits for Amended Declaration; e-filed Amended Declaration;

e-mailed Amended Declaration to opposing counsel 0.50 155.00

01/29/2014 LSS rr defendants' response to administrative motion. 0.25 268.75
WCW Review opposition to motion to strike evidentiary objections filed by Apple. 0.25 168.75
BRG Review L Strauss correspondence 0.50 425.00

01/30/2014 ARB Organized production 0.40 124.00

01/31/2014 LSS tcf k. rogers re: stipulating to hear admin. motion on 2/20 0.25 268.75
ARB Drafted and sent letter to opposing counsel re: reimbursement check for client

deposition 0.25 77.50

02/03/2014 BRG review 12/23 ESI and 1/28 ESI letters and exhibits; emails to team re ESI;
emails to W Wilkinson re search protocol 1.25 1,062.50

WCW Various email correspondences with Brett Gallaway regarding supplemental
discovery responses. 0.25 168.75

ARB emails with legal secretary for opposing counsel re: reimbursement check 0.25 77.50

02/04/2014 LSS e-mails with boyer and conf. with gallaway re: meet and confer on 2/6 0.25 268.75

02/05/2014 BRG meeting w/ L Shalov; draft Meyer withdrawal letter; review Ahmed v TJ
Maxx decision 1.50 1,275.00

LSS conf. with gallaway re: things to do; rr defendant's supplemental document
production. 0.50 537.50

ARB mailed letter; organized production 0.50 155.00

02/06/2014 BRG emails re call; review Apple correspondence; research case law re rule 33(b)(4)
and all cases cited by apple 2.50 2,125.00

LSS rrc from strauss and boyer re: protective order and depo. issues; review of
Monkowski depo. transcript to address issues; conf with gallaway re; same
and rescheduling meet and confer. 1.25 1,343.75

02/07/2014 BRG emails re ESI/non-ESI calls; scan and email various docs to co-counsel 0.75 637.50
LSS drafted extensive e-mail to defense counsel re: depositions and position on

outstanding discovery issues; rr defendant's opposition to motion to strike;
multiple e-mails with k. kralowec re: points for reply. 2.00 2,150.00

WCW Review opposition to motion to strike evidentiary objections. 0.50 337.50

02/10/2014 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding objections to interrogatories. 0.25 168.75
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Hours
BRG research re waiver of objections for untimely responses; tcw W Wilkinson;

draft notes for L Shalov re findings 2.25 1,912.50
LSS conf. with gallaway re: issues for 2/11 meet and confer. 0.25 268.75

02/11/2014 LSS participated in meet and confer with defendants' counsel re; outstanding
discovery issues. 0.50 537.50

02/12/2014 LSS rr draft reply brief in support of motion to strike. 0.25 268.75

02/13/2014 LSS rr final version of reply in connection with administrative motion; e-mails
with k. rogers re: attending hearing 0.25 268.75

BRG Telephone conference with K Rodgers re ESI and review ESI letters 1.25 1,062.50

02/14/2014 BRG prep for ESI call; ESI call with opposing counsel and Apple's ediscovery
expert 2.25 1,912.50

02/15/2014 LSS rr Kalin depo. notice; e-mails with Blanchard re: same. 0.25 268.75

02/17/2014 LSS commenced preparing for 2/20 hearing. 6.50 6,987.50

02/18/2014 BRG email to A Berhman; review motion to withdraw J Meyer; draft response letter
to Apple re ESI; email to Meyer and formatting of motion to withdraw;
multiple emails re courtesy copies; research on pacer 4.25 3,612.50

ARB searched depositions for references to stores worked at and revised footnote
accordingly; revised Notice to Withdraw Meyer as Opt-In Plaintiff and e-filed;
discussed case with attorneys; made sure courtesy copies of all required
papers had been sent to judge 3.75 1,162.50

LSS cont preparing for hearing; multiple calls and e-mails with ginsberg and
kralowec re: same. 7.00 7,525.00

02/19/2014 BRG edit ESI response letter; review ESI letter from Apple; tcw K Rodgers re
repsonse 1.25 1,062.50

LSS cont preparing for hearing; travel to S.F.; extended conf. with kralowec and
ginsberg re: strategy. 11.50 12,362.50

02/20/2014 BRG review and edit ESI letter, emails to opposing counsel; research re equitable
tolling; emails to team; tcw L Shalov re 216b conference; email to K Rodgers 2.25 1,912.50

LSS further conf. with ginsberg and kralowec re: strategy for hearing; tct d.
steward re: damage analysis; attended hearing before Judge Alsup; travel
from S.F. to N.Y. 14.25 15,318.75

02/21/2014 LSS extended call with ginsberg re: strategy going forward and possible
amendment; e-mails with ginsberg and kralowec re: possible letter to court re:
supplemental submission. 1.25 1,343.75

02/24/2014 WCW Review order from Judge Alsup regarding briefing schedule on Apple's msj
motion; office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding strategy call;
conference call with co-counsel regarding strategy following February 20
hearing. 2.00 1,350.00

BRG prep for team call; tcw all plaintiffs' counsel re strategy 1.50 1,275.00
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Hours
LSS extended conf. call with co-counsel re: amending complaint, 3/27 submission,

drafting discovery requests and overall strategy. 1.25 1,343.75

02/25/2014 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding March 27 brief and prepare email
correspondence with local counsel regarding same; telephone conference with
local counsel regarding supplemental brief in support of 216(b) motion. 0.75 506.25

BRG research SCOTUS update on busk; tcw Alex Yu; review IFO blog article 1.00 850.00
JSG Research status of Kalin v. Apple and Felczer v. Apple 0.25 187.50

02/28/2014 BRG review docket; emails with team; tcw Judge Spero and opposing counsel 1.00 850.00
WCW Review transcript from February 20 hearing; review plaintiffs' deposition

transcripts for supplemental brief. 2.25 1,518.75
LSS tct ginsberg re: hearing with magistrate. 0.25 268.75

03/03/2014 WCW Further review of transcript, declarations and plaintiffs' depositions in
preparation for supplemental brief. 4.25 2,868.75

BRG Telephone conference with L Shalov and L Ginsberg re Busk decision; tcw
team re strategy 0.75 637.50

LSS e-mails with ginsberg and kralowec re: SC granting cert. in busk; extended
conf. call with ginsberg and kralowec re: strategy in light of SC granting cert. 1.00 1,075.00

ARB Printed depositions and declarations; discussed case with attorneys 1.00 310.00

03/05/2014 LSS rr apple blog re: outcome of hearing; e-mails with ginsberg and kralowec re:
stay 0.25 268.75

03/06/2014 LSS rr e-mail from g. gray re: stay of state court proceeding in CA. 0.25 268.75
WCW Further review of deposition transcripts for supplemental 216(b) brief. 3.25 2,193.75

03/10/2014 LSS multiple calls with ginsberg re: strategy in light of Busk; e-mails with defense
counsel re: same. 0.50 537.50

03/11/2014 WCW Telephone conference with Lou Ginsberg and Kathleen Rogers regarding
supplemental 216(b) brief. 1.00 675.00

LSS e-mails with l. blanchard re: kalin deposition. 0.25 268.75
ARB Organized depositions 0.25 77.50

03/12/2014 WCW Telephone conference with Lou Ginsberg regarding supplemental brief. 0.25 168.75
BRG Telephone conference with A Frlekin; emails to team re media correspondence 0.75 637.50

03/13/2014 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding declarations; prepare email
correspondence from local counsel regarding declarations. 0.50 337.50

03/14/2014 LSS e-mails with k. rogers re: attending Kalin deposition; extended call with
Ginsberg re: amending complaint and narrowing class. 0.75 806.25

BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg 0.50 425.00

03/17/2014 WCW Further review of named and opt-in plaintiff declarations and depositions for
supplemental brief for 216(b) motion. 5.75 3,881.25

LSS e-mails with co-counsel re: scheduling conference call to discuss strategy. 0.25 268.75
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03/18/2014 LSS extended call with ginsberg re: narrowing class and logistics. 0.50 537.50

WCW Continued review of plaintiff and opt-in plaintiff depositions; office
conference with Lee Shalov regarding supplemental brief. 5.25 3,543.75

03/19/2014 WCW Further review of deposition transcripts for supplemental 216(b) brief;
prepare email correspondences with various plaintiffs and opt-ins regarding
supplemental declaration. 2.75 1,856.25

BRG Telephone conference with all co-counsel re: strategy. 0.75 637.50
LSS extended call with co-counsel re: future strategy and seeking a stay; e-mails

with defense counsel re: setting up meeting to address. 0.75 806.25

03/20/2014 WCW Perform legal research regarding stay pending decision on similar issues
before Supreme Court and telephone conference with Lee Shalov regarding
same; further review of plaintiff and opt-in plaintiffs' deposition transcripts. 6.75 4,556.25

LSS legal research re: motions to stay; e-mails with wilkinson re: same;
commenced drafting motion to stay in light of Busk 4.00 4,300.00

03/21/2014 WCW Office conference with Alexandra Behrman regarding chart to show needed
declaration changes; review and reply to various email correspondences with
co-counsel regarding conference call for discussion of supplemental brief;
conference call with co-counsel regarding supplemental brief; further review
of plaintiffs . 5.75 3,881.25

ARB Scanned deposition transcripts 0.25 77.50

03/24/2014 WCW Prepare supplemental declaration for Amanda Frlekin; further review of
deposition transcripts for supplemental 216(b) brief; office conference with
Lee Shalov regarding strategy for motion to stay; perform legal research
regarding compensability of overtime under FLSA and various state law
claims for motion to stay; review and reply to various email correspondences
with co-counsel regarding supplemental brief for 216(b) motion; review Judge
Alsup's rules regarding notice of motion for motion to stay litigation; prepare
notice of motion for motion to stay litigation. 3.25 2,193.75

LSS cont drafting brief in support of motion to stay; tel calls with ginsberg re:
same; multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: supplemental submission; conf. call
with defense counsel re: position on stay in light of busk. 6.50 6,987.50

03/25/2014 WCW Review and reply to various email correspondences from co-counsel
regarding supplemental declarations; prepare supplemental declarations for
Brandon Fisher, Seth Dowling and Elliot Beltzer; revise supplemental
declaration for Amanda Frlekin; conference call with co-counsel regarding
supplemental brief; office conference with Lee Shalov regarding supplemental
brief; review deposition transcript of Debra Speicher. 8.25 5,568.75

BRG Review papers for motion to stay; draft cover sheets for all papers; organize
motion for submission; meeting with W Wilkinson re supp decs 2.25 1,912.50

LSS cont drafting brief; tct kralowec re: expediting hearing; drafted notice of
motion, declaration, and proposed order; multiple e-mails with gallaway re:
logistics and filing; multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: supplemental
submission; rr e-mail from defense counsel re: position on stay; e-mail to
defense counsel re: stipulating to expedited hearing. 5.00 5,375.00

ARB e-filed Motion to Stay; put together courtesy copy of motion papers for judge;
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Hours
drafted letter to judge re: courtesy copies; mailed overnight letter and courtesy
copy to judge; downloaded deposition indices from website 3.50 1,085.00

03/26/2014 WCW Telephone conference with Lou Ginsberg regarding supplemental
declarations; revise supplemental declarations for Amanda Frlekin, Seth
Dowling, Elliot Beltzer and Brandon Fisher and prepare email
correspondences to same regarding same; telephone conference with Seth
Dowling regarding supplemental declaration; telephone conference with
Amanda Frlekin regarding supplemental declaration; conference call with
co-counsel regarding status of supplemental brief; telephone conference with
Brandon Fisher regarding supplemental declaration; review and reply to
various email correspondences with Amanda Frlekin; review and revise
declaration of Lee Shalov in support of shortening time for motion to stay;
review and reply to various email correspondences with co-counsel regarding
supplemental declarations; perform legal research regarding supplemental
brief. 6.25 4,218.75

BRG review docket; amend caption; amend and review motion to shorten time and
related docs and amend caption; review order on motion to stay and
communication with W Wilkinson 1.75 1,487.50

LSS legal research re: motion to shorten time; multiple e-mails with kralowec re:
same; drafted declaration, order and notice in connection with motion to
shorten time; multiple confs. with gallaway re: same and filing; rr order on
motion to stay; e-mails with co-counsel re: same; multiple e-mails with
co-counsel re: supplemental submission; e-mail to boyer re: SJ discovery. 6.00 6,450.00

ARB Downloaded depositions and word indexes from reporter's website and
emailed to all attorneys; printed declarations 0.75 232.50

03/27/2014 WCW Review and reply to various email correspondences with co-counsel regarding
supplemental 216(b) brief; review order on motion to stay; revise and finalize
supplemental declarations; prepare various email correspondences with and
review various email correspondences from Amanda Frlekin regarding
supplemental declaration; review Walgreen's security check case; telephone
conference with Amanda Frlekin regarding supplemental declaration;
telephone conference with Kathleen Rogers regarding supplemental 216(b)
brief cites; review and revise supplemental 216(b) brief; telephone conference
with local counsel regarding deposition cites for supplemental brief. 8.50 5,737.50

BRG sit in on conference call with L Ginsberg re: stay ruling. 0.25 212.50
LSS tct Ginsberg re: strategy in light of ruling on stay; rr draft supplemental

submissions and multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: comments; tct K. Rogers
re: evidentiary objections. 2.25 2,418.75

ARB Downloaded deposition exhibits from reporter's website and emailed to local
California counsel; searched depositions for cites to be used in supplemental
brief 2.25 697.50

03/28/2014 WCW Review finalized and filed 216(b) supplemental brief; office conference with
Lee Shalov regarding 216(b) supplemental brief. 2.25 1,518.75

LSS e-mails with l. strauss re: 30(b)(6) deposition. 0.25 268.75
BRG review and comments to supplemental brief 2.00 1,700.00

04/01/2014 WCW Review order from Judge Alsup regarding Apple's requirement to address
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Hours
supplemental 216(b) brief. 0.25 168.75

LSS rr order from Judge directing defense counsel to explain inconsistencies;
e-mails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

04/02/2014 LSS rr amended initial disclosures; e-mails with gallaway re: same; e-mails with
boyer re: 30(b)(6) deposition. 0.50 537.50

BRG comparative analysis of initial vs amended initial disclosures; caselaw
research; meeting with W Wilkinson 1.75 1,487.50

04/03/2014 BRG meeting with J Schissel re state law security screening research; research re
state law compensability for bag checks 2.50 2,125.00

04/07/2014 LSS e-mails with boyer re: 30b6 depo. scheduling 0.25 268.75

04/09/2014 BRG meeting with Tracy B re apple state law research 0.50 425.00
TAB discussion w b gallaway regarding legal research 0.50 337.50

04/10/2014 LSS review of defendants' motoin for summary judgment and supporting
documents, 0.75 806.25

04/11/2014 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding opposition to summary
judgment motion; review summary judgment motion and response to
supplemental 216(b) brief filed by Apple. 2.25 1,518.75

BRG review Apple msj; research cases cited in Apple MSJ 3.25 2,762.50
ARB Began downloading and saving all cases cited in Apple's Summary Judgment

memo 0.75 232.50
TAB State law legal research re: wage order 2.50 1,687.50

04/14/2014 ARB Printed full set of apple's summary judgment papers; began printing cases
cited in apple's summary judgment memo 1.30 403.00

TAB State law legal research re: wage order 3.25 2,193.75

04/15/2014 LSS extended call with rogers and ginsberg re: opp. brief; e-mails with boyer re:
4/29 depo. and briefing schedule; conf. with t. burnett re: legal research for
opp. brief; e-mails with blanchard re: covering 4/29 depo. 1.50 1,612.50

ARB Downloaded and printed more cases cited in Apple's Summary Judgment
motion 0.50 155.00

TAB Discussion w L Shalov regarding answer and legal research 0.25 168.75

04/16/2014 ARB tried to find article/studying on needing a backpack/purse 0.50 155.00

04/18/2014 LSS rr blanchard and boyer e-mails re: 4/29 depo. and related issues. 0.25 268.75

04/21/2014 ARB Continued searching for any article/study/etc. on importance of carrying a
bag; put together binder of cases cited in Apple's summary judgment motion 2.00 620.00

LSS extended call with blanchard re: points for SJ opp. brief and policy manuals;
e-mails with co-counsel re: renewing motion to stay. 0.25 268.75

TAB Legal research re: wage order 3.00 2,025.00

04/22/2014 BRG research re Alsup SJ rules; research on multiple topics to opp to SJ motion;
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Hours
review video surveillance footage; meeting with paras; meeting with L Shalov
re SJ argument; research re convenience vs necessity in donning doffing cases 6.00 5,100.00

ARB discussed security video footage of bag checks 1.00 310.00
TAB Legal research and discussion w L Shalov regarding the same 3.50 2,362.50

04/23/2014 BRG strategy meeting with L Ginsberg; read through depo transcripts; take notes
for SJ arg 5.25 4,462.50

ARB began reviewing security video footage of bag checks and counting people 2.50 775.00

04/24/2014 BRG research re local rules for extensions; draft and edit all extension papers;
review depo transcripts; draft opp to sj 6.25 5,312.50

ARB continued reviewing security camera footage; e-filed Motion to Extend Time;
drafted letter to judge; put together courtesy copies of motion to extend time;
mailed letter and courtesy copies to judge 1.25 387.50

LSS extensive legal research re: security checks and compensability; commenced
drafting opp. to motion for SJ; rr order extending time to file brief. 6.50 6,987.50

04/25/2014 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding opposition to motion for
summary judgment and deposition transcripts for same. 1.00 675.00

BRG review depo transcripts; outline fact section for SJ opp 4.10 3,485.00
ARB continued reviewing security footage 1.50 465.00
LSS cont legal research and drafting brief. 5.50 5,912.50
TAB legal research re: wage order. 4.30 2,902.50

04/28/2014 WCW Various office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding opposition to motion
for summary judgment; internal email correspondence with Lee Shalov
regarding opposition to motion for summary judgment; review deposition
transcript of Debra Speicher regarding opposition to motion for summary
judgment; review order granting extension of time; office conference with
Alex Behrman regarding video footage provided by Apple; revise statement
of facts outline. 5.25 3,543.75

BRG Telephone conference with L BLanchard; review depo transcripts; draft edit
MSJ 7.25 6,162.50

ARB Finished reviewing security footage; searched for production passwords 0.50 155.00
LSS cont legal research and drafting brief. 6.00 6,450.00
TAB Review of cases and email to L Shalov regarding the same 1.70 1,147.50

04/29/2014 WCW Various office conferences with Lee Shalov regarding research for opposition
to motion for summary judgment; perform legal research regarding donning
and doffing and compensable time; perform legal research regarding state
labor law claims; prepare various internal email correspondences with draft
inserts for opposition to motion for summary judgment; prepare insert for
legal section of memorandum of law in opposition to summary judgment. 7.25 4,893.75

BRG research docs for L Blanchard; email to L Blanchard; read through and
summarize depo transcripts; draft/edit opp to msj 7.00 5,950.00

LSS cont legal research and drafting brief; multiple calls with L. Blanchard re:
depo. issues; conf call with Blanchard and Boyer re; same. 7.00 7,525.00

TAB Discussion with L Shalov regarding legal research 0.25 168.75

04/30/2014 WCW Further review of deposition transcript of Debra Speicher; revise fact outline
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Hours
for brief in opposition to summary judgment; revise insert for legal section of
brief in opposition to motion for summary judgment; office conference with
Brett Gallaway regarding statement of facts for brief in opposition to motion
for summary judgment; office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway
regarding status and strategy for brief in opposition to motion for summary
judgment; prepare chart for de minimis argument for brief in opposition to
motion for summary judgment; legal research regarding
volunteer/convenience as it relates to compensability; office conferences with
Alexandra Behrman regarding varying wages of the plaintiffs. 8.25 5,568.75

BRG review depo transcripts; draft SOF for MSJ; edit SOF; meeting with team re
MSJ 7.75 6,587.50

LSS cont legal research and drafting brief; multiple confs. with wilkinson and
gallaway re; same; tct k. rogers re: cutting brief and logistics. 7.00 7,525.00

ARB searched declarations for salaries and created chart; checked to make sure
deposition citations are correct 2.00 620.00

05/01/2014 WCW Various office conferences with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding
revisions to brief in opposition to motion for summary judgment; review and
revise brief in opposition to motion for summary judgment; prepare revised
de minimis chart with low and high end analysis. 8.50 5,737.50

BRG review and summarize multiple depo transcripts; meetings with team re
strategy; draft/edit opp to MSJ 9.50 8,075.00

LSS cont drafting brief and multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 7.50 8,062.50
ARB Searched for exhibits for Opposition to Summary Judgment; discussed case

with attorneys 3.50 1,085.00

05/02/2014 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding brief in opposition to motion for
summary judgment; revise brief in opposition to motion for summary
judgment; prepare declaration of Lee S. Shalov in support of brief in
opposition to motion for summary judgment; telephone conference with local
counsel regarding brief in opposition and various email correspondences
regarding same. 8.00 5,400.00

BRG review depos for opp to MSJ 1.75 1,487.50
LSS conf with wilkinson re; finalizing brief and declaration 0.25 268.75

05/03/2014 WCW Various email correspondences with California counsel regarding revisions to
brief in opposition to motion for summary judgment; revise brief in
opposition to motion for summary judgment. 1.00 675.00

05/04/2014 LSS Final revisions to brief and review of declaration; e-mails with wilkinson and
co-counsel re: same. 3.00 3,225.00

05/05/2014 WCW Various email correspondences with local counsel regarding brief in
opposition to motion for summary judgment; revise declaration of Lee S.
Shalov in support of opposition to motion for summary judgment; review,
revise and finalize brief in opposition to motion for summary judgment;
telephone conference with Brett Gallaway and local counsel regarding
supplemental declaration of Claudia Wright. 6.00 4,050.00

LSS Finalized brief and declaration; multiple confs. with wilkinson re; same;
e-mails with ginsberg re: oral argument; rr kalin opp. to motion for summary
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Hours
judgment. 5.25 5,643.75

BRG review depo transcripts; edit/cite check opp to msj brief; tcw K Rodgers 5.00 4,250.00
ARB proofread memo of law; created table of contents and table of authorities for

memo of law; put together exhibits for declaration; e-filed Opposition to
Summary Judgment 4.00 1,240.00

05/06/2014 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding Amended
Declaration of Claudia Wright. 0.25 168.75

BRG Telephone conference with opt-ins re depos and dpeo prep; review caselaw re
motion to withdraw opt in plantiffs; emails to opt ins and opposing counsel 1.75 1,487.50

LSS e-mails with rogers and kralowec re: wright declaration; conf. with wilkinson
and gallaway re: same. 0.25 268.75

ARB put together courtesy copy of opposition papers for judge; drafted letter to
judge re: courtesy copies; mailed letter and courtesy copies overnight 1.50 465.00

05/07/2014 LSS e-mails with boyer re: filing video under seal. 0.25 268.75

05/12/2014 BRG review local rules re evidence in reply brief; email to K Kralowec re reply
evidence 0.50 425.00

LSS rr defendant's reply brief in support of SJ; conf. with gallaway re: moving to
strike newly introduced video; commenced preparing for oral argument. 4.75 5,106.25

ARB created binder of our papers in opposition to apple's summary judgment
motion 1.00 310.00

05/13/2014 BRG doc review; review reply motion 0.75 637.50
ARB created binder of all depositions and declarations 2.00 620.00
LSS cont preparing for oral argument; multiple e-mails with gallaway re:

collecting transcripts and exhibits. 5.75 6,181.25
BRG review local rules for hearing; email to T Boyer 0.25 212.50

05/14/2014 BRG Review reply brief; review video surveillance footage; emails to opposing
counsel re evidentiary objections; prep for MSJ hearing 7.25 6,162.50

LSS cont preparing for hearing; tct kralowec re: same and preparing chart of
evidence; multiple confs. with gallaway re: hearing and organizing evidence. 6.00 6,450.00

ARB made copy of binder of depositions and declarations. 2.50 775.00

05/15/2014 BRG research, print and organize cases re reply to MSJ in prep for hearing; research
re evidence in reply brief; emails with co-counsel re research; review briefing;
review declarations; prep for MSJ hearing 6.50 5,525.00

ARB Downloaded and printed cases from Westlaw; created binder of cases cited in
Apple's Brief 1.00 310.00

LSS cont preparing for hearing 6.00 6,450.00

05/16/2014 BRG review papers; organize supp brief arguments; doc review; prep for MSJ 5.25 4,462.50
WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding summary judgment hearing. 0.25 168.75
LSS cont preparing for hearing. 5.00 5,375.00

05/19/2014 BRG review depos; prep for MSJ hearing 2.00 1,700.00
LSS cont preparing for hearing; tct k. rogers re: strategy for hearing; confs. with

gallaway re: same. 6.00 6,450.00
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05/20/2014 BRG draft chart for MSJ hearing; review depos; review papers in prep for hearing;
meeting with L Shalov re hearing 6.25 5,312.50

LSS cont preparing for hearing; e-mails with k. rogers re: same and strategy. 6.75 7,256.25

05/21/2014 BRG travel to SF for MSJ hearing; meeting with K Rodgers and L Shalov re MSJ
prep; research re MSJ hearing; prep for hearing 12.50 10,625.00

LSS cont preparing for hearing; travel to CA; extended meeting with rogers and
gallaway re: strategy, cases and issues. 14.75 15,856.25

05/22/2014 WCW Telephone conference with Lee Shalov regarding legal research; perform legal
research regarding whether control of employer such that time is compensable
is a question of fact or law. 2.25 1,518.75

BRG prep for MSJ hearing; attend/assist with MSJ hearing; travel from SF; emails
re MSJ hearing 9.75 8,287.50

LSS attended oral argument before Judge Alsup; travel to NY; e-mails with
co-counsel re: outcome of argument. 13.50 14,512.50

05/23/2014 BRG emails and teleconference re MSJ hearing 0.75 637.50
LSS rr articles re: 5/22 oral argument; e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

05/27/2014 LSS rr kralowec e-mail re: recent Alsup decision regarding PAGA claims. 0.25 268.75

05/30/2014 WCW Review decision and order on summary judgment motion; office conference
with Brett Gallaway regarding decision and order. 0.50 337.50

BRG review MSJ order; emails to team re order 0.50 425.00
ARB ordered copy of transcript of hearing 0.50 155.00
LSS rr order denying summary judgment; multiple calls and e-mails with

gallaway and rogers re: same; rr articles re: decision. 1.00 1,075.00

06/02/2014 BRG Telephone conference with L Shalov re strategy 0.25 212.50
WCW Review transcript from summary judgment hearing and various articles

regarding same. 0.75 506.25
ARB Downloaded transcript of hearing 0.25 77.50
LSS rr additional articles re: decision and e-mails with gallaway re; same; rr

transcript of oral argument. 0.75 806.25

06/03/2014 BRG review ESI correspondence; email to opposing counsel re ESI; emails with
team re ESI 1.50 1,275.00

LSS conf. with gallaway re: resuming discovery efforts; rr gallaway e-mail to boyer
re: same. 0.25 268.75

06/04/2014 BRG Telephone conference with K Rodgers re ESI meet and confer prep for call;
review ESI correspondence 1.00 850.00

06/05/2014 WCW Review various email correspondences from co-counsel regarding status
conference with Judge Spero in Apple. 0.25 168.75

BRG emails with Boyer re ESI 0.25 212.50
LSS e-mails with co-counsel re: 6/20 hearing before Judge Spero; tct boyer re:

adjournment in light of Alsup ruling. 0.25 268.75
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06/09/2014 LSS e-mails with kralowec re: co-counsel agreement and call to busk lawyer; rr
draft letter from gallaway to defense counsel re: esi discovery and conference
call; conf. with gallaway re: same and seeking employee names. 0.75 806.25

BRG Telephone conference with K Rogers re ESI; meet and confer with opposing
counsel re ESI; draft ESI letter to opposing counsel; edit ESI letter; send to
opposing counsel 3.50 2,975.00

WCW Review email correspondence from California counsel regarding ESI. 0.25 168.75

06/10/2014 LSS tct boyer re; position on conference before Magistrate; rr briefs filed in SC
Busk action; rr spero rules; e-mails with co-counsel re: logistics for contacting
magistrate; tcf kralowec re: co-counsel agreement. 2.50 2,687.50

06/11/2014 BRG meeting with Shalov re case status 0.75 637.50
LSS e-mails with boyer re: reaching out to Magistrate's clerk for guidance on

conference; conf. with gallaway re: scheduling order; conf. call with defense
counsel re: same and revising and updating order. 0.50 537.50

06/12/2014 LSS rr Cal. Sup. Ct. decision in Duran re: use of statistical sampling in wage and
hour class actions; e-mails with co-counsel re: same and pursuing similar
strategy; tct boyer re: contacting judge spero clerk; e-mails with l. blanchard
re: setting up conference call to address expert. 1.75 1,881.25

HJS Research case law re: the legitimacy of statistical sampling in class certification 2.00 620.00

06/13/2014 LSS drafted e-mail to calendar clerk re: 6/20 conference; e-mails with boyer re:
same. 0.50 537.50

06/16/2014 LSS e-mail with Judge Spero clerk re: status of conference in light of Alsup
decision; rr decisions on statistical sampling; conf with gallaway re: status of
e-mail production; tcf l. blanchard re: expert issues and drafting CA
discovery; conf. with gallaway re: preparing CA discovery requests; e-mails
with kralowec re: experts. 2.75 2,956.25

HJS Research relevant case law re: statistical sampling. 3.00 930.00

06/17/2014 LSS rr e-mail from Judge Spero chambers re: conference going forward; e-mails
with kralowec re: same; 0.25 268.75

HJS Research into relevant case law 6.50 2,015.00

06/18/2014 BRG email to opposing counsel re: ESI 0.25 212.50
HJS Research into relevant case law re: sampling 1.75 542.50

06/19/2014 LSS rr boyer e-mail re: status of response to ESI discovery. 0.25 268.75

06/20/2014 LSS rr draft second set of interrogatories; conf. with j. shalov re: comments; review
of cases re: use of statistical evidence and case management plans; rr recent
Alsup decision denying wage and hour settlement; participated in conf. call
with Judge Spero and defense counsel re: case status. 2.50 2,687.50

06/23/2014 LSS finalized interrogatories; conf. with j. shalov re: preparing document requests;
extended e-mail to co-counsel re: strategy for class cert. motion; conf review of
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cases with statistical analyses and trial management plans; reviewed amended
initial disclosures; extended e-mail to defense counsel re: production of
additional documents and identification of knowledgeable witnesses. . 5.50 5,912.50

ARB mailed interrogatories 0.20 62.00
HJS Con't legal research 2.75 852.50

06/24/2014 LSS e-mails with boyer re: discovery issues and depositions requested. 0.25 268.75
HJS Con't legal research 1.00 310.00

06/25/2014 LSS revised press release re: summary judgment decision and conf. with gallaway
re: same; rr briefs and decision in similar CVS bag check case; e-mails with
kralowec re: same; extended call with prospective statistical expert. 3.00 3,225.00

BRG emails with team; email to opposing counsel re rog service 0.50 425.00

06/26/2014 BRG emails with Boyer re discovery 0.25 212.50

06/30/2014 LSS redrafted third request for production of documents. 0.75 806.25
BRG rog correspondence; emails and meetings re rog correspondence 0.50 425.00
ARB Mailed documents and created affidavits of service 0.50 155.00

07/01/2014 LSS e-mails with boyer re: service date for discovery requests. 0.25 268.75

07/03/2014 LSS e-mails with boyer re: status of ESI discovery. 0.25 268.75

07/07/2014 LSS e-mails with boyer re: timing of ESI discovery. 0.25 268.75
HJS Con't legal research 2.00 620.00

07/08/2014 LSS e-mail from boyer re; status of esi letter. 0.25 268.75

07/15/2014 LSS rr order terminating motions. 0.25 268.75

07/18/2014 LSS tcf boyer re: depo. scheduling. 0.25 268.75

07/21/2014 BRG review ESI letter and past correspondence 1.00 850.00

07/22/2014 LSS rr order in CA meal break case involving Apple; e-mails with kralowec re:
same. 0.25 268.75

07/23/2014 LSS e-mails with boyer re: depo. dates; conf. with gallaway re: same and ESI
discovery; e-mails with kralowec re: covering deposition on 10/13. 0.50 537.50

BRG emails re meet and confer; review ESI letter; draft Krinek and Feist depo
notices 1.00 850.00

07/24/2014 LSS e-mails with blanchard re: covering L. Verter deposition; multiple e-mails with
boyer re: depositions and responses to interrogatories. 0.50 537.50

BRG Telephone conference with K Rogers re ESI letter; review ESI letter; email to
opposing counsel re meet and confer 0.75 637.50

07/27/2014 LSS e-mails with blanchard re: covering verter deposition; rr appellant briefs in
support of SC appeal in Busk 0.50 537.50
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07/30/2014 BRG review doc requests/responses; review letters case law research; tcw M
Kolarsky re opt-in; tcw team re ESI call 7.00 5,950.00

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding ESI. 0.25 168.75
LSS e-mails with boyer re: extension of time to respond to interrogatories; rr Apple

letter re: ESI discovery; conf. with gallaway re; same; participated in conf call
with rogers and gallaway re: response to Apple ESI letter. 1.00 1,075.00

07/31/2014 BRG case research; pre meet and confer call with K Rogers; meet and confer call;
review notes; follow up call with K Rodgers; meet with W WIlkinson 4.00 3,400.00

WCW Conference call with California counsel, Brett Gallaway and defendant's
counsel regarding ESI; telephone conference with California counsel and Brett
Gallaway regarding strategy following ESI conference call. 1.00 675.00

08/01/2014 BRG draft ESI follow up letter 2.50 2,125.00
WCW Review Apple ESI letter. 0.25 168.75
LSS rr rogers and gallaway e-mails re: outcome of ESI call and things to do. 0.25 268.75

08/04/2014 LSS rr draft letter to defense counsel re: ESI production; e-mails with gallaway re:
comments and timing of production; rr verter depo. notice; e-mail with rogers
re: same and document requests. 0.50 537.50

WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding ESI
discovery. 0.25 168.75

BRG review and edit ESI letter; email to opposing counsel 0.50 425.00
ARB Typed consent to join form and emailed to potential opt-in 0.25 77.50

08/05/2014 LSS rr apple responses to third set of document requests; e-mails with boyer re:
setting up meet and confer to address. 0.25 268.75

08/06/2014 BRG draft Benjamin depo notice; emails with team 0.50 425.00
LSS e-mails with boyer re: benjamin deposition date. 0.25 268.75

08/07/2014 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding October
depositions. 0.25 168.75

08/08/2014 LSS tct boyer re: meet and confer re: response to document demands; rr draft esi
letter to clients; conf. with gallaway re; comments. 0.50 537.50

08/11/2014 BRG review ESI correspondence; draft ESI letter to CA plaintiffs; draft ESI
checklist; email to L Shalov; revise/edit ESI letter 3.50 2,975.00

08/12/2014 LSS e-mails with boyer summarizing meet and confer; rr responses to second set
of discovery requests; conf. with gallaway re: setting up meet and confer; legal
research re: production of contact information in ND Cal.; conf. with gallaway
re: same. 1.00 1,075.00

BRG review rog responses; email to opposing counsel; review meet and confer
letter; review Alsup supp order in Kalin; email to team; emails to opposing
counsel re ESI production; review docket; emails with L Shalov; research re
pre cert production of class list in CA 2.75 2,337.50

ARB Formatted and mailed and emailed letters to California plaintiffs 1.25 387.50
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Hours

08/13/2014 BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg re case strategy; emails with opposing
counsel; research re rog responses 6-8; emails with K Rogers re production
format 2.50 2,125.00

08/14/2014 BRG research re sampling vs full class pre cert list production 2.50 2,125.00
LSS e-mails with rogers and gallaway re: format of Apple's ESI production. 0.25 268.75

08/15/2014 BRG emails re ESI production with team; tcw team re case strategy; emails re dates;
emails to Boyer 1.50 1,275.00

LSS conf. call with co-counsel re: scheduling issues, class list and meet and confer. 1.00 1,075.00

08/18/2014 BRG case research re pre class production; meet and confer call with opposing
counsel 1.50 1,275.00

LSS rr kralowec e-mail re: timing of class certification motion. 0.25 268.75

08/26/2014 BRG review caselaw for pre-cert class list production; tcw L Ginsberg in prep for
meet and confer; meet and confer call with opposing counsel 3.75 3,187.50

WCW Conference call with all parties regarding meet and confer relating to Apple's
response to interrogatories; telephone conference with Brett Gallaway and
California counsel regarding format for Apple's ESI production. 0.75 506.25

LSS conf. with gallaway re: strategy for meet and confer call to address class
member contact information. 0.25 268.75

08/27/2014 LSS e-mails with k. rogers re: covering 10/15 Apple deposition. 0.25 268.75
BRG review previous email and letter ESI correspondence, review follow up email

from Boyer; tcw L Shalov re list production; email to opposing counsel; tcw
multiple Ca opt-ins re ESI discovery search; draft email response to Boyer re
production. 3.75 3,187.50

08/28/2014 LSS e-mails with rogers and gallaway re: producing dates of plaintiffs'
employment at Apple stores. 0.25 268.75

09/02/2014 BRG Telephone conference with J Klientz; email to opposing counsel; email to
team; email to L Shalov 0.50 425.00

09/03/2014 BRG email to T Boyer re ESI; tcw D Speicher; email to  D Speicher; tcw opposing
counsel re discovery dates; tcw L Blancahrd re dates; meeting with L Shalov 2.50 2,125.00

LSS conf. call with blanchard and gallaway re: rescheduling of dates and drafting
administrative motion 0.25 268.75

ARB put together plaintiff discovery response 0.20 62.00

09/04/2014 LSS rr gallaway e-mail to boyer re: status of ESI production; rr boyer e-mail re:
deposition of claudia wright; e-mails with gallaway and rogers re: same. 0.50 537.50

BRG emails with K Rodgers re ESI and emails with vendor re ESI quote; review
SCOTUS papers 1.00 850.00

09/05/2014 LSS e-mails with rogers and gallaway re: ESI platform to review documents and
claudia wright deposition. 0.25 268.75
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Hours
09/08/2014 BRG meeting with L Shalov; email to T Boyer; review joint admin order; caselaw

research re motions to lift stay in Busk; emails with K Rogers re ESI; emails
with L Blanchard 2.75 2,337.50

09/09/2014 BRG emails to team re ESI and decs; review/edit joint admin motion; review
declarations and case law research; meeting with L Shalov 2.25 1,912.50

LSS rr recent ninth circuit decision re: statistical sampling; rr draft administrative
motion; conf. with gallaway re: comments; e-mails with gallaway and
co-counsel re: e-discovery vendor and claudia wright deposition. 1.00 1,075.00

WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding strategy for
meet and confer related to ESI and upcoming depositions. 0.25 168.75

09/10/2014 BRG meet and confer call re ESI; prep for call 2.00 1,700.00

09/11/2014 BRG research caselaw re filing R 23 motion pending stay in SCOTUS and review
apple's joint motion edits; tcw E discovery vendor re production format;
emails with vendor; review search terms for removal; email to K Rogers re
search terms 3.75 3,187.50

09/12/2014 BRG Review and amend search terms; email to T Boyer; emails to opposing
counsel; redraft joint motion; emails re joint motion 2.75 2,337.50

09/15/2014 LSS rr gallaway and defense counsel e-mails re: esi discovery and administrative
motion. 0.25 268.75

BRG Review Busk reply brief 0.50 425.00

09/16/2014 BRG review Wright documents, meeting with LS re depo; email to para re docs;
review Alsup order; discuss order with team; email to team; meeting with W
Wilkinson to discuss order; email to T Boyer; tcw L Blanchard re order 1.75 1,487.50

WCW Review Judge Alsup's order on joint motion for clarification; office conference
with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding Judge Alsup's order. 0.50 337.50

ARB bates stamped documents to be produced 0.25 77.50

09/17/2014 BRG emails with opposing counsel re dates; tcw opposing counsel re ESI; meeting
with L Shalov re ESI; emails and meetings re atty-client contact issues;
review/edit protective order; prep for and have apple team conference call. 3.00 2,550.00

WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding strategy
following Judge Alsup's order on joint motion for certification and interviews
of Apple employees; conference call with co-counsel regarding potential
interview of putative class members by Apple and status and strategy
regarding same and relating to Judge Alsup's order regarding discovery. 1.25 843.75

LSS rr alsup order re: schedule; multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: same and
prospective interviews by Apple of employees; conf. call with co-counsel re:
strategy for responding to prospective interviews. 1.00 1,075.00

09/18/2014 WCW Review exparte order, minutes and motion from San Diego case; office
conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple's potential interview of
putative class members; perform legal research regarding employer contact of
employees. 2.75 1,856.25

BRG prep for phone conference with J Klientz, tcw J Klientz re random sampling. 0.75 637.50
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09/19/2014 BRG emails re phone conference and Wright depo; tcw K Rogers; meeting with L
Shalov; review T Boyer emails; tcw Boyer re search terms and various errata
matters 2.00 1,700.00

09/22/2014 LSS conf. with gallaway re: e-mail addresses for employee sample; rr draft
stipulation extending discovery deadline; conf. with gallaway re; comments. 0.50 537.50

BRG draft joint stip re discovery extension; review old discovery correspondence;
email to T Boyer; tcw K Rogers and meeting with l Shalov re discovery and
joint motion; email to K Rogers re discovery 4.00 3,400.00

09/23/2014 BRG review class list email and class list production; review emails for upcoming
depos 1.00 850.00

WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding whether Apple's counsel can
contact potential class members. 0.50 337.50

09/24/2014 BRG review emails and revisions re Joint motion. 0.50 425.00
LSS rrc from apple in meal break case re: interview requests. 0.25 268.75

09/26/2014 WCW Perform further legal research regarding pre-certification communications by
defendant's counsel with putative class members. 2.25 1,518.75

BRG meeting with L Shalov re confidentiality stip; emails re upcoming depos 1.00 850.00
LSS rr draft protective order and conf. with gallaway re: comments; rr Apple's

revisions to stip. extending disc. cut-off date; rr wilkinson e-mails re:
communications with Apple employees; extended legal research re:
calculation of comp. time damages; conf. call with experts re: damage
calculations; commenced preparing for mediation. 5.50 5,912.50

09/29/2014 BRG review protective order and make edits; edits joint stip; email to T Boyer re
both and meet and confer call re class sampling; review class list; tcw L
Blanchard re Krinick depo; review Boyer email; email to team 1.75 1,487.50

LSS rr gallaway e-mail to boyer re: revisions to protective order and discovery
stipulation. 0.25 268.75

09/30/2014 BRG review sampling data, email to J Klientz 0.25 212.50

10/01/2014 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway and Lee Shalov regarding stipulated
protective order. 0.25 168.75

LSS conf. call with gallaway and boyer re: comments to protective order. 0.25 268.75
BRG review documents and emails; tcw T Boyer re stip and PO; tcw L Blanchard re

depo; meeting with L Shalov; tcw T Boyer; review/prep for Fiest depo 3.75 3,187.50

10/02/2014 BRG prep for L Feist depo 2.25 1,912.50

10/03/2014 LSS rr revised discovery stipulation. 0.25 268.75
BRG meet and confer re class sampling with T Boyer and J Klientz; prep for meet

and confer call; prep for Feist depo 3.25 2,762.50

10/05/2014 BRG Travel to CA; draft depo outline for L Feist; review ESI for L Feist depo 7.25 6,162.50
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Hours
10/06/2014 LSS rr ruling from court re: disc. cut-off; conf. with gallaway and ginsberg re:

same. 0.25 268.75
BRG email to T Boyer re doc production; review ESI in prep for Feist depo 1.00 850.00

10/07/2014 WCW Various email correspondences with Brett Gallaway and co-counsel regarding
document production by Apple. 0.50 337.50

ARB Put together PDF of specific pages from production to be used as deposition
exhibits and emailed to attorney; emailed production to co-counsel and
counsel on associated case 1.00 310.00

BRG prep for L Feist depo; tcw K Rodgers re production format 6.25 5,312.50

10/08/2014 WCW Telephone conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple's document
production and deposition of Lauren Feist; review Apple discovery for
documents stating employees must clock out prior to security check. 2.75 1,856.25

LSS e-mails with kralowec re: adjourning verter deposition. 0.25 268.75
BRG prep for L Feist depo; take depo of L Feist; tcw L Shalov re depo; tcw W

Wilkinson re depo 6.50 5,525.00

10/09/2014 LSS rr transcript of SC argument in Busk; e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 1.00 1,075.00

10/10/2014 WCW Telephone conference with Jeff Hogue regarding decision by his judge
regarding Apple contacting his class members that are potentially members of
this class and prepare email correspondence with co-counsel regarding same. 0.50 337.50

LSS rr Kienitz and Blanchard e-mails re: coordinating document discovery in
Kalin; e-mail from wilkinson re: outcome of call with counsel in related case
re: witness interviews. 2.00 2,150.00

10/12/2014 BRG doc review; emails with K Rodgers re ESI production 1.75 1,487.50

10/13/2014 BRG Review ESI emails and emails re production format. Emails to team re
production format and FTP load site 1.00 850.00

10/14/2014 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple's document
production and platform for reviewing same. 0.25 168.75

LSS rr recently produced verter documents; e-mail with co-counsel re: same; conf.
with gallaway re: maintaining hot document file. 1.25 1,343.75

BRG review ESI production 4.00 3,400.00

10/15/2014 LSS e-mails with co-counsel re: drafting motion to compel. 0.25 268.75
BRG email re rog extension; doc review 1.00 850.00
LSS e-mail to co-counsel re: preparing motion to compel; extended call with

potential expert re: survey and damages. 0.75 806.25

10/16/2014 BRG doc review; email to T Boyer re Feist text message production; schedule dates 2.25 1,912.50
LSS extended call with expert re: cost and nature of work; tct ginsberg re: same;

conf. with gallaway re: e-mail addresses. 1.00 1,075.00

10/17/2014 LSS follow up call with expert re: methodologies and cost; e-mails with co-counsel
re: setting up meeting to discuss. 0.50 537.50
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10/20/2014 BRG Telephone conference with L Blanchard re rog responses; review ESI

correspondence re production format; emails with team re production format;
tcw Epiq vendors; tcw team re expert discovery; tcw K Rogers and opposing
counsel re ESI and production format 2.00 1,700.00

WCW Telephone conference with co-counsel, Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway
regarding strategy for expert disclosure. 0.50 337.50

LSS rr expert article re: duran decision on sampling; tct expert re: proceeding with
work; conf. call with co-counsel re: same. 1.50 1,612.50

10/21/2014 BRG email to T Boyer re P Benjamin ESI 0.25 212.50
LSS e-mails with experts re: setting up meeting to discuss scope of work. 0.25 268.75

10/22/2014 BRG Telephone conference with survey experts; doc review 1.25 1,062.50
LSS extended conf. call with experts and gallaway re: survey, damages, work

necessary, etc... 1.25 1,343.75

10/23/2014 BRG review Wright rog response; meeting with J Giamo re rog responses; multiple
emails with team re rog responses; review Wright ESI responses; email ESI
responses to team; tcw experts re damage survey; doc review; tcw L Shalov re
expert sampling; tcw A Frlekin re sampling; tcw B Kriegler re Duran decision
and sample; email to team re conversation with A Frlekin; email to L Shalov re
Duran 4.50 3,825.00

JSG Preparation of responses to Apple's second set of interrogatories 0.75 562.50
LSS rr expert SOW; tct b. kriegler re: same. 0.25 268.75

10/24/2014 BRG Review Epiq retainer, review doc production; emails to opposing counsel re
ESI size; emails with vendor; tcw vendor re setting up ESI; email to T Boyer re
ESI formatting 1.50 1,275.00

JSG Draft of responses to Apple's second set of interrogatories - went through each
question with the particular plaintiff, recorded their answers, and drafted
answer to interrogatories 2.50 1,875.00

BRG Review C Wright responses; doc review 1.00 850.00

10/27/2014 BRG emails to ESI vendor; Emails to opposing counsel re ESI; meeting with L
Shalov re case strategy; doc review for P Benjamin depo; email to T Boyer re
ESI 3.00 2,550.00

WCW Review documents produced by Apple. 2.25 1,518.75
LSS rr expert retainers and conf. with gallaway re: same; rr draft responses to

interrogatories; rr recent apple and benjamin document production; conf. with
gallaway re: same and noticing additional depositions. 4.50 4,837.50

JSG Draft of plaintiff's responses to interrogatories set two, including follow-up
conversations with the particular plaintiffs to ascertain particular details
necessary to effectively answer the interrogatories 4.75 3,562.50

ARB Printed documents; enlarged document to readable size 0.75 232.50

10/28/2014 BRG emails to Expert re addresses and survey data; review updated survey; tcw
experts re survey; review B Kriegler article on Duran case; review Duran case;
emails to paralegal and expert re sample addresses; review/edit rog
responses; meeting with J Giaimo re rog responses; emails with K Rogers re
rog responses; tcw J Giaimo re rog responses; research straight wages and gap
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time under CA law 4.50 3,825.00

JSG Draft of and revision to response to second set of Apple interrogatories, draft
of verification, and draft of proof of service 1.80 1,350.00

LSS preparation for p. benjamin deposition; review of benjamin documents; conf.
call with experts re: surveys; rr draft response to interrogatories. 5.75 6,181.25

ARB Began formatting spreadsheet of class members for mailing 4.50 1,395.00

10/29/2014 BRG review docket; email to J Giaimo re rog responses; attend depo of P Benjamin;
discuss depo of P Benjamin with L Shalov and L Ginsberg; review edit rog
responses; multiple meetings with J Giaimo re rog responses; multiple emails
with K Rogers re rog responses; multiple emails with expert re survey
assumptions and questions; ESI doc review 6.25 5,312.50

JSG Revision and draft of plaintiffs' responses to defendant's interrogatories set
two 3.50 2,625.00

LSS conducted deposition of paul benjamin; e-mails with survey expert re:
financial incentives. 5.00 5,375.00

ARB Continued formatting excel spreadsheet of class members for mailing 8.50 2,635.00

10/30/2014 BRG review rog responses; multiple emails with J Giaimo; relativity training
session; multiple emails re survey and case law; emails to co-counsel re ESI
and relativity; review docs on relativity; review depo invoices 7.00 5,950.00

LSS legal research re: survey communications with class members; e-mails with
co-counsel re: same. 1.75 1,881.25

WCW Review Apple documents produced in ESI discovery on Epiq data platform. 2.25 1,518.75
JSG Revision of responses to apple interrogatories set two 1.00 750.00
ARB Finished formatting excel spreadsheet of class list 1.25 387.50

10/31/2014 JSG Revision of interrogatory responses, proof of service, and verification - phone
calls with plaintiffs to get all documents together 1.00 750.00

BRG emails to expert re survey; emails to co counsel re rog responses; emails to J
Giaimo re rog responses; review/edit rog responses. 2.00 1,700.00

ARB printed and mailed interrogatory responses 0.50 155.00

11/03/2014 LSS rr Kriniek depo. transcript; e-mails with blanchard re: same; rr boyer 11/2
letter re: proposed renegotiation of ESI discovery; conf. with gallaway re:
drafting response; drafted e-mail to boyer re: production of statements and
exhibits and status of depositions for Cano and Smith; conf. call with survey
experts re: letter to employees and final mailing; review of CA cases re:
surveys; drafted letter to boyer re: removal of attorneys' eyes only
designations; legal research re: motion to compel e-mail addresses; e-mail to
co-counsel re: same; rr privilege log; conf. with gallaway re: same. 5.50 5,912.50

WCW Review ESI discovery letter from Apple's counsel; office conference with Brett
Gallaway regarding meet and confer relating to ESI letter. 0.50 337.50

BRG Review multiple cases regarding proper components of surveys; review
Apple discovery responses; tcw experts re survey; multiple meetings with L
Shalov re letter to Apple's counsel re ESI production; research re ESI
production; review through old email re ESI production; tcw K Rodger re
Relativity; Draft/edit response letter re limiting ESI production 8.75 7,437.50

JSG Research California cases in which judge ordered defendant to provide email
addresses and other contact information pre-certification 1.50 1,125.00
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ARB Downloaded and saved transcripts; searched for privileged logs on web portal 0.50 155.00

11/04/2014 LSS rr recent production of documents; legal research re: non-compliance with ESI
discovery plan; confs. with gallaway re: same; rr draft letter to boyer re:
response to proposed limitations on ESI discovery; conf. with gallaway re:
comments; rr e-mails re: production of privilege logs. 3.00 3,225.00

JSG Research California cases in which court ordered per-certification production
of email addresses and other contact information 1.50 1,125.00

BRG multiple meetings with L Shalov re Apple ESI letter; edit/draft Apple ESI
letter; organize and review exhibits for Apple ESI letter; case research re
Apple ESI letter; revie/edit A Frlekin rog responses 7.00 5,950.00

JSG Draft of Plaintiff's response to Apple interrogatories set two 1.50 1,125.00
WCW Review ESI documents produced by Apple; office conference with Brett

Gallaway regarding meet and confer letter regarding ESI discovery. 1.25 843.75
ARB Scanned letter and exhibits 0.25 77.50

11/05/2014 LSS multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: outcome of deposition and identity of
additional witnesses. 0.75 806.25

BRG research re filing under seal; tcw Judge Alsup's clerk re filing under seal;
emails with team re motion to compel and filing under seal; research re
motion to compel; review local and fed rules 4.25 3,612.50

11/06/2014 BRG tcw ESI vendor re support and loading; review Alsup confidentiality orders;
meeting with L Shalov re ESI and motion to compel; edit motion to compel;
research regarding filing under seal; tcw D Merry re filing under seal;
multiple emails to team re motion to compel; meet and confer with opposing
counsel re motion to compel; organize motion for filing 6.75 5,737.50

LSS drafted letter to court re: ESI discovery; confs. with gallaway re: same; rr
expert e-mails re: survey issues; e-mails with gallaway and rogers re: filing
under seal; e-mails with boyer re: confidentiality designations; extended conf.
call with defense counsel re: ESI discovery and related discovery issues. 5.50 5,912.50

WCW Telephone conference call with Lee Shalov, Brett Gallaway, local counsel and
defendant's counsel regarding ESI discovery; office conference with Brett
Gallaway regarding letter motions to compel discovery and depositions and
research regarding work product designation of declarations before filed;
legal research regarding work product privilege for un-filed declarations. 1.25 843.75

ARB Redacted documents; scanned documents; e-filed motion to compel 1.25 387.50

11/07/2014 LSS rr order setting hearing date on motion to compel; e-mails with gallaway re:
same and seeking adjournment; multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: hearing;
rr boyer e-mail re: claudia wright depo; rr e-mail to frlekin re: disc. responses. 1.50 1,612.50

WCW Review discovery order scheduling hearing on letter motion to compel and
office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding same; further legal research
regarding availability of asserting the attorney work product privilege for
un-filed declarations; prepare intra-office email memorandum regarding
availability of asserting the attorney work product privilege for un-filed
declarations. 3.25 2,193.75

BRG emails with team re status of rog responses and upcoming conference date;
email to A Frlekin re rog responses; doc review for hot doc emails 1.25 1,062.50
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11/10/2014 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding administrative motion to file

exhibit to motion to compel under seal; research regarding administrative
motion to file exhibit under seal; prepare administrative motion to file exhibit
under seal, declaration of Lee Shalov in support and proposed order; review
Judge Alsup's local rules regarding administrative motions; telephone
conference with chambers regarding timing of administrative motions; office
conference with Lee Shalov regarding motion to seal; review ESI discovery
documents for discovery hearing on motion to compel; review Apple's
opposition to motion to compel; review and revise letter to Judge Alsup
regarding chambers' copies of motion to seal; various office conferences with
Alexandra Behrman regarding filing of motion to seal. 8.50 5,737.50

BRG email to J Klientz re Frlekin responses; review through all old Apple ESI
correspondence; organize docs in preparation of ESI discovery hearing;
review ESI response letter; meetings with L Shalov re ESI 9.75 8,287.50

LSS rr defendants' supplemental initial disclosures; legal research re: production of
declarations; conf. with gallaway re: strategy for 11/12 meet and confer. 1.75 1,881.25

ARB formatted and printed spreadsheets; formatted and proofread motion to seal;
scanned and e-filed motion to seal; put together courtesy copy of motion to
seal; drafted letter to judge and sent with courtesy copy of motion papers; 3.25 1,007.50

11/11/2014 WCW Research regarding hearing on motion to compel; review ESI discovery
produced by Apple. 7.25 4,893.75

ARB formatted exhibit and letter; e-filed reply to motion to compel and sent
courtesy copy 1.00 310.00

LSS prepared for hearing and travel to CA; conf. with gallaway re: issues and
strategy for hearing. 9.50 10,212.50

BRG Travel to SF for ESI hearing; draft/edit reply to Motion to compel ESI;
meeting with L Shalov re ESI hearing 8.75 7,437.50

11/12/2014 WCW Various telephone conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding discovery
hearing; legal research on what constitutes a valid representative sampling for
discovery. 1.75 1,181.25

LSS extended meet and confer session with defendants' counsel re; ESI; attended
hearing before Judge Alsup re: same; tct k. rogers re: wright depo. issues;
travel from CA to NY. 13.00 13,975.00

BRG prep for ESI hearing; attend/argue ESI hearing; participate in ESI meet and
confer; travel from SF to NYC 15.75 13,387.50

11/13/2014 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding discovery conference; office
conference with Brett Gallaway regarding supplemental declaration of
Claudia Wright filed with opposition to summary judgment motion and in
further support of conditional certification motion; review ESI discovery
documents produce by Apple for data dump 11; office conference with Lee
Shalov regarding procedure to undesignate documents as confidential. 2.00 1,350.00

LSS e-mails with gallaway re: finalizing discovery order; rr draft order and conf.
with gallaway re: same; rr monkowski doc. production; conf. with gallaway
re: same. 1.25 1,343.75

11/14/2014 BRG review scheduling order; amend scheduling order; email to opposing counsel
re scheduling order; review Frlekin rog responses; email to opposing counsel
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re rog responses; email to opposing counsel re changes to the scheduling
order; review scheduling order and old emails 1.00 850.00

JSG Preparation of Amanda Frlekin response to interrogatory set two 0.25 187.50
WCW Further review of ESI discovery produced by Apple. 4.00 2,700.00
LSS e-mail from kralowec re: discovery extension; e-mails from gallaway and

apple counsel re: disc. stipulation. 0.25 268.75

11/17/2014 LSS conf. with gallaway re: frlekin verification and objections and responding to
motion to compel; review of draft opp. to motion to compel; review of e-mails
re: canceling conference. . 0.50 537.50

WCW Various office conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding ESI production from
Apple and contacting employees interviewed by Apple; review privilege log
produced by Apple; further review of ESI discovery produced by Apple;
review transcript from SCOTUS oral argument in Integrity v. Busk. 6.00 4,050.00

BRG Telephone conference with K Rodgers re Frlekin rog responses; amend rog
responses to remove objections; email to opposing counsel re Frelkin rog
responses; read Busk opinion; tcw expert re statistical survey; tcw T Boyer re
motion to compel; doc review 4.25 3,612.50

JSG Preparation of Frlekin response to interrogatories set two 0.25 187.50
ARB Compared list of declarations to class sampling; mailed interrogatory

response 0.25 77.50

11/18/2014 BRG Review Wright amended declarations and email from K Rodgers re
declarations; email to co-counsel re declarations; tcw T Boyer and D Merry re
motion to compel (voicemail) 0.75 637.50

WCW Review various email correspondences regarding deposition of Claudia
Wright and office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding same; further
review of privilege log submitted with Apple's ESI discovery. 1.00 675.00

ARB downloaded files from DropBox 1.00 310.00

11/19/2014 BRG meeting with L Shalov re Wright amended declarations; draft L Shalov
declaration re wright declarations; emails to co-counsel re wright declarations;
review order and diary dates; emails to co-counsel re MTC hearing; multiple
tcw Court clerk and opposing counsel re taking Defendants' MTC off
calendar; tcw K Rogers re appearance; draft Gallaway declaration regarding
rog responses; emails to opposing counsel re hearing; review and edit joint
stip; multiple tcw K Rogers re MTC hearing and Frlekin responses and
Gallaway declaration; edit Gallaway declaration; review emails for exhibits to
Gallaway declaration 8.75 7,437.50

LSS conf. with gallaway and e-mails with co-counsel re: filing supplemental
wright declarations; multiple e-mails from gallaway and co-counsel re: filing
opp. to motion to compel and attending hearing. 0.75 806.25

11/20/2014 BRG Telephone conference with J Giaimo re proof of service for declaration;
multiple emails with co-counsel re proof of service and hearing on MTC;
research WL re successive motion to compel; multiple tcw K Rogers during
and after the MTC hearing; emails with team re MTC hearing; review multiple
previous discovery requests; tcw L Shalov re MTC hearing 3.50 2,975.00

LSS rr benjamin depo. transcript; multiple e-mails with gallaway and co-counsel
re: outcome of hearing and things to do. 1.25 1,343.75
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Hours
WCW Review various orders, stipulations and declarations regarding Apple's

motion to compel; office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple's
motion to compel. 1.00 675.00

JSG Research successive motions to compel and drafted proof of service for
declaration in opposition to apple's motion to compel and emailed opposing
counsel 0.75 562.50

ARB e-filed Affirmation of Service; discussed case with attorney; filled out and
e-filed Transcript Order form 1.00 310.00

11/21/2014 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding hearing on Apple's motion to
compel; review various email correspondences from co-counsel regarding
Apple's marking documents as confidential; perform legal research regarding
marking of confidential documents. 2.75 1,856.25

LSS rr transcript from motion to compel hearing; conf. with gallaway re: same and
requesting class list and other documents. 0.50 537.50

BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg re hearing; review MTC hearing
transcript; meeting with L Shalov re MTC hearing; draft email re MTC hearing
to J Dunnel; emails to/from K Rogers re MTC; doc review; tcw K Rogers re
hearing 2.75 2,337.50

11/24/2014 BRG review priv log; email priv log to team; meeting with L Shalov re contact list
meet and confer; email to T Boyer re meet and confer; email to team re depo
dates; emails to K Rogers re MTC and ESI hearings; meeting with L Shalov 1.25 1,062.50

WCW Review email correspondence from defendant's counsel regarding privilege
log for productions 10 and 11; review privilege log for productions 10 and 11;
office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple's privilege log; office
conference with Lee Shalov regarding Apple's confidential document
designations; review stipulated protective order regarding procedure to
undesignate confidential documents. 3.25 2,193.75

LSS confs and e-mails with gallaway re: timing of production and meet and confer
with defense counsel; rr boyer and rogers e-mails re: same; rr updated
privilege log; conf. with wilkinson re: review of confidential designations. 1.00 1,075.00

11/25/2014 WCW Further review of ESI discovery produced by Apple; further review of
stipulated protective order regarding undesignation of discovery marked as
"confidential." 2.00 1,350.00

12/01/2014 BRG emails re ESI and priv logs; doc review for corporate custodians and limited
databases 2.25 1,912.50

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding twelfth ESI production from
Apple and privilege log; review documents from Apple's twelfth ESI
production. 1.00 675.00

LSS rr recent Apple document production; conf. with gallaway meet and confer re:
class list 1.50 1,612.50

12/02/2014 BRG doc review; email to ESI team; tcw esi rep; review Relativity platform; tcw T
Boyer re ESI and class list 4.00 3,400.00

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple's thirteenth ESI
discovery production and strategy for upcoming meet and confer call
regarding discovery issues; office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett
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Hours
Gallaway regarding class list and certification motion; review documents
produced in Apple's 13th ESI production; review revised privilege log; meet
and confer conference call with all parties regarding class list, declarations
and deposition dates; further legal research regarding applicability of work
product privilege for declarations of non-party witnesses. 3.25 2,193.75

LSS conf. with gallaway and wilkinson re: issues for meet and confer call and
getting class member declarations; meet and confer with defendant's counsel
re: employee declarations and class list; legal research re: protections for
employee declarations. 2.75 2,956.25

12/03/2014 BRG doc review; email to T Boyer re ESI production 1.00 850.00
LSS rr gallaway e-mail to defense counsel re: completeness of document

production; cont review of recently produced documents. 1.00 1,075.00

12/04/2014 BRG research re motion to compel declarations 5.50 4,675.00
LSS extended call with expert re: tentative results of survey; conf. with gallaway

re: same and strategy for class cert. motion., 1.00 1,075.00

12/05/2014 BRG doc review; emails to T Boyer; review class list 1.50 1,275.00

12/08/2014 BRG review class list; email team re class list 0.25 212.50
WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple's ESI production. 0.25 168.75

12/09/2014 WCW Review opinion from Supreme Court in Busk case rejecting compensability of
security screenings under the FLSA and office conference with Brett Gallaway
and Lee Shalov regarding same. 1.00 675.00

BRG review busk opinion; discuss opinion with co-counsel; emails re opinion;
discuss research with J Giaimo 0.75 637.50

LSS rr SC decision in Busk; multiple confs. with gallaway re: same and strategy; rr
order setting briefing schedule for implications of decision; e-mails with
co-counsel re: import of decision and setting up conference call. 1.75 1,881.25

JSG Research - review of Supreme Court's decision in Busk and district court's
denial of summary judgment to aid in research for case law holding CA has a
more lenient/broader standard than FLSA and whether we can remand to
state court 0.50 375.00

12/10/2014 JSG Research case law supporting argument that court should continue to hear CA
state law claims even if FLSA claims are dismissed and case law on
remanding to state court if federal law claims dismissed 3.50 2,625.00

12/11/2014 LSS e-mails with co-counsel re; conference call to address busk decision 0.25 268.75

12/15/2014 BRG emails to team re case status; meeting with L Shalov re case status and call;
tcw team re case strtegy; email to team re contact opt-in to dismiss claims;
emails to opposing cousnel re depo dates 2.75 2,337.50

LSS conf. call with co-counsel re: strategy in light of busk; rr Apple submission to
court re: impact of busk. 1.50 1,612.50

WCW Telephone conference with co-counsel regarding strategy relating to Judge
Alsup's order following Busk decision. 1.25 843.75
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12/16/2014 BRG draft Young-Smith and Cano depo notices and doc demands; email to T

Boyer; tcw D Speicher; tcw B Fisher; emails to clients re dismissal of claims 2.25 1,912.50
LSS e-mails with boyer re: location of depositions; extended call with blanchard re:

next steps and impact of voluntary dismissal 0.75 806.25

12/17/2014 BRG emails re team call re: address strategy in light of Busk 0.25 212.50
LSS commenced drafting brief re: impact of Busk and legal research re: same;

e-mails with boyer re: supplemental jurisdiction; e-mails with co-counsel re:
same and strategy; tcf blanchard re: brief on consolidation and reaching out to
state court counsel with related case; e-mails with co-counsel re: status of writ
of mandate in rest break case. 4.25 4,568.75

LSS revised brief re: busk; conf. with gallaway re; same. 0.50 537.50

12/18/2014 BRG Telephone conference with team re joint motion and opposition to Apple brief;
edit/review opposition brief; emails to team re joint stip; review joint stip 1.75 1,487.50

LSS cont drafting brief and e-mails with co-counsel re: same; conf. call with
co-counsel re: brief and consolidation. 2.75 2,956.25

12/19/2014 BRG review/edit opposition to busk brief; research re opposition to brief 1.00 850.00

12/22/2014 BRG review/edit response to Busk brief 0.75 637.50
LSS rr draft joint statement re: consolidation and e-mails with blanchard and

defense counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75
BRG emails re joint motion for consolidation; tcw K Rodgers; review joint motion

for consolidation 0.50 425.00

12/23/2014 BRG review joint motion for consolidation; meeting with L Shalov re consolidation
motion; email to team re motion; draft motion to extend time; review order re
FLSA claims; tcw L Shalov re extension; email to co-counsel re consolidated
complaint 2.25 1,912.50

LSS e-mails with l. blanchard re: consolidated complaint. 0.25 268.75
WCW Review order dismissing FLSA claims and setting briefing schedule for

motion for leave to consolidate and office conference with Brett Gallaway and
Lee Shalov regarding same. 0.50 337.50

12/24/2014 LSS rr order extending time to file consolidated amended complaint 0.25 268.75

01/05/2015 BRG draft/edit consolidated complaint; email complaint to L Shalov; meeting with
L Shalov re case strategy; draft letter to CA employees 6.25 5,312.50

WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding status and
strategy relating to motion for leave to amend; conference call with Brett
Gallaway and Lonnie Blanchard regarding motion for leave to amend. 0.50 337.50

LSS rr draft consolidated complaint; conf. with gallaway re: comments and
employee affidavits; rr draft letter to employees. 0.75 806.25

01/06/2015 BRG emails to opt-ins re named plaintiffs; email to L Blanchard re complaint;
draft/edit consolidated complaint 6.50 5,525.00

LSS review of draft consolidated complaint; conf. with gallaway re: comments. 1.00 1,075.00
ARB Discussed mailing with attorney; began organizing excel spreadsheet for

mailing 4.25 1,317.50
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01/07/2015 LSS rr defendants' application for bill of costs; conf. with gallaway re: same and
drafting response. 0.50 537.50

WCW Review motion for bill of costs filed by Apple; office conference with Lee
Shalov regarding motion for bill of costs. 0.75 506.25

BRG draft/edit motion for leave to amend and consolidated complaint 3.00 2,550.00
LSS multiple e-mails with co-counsel re; jurisdiction and discovery issues; conf.

with wilkinson re: possible application of CAFA 0.50 537.50

01/08/2015 LSS rr revised draft of consolidated complaint; e-mails with blanchard re: filing;
conf. call with co-counsel re: settlement conference and jurisdiction issues. 1.50 1,612.50

ARB continued organizing and formatting excel spreadsheet for mailing 1.25 387.50

01/11/2015 ARB continued organizing spreadsheet for california class mailing 5.50 1,705.00

01/12/2015 BRG review emails re consolidated complaint; review consolidated complaint;
review order re supp jurisdiction; research re objections to bill of costs; tcw
Boyer re bill of costs 6.00 5,100.00

WCW Review order from court regarding motion on supplemental jurisdiction;
office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding motion. 1.00 675.00

LSS rr order re: supplemental jurisdiction briefing; conf. with gallaway re; same. 0.25 268.75
ARB Printed letters and envelopes for California class mailing 7.25 2,247.50

01/13/2015 BRG research re cost and atty fees under 54d for lack of supp jurisdiction; email re
email in consolidated complaint; meeting with W Wilkinson and L Shalov re
supp jurisdiction; tcw T Boyer 5.25 4,462.50

WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding memo of law regarding whether
court should exercise supplemental jurisdiction; legal research regarding
supplemental jurisdiction following dismissal of federal claims; prepare
memo of law regarding whether court should exercise supplemental
jurisdiction; various email correspondences with co-counsel regarding legal
research on supplemental jurisdiction. 6.00 4,050.00

ARB continued printing letters and envelopes for California class mailing 4.20 1,302.00

01/14/2015 BRG tcw K Rogers re supp jurisdiction and meet and confer letter; research and
draft objection to bill of costs 4.25 3,612.50

WCW Legal research regarding CAFA; further legal research regarding
supplemental jurisdiction; various email correspondences with co-counsel
regarding declarations as ordered by the court; revise brief regarding
supplemental jurisdiction. 5.25 3,543.75

ARB Continued printing letters and envelopes for California class mailing 3.25 1,007.50

01/15/2015 WCW Revise brief ordered by court regarding supplemental jurisdiction; office
conference with Lee Shalov regarding brief on supplemental jurisdiction;
review and reply to various email correspondences from co-counsel regarding
declarations as ordered by court and brief on supplemental jurisdiction. 6.25 4,218.75

LSS rr draft brief re: jursidiction and conf. with wilkinson re: comments; rr e-mails
from co-counsel re: firm declarations. 0.50 537.50

BRG research and draft objections to bill of costs; tcw B Kriegler and K Rogers 8.25 7,012.50
ARB continued printing letters and envelopes for California class mailing 3.50 1,085.00
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01/16/2015 WCW Various email correspondences regarding declarations to be filed with brief on
supplemental jurisdiction; finalize brief on supplemental jurisdiction; revise
and finalize declarations for filing; review and revise correspondence to Judge
Alsup regarding courtesy copies of filed documents. 3.75 2,531.25

BRG draft supp jurisdiction declaration 0.50 425.00
ARB continued printing letters and envelopes for California class mailing;

proofread brief; e-filed brief and declarations re. supplemental jurisdiction 3.50 1,085.00

01/20/2015 LSS rr draft opp. to bill of costs; rr boyer declaration re: jurisdiction; conf. call with
rogers and kralowec re: interrogatory responses and survey 1.25 1,343.75

BRG draft/edit objection to bill of costs; tcw team re supplemental rog responses 3.25 2,762.50
WCW Review Apple's declaration in response to plaintiffs' declarations regarding

abiding by court deadlines; office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding
Bill of Costs objection. 0.50 337.50

ARB Prepared table of contents and table of authorities for brief; formatted brief
and declaration; e-filed brief and declaration; drafted letter to judge; created
courtesy copy of papers and mailed with letter to judge 1.75 542.50

01/21/2015 BRG Dep prep and doc review for Denise Young Smith depo 5.50 4,675.00

01/22/2015 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding supplemental interrogatory
responses; prepare various email correspondences with local counsel
regarding supplemental interrogatory responses; review transcript from
November 20, 2015 discovery hearing before Judge Alsup; telephone
conference with co-counsel regarding supplemental responses to
interrogatories. 2.75 1,856.25

LSS e-mails with gallaway re: supplement interrogatory responses. 0.25 268.75
BRG emails re depos; tcw multiple declarants re claims and declarations; tcw K

Rodgers and W Wilkinson re supp rogs 3.75 3,187.50
BRG Dep prep and doc review for Denise Young Smith depo 4.75 4,037.50

01/23/2015 WCW Review proposed response to defendant's meet and confer from co-counsel on
interrogatory issue; office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding response
to meet and confer; review various email correspondences from co-counsel
regarding supplemental interrogatory responses; office conference with Lee
Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding supplemental interrogatory responses;
office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding contacting potential opt-in
plaintiffs who responded to letter; telephone conference with Michele
Michalson regarding potential declaration and experiences at Apple. 1.75 1,181.25

LSS rr draft letter from rogers re: response to apple's esi letter. 0.25 268.75
BRG doc review; prep for DYS depo 9.75 8,287.50

01/26/2015 JSG Review of documents using relativity software for docs in Apple production
to use in depo of Denise Young-Smith 2.75 2,062.50

BRG Travel to CA for Denise Young Smith Depo; prep re same 8.00 6,800.00

01/27/2015 LSS multiple e-mails and calls with gallaway re: contention interrogatories,
declarations and results of deposition. 0.50 537.50

BRG Take deposition of Denise Young Smith; prep re same 10.00 8,500.00
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01/28/2015 WCW Review opposition to plaintiffs' brief regarding supplemental jurisdiction;
various email correspondences with co-counsel regarding reply brief on
supplemental jurisdiction; prepare reply brief on supplemental jurisdiction;
office conference with Lee Shalov regarding brief on supplemental
jurisdiction; review cases cited by Apple. 5.25 3,543.75

LSS rr clerk's ruling re: costs; conf. with wilkinson re: arguments for jurisdiction
reply brief; e-mails from co-counsel re: interrogatory responses. 0.50 537.50

BRG Travel to NY from Denise Young Smith depo 8.00 6,800.00

01/29/2015 BRG Telephone conference with L Ginsberg re Apple Cano depo and review
documents for Cano depo; tcw multiple putative class members re
declarations; edit/draft supplemental rog responses; emails with A Frlekin re
rog responses 8.50 7,225.00

WCW Revise reply brief regarding supplemental jurisdiction; various email
correspondences with co-counsel regarding supplemental rogs and reply brief
regarding supplemental jurisdiction; various office conferences with Brett
Gallaway regarding supplemental interrogatories and reply brief regarding
supplemental jurisdiction; telephone conference with Lou Ginsberg regarding
reply brief regarding supplemental jurisdiction; office conference with Lee
Shalov regarding reply brief; review documents produced as part of ESI
production 17. 4.75 3,206.25

LSS rr defendant's brief re: supplemental jurisdiction; rr draft reply brief re: same
and conf. with wilkinson re: comments; rrc from apple re: supposed document
deficiencies; conf. with gallaway re: preparing response. 1.00 1,075.00

ARB proofread brief; emailed potential class members 1.00 310.00

01/30/2015 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding supplemental contention
interrogatory responses; revise and finalize reply brief regarding
supplemental jurisdiction; various email correspondences with co-counsel
regarding contention interrogatory responses; telephone conference with Brett
Gallaway and Louis Ginsberg regarding deposition of Steven Cano. 2.50 1,687.50

BRG review/edit rog responses; tcw multiple putative class members re class
claims; tcw K Rogers re rog responses; emails to team re rog responses 8.50 7,225.00

ARB scanned and emailed exhibits; e-filed reply brief 0.50 155.00

02/01/2015 LSS multiple tel calls with gallaway re: responses to interrogatories; rr draft
responses. 0.50 537.50

02/02/2015 LSS rr order exercising supplemental jurisdiction; conf. with gallaway re: sending
out additional letters. 0.25 268.75

WCW Review court order on supplemental jurisdiction and motion for leave to
amend; review various email correspondences from co-counsel regarding
discovery issues. 0.50 337.50

BRG review supp jurisdiction decision; emails to team re decision 0.25 212.50
ARB began preparing letters and envelopes for supplemental mailing 0.50 155.00

02/03/2015 WCW Review various email correspondences regarding discovery issues; office
conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding declarations and
updating disclosures. 0.75 506.25
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LSS conf. with gallaway re: supplementing initial disclosures and outstanding

discovery issues. 0.25 268.75
BRG Telelephone conferences with multiple declarants; draft declarations; meeting

with L Shalov re case strategy; doc review; emails to team re case strategy 4.75 4,037.50
ARB continued supplemental mailing 1.50 465.00

02/04/2015 LSS rr draft leter to boyer re: deficient discovery responses; e-mail to rogers re:
same. 0.25 268.75

BRG review/edit M&C letter to Boyer re RFP/RFA's; tcw multiple declarants re
declaration facts 5.00 4,250.00

LSS review of recent class cert decisions; e-mails with co-counsel re: same and
strategy for presenting class cert. motion. 3.75 4,031.25

ARB discussed supplemental mailing with attorneys; continued supplemental
mailing 6.75 2,092.50

02/05/2015 BRG meeting with J Giamo and L Shalov re supp responses; draft declarations; tcw
multiple declarants; tcw co-counsel re strategy; emails to J Giamo re
declarations. 7.50 6,375.00

WCW Review various email correspondences from co-counsel regarding discovery;
review meet and confer letter from co-counsel; office conference with Brett
Gallaway regarding discovery issues and meet and confer with Apple. 1.00 675.00

LSS cont review of ninth circuit class cert. decisions; review of draft employee
declarations and conf. with gallaway re: comments; conf. call with co-counsel
re: work to do. 2.50 2,687.50

JSG Draft of supplemental responses to second set of interrogatories, verification
form, and correspondence with plaintiffs 1.75 1,312.50

ARB continued supplemental mailing 3.90 1,209.00

02/06/2015 JSG Draft of supplemental responses to interrogatories set two - correspondence
with plaintiffs 0.25 187.50

BRG tcw multiple declarants; draft declarations; review L Shalov letter; emails to
co-counsel re declarations; review letter from opposing counsel 7.25 6,162.50

LSS legal research re: confidential designations; drafted letter to boyer re:
challenge to designations; conf with gallaway re: declarations; e-mail from
boyer re: meet and confer; review of Apple production for names of witnesses;
e-mails to co-counsel re: same. 7.50 8,062.50

ARB continued supplemental mailing 3.50 1,085.00

02/08/2015 LSS rr draft letter to boyer re: response to alleged discovery deficiencies; e-mail to
rogers re: same. 0.25 268.75

02/09/2015 BRG emails with team re electronic signatures; research re e-signatures; tcw
Michelle Michelson re declaration; draft/edit declarations; meet and confer
call re rog responses; tcw multiple declarants; review all meet and confer
correspondence 8.50 7,225.00

LSS rr employee declarations; e-mails with counsel re: meet and confer call;
participated in meet and confer call with boyer; cont review of apple
documents; conf. with gallaway re: performing inventory of documents
produced. 3.75 4,031.25

WCW Various office conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding declarations. 0.50 337.50
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JSG Preparation of supplemental responses to interrogatories and review of

documents produced to ensure all custodians have produced 0.25 187.50
ARB Continued supplemental mailing; discussed transcript ordering with

attorneys; filled out and e-filed transcript order form 4.50 1,395.00

02/10/2015 BRG Telephone conference wit M Telles re dec; draft/edit decs; m&c call with
opposing counsel; numerous email re m&c and other outstanding issues;
multiple tcw class members re declarations; review declarations with multiple
class members; draft/edit response to meet and confer letter 8.00 6,800.00

LSS follow up meet and confer call with defendants' counsel; rr draft document
requests and e-mails with rogers re: comments; rr recently produced apple
documents; e-mails with boyer and rogers re: e-mail summarizing meet and
confer call; legal research re: listing redacted documents on privilege log;
e-mails with rogers re: same. . 4.50 4,837.50

JSG Draft of and preparation of declarations; review of Apple production to
determine what custodians have not been produced 1.25 937.50

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding declaration of Michelle
Michaelson. 0.25 168.75

ARB continued supplemental mailing 4.50 1,395.00

02/11/2015 BRG draft/edit declarations; meeting with J Giaimo re decs; tcw multiple
employees re decs; edit/draft supp disclosures; meeting with L Shalov re decs
and disclosures; tcw K Rogers re disclosures 8.50 7,225.00

WCW Various office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding declarations and
supplemental discovery responses; various email correspondences with all
plaintiffs's counsel regarding supplemental discovery responses. 1.00 675.00

JSG Preparation of employee declarations 2.60 1,950.00
ARB Finished supplemental mailing 3.25 1,007.50
LSS rr draft initial disclosures; multiple confs. with gallaway re: same; tct rogers

re: same; rr rogers e-mail to boyer re: RFPs 1.50 1,612.50

02/12/2015 LSS e-mails with rogers and gallaway re: kinder depo; rr draft interrogatories; rr
additional declarations produced by Apple; multiple confs. with gallaway re:
status of declarations. 2.25 2,418.75

BRG Telephone conference with class members re decs; draft/edit decs; meet and
confer with opposing counsel 8.00 6,800.00

JSG Correspondence with plaintiff for supplementary responses to interrogatories
and with potential declarants 0.50 375.00

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway and Lee Shalov regarding discovery
issues and declarations. 0.50 337.50

02/13/2015 BRG Telephone conference with multiple declarants re declarations; draft/edit
decs; email decs to opposing counsel 4.75 4,037.50

WCW Review notes from telephone conference with Michelle Michelson; prepare
declaration of Michelle Michelson; review updated privilege log produced by
Apple. 2.25 1,518.75

JSG Draft employee declaration 0.50 375.00
LSS rr draft pmk notice and e-mails with co-counsel re: same; rrc from boyer re:

discovery issues. 0.50 537.50
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02/17/2015 WCW Telephone conference with Michelle Michelson regarding declaration; revise

declaration of Michelle Michelson; prepare email correspondence with
Michelle Michelson regarding declaration. 0.75 506.25

LSS conf. with gallaway re: status of declarations and sending out more letters; rr
answer to consolidated complaint. 0.50 537.50

BRG emails re declarations; meeting with L Shalov re declarations; draft
declarations; draft/edit supp responses; email all responses and checklists to
opposing counsel 5.25 4,462.50

JSG Preparation of declarations and supplemental and amended supplemental
responses to interrogatories set two 3.50 2,625.00

ARB bates stamped documents to be produced; printed signed declarations; began
2nd supplemental mailing 6.20 1,922.00

02/18/2015 LSS multiple e-mails with boyer and rogers re: confidential designations; conf.
with gallaway re: status of declarations. 1.50 1,612.50

BRG tcw multiple declarants; draft/edit declarations; emails re declarations 4.00 3,400.00
JSG Preparation of declarations 0.50 375.00
ARB continued second supplemental mailing 6.80 2,108.00

02/19/2015 BRG Telephone conference with declarants; emails re depos; draft/edit
declarations; email response re Boyer email; draft letter to Boyer re production
of class member communications 7.00 5,950.00

LSS conf. with gallaway re; defendant's request for employee letters; rr boyer letter
re: confidential designations; e-mails with gallaway re; covering CA
depositions; rr rogers letter to boyer re: discovery issues; drafted e-mail to
boyer re: confidential designations. 2.50 2,687.50

JSG Preparation of declarations 0.50 375.00
WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding declaration of Michelle

Michelson; prepare email correspondence with Michelle Michelson regarding
declaration. 0.25 168.75

ARB finished second supplemental mailing; served discovery responses; created
list of all returned envelopes from previous mailings and updated and more
returned envelopes were received 2.50 775.00

02/20/2015 BRG emails re depo notices; tcw deponents; draft/edit declarations 4.25 3,612.50
LSS e-mails with co-counsel re: location of depositions; rr deposition notices to

employees; e-mails with co-counsel re: same; rr draft letter to boyer re:
employee communications; e-mails with co-counsel re: comments. 0.75 806.25

WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding deposition
notices sent to declarants by Apple and strategy regarding same. 0.25 168.75

JSG Preparation of declarations - Q&A with declarant and draft of declarations 1.50 1,125.00

02/23/2015 LSS review of additional employee declarations; tct rogers re: declarant
depositions; legal research re: propriety of declarant depositions and e-mails
with boyer re: same; rr additional declarations from Apple; review of recent
cases re: damages and experts; e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 4.75 5,106.25

WCW Telephone conference with Barbara Garcia regarding potential declaration;
various office conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding declarations. 1.00 675.00

JSG Preparation of declarations; Q&A with declarant and other phone calls 0.50 375.00
BRG Telephone conference with multiple declarants; draft declarations 8.00 6,800.00
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02/24/2015 LSS rrc from boyer re: response to deficiency letter; e-mails with rogers re: possible
motion to compel; e-mails with boyer re: absent class member depositions and
limitations re: same; further corr with boyer re: absent class member
depositions and continued research re: duration; rr Young-Smith depo.
transcript; tcf l. blanchard re: defending absent class member depositions;
conf. with gallaway re: reaching out to declarants re: location of depositions. 4.00 4,300.00

WCW Telephone conference with Evan Sanders regarding experiences at Apple for
potential Rule 23 declarations; office conference with Brett Gallaway
regarding Rule 23 declarations; telephone conference with Chas Curry
regarding experiences at Apple for potential Rule 23 declaration. 0.75 506.25

JSG Preparation of and draft of declarations 2.25 1,687.50
BRG Telephone conference with deponents re scheduling and prep; tcw declarants

re decs; draft/edit decs 6.25 5,312.50

02/25/2015 LSS rr Apple's supplemental disclosures and depo. notices; e-mails with blanchard
re: topics to cover at deposition; e-mails with rogers re: damages expert;
e-mails with boyer re: absent class member depositions; e-mails with gallaway
re: store videotapes; tct blanchard re: cornelius deposition 2.00 2,150.00

BRG review/draft declarations; speak with declarants; review docs for J Cornelius
depo; emails re depos; speak with Lee re strategy 7.75 6,587.50

JSG Preparation of declarations - follow-up calls 0.50 375.00
ARB downloaded and printed documents from Relativity 1.40 434.00

02/26/2015 LSS e-mails with boyer re: time limit on depositions; e-mails with rogers re:
representing witnesses; rr nordstrom decision re: class cert; multiple e-mails
with co-counsel re: same and use of special master; legal and internet research
re: special masters; review of class cert. filings in nordstrom matter; e-mails
with blanchard re: outcome of cornelius deposition. 4.50 4,837.50

JSG Preparation of and draft of declarations 1.20 900.00
BRG tcw declarants; draft/edit review decs 4.25 3,612.50

02/27/2015 LSS further e-mails with boyer re: declarant depositions; e-mails with gallaway re:
production of store videos; cont legal and internet research re: special masters;
e-mails with giamio re: same; e-mails with boyer re: depositions in person;
conf call with co-counsel re: outstanding issues and experts. 4.75 5,106.25

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway and Lee Shalov regarding declarations
and deposition of declarants; telephone conference with Robby Ramgopal
regarding potential declaration; telephone conference with Erin D. regarding
potential declaration; telephone conference with Anton Geonay regarding
potential declaration; prepare email correspondence with Patty Whitmore
regarding potential declaration; telephone conference with Patti Whitmore
regarding declaration and experience at Apple; telephone conference with
Eric Butz regarding declaration and experiences at Apple. 2.25 1,518.75

BRG Telephone conference with multiple declarants re decs; draft/edit decs; emails
re upcoming depos; tcw team re case strategy for damage calculation and
experts 8.75 7,437.50

JSG Preparation of declarations 1.50 1,125.00
ARB updated list of returned letters 1.00 310.00
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03/02/2015 LSS rr additional declarations produced by Apple; conf. with gallaway re; location

of class member depositions; e-mails with galloway re: privilege log; e-mails
with boyer re: absent class member depositions; drafted list of expert issues
and e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 2.25 2,418.75

WCW Telephone conference with Patty Whitmore regarding declaration; prepare
declaration of Patty Whitmore; prepare declaration of Eric Butz; review
various email correspondences regarding upcoming depositions; office
conference with Brett Gallaway regarding depositions and declarations;
prepare email correspondence with Eric Butz regarding declaration. 3.25 2,193.75

BRG Telephone conference with declarants; draft/edit declarations; multiple
emails with team; meeting with L Shalov; edit list of issues; edit POS serve
both on opposing counsel 6.25 5,312.50

JSG Preparation of declarations 0.50 375.00
ARB updated list of returned envelopes from California class mailing 0.50 155.00

03/03/2015 WCW Review email correspondences from Patty Whitmore regarding declaration;
revise declaration of Patty Whitmore; prepare email correspondence with
Patty Whitmore regarding declaration; telephone conference with Edward
Nino regarding experiences at Apple; prepare email correspondence with
Ashley Stuart regarding experiences at Apple; telephone conference with Erin
D. regarding experiences at Apple and potential declaration; review email
correspondence from Eric Butz regarding revisions to declaration; telephone
conference with David Calkelmeyer regarding experiences at Apple;
telephone conference with Helen Angel regarding experiences at Apple. 2.25 1,518.75

LSS rr apple's list of expert issues; rr apple's additional depo. notices; rr apple's
privilege log; legal research re: information to be included in log; e-mail to
boyer re: log and setting up meet and confer; e-mails with rogers re: audit and
video depositions; cont legal and internet research re: special masters 4.00 4,300.00

BRG Telephone conference with declarants re depositions; emails to team re
scheduling; draft/edit declarations 5.25 4,462.50

JSG Research use of special master in class action to calculate individual damages 0.75 562.50
ARB Searched production to determine if anything had been redacted 0.25 77.50

03/04/2015 WCW Telephone conference with Lennette Doubt regarding her experiences at
Apple. 0.25 168.75

BRG tcw multiple declarants; draft/edit declarations; emails re depos 4.75 4,037.50
JSG Research use of special master in class action to calculate individual damages 0.50 375.00
JSG Preparation of declaration 0.25 187.50

03/05/2015 BRG Telephone conference with multiple declarants; draft/edit declarations;
multiple emails to declarants; meet and confer call with opposing counsel;
review declarations 5.75 4,887.50

LSS rr additional apple declarations; rr draft 30b6 notice re: videotapes; e-mails
with giamio re: special master research; meet and confer call with defense
counsel re outstanding discovery issues; confs. with gallaway re: declarations
and depositions. 3.00 3,225.00

WCW Revise declaration of Eric Butz as per comments from Mr. Butz; various email
correspondences with Eric Butz regarding declaration; prepare email
correspondence with Patty Whitmore regarding declaration; review revisions
to declaration provided by Mr. Butz; office conference with Brett Gallaway
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regarding declaration. 1.00 675.00

JSG Research use of special masters in class action and proposed order for
appointment of special master 1.00 750.00

03/06/2015 BRG draft/edit declarations; tcw declarants; meeting re depos; produce
declarations; emails re depos 4.00 3,400.00

LSS rr Apple's redesignations of confidential documents; analysis of
redesignations and review of underlying documents; drafted letter to boyer
re: same and need for judicial intervention; e-mails with co-counsel re: same;
confs. with gallaway re: additional declarations. 6.50 6,987.50

03/09/2015 LSS rr apple's supplemental interrogatory responses; e-mails with co-counsel re:
same. 0.50 537.50

BRG  review supp responses; emails to deponents; update second amended
disclosures; review Speicher ESI checklist; emails to Speicher 1.50 1,275.00

03/10/2015 JSG Preparation of declarations 0.50 375.00
ARB Updated list of returned envelopes from supplemental mailing 0.75 232.50
LSS multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: declarations and depositions. 0.50 537.50
BRG travel to FL for A Williams depo; prep A Williams for depo; emails to team re

class member depositions 8.25 7,012.50

03/11/2015 LSS rr additional apple declarations and e-mails with counsel re: depos. and
scheduling. 0.50 537.50

BRG prep A Williams for depo; defend A Williams depo; emails and tcw multiple
team members re A Williams depo 6.75 5,737.50

03/12/2015 BRG travel from Orlando to Albany; prep I Guzman for depo; emails re declarant
depos; emails to opposing counsel re declarants 11.00 9,350.00

03/13/2015 LSS rr defendants' objections to depo. notices and e-mails with co-counsel re:
same. 0.25 268.75

ARB  updated list of envelopes returned from supplemental mailing 2.00 620.00
BRG prep I Guzman re depo; defend depo of I Guzman; travel from Albany; emails

to team re depo 8.50 7,225.00

03/16/2015 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding close of discovery and
potential declarations from Justin Smith and Eli Block; telephone conference
with Justin Smith regarding experiences at Apple; telephone call with Eli
Block regarding experiences at Apple. 0.75 506.25

BRG dep prep of K Zelasko; dep prep of L Borgioli; defend depos of both 8.75 7,437.50

03/17/2015 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding discovery cut off, declarant
depositions and motion for class certification. 0.50 337.50

03/18/2015 ARB updated list of returned envelopes from supplemental mailing 1.20 372.00

03/19/2015 LSS rr draft letter from rogers to boyer re: discovery issues; e-mails with rogers re:
possible motion to compel. 0.50 537.50
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03/23/2015 WCW Review Apple's response to meet and confer regarding outstanding discovery

issues. 0.75 506.25
LSS rr apple letter re: discovery issues; tct k. rogers re: considering whether to

move to compel. 0.50 537.50

03/26/2015 BRG review email and letter correspondence re motions to compel; research re
motion to compel 2.25 1,912.50

ARB e-mails with attorneys re: accessing documents; downloaded and saved
document production 0.50 155.00

04/01/2015 ARB emails with client re: address; drafted letters to clients re; depositions; scanned
depositions; mailed depositions to client for signature 1.20 372.00

04/02/2015 LSS extensive legal research re: motion for certification of particular issues, recent
class cert. decisions and related matters; conf. with gallaway re: collecting hot
documents and exhibits. 4.75 5,106.25

04/03/2015 LSS cont legal research re: 23(c)(4) certification, special masters, and related class
cert. issues. 6.00 6,450.00

04/06/2015 LSS cont legal research and commenced drafting class cert. brief. 3.25 3,493.75

04/07/2015 LSS rr apple's expert report; e-mails with co-counsel re: same and possible
deposition. 0.50 537.50

LSS cont drafting brief. 2.75 2,956.25

04/08/2015 BRG emails to expert re Relativity; tcw expert re hot docs; review depo transcripts;
organize depos and decs for r.23 motion 5.25 4,462.50

ARB mailed envelope to client to return signed deposition 0.25 77.50
BRG tcw L Borgioli re depo and errata 0.50 425.00
LSS cont legal research and drafting class cert. brief 6.00 6,450.00

04/09/2015 LSS cont legal research and drafting class cert. brief. 7.25 7,793.75
BRG doc review for r.23 motion 5.25 4,462.50

04/10/2015 BRG Review related Abercrombie docket; tcw expert re report; tcw L Shalov re
report 0.75 637.50

04/13/2015 BRG review Burlington coat factory docket and class cert papers 0.50 425.00

04/14/2015 LSS cont drafting class cert. brief 3.00 3,225.00
BRG doc review in prep for R.23 motion 4.75 4,037.50

04/15/2015 BRG doc review for R 23 motion; research re motion 5.00 4,250.00
LSS cont drafting brief 6.00 6,450.00

04/16/2015 BRG doc review; review declarations; draft dec chart; add cites to brief 5.75 4,887.50
LSS cont drafting brief 7.50 8,062.50

04/17/2015 BRG calculate damages; review declarations 6.25 5,312.50
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LSS cont drafting brief 6.75 7,256.25

04/20/2015 LSS cont drafting brief; e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 3.10 3,332.50

04/21/2015 LSS cont drafting brief and legal research re: recent class cert. decisions; e-mails
with rogers re: timing of comments. 2.50 2,687.50

04/23/2015 LSS e-mails with rogers re: preparing motion to strike Hall report. 0.25 268.75

04/24/2015 BRG Telephone conference with team re R23 brief strategy; review declarations;
emails with team re decs; draft dec cahrt 5.50 4,675.00

LSS rr rogers comments to class cert. brief; extended conf. call with rogers,
sanunders and gallaway re: same and incorporating comments into master
brief; rr draft schedule of store-by-store analysis from Gary Gray. 1.50 1,612.50

04/27/2015 LSS rr draft declarations for named plaintiffs for class cert. motion; e-mails with
saunders re: comments; review of CVS papers and decision on class cert. 1.25 1,343.75

BRG review depo transcripts; edit/draft evidence chart for R23 brief; meeting with
L Shalov re chart 5.50 4,675.00

04/28/2015 LSS commenced drafting trial plan and legal and internet research re: same. 6.50 6,987.50

04/29/2015 BRG review declarations and prepare R.23 store chart 4.00 3,400.00
LSS cont drafting trial plan. 4.00 4,300.00

04/30/2015 BRG draft/edit R23 chart 1.50 1,275.00
LSS cont drafting trial plan 8.50 9,137.50

05/01/2015 LSS cont drafting trial plan; e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 4.50 4,837.50
JSG Research exceptional condition requirement for appointment of special master 0.75 562.50

05/04/2015 JSG Research exceptional condition requirement for special master 1.50 1,125.00
BRG review declarations; draft R23 chart; review depo transcripts 4.25 3,612.50

05/05/2015 BRG meetings with L Shalov re R 23 brief; review declarations re brief; draft chart
for brief; review transcripts for brief; edit, draft and review brief; format brief;
email to G Gray re class member decs; draft Shalov dec in support of R.23 9.75 8,287.50

05/06/2015 JSG Review of deposition transcripts to supplement certification motion 3.00 2,250.00
BRG multiple emails with team re all aspects of R23 brief; edit, draft, review shalov

declaration; brief and store chart; multiple meetings w L Shalov re brief 11.50 9,775.00
LSS rr saunders and gallaway e-mails re: filing under seal and administrative

motion re: same. 0.25 268.75

05/07/2015 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding class certification motion. 0.25 168.75
JSG Preparation of class certification motion: review deposition transcripts to

supplement motion and prepare exhibits 5.25 3,937.50
DJM Sorted through available exhibit hard-copies; found and printed out missing

exhibits. 1.50 465.00
BRG multiple tcw L Shalov re brief; doc review for brief; organize exhibits; draft
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and edit L Shalov dec; draft and edit brief; multiple emails with co-counsel re
brief 11.25 9,562.50

AJR Preparation of exhibits 4.50 1,395.00
LSS commenced drafting proposed order re: certification motion; multiple e-mails

with co-counsel and gallaway re: evidence chart, exhibits, and notice of
motion. 4.75 5,106.25

05/08/2015 BRG draft admin motion to file under seal; draft dec in support of admin motion;
multiple emails with team re R.23 filing; draft, edit, review declaration and
brief; draft, edit, review Shalov declaration; doc review for brief; put together
exhibits for declaration; draft, edit, review all papers for R23 motion. 14.00 11,900.00

JSG Review of deposition transcripts for class certification motion 1.00 750.00
AJR Preparation of exhibits, redactions, scanning 5.00 1,550.00
LSS cont drafting proposed order; multiple e-mails with gallaway and co-counsel

re: filing under seal, comments to brief and related issues. 3.50 3,762.50

05/10/2015 AJR Preparation of exhibits, highlighting of redacted areas 4.00 1,240.00
LSS final changes and review to supporting memo, trial plan, declaration and

proposed order; e-mails with gallaway re: same. 5.50 5,912.50

05/11/2015 BRG finalize brief and all associated papers; organize and coordinate all papers for
filing; review and edit all papers; reformat all docs for filing 12.75 10,837.50

LSS rr notice of motion and RJN; cont review of brief and supporting documents;
multiple confs. with gallaway re: formatting, exhibits, chart and related issues;
multiple confs. with paralegal re: same. 5.00 5,375.00

AJR Filing; organization of exhibits 10.00 3,100.00

05/12/2015 BRG tcw team re filing; tcw Judge's clerk re filing; reorganize docs for filing;
meeting w A Ramirez re filing; emails and filing re POS on admin motion 3.75 3,187.50

LSS rr final certification papers; multiple confs. and e-mails with gallaway and
co-counsel re: filing issues and briefing schedule. 1.25 1,343.75

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding status of filing. 0.25 168.75
AJR Revisions to documents; e-mailing of documents to CA counsel; filing of Proof

of Service 1.75 542.50

05/13/2015 BRG draft, edit amended POS; emails with A Ramirez re POS; emails with court
clerk re POS 0.25 212.50

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple's reply to class
certification motion. 0.50 337.50

LSS e-mails with boyer re: briefing schedule on class cert. motion; conf. with
gallaway re: same; rr press article re: class motion. 1.25 1,343.75

05/14/2015 WCW Review Apple's administrative motion to extend time to file opposition to
class certification motion. 0.50 337.50

05/18/2015 BRG emails re admin motion opp; review local rules re opp; draft opp; draft
declaration; draft proposed order. Edit all papers for order; organize filing 4.00 3,400.00

LSS review of draft opp. and declaration to motion to extend time; conf. and
e-mails with gallaway and co-counsel re: comments. 0.50 537.50
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05/19/2015 WCW Review court order regarding Apple's motion for extension of time; office

conference with Brett Gallway regarding extension order. 0.50 337.50
LSS rr order on motion to extend filing date of opp. brief; conf. with gallaway re:

same and scheduling; e-mails with rogers re: moving to strike Hall report. 0.25 268.75
BRG review depositions; review co-counsel agreement; meeting with L Shalov re

depos 1.25 1,062.50

05/20/2015 LSS e-mails with rogers re: motion to strike Hall report 0.25 268.75

05/26/2015 BRG review admin order; email to team re filing R23 motion 0.25 212.50
LSS rr order denying motion to file under seal; e-mails with gallaway and gray re:

same. 0.25 268.75

05/27/2015 LSS e-mails with boyer and co-counsel re: Apple's motion to reconsider sealing
order; conf. with gallaway re: drafting response; review of documents
produced by Apple; rr list of exhibits Apple requests to be filed under seal;
review of exhibits and e-mails with boyer re: same. 4.75 5,106.25

BRG doc review; meeting with L Shalov re motion for reconsideration; emails re
motion; review docket and order 2.50 2,125.00

05/28/2015 BRG draft opp to motion for reconsideration; review opp to R23 motion; case
research re reply to R23 motion 6.75 5,737.50

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding opposition to class
certification motion; legal research regarding Rule 23(c)(4) issue certification;
review opposition papers to class certification motion and begin reviewing
cases cited in same. 2.50 1,687.50

DJM Performed Westlaw research regarding cases cited by defendant. 1.60 496.00
LSS rr defendants' opposition papers to class cert. motion; legal research re: cases

cited in Apple opp. brief; commenced drafting reply brief; rr draft opp. to
motion for reconsideration on issue of sealed documents; conf. with gallaway
re: same and comments. 6.50 6,987.50

05/29/2015 BRG research local rules re motion for reconsideration; review Apple's motion;
email to team re response; meeting with L Shalov re filing of unredacted brief;
tcw co counsel re brief; research re 23c4 5.50 4,675.00

LSS cont drafting reply brief; multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: need to file
unredacted versions of exhibits; e-mails with co-counsel and gallaway re:
opposing Apple's admin. motion to file exhibits under seal. 7.50 8,062.50

06/01/2015 BRG research re conflict of interest for R.23 reply brief; draft memo re research;
research re opp for brief 7.75 6,587.50

WCW Review motion to renew to file documents under seal filed by Apple; office
conference with Brett Gallaway regarding reply brief in further support of
class certification. 0.50 337.50

LSS cont drafting reply brief. 7.75 8,331.25

06/02/2015 BRG research in connection with reply to R.23 motion; meeting w W Wilkinson 7.00 5,950.00
WCW Various office conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding reply brief in

support of class certification. 0.50 337.50
DJM Printed out defendant exhibits and prepared three binders. 4.00 1,240.00
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LSS cont drafting reply brief; rr order granting in part motion to reconsider; conf.

with gallaway re: same and complying with order. 9.50 10,212.50

06/03/2015 BRG review doc production; review defendant's exhibits; research re reply brief;
draft TOA/TOC; multiple meetings with L Shalov and W Wilkinson; emails
with team re reply 7.75 6,587.50

LSS cont drafting reply brief; multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: same; rr draft
motion to strike Hall report; e-mails with co-counsel re: comments. 7.00 7,525.00

06/04/2015 LSS rr final version of reply brief and e-mails with co-counsel re: formatting. 1.50 1,612.50

06/08/2015 LSS e-mails with gallaway re: filing documents with names redacted. 0.25 268.75
WCW Review stipulation and proposed order regarding motion to strike. 0.25 168.75
BRG Draft letter re fees; meeting with G Handler re fees; tcw class members re

damages 1.00 850.00

06/09/2015 BRG caselaw research re R23 and other security check cases 1.75 1,487.50
AJR Redaction of exhibits pursuant to order; redaction of declaration and R23 brief 5.00 1,550.00

06/10/2015 BRG review/edit redactions to exhibits, brief and dec; meeting with para re
redaction' review redacted papers; meeting re SCOTUS cert case; meeting
with W Wilkinson 3.25 2,762.50

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding class certification motion and
interplay with case recently granted cert by SCOTUS (Tyson). 0.50 337.50

AJR Edited redactions to brief, declaration; compressed and combined exhibits for
filing; e-filed exhibits, declaration, and brief 2.75 852.50

06/11/2015 LSS rr news articles re: unredacted filings. 0.25 268.75
AJR Organization of exhibits into binder 1.00 310.00
DJM Prepared binder of exhibits. 1.25 387.50

06/17/2015 BRG Telephone conference with team re class cert motion 0.50 425.00
LSS extended conf. call with co-counsel re: upcoming dates and things to do. 0.50 537.50

06/26/2015 LSS commenced review of cases and briefs in preparation for class cert. hearing. 2.75 2,956.25

06/29/2015 LSS cont preparing for class cert. hearing. 7.75 8,331.25

06/30/2015 LSS cont preparing for class cert. hearing and travel to CA. 12.50 13,437.50

07/01/2015 BRG Telephone conference with L Shalov; doc review; emails re mgr decs 0.75 637.50
LSS cont preparing for hearing and extended confs. with rogers and saunders re:

same; multiple e-mails with boyer re: rescheduling settlement conference and
proposed stipulation re: same. 7.75 8,331.25

07/02/2015 BRG Telephone conference with L Shalov re hearing; emails re hearing 1.25 1,062.50
LSS attended hearing before Judge Alsup and travel to NY 14.25 15,318.75

07/05/2015 LSS rr order re: supplemental briefing; prepared extensive outline of points to
raise in brief; legal research re: conflicts and all or none approach; multiple
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e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 3.00 3,225.00

07/06/2015 BRG review depo transcripts; emails to team re hearing; draft joint dec; draft supp
decs for supp brief; emails re supp brief; research re supp brief; tcw plaintiffs
re supp dec; secure class member declarations 6.00 5,100.00

LSS multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: points for brief; rr draft declaration for
class representatives; e-mails with gallaway re: comments; e-mails with
co-counsel re: Frlekin withdrawal. 1.00 1,075.00

WCW Research regarding supplemental briefs ordered by the court. 1.50 1,012.50

07/07/2015 BRG review decs for supp brief; emails clients and class members for supp brief;
email decs to team; draft dec; review and edit supp brief 2.00 1,700.00

JSG Preparation of supplemental declarations 0.75 562.50
LSS rr draft supplemental brief and e-mails with rogers re: comments; rr order re:

supplemental briefing; rr Apple brief in response to order for supplemental
briefing. 1.75 1,881.25

07/08/2015 BRG review supp briefs; emails re opp to supp briefs; meeting with J Giamo re
research for opp to supp brief; research re supp brief; review draft of supp
brief 2.50 2,125.00

JSG Research issues related to reply to Apple supplemental brief on class
certification 4.25 3,187.50

LSS extended legal research re: opt-out procedure and notice and other issues
raised in order; rr draft brief and e-mails with rogers and kralowec re:
comments. 2.50 2,687.50

07/09/2015 BRG reveiw Apple supp brief 0.50 425.00
AJR E-Filed Declaration of T. Kalin 0.30 93.00

07/10/2015 BRG review previous hearing transcripts; email to team re transcripts 0.75 637.50

07/13/2015 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding status of
case. 0.25 168.75

LSS rr hearing transcript on class cert. motion; rr magistrate's order on stip.
extending settlement dates. 0.50 537.50

07/16/2015 WCW Review order granting class certification; office conference with Lee Shalov
and Brett Gallaway regarding order on class certification; research regarding
requirements for notice. 3.00 2,025.00

LSS rr decision granting class certification; multiple confs. with gallaway and
wilkinson re: things to do; multiple e-mails with rogers re: same and
addressing magistrate's settlement conference; e-mails with t. boyer re:
producing e-mail addresses for employees and adjourning settlement
conference; rr internet articles re: decision; rr proposed stipulation and order
re: settlement conference; e-mails with rogers re: comments; rr e-mail to clients
re: decision. 4.75 5,106.25

BRG review class cert decision; research re NDCA fee cases; meeting w L Shalov
and W Wilkinson re decision and strategy; email plaintiffs re class cert
decision; emails to team re class cert decision; review multiple fee decisions
and applications from NDCA 3.75 3,187.50
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JSG Review of Order granting class certification 0.25 187.50

07/17/2015 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding summary judgment; further
research regarding notice provision requirements; review various filings from
court regarding pending motions and settlement; review prior notice
orders/requirements in cases handled by Judge Alsup. 2.50 1,687.50

BRG meeting with W Wilkinson re case; review stip re settlement conference;
multiple emails to declarants re class cert decision 0.75 637.50

LSS rr decisions on motion to strike and exclude declarations; multiple e-mails
with rogers and boyer re: stipulation for settlement conference; legal research
re: requirements for notice in N.D.Cal; commenced drafting class notice. 5.50 5,912.50

JSG Research IWC  Wage Order No. 4 cases defining "hours worked" and
"employer's control" 1.60 1,200.00

07/20/2015 LSS e-mails with co-counsel re: moving for SJ and timing; cont drafting class
notice; conf. with wilkinson re: Alsup decisions on class notice; e-mails with
co-counsel re: conference call with Judge Spero. 6.50 6,987.50

JSG Research IWC Wage Order No 4 cases regarding employer's control and
"hours worked" 1.50 1,125.00

WCW Research regarding local rules for class action notice. 0.50 337.50

07/21/2015 LSS cont drafting notice and e-mails with co-counsel re: review; confs. with
gallaway re: getting bids for notice and scope of publication notice; rr e-mail
from kralowec re: call from union organizer; e-mails with rogers re: comments
to notice; e-mails with defense counsel re: notice and publication notice. 4.00 4,300.00

07/22/2015 BRG emails re Spero conference 0.25 212.50
JSG Research IWC Wage Order No. 4 cases 1.50 1,125.00

07/23/2015 WCW Telephone conference with local counsel regarding filing complaint. 0.50 337.50
BRG Telephone conference with J Spero re settlement conference; meeting with

team re damage analysis; case strategy discussion with team; review/edit
notice; email to team re notice 1.75 1,487.50

WCW Telephone conference with court and all parties regarding settlement
conference. 0.50 337.50

LSS drafted notice of publication and e-mails with co-counsel re: comments;
participated in settlement conference before Magistrate Spero; conf. with
gallaway re; preparing damage analysis. 3.25 3,493.75

07/24/2015 LSS e-mails with blanchard re: outcome of settlement conference; rr gallaway and
kriegler e-mails re: damage analysis; conf. call with co-counsel re: damage
analysis for settlement conference. 1.25 1,343.75

BRG email to B Kriegler re damage analysis 0.25 212.50

07/27/2015 LSS e-mails with gallaway and co-counsel re: appearance of clients at mediation;
drafted joint notice plan and proposed order; e-mails with boyer re: same;
conf with gallaway re: outcome of kriegler call re: damage analysis. 2.00 2,150.00

WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding joint dissemination of class
notice; legal research regarding joint dissemination of class notice. 0.50 337.50

BRG multiple tcw K Rogers re damages; analyze individual time records for
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damage calculation; strategize re damage calculation; tcw expert re damage
calculation; create damage formula 5.25 4,462.50

07/28/2015 LSS e-mails with boyer re: status of comments to draft notice; rr boyer e-mail re:
comments to notice and Apple's proposed documents; extended conf. call
with co-counsel re: Apple's comments and review of revised drafts
incorporating certain changes; e-mails with apple counsel re: revised drafts;
conf. with gallaway re: damage analysis 2.50 2,687.50

BRG tcw claims admin re notice; review/edit notice 2.00 1,700.00

07/29/2015 BRG revise/edit damage calculation formula; analyze hourly rates for damage
calculation; email to team re damage calculations 1.50 1,275.00

WCW Review joint motion for dissemination of class notice filed by Apple;
telephone conference with Brett Gallaway regarding joint motion for
dissemination of class notice. 0.50 337.50

LSS review of Apple's proposed revisions to notice, summary notice and
distribution plan; multiple calls with defense counsel re: same and attempting
to reach agreement on language; legal research re: three topics of
disagreement; prepared statement setting forth plaintiffs' position to three
topics of disagreement; multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: same; rr revised
drafts based on agreements reached; conf. with gallaway re: damage formula
and possible need for accountant. 4.50 4,837.50

07/30/2015 BRG email to clients re settlement conference; multiple emails to team re damage
calculations 0.75 637.50

LSS rr gallaway e-mails to clients re: appearing at settlement conference. 0.25 268.75

07/31/2015 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding response to Apple's Rule 23(f)
petition; review Apple's Rule 23(f) petition; review 9th Circuit appellate rules
on Rule 23(f) petition; legal research regarding standards for Rule 23(f)
petition; legal research regarding "manifest error" relating to Rule 23(f)
petition. 5.25 3,543.75

BRG Telephone conference with damage consultant and K Rogers re damages;
review Apple discovery; emails re damages; analyze damage data; update
damage spreadsheet 3.50 2,975.00

LSS rr apple rule 23(f) petition; e-mails with co-counsel re; same and timing of
response; e-mails with gallaway and co-counsel re: data for Kriegler analysis. 2.50 2,687.50

08/03/2015 BRG draft damage calculation table; emails with team re damage calculations;
research re appeal brief 5.25 4,462.50

WCW Review court order regarding joint proposal for the dissemination of class
notice; legal research regarding predominance related to corporate policy
violative of California labor law and various email correspondences with
co-counsel regarding research; office conference with Brett Gallaway
regarding damages calculations and predominance research. 2.00 1,350.00

LSS extensive legal research re: issues raised by 23(f) motion; multiple e-mails with
wilkinson and gallaway re: cases needed; confs. with gallaway re: damage
analysis; commenced drafting opposition to 23(f) motion. 6.00 6,450.00

08/04/2015 LSS rr order re: modifications to class notice; e-mails with co-counsel re:
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Hours
incorporating court's directives; conf. with wilkinson re: research re:
intervention; cont legal research and drafting opp. brief 7.75 8,331.25

WCW Various office conferences with Lee Shalov regarding opposition to petition
for 23(f) appeal; legal research regarding hybrid class actions and intervenor
theory of class members. 1.00 675.00

08/05/2015 BRG review claims admin bids; emails to team re damage calculations; tcw expert
re damage analysis; review damage analysis 4.25 3,612.50

WCW Legal research regarding intervenors in class actions and further legal
research regarding second prong of Chamberlin. 5.00 3,375.00

LSS cont drafting opposition brief; e-mails with rogers re: presence of clients at
settlement conference. 9.25 9,943.75

08/06/2015 WCW Further legal research regarding whether appeal will of class certification
order is "not likely to evade end of the case review"; office conference with Lee
Shalov regarding end of case review standard; further legal research
regarding hybrid notice and intervenor. 4.50 3,037.50

BRG review notice order; meet with L Shalov re order; emails re claims admin; tcw
expert re damage model; emails re damage model 1.75 1,487.50

LSS cont drafting opposition brief and legal research; confs. with gallaway re:
claims administrator bids; e-mails with wilkinson re: status of research;
e-mails with rogers re: cases reversing class cert. after trial 7.25 7,793.75

08/07/2015 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding opposition to petition for appeal;
email correspondences with co-counsel regarding opposition to petition for
appeal; telephone conference with Counsel Press regarding filing opposition
to petition for appeal; legal research regarding FRAP 26(c); review opposition
to petition to appeal. 1.25 843.75

LSS cont drafting opposition brief; rr leggieri e-mail re: revised notice and plan
incorporating court's comments; rr of draft notice documents and conf. with
gallaway re; same; e-mails with saunders re: edits to opp. brief; e-mails with
wilkinson re: form of cites in statement of facts; e-mails with rogers re: cutting
brief to 20 pages 6.50 6,987.50

08/10/2015 BRG review joint dissemination plan and related docs; edit related docs; email to
opposing counsel re plan; review court order re notice; draft/edit/review 23f
off brief 4.25 3,612.50

WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding opposition to petition for
appeal under 23(f); revise opposition to petition for appeal under 23(f);
various email correspondences with co-counsel regarding opposition to
petition for appeal under 23(f); review record in district court for inclusion
and citing into opposition to petition for appeal under 23(f). 6.00 4,050.00

LSS e-mails with rogers re: revisions to brief; rr revised draft of brief; rr order
rescheduling settlement conference; e-mails with gallaway re; same and
securing clients' attendance. 0.75 806.25

08/11/2015 BRG emails with claims admin re notice; tcw expert re damages and damage
calculator; tcw K Rogers re appeal; revie/draft/edit appeal; tcw W wilkinson
re damages; tcw class member re damages/discovery 3.75 3,187.50

WCW Revise opposition to petition under 23(f); various email correspondences with
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co-counsel regarding opposition to petition under 23(f); further legal research
regarding predominance and standards on 23(f) appeal. 6.00 4,050.00

LSS review of updated version of brief; conf. call with kralowec and rogers re:
proposed edits; e-mails with wilkinson re: filing issues. 1.00 1,075.00

08/12/2015 BRG review/edit appeal brief; tcw W Wilkinson re brief 1.50 1,275.00
WCW Various office conferences with Brett Gallaway regarding finalizing

opposition brief to 23(f) petition; various email correspondences with
co-counsel and Counsel Press regarding finalizing opposition brief to 23(f)
petition; review finalized opposition brief for approval to file. 5.25 3,543.75

LSS rr final version of brief and e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 0.50 537.50

08/13/2015 BRG review Epiq contract re claims admin; emails re claims admin and newspaper
notice; research re newspaper publication; email re newspaper selection 2.75 2,337.50

08/17/2015 BRG email with Epiq re notice 0.25 212.50
LSS conf. with gallaway re: status of damage analysis and dissemination of notice. 0.25 268.75

08/19/2015 BRG emails re damage analysis; reveiw depo transcripts for damage analysis 2.25 1,912.50
LSS e-mails with rogers and gallaway re: revisions to damage analysis. 0.25 268.75

08/20/2015 BRG review transcripts and decs for damage analysis 1.75 1,487.50
LSS rr gallaway and boyer e-mails re: website address for notice. 0.25 268.75

08/21/2015 LSS rr apple's proposed reply brief in connection with petition for review; e-mails
with co-counsel re: same. 0.50 537.50

08/24/2015 BRG damage analysis; update damage chart 2.75 2,337.50

08/25/2015 WCW Review motion for leave to file reply in further support of Apple's Rule 23(f)
petition; office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding damage's calculation
and Apple's motion for leave to file reply in further support of Rule 23(f)
petition. 0.75 506.25

BRG draft/edit damage analysis 3.00 2,550.00

08/26/2015 JSG Research legislative history of IWC Wage Order No. 4 0.50 375.00
BRG draft/edit/review damage analysis 3.25 2,762.50
LSS rr draft publication notice and e-mails with administrator re: same. 0.25 268.75

08/27/2015 BRG reveiw depo transcripts for damage analysis; draft/edit/review damage
analysis 5.00 4,250.00

LSS e-mails with rogers re: time to respond to apple's proposed reply brief. 0.25 268.75

08/28/2015 LSS conf. with gallaway re: damage analysis and settlement demand; conf call
with rogers and gallaway re: same; tcf kralowec re: settlement demand;
drafted settlement letter and conf. with gallaway re: same. 1.75 1,881.25

BRG Draft/edit/review damage analysis; input damage assumptions into program 4.25 3,612.50

08/31/2015 JSG Research legislative history of 8 CRR Section 11040 (Wage Order 4) 0.25 187.50
LSS legal research re: issues raised in proposed reply; commenced drafting
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opposition to motion. 6.75 7,256.25

09/01/2015 JSG Research opinion letters interpreting wage order no. 4 1.60 1,200.00
LSS cont legal research and drafting opposition; e-mails with rogers and kralowec

re: comments. 7.50 8,062.50
BRG Prep and review docs for settlement conference 8.75 7,437.50

09/02/2015 LSS finalized opposition brief; rr rogers and kralowec comments; conf.with
wilkinson re: service and filing; review of draft notice and website; tel calls
and e-mails with L. Paulsson at Epiq re: same. 7.75 8,331.25

WCW Conference with Lee Shalov and Epiq regarding class notice; office conference
with Lee Shalov regarding opposition to Apple's motion for leave to file a
reply to 23(f) opposition; telephone conference with Counsel Press regarding
filing opposition to Apple's motion for leave to file a reply to 23(f) opposition;
review and reply to email correspondence regarding cover page for
opposition to Apple's motion for leave to file a reply to 23(f) opposition. 1.25 843.75

BRG draft/edit/review MSJ; research re MSJ; prepare MSJ; draft proposed order;
emails with team re MSJ 8.50 7,225.00

09/03/2015 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov regarding opposition to Apple's proposed
reply in support of Rule 23(f) petition; revise opposition to Apple's proposed
reply in support of Rule 23(f) petition; various email correspondences with
Counsel Press regarding cover page and brief in opposition to Apple's
proposed reply in support of Rule 23(f) petition. 1.25 843.75

LSS rr final edits to brief; conf. with wilkinson re: same and cover page; extended
legal research re: wage order 4 in preparation for drafting motion for
summary judgment 3.25 3,493.75

09/08/2015 JSG Research interpretation of definition of hours worked and "required" language
in Wage Order No. 4 1.00 750.00

LSS cont legal research re: wage order 4; conf. with j. giamo re: same and timetable
for moving for SJ; rr recent Ninth Circuit SJ and class cert ruling (Hobart);
e-mails with kralowec re: same and possible filing as supplemental authority. 5.50 5,912.50

09/09/2015 BRG reveiw emails re settlement; email to clients re settlement; doc review 0.75 637.50
JSG Research "hours worked" and "suffered or permitted to work, whether or not

required to do so" language of wage order number 4 for use in summary
judgment motion 1.10 825.00

LSS conf. and e-mails with gallaway re: clients appearance at settlement
conference. 0.25 268.75

09/10/2015 BRG emails to class members re status of case 0.25 212.50

09/11/2015 LSS e-mails with rogers re: filing SJ motion 0.25 268.75

09/14/2015 BRG emails to clients re settlement conference; emails to clients re case status 0.50 425.00
WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple's counter-offer and

our response to same; review Apple's counter-offer. 0.50 337.50
LSS drafted letter to magistrate re: defendants' position on settlement; multiple

e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 2.50 2,687.50
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09/17/2015 BRG tcw class members about claim inquiries 0.25 212.50

09/21/2015 BRG emails to client re declaration of hardship; emails to co-counsel re same; draft
Speicher declaration of hardship; email same to client 0.75 637.50

09/23/2015 BRG Review/edit/draft mediation statement; review class member decs for
mediation statement; email to co-counsel re mediation statement; tcw D
Speicher re dec of hardship; edit dec of hardship 2.75 2,337.50

LSS rr draft mediation statement and multiple emails with co-counsel re:
comments and exchange with defense counsel 1.00 1,075.00

09/24/2015 BRG edit D Speicher dec of hardship; email re D Speicher dec of hardship 0.25 212.50
LSS e-mails with co-counsel re: attending settlement conference. 0.25 268.75

09/28/2015 LSS cont drafting motion for summary judgment; conf. with gallaway re: clients'
attendance at hearing. 4.50 4,837.50

BRG doc review in prep for settlement conference; research re settlement
conference 7.00 5,950.00

DJM Printed out and stapled declarations; prepared folder. 0.25 77.50

09/29/2015 LSS travel to San Fran for settlement conference; cont drafting motion for
summary judgment and legal research re: same. 13.25 14,243.75

BRG travel to SF for settlement conference; doc review in prep for settlement
conference; communications and emails with clients re settlement conference 9.25 7,862.50

09/30/2015 WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding settlement conference and
summary judgment. 0.50 337.50

LSS meeting with clients in advance of settlement conference; attended settlement
conference before Judge Spero; travel to NY; cont drafting summary judgment
brief and e-mails with co-counsel re: same. 12.75 13,706.25

BRG travel from SF settlement conference; prep for settlement conference; attend
settlement conference 9.25 7,862.50

10/01/2015 LSS finalized brief; tcf l. blanchard re: outcome of settlement conference; confs.
with gallaway re: final edits to brief and declaration; e-mails with co-counsel
re: drafting notice of motion and filing. 4.50 4,837.50

BRG draft/edit/review MSJ; prepare MSJ for filing; draft proposed order; multiple
emails and tcw co-counsel re filing 8.50 7,225.00

AJR Helped with filing (edits to table of contents, table of authorities). Filed motion
for summary judgment. 1.25 387.50

DJM Worked on Motion for Summary Judgment brief: attempted to fix line
numbering issues; coordinated with Bernadette Jordan to have a TOA/TOC
created and corresponded with Brett Gallaway to coordinate insertion of those
pages with proper formatting; converted TOA and TOC and assembled final
document for filing. 1.00 310.00

10/02/2015 LSS rr Apple brief in support of motion for summary judgment. 0.50 537.50
BRG review Apple's MSJ and dec 0.50 425.00
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10/05/2015 WCW Review motion for summary judgment filed by Apple. 0.75 506.25

10/08/2015 LSS e-mail from rogers re: points for reply brief; commenced review of case in
preparation for drafting brief and cont legal research re: same. 3.25 3,493.75

AJR Drafted pro hac vice motions for L. Shalov and W. Wilkinson; review of
procedures; requested checks 0.45 139.50

AJR Correspondence with A. Gregoroff re: expenses. 0.50 155.00

10/13/2015 BRG research re opp to MTD 3.25 2,762.50

10/14/2015 LSS commenced drafting SJ opp brief and cont legal research; emails with rogers
re: evidentiary objections and motion to strike Hall report 7.25 7,793.75

10/15/2015 LSS cont draft opp. brief and emails with rogers re: comments; conf. with gallaway
re: same and filing. 6.00 6,450.00

BRG meeting with paras re TOA/TOC in brief; review opp brief 1.75 1,487.50
DJM Prepared a table of contents and table of authorities for the Opposition to

Summary Judgment brief and e-filed brief in the Northern District of
California ecf system. 2.00 620.00

AJR Work on Apple pro hac vice documents for L. Shalov, W. Wilkinson, B.
Gallaway. 0.50 155.00

10/16/2015 LSS rr Apple's opposition papers on SJ motion. 0.50 537.50

10/20/2015 LSS rr order from ninth circuit denying petition to appeal; commenced drafting
reply brief in further support of motion for SJ 4.25 4,568.75

10/21/2015 LSS cont drafting reply brief and multiple confs. with gallaway re; same. 8.00 8,600.00

10/22/2015 BRG draft/edit/review reply to MSJ; research re reply; draft dec and organize
exhibits re reply 7.50 6,375.00

LSS cont drafting reply brief; multiple emails with rogers re: same and comments
to section addressing "suffer" and "permit" allegations. 7.25 7,793.75

DJM Made adjustments to the Declaration of Brett Gallaway In Support of
Plaintiffs' Reply Brief in Further Support of Motion for Summary Judgment
and scanned in and prepared the exhibits to the declaration. 0.75 232.50

10/27/2015 LSS commenced review of cases and briefs in preparation for hearing on SJ
motions. 3.25 3,493.75

10/28/2015 LSS cont preparing for hearing 6.00 6,450.00
DJM Looked into the docket in the Frlekin et al. v. Apple case for the proper docket

entries for acquiring all exhibits to the motions for Summary Judgment and
creating binders for use by Lee Shalov; downloaded all files and prepared all
labels and exhibit tabs. 1.75 542.50

10/29/2015 LSS cont preparing for hearing; emails with rogers re: chart of cases. 5.50 5,912.50
DJM Printed out all Frlekin et al. v. Apple summary judgment motion exhibits

(both the motion by Apple and the motion by plaintiffs) and assembled
separate binders with labels and exhibit tabs. 1.90 589.00
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10/30/2015 LSS cont preparing for hearing; emails with rogers re: comments to chart; rr
Apple's opp. to motion to strike Hall report. 3.50 3,762.50

11/02/2015 LSS cont preparing for hearing; finalized charts for poster boards; multiple emails
with rogers re: same; rr reply brief in connection with motion to strike. 7.50 8,062.50

11/03/2015 LSS travel to San Fran; cont preparing for hearing; extended meeting with rogers
and saunders re: strategy for hearing, poster boards and related issues. 12.75 13,706.25

11/04/2015 LSS Attended hearing on motions for summary judgment; emails with gallaway
and wilkinson re: outcome; travel to NY 12.00 12,900.00

11/07/2015 LSS review of decision on motion for summary judgment 0.25 268.75

11/11/2015 LSS emails and tel call with boyer re: possible resolution. 0.25 268.75

11/17/2015 LSS multiple emails with kindem re: appeal issues. 0.25 268.75

11/23/2015 BRG review appellate procedures for 9th Cir.; draft notice of appeal. 1.25 1,062.50

11/24/2015 LSS emails with rogers re: drafting notice of appeal; rr apple's bill of costs; conf
with gallaway re: drafting response. 0.50 537.50

BRG research re appeal; draft notice of appeal; email re same to team 1.00 850.00

11/30/2015 BRG Telephone conference with opposing counsel re bill of costs; draft opp to bill
of costs 3.75 3,187.50

12/01/2015 BRG Telephone conference with team re case strategy; draft/edit/review objections
to bill of costs; email to team re appeal and objection 3.00 2,550.00

LSS extended call with gallaway and kralowec re: appeal and settlement strategy. 0.50 537.50

12/02/2015 BRG review objection to Bill of costs; tcw co-counsel re appeal; emails re appeal 1.00 850.00

12/03/2015 BRG review notice of appeal; draft/edit/review objections to bill of costs 2.50 2,125.00
LSS rr draft objection to bill of costs and conf. with gallaway re: same; rr multiple

emails from gallaway and co-counsel re: notice of appeal. 0.50 537.50
DJM E-filed Notice of Appeal and paid the filing fee. 0.70 217.00

12/04/2015 LSS emails with rogers and kralowec re: appeal schedule. 0.25 268.75
DJM Worked on getting the Objections to Bill of Costs properly formatted; made

other changes as needed; e-filed the objection and accompanying declaration. 2.20 682.00

12/07/2015 LSS emails with rogers re: ordering transcripts for appeal. 0.25 268.75
AJR Pulled PAED ECF registration for B. Gallaway and L. Shalov; correspondence

with both. 1.00 310.00

12/08/2015 LSS emails with co-counsel re: pro hac admission 0.25 268.75
DJM Started looking into the application process for admission (and e-filing

capability) for Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway in the 9th Circuit Court of
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Appeals. 0.50 155.00

12/09/2015 BRG draft/edit/review mediation questionnaire 0.75 637.50
LSS rr draft mediation questionnaire; emails with gallaway re: comments; emails

with paralegal and co-counsel re: admission to Ninth Circuit. 0.50 537.50
DJM Continued process of getting Brett Gallaway and Lee Shalov admitted and

able to e-file in the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals (including completing the
application forms; working to create/recover PACER accounts and file the
applications), looking into why Brett Gallaway was not placed on the docket
of the appeal). 4.25 1,317.50

12/10/2015 LSS emails with co-counsel re: final questionnaire. 0.25 268.75
DJM Concluded process of getting Brett Gallaway and Lee Shalov admitted to, and

able to e-file in, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals; started looking into how to
order a transcript in the Northern District of California. 2.00 620.00

12/11/2015 DJM Looked into how to order a transcript of the 11/4/2015 hearing and started
the order process. 0.75 232.50

12/15/2015 DJM Received quote from Court Reporter Debra Pas for the 11/4/2015 transcript;
requested check for transcript; completed and e-filed transcript order;
prepared cover letter; determined how to pay for return shipping; sent
package out. 1.50 465.00

12/17/2015 DJM Corresponded with Court Reporter Debra Pas to confirm receipt of payment
and desired shipping method. 0.25 77.50

12/24/2015 LSS emails with gallaway and sanuders re: procedures for filing notice of appeal. 0.25 268.75

01/06/2016 BRG review reply to opp to bill of costs 0.25 212.50
LSS rr defendants' reply in connection with motion for costs. 0.25 268.75

01/19/2016 LSS conf. with gallaway re: strategy for settlement conference. 0.25 268.75

01/20/2016 LSS conf. with gallaway re: terms of possible settlement. 0.25 268.75
WCW Telephone conference with Brett Gallaway regarding Apple appeal mediation;

review mediation order and procedures; office conference with Lee Shalov
regarding appeal mediation conference. 1.00 675.00

BRG Telephone conference with 9th cir mediator; tcw L Blanchard re case strategy;
email to team re same 0.75 637.50

DJM Secured admission to, and e-filing capability in, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth District for Wade Wilkinson: recovered PACER account; prepared
application; secured e-filing capability; e-filed application; and asked the
Ninth Circuit Clerk's Office to have Wade added to the appeal docket. 1.90 589.00

01/22/2016 LSS emails with kralowec re: settlement overture. 0.25 268.75

01/25/2016 LSS emails with gallaway re: order on bill of costs. 0.25 268.75

01/27/2016 WCW Email correspondence with co-counsel regarding appeal; email
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correspondence and telephone conference with Counsel Press regarding
transcripts and docket designations for appeal. 0.50 337.50

DJM Confirmed that no further action was required regarding the filing or
designation of transcripts for the Appeal. 0.25 77.50

02/01/2016 BRG research re appeal of bill of costs; email to team re same 0.50 425.00
WCW Office conference with Brett Gallaway regarding appeal of order on bill of

costs; email correspondence with Jacquelyn Mouquin of Counsel Press
regarding appeal of bill of costs. 0.50 337.50

02/02/2016 BRG research re settlement of individual claims after class cert 1.00 850.00

02/09/2016 BRG Telephone conference with co counsel re case strategy; tcw L Blanchard re
strategy 0.75 637.50

LSS conf. call with co-counsel re: settlement strategy; tct boyer re: terms of possible
settlement; emails with co-counsel re: outcome of call. 0.25 268.75

02/18/2016 LSS rr ethics memo re: possible settlement scenarios; conf. call with kralowec and
rogers re: same; email to boyer re: status of settlement discussions. 0.25 268.75

02/19/2016 LSS email from boyer re: payment of costs; emails with gallaway re: drafting
response. 0.25 268.75

BRG respond to opposing counsel re cost email; research re same 0.50 425.00

02/25/2016 WCW Telephone conference with Counsel Press regarding excerpts from record for
appeal. 0.25 168.75

02/29/2016 LSS emails with gallaway re: confirming extension of time to file appeal brief 0.25 268.75

03/22/2016 WCW Telephone conference with appellate mediator; office conference with Lee
Shalov regarding appellate brief; email correspondence with co-counsel
regarding appellate brief; email correspondence with Counsel Press regarding
appellate brief; review decision on motion for summary judgment for appeal;
review record on summary judgment motion for determination of inclusion in
record on appeal. 3.50 2,362.50

LSS conf. call with magistrate re: possible settlement; emails with wilkinson and
rogers re: reply brief. 0.50 537.50

03/23/2016 WCW Review checklist of requirements for appellate brief; review local rules for
appellate brief; email correspondence with Counsel Press regarding
requirements for appellate brief. 1.25 843.75

03/24/2016 WCW Email correspondence with Apple's counsel regarding extension of time to file
appellate brief. 0.25 168.75

03/25/2016 LSS emails with wilkinson re: extension of time to file brief. 0.25 268.75

03/29/2016 WCW Various email correspondences with co-counsel regarding extension of time to
file opening brief; email correspondence with mediator regarding extension of
time to file opening brief. 0.50 337.50
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04/05/2016 WCW Email correspondences with mediator regarding extension of time for
appellate brief; email correspondences with co-counsel regarding extension of
time for appellate brief. 0.50 337.50

LSS emails with mediator and gallaway re: extension of time to file brief. 0.25 268.75

04/06/2016 WCW Office conference with Lee Shalov and Brett Gallaway regarding extension of
time to file appeal and appeal of objection to bill of costs. 0.25 168.75

05/10/2016 LSS emails with rogers re: appeal brief. 0.25 268.75

05/13/2016 LSS emails with gallaway re: drafting appeal brief. 0.25 268.75

06/01/2016 LSS emails with rogers re: appeal brief 0.25 268.75

06/02/2016 LSS tcf k. kralowec re: drafting reply brief. 0.25 268.75

06/03/2016 DJM Downloaded summary judgment hearing transcript and forwarded a copy to
Mr. Gary Gray at The Kralowec Law Group. 0.20 62.00

06/14/2016 LSS emails with kralowec re: status of appeal brief. 0.25 268.75

06/20/2016 BRG meeting with L Shalov re appeal 0.75 637.50

06/23/2016 LSS rr draft appeal brief; emails with kralowec re: comments. 1.00 1,075.00

06/24/2016 LSS review of revised appeallte brief and emails with kralowec re: same. 0.50 537.50

06/27/2016 LSS rr final version of opening brief; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.50 537.50

06/30/2016 LSS rr draft amicus brief; emails with kralowec re: comments. 0.75 806.25

07/07/2016 LSS emails with co-counsel re: defendants' request for additional time to file opp.
brief. 0.25 268.75

07/25/2016 JSG Review of appellants' brief to Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals for reversal of
lower court's order granting defendant summary judgment 1.00 750.00

07/27/2016 LSS rr decision from CA state court re: bag checks; emails with gallaway re: same
and getting decision. 0.25 268.75

08/22/2016 LSS rr related back check decision; emails with co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

08/31/2016 JSG Review amicus brief filed in support of appeal to Ninth Circuit 0.60 450.00

09/08/2016 LSS emails with rogers re: class cert hearing in related bag check case. 0.25 268.75

09/27/2016 WCW Review defendant's appellate brief; office conference with Lee Shalov
regarding appeal. 1.25 843.75

LSS rr defendants' opp. brief on appeal; emails with co-counsel re: possible
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arguments on reply 1.00 1,075.00

09/28/2016 LSS legal research re: current state of the law re: bag checks and wage order;
multiple emails with co-counsel re: same and timing of reply brief. 4.50 4,837.50

10/04/2016 LSS rr order re: time for filing reply brief; multiple emails with co-counsel re:
arguments for reply 1.00 1,075.00

11/16/2016 LSS multiple emails with kralowec re: issues for reply brief and research needed;
research re: DOL wage orders and emails with kralowec re: same. 2.00 2,150.00

12/06/2016 LSS legal research re: definitions of "work" and "control"; emails with kralowec re:
same; conf. with fabricant re: bag check research at library. 1.75 1,881.25

12/07/2016 LSS emails with kralowec re: loss prevention handbooks and related library
materials. 0.25 268.75

12/13/2016 LSS rr article re: decision against Apple in related meal break case; emails with
rogers re: same. 0.25 268.75

12/14/2016 LSS conf with fabricant re: library research on bag policies; review of articles re:
same; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.50 537.50

12/15/2016 LSS emails with kralowec and fabricant re: bag search publications. 0.25 268.75

12/20/2016 LSS rr recent draft of reply brief; multiple emails with kralowec re: comments. 0.75 806.25

12/22/2016 LSS rr of recent draft of reply brief; multiple emails with kralowec an rogers; rr
CSC decision re: wage order. 4.75 5,106.25

01/03/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: oral argument date 0.25 268.75

01/04/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: possible settlement. 0.25 268.75

01/23/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re possible settlement of related state court action. 0.25 268.75

01/24/2017 LSS rr svf from CA meal break case and emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

01/30/2017 LSS rr order re: oral argument date; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

03/28/2017 LSS email from court re: possible oral argument date; emails with kralowec re:
same. 0.25 268.75

04/14/2017 LSS rr recent class cert. ruling in bag check case; emails with co-counsel re: same. 0.50 537.50

05/02/2017 LSS emails from g. gray re: oral argument date. 0.25 268.75

05/04/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: hearing date 0.25 268.75

05/11/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: oral argument form and reaching out to clients re:
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hearing. 0.25 268.75

06/02/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: ninth circuit panel 0.25 268.75

06/14/2017 LSS listened to 9th Cir. hearing in related case; emails with kralowec re: same and
application to our case. 0.75 806.25

06/28/2017 BRG email to clients re appeal 0.25 212.50

07/05/2017 LSS emails with bg and kralowec re: panel for appeal. 0.25 268.75

07/07/2017 LSS lengthy emails with kralowec re: points and arguments for oral argument; rr
oral argument outline; rr flsa and wage order opinions from panel members;
emails with bg re: same. 0.75 806.25

07/10/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: final points for argument. 0.25 268.75

07/11/2017 WCW Watch oral argument for 9th Circuit appeal. 0.75 506.25
LSS listened to Ninth Circuit oral argument; multiple emails with kralowec re:

same. 1.00 1,075.00
BRG watch and email counsel re appellate oral argument 1.00 850.00

07/12/2017 LSS rr article summarizing ninth circuit hearing; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

07/13/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: logistics if case referred to C.S.C. 0.25 268.75

07/14/2017 LSS emails with kk re: Cal SC acceptance of cert. if requested by Ninth Circuit. 0.25 268.75

08/07/2017 LSS rr ninth circuit's decision in watterson; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

08/16/2017 WCW Review order on appeal; office conference with BG regarding appeal. 0.50 337.50
BRG meeting with WW re case strategy; review 9th cir opinion 0.75 637.50
LSS rr opinion from 9th Cir. referring case to CA SC; multiple emails with

kralowec and rogers re: same; tel calls with reporters re: decision. 1.50 1,612.50

08/17/2017 LSS rr additional articles re: opinion and emails with kralowec re: same; rr bg
email to clients re: opinion. 0.25 268.75

BRG email to clients and team re 9th cir decision; review articles re 9th cir decision 0.50 425.00

08/31/2017 LSS rr draft corr. to CA SC re: certified question; rr draft letter to CA SC from
CELA; multiple emails with kralowec re: comments. 0.50 537.50

09/01/2017 LSS rr revised draft to CA SC; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

09/05/2017 LSS rr CAOC amicus submission. 0.25 268.75

09/07/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: apple response to certification request. 0.25 268.75

09/08/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: status of defendants' submission to S.C. 0.25 268.75
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09/11/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: timing of response from S.C. 0.25 268.75

09/14/2017 LSS rr decision in nike bag check case; emails with co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

09/20/2017 LSS rr order from CA SC accepting question; multiple emails with kralowec and
rogers re: same. 0.50 537.50

09/25/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: possible settlement 0.25 268.75

09/27/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: possible settlement with apple. 0.50 537.50

09/28/2017 LSS rr draft letter to CA SC re: clarification of certified question; emails with
kralowec re: comments. 0.25 268.75

09/29/2017 LSS rr draft brief in support of application to adjourn briefing schedule; emails
with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

10/09/2017 LSS rr revised brief in support of motion to extend briefing schedule; emails with
kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

10/13/2017 LSS rr class cert. decision in Converse bag check case and emails with bg re: same. 0.25 268.75

12/01/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: status of brief. 0.25 268.75

12/11/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: status of brief and timing for filing. 0.25 268.75

12/12/2017 LSS rr draft appeal brief; emails with kralowec re: comments; legal research re: SC
decision re: pervasiveness of cell phone use. 2.00 2,150.00

12/13/2017 LSS cont review of draft opp. brief and legal research re: "voluntary" work; emails
with kralowec re: comments and proposed revisions. 1.50 1,612.50

12/15/2017 LSS multiple emails with kralowec re: status of draft; rr revised drafts and
comments re: same; tct kralowec re; comments to brief. 0.50 537.50

12/17/2017 LSS rr final draft of appeal brief; multiple emails with kralowec and rogers re:
same. 0.50 537.50

12/20/2017 LSS emails with kralowec re: possible amicus from DLSE 0.25 268.75

01/03/2018 LSS emails with defense counsel re: extension of time to file opposition brief;
emails with kralowec re: same 0.25 268.75

01/16/2018 LSS rr decision in related bag check case; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

01/30/2018 LSS rr of DLSE and draft motion to add to record; multiple emails with kralowec
and rogers re: same. 0.25 268.75

01/31/2018 LSS rr filed mjn and emails with g. gray re: same. 0.25 268.75
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03/19/2018 WCW Office conference with LSS and BG regarding Apple's appellate brief. 0.25 168.75

03/20/2018 LSS rr defendant's opposition brief on appeal; multiple emails with co-counsel re:
same and timing of reply; legal research re: Morillion applicability beyond
travel cases. 2.25 2,418.75

04/03/2018 LSS rr kralowec email to clients re: extension of time to file reply brief. 0.25 268.75

05/01/2018 LSS emails with kralowec re: outcome of oral argument in de minimis case
pending before Cal. SC. 0.25 268.75

05/30/2018 LSS emails with kralowec re: research needed for reply brief. 0.25 268.75

06/04/2018 LSS legal research re: whether ninth cir. fact findings are binding on SC; emails
with kralowec re: same. 1.50 1,612.50

06/05/2018 LSS rr draft reply briefs; multiple emails with kralowec re: same; extensive legal
research re: "hours worked" and related legal issues. 3.00 3,225.00

06/07/2018 LSS rr revised draft of appeal reply brief; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.50 537.50

06/08/2018 LSS rr final reply brief and emails with kralowec re: additional response to amicus
briefs. 0.25 268.75

06/18/2018 LSS rr amicus brief filed on behalf of defendants and emails with kralowec re:
same. 0.25 268.75

06/21/2018 LSS emails with kralowec re: amicus brief. 0.25 268.75

06/25/2018 LSS rr draft CELA amicus; legal research re: bag check settlements; emails with
kralowec re: same. 1.00 1,075.00

07/12/2018 LSS rr amicus brief from retail federation; emails with kralowec re: our response. 0.25 268.75

07/18/2018 LSS rr Taco Bell decision; emails with kralowec and Rogers re: same. 0.25 268.75

07/23/2018 LSS multiple emails with kralowec re: Taco Bell decision and possible use as
supplemental authority; rr supplemental authority filed by Amicus 0.50 537.50

07/26/2018 LSS rr Cal SC decision on de minimis rule; multiple emails with same; extended
conf. call with kralowec and amicus counsel re: strategy for briefing. 1.25 1,343.75

07/31/2018 LSS emails with kralowec re: research needed for upcoming brief; emails with bg
re: staffing. 0.25 268.75

08/23/2018 LSS emails with kralowec re: deadline for filing response to amicus briefs and
status of legal research. 0.25 268.75

09/11/2018 LSS legal research re: prohibiting employees from bringing bags. 1.00 1,075.00
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09/12/2018 LSS emails with kralowec re: extension of time to file brief. 0.25 268.75

09/13/2018 LSS email from defense counsel re: position on additional time to file briefs. 0.25 268.75

09/18/2018 LSS rr order re: filing of responsive amicus brief. 0.25 268.75

09/19/2018 LSS rr favorable 6th cir. decision re: definition of work; emails with co-counsel re:
same. 0.25 268.75

10/05/2018 LSS multiple emails with co-counsel re: brief and impact of Bono footnote; review
of cases re: same. 1.00 1,075.00

10/07/2018 LSS rr draft of amicus response brief; multiple emails with kk re: same. 0.50 537.50

10/08/2018 LSS rr revised draft of brief; emails with kk re: same; emails with bg re: locating
missing cite. 0.50 537.50

10/15/2018 LSS rr Apple's response to Amicus submissions. 0.25 268.75

11/14/2018 LSS emails with kralowec re: hearing date and Starbucks appeal. 0.25 268.75

11/16/2018 LSS rr similar decision from CA appeals court; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

05/01/2019 LSS completed forms for pro hac admission; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

06/28/2019 LSS rr 9th cir. decision in Nike case; emails with bg and kralowec re: same. 0.50 537.50

08/16/2019 LSS emails with kralowec re: request for supplemental submissions 0.25 268.75

08/20/2019 LSS emails with kralowec re: supplemental briefing. 0.25 268.75

08/26/2019 LSS rr supplemental submission and emails with kralowec re: comments. 0.25 268.75

08/29/2019 LSS rr defendants' supplemental submission. 0.25 268.75

09/03/2019 LSS emails with kralowec re: class rep. desiring withdrawal. 0.25 268.75

09/16/2019 LSS rr defendants' supplemental reply brief. 0.25 268.75

09/23/2019 LSS rrc from Court re: oral argument scheduling conflicts; emails with kralowec
re: same. 0.25 268.75

09/26/2019 LSS emails with kralowec re: date for hearing. 0.25 268.75

09/30/2019 LSS emails with kralowec re: defendants' request to reschedule hearing. 0.25 268.75

10/29/2019 LSS multiple emails with kralowec re: oral argument date and moot court. 0.25 268.75

11/07/2019 LSS emails with kralowec re: assignment of judge Eamon pro tempore 0.25 268.75
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11/13/2019 LSS multiple emails with kralowec re: 12/4 argument date. 0.25 268.75

11/20/2019 LSS tcf co-counsel re: logistics for moot court meetings and related issues. 0.25 268.75

11/25/2019 LSS review briefs in prepartion for call with co-counsel; engaged in moot court
with co-counsel in prepartion for hearing. 4.50 4,837.50

12/02/2019 LSS Travel to S.F.; extended conf. with kralowec to prepare for hearing. 11.50 12,362.50

12/03/2019 LSS travel to L.A.; attended SC court session; cont conf. with kralowec to prepare
for hearing. 8.50 9,137.50

12/04/2019 BRG View CA supreme court oral arg 1.00 850.00
LSS attended SC hearing; tct bg re: outcome; travel to NY 13.25 14,243.75

01/07/2020 LSS rr relevant ninth circuit decision; emails with kralowec re: submitting as
supplemental authority. 0.50 537.50

01/10/2020 LSS rr draft notice of supplemental authority and emails with kralowec re:
comments. 0.25 268.75

01/28/2020 LSS rr defendants response to supplemental authority; emails with kralowec re:
drafting response. 0.25 268.75

01/29/2020 LSS emails with kralowec re: call with clerk re: issues with filing; emails with
kralowec re: new authority. 0.25 268.75

02/13/2020 BRG Review CA supreme court decision; multiple meetings with LS re same 1.50 1,275.00
LSS rr SC opinion; multiple calls and emails with co-counsel and clients re: same

and strategy going forward; rr press articles; emails with clients re: decision
and next steps. 2.50 2,687.50

02/14/2020 LSS extended call and emails with kralowec re: procedure before ninth circuit;
research re: same. 0.50 537.50

02/18/2020 BRG Detailed review of prior damage calculation; tcw LS re same; email to team re
same; multiple emails to CA counsel re damages 1.75 1,487.50

LSS emails with bg and co-counsel re: damage calculations and potential
discovery; tct bg re: same. 0.50 537.50

02/19/2020 LSS emails with kralowec re: language for ninth circuit filing. 0.25 268.75

02/20/2020 BRG Detailed damage analysis and review dkt and old emails re discovery 3.00 2,550.00
LSS rr ninth circuit filing and emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

02/24/2020 LSS rrc from defense counsel to 9th cir. re: suspending ruling; emails with
kralowec re: same 0.25 268.75

02/25/2020 LSS emails with kralowec re: no response to defendant's letter to ninth circuit. 0.25 268.75
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03/01/2020 BRG Review Apple motion for rehearing 0.50 425.00

03/02/2020 LSS rr apple's petition for rehearing; multiple emails and calls with kralowec re:
same, drafting response and research needed; emails with bg re: law review
articles. 2.00 2,150.00

03/08/2020 LSS rr draft opp. brief to motion for rehearing; multiple emails with kralowec re:
comments 2.00 2,150.00

03/17/2020 LSS rr notice from CA SC re: final decision; emails with kralowec re: same 0.25 268.75
LSS rr final approval papers (.30); emails with bg re: comments and filing 0.40 430.00

04/15/2020 BRG Detailed review of old damage demands and survey results; multiple emails
to team re same 2.25 1,912.50

LSS multiple emails with co-counsel and bg re: prior survey evidence, status of
ruling on motion for rehearing and related issues. 0.50 537.50

04/16/2020 BRG detailed review of survey and expert damage calculations and
communications; detailed email and timeline to team re same; multiple emails
with co-counsel re strategy 3.00 2,550.00

04/17/2020 BRG Emails to team re mediator 0.25 212.50
LSS emails with bg and kralowec re: possible mediation and settlement 0.25 268.75

05/07/2020 LSS tcf j. dunne re: possible settlement; emails with co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

05/08/2020 LSS emails with kralowec re: time for court to rule on motion for rehearing; tct bg
re: same; extended call with J. Dunne re: possible settlement; email to
co-counsel re: same. 1.75 1,881.25

05/12/2020 BRG Telephone conference with team re damage calculations; tcw LS re same;
review CA decisions re settlement structures; research recent CA settlement
motions and email to team re same 3.25 2,762.50

LSS tct bg re: possible settlement structure; extended conf. call with co-counsel re:
same and work to do; research re: other bag check settlements and emails with
bg re: same; legal research re: validity of claims made settlements in 9th
Circuit. 3.50 3,762.50

05/13/2020 BRG Email to LS re common fund CA settlements 0.50 425.00
LSS emails with bg re: settlements in other bag check cases; emails with k rogers

re: Alsup decisions re: claims made settlements. 0.50 537.50

05/14/2020 LSS emails with co-counsel re: denial of rehearing; email to j. dunne re: producing
documents re: termination of bag check policy; emails with co-counsel re:
claims made settlements; rr bg damage analysis based on survey; tct bg re:
same and setting up conference call with co-counsel . 1.00 1,075.00

BRG Create detailed damage analysis based on previous survey data 3.00 2,550.00

05/15/2020 BRG Detailed analysis of CA state stutory damages for class and call with
co-counsel re same; research CA 203 and 226 damage statutes 2.50 2,125.00
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05/18/2020 BRG detailed analysis and review of statutory damage calculations; email to team
re same and prep for call re same; tcw team re settlement strategy 3.25 2,762.50

LSS multiple emails with bg, rogers and kralowec re: damages, applicable statutes
and mediators; extended conf. call with co-counsel re: same; rr apple opp.
brief before ninth circuit; research re: court's opinions and briefs re: summary
judgment; email from j. dunne re: production of additional data and
mediation. 2.75 2,956.25

05/19/2020 LSS email to co-counsel outlining arguments for reply brief and strategy for
responding to defense counsel; review of cv's of potential mediators; legal
research re: remand; rr draft reply brief; emails with kralowec re: comments. 2.25 2,418.75

BRG Review 9th Cir brief re remand 0.25 212.50

05/21/2020 LSS emails with co-counsel re: mediators and settlement strategy; drafted email to
j. dunne re: framework for mediation. 1.00 1,075.00

05/22/2020 BRG Research re statutory damages 2.00 1,700.00

05/26/2020 BRG Research re 203/226 violations; email to team re same; tcw team re case
strategy; email to expert re damage analysis 1.50 1,275.00

LSS conf. call with co-counsel re: damage analysis, compiling list of info. required
and status of mediation. 0.50 537.50

05/28/2020 LSS rr order from Ninth Circuit re: additional briefing required; emails with
co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

06/05/2020 LSS email from defense counsel re: position on settlement; emails with co-counsel
re: same and strategy for response. 0.25 268.75

06/11/2020 LSS rr defendants' submission to ninth circuit; multiple emails with co-counsel re:
same and strategy for response. 0.50 537.50

06/15/2020 BRG Telephone conference with team re strategy; prep for call re same 1.00 850.00
LSS rr multiple emails from rogers re: research re judgments entered on liability;

extended conf. call with co-counsel re: mediators, apple's request for a stay,
strategy for ninth cir. brief and related issues; drafted email to defense counsel
re: settlement. 1.50 1,612.50

06/16/2020 LSS rrc from defense counsel re: timing of mediation. 0.25 268.75

06/17/2020 LSS researched docket, decisions and transcripts re: genesis of summary judgment
motions; emails with co-counsel re: same. 2.00 2,150.00

06/18/2020 BRG Detailed review of Apple's supplemental brief and ER/SER and emial to team
re inclusion of improper dkt cites in supplemental brief; email to team re
discovery needed from Apple for new damage calculation 2.50 2,125.00

LSS emails with co-counsel re: list of information required from Apple for
mediation. 0.25 268.75
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06/19/2020 LSS emails with defense counsel re: information for mediation. 0.25 268.75

06/22/2020 LSS multiple emails with co-counsel re: list serv comments as to potential
mediators; emails with co-counsel re: preparation of supplemental excerpts
for record 0.25 268.75

06/24/2020 BRG Review supplemental 9th cir brief; prep brief and exhibits for filing 1.00 850.00
LSS rr draft reply brief to ninth circuit; multiple emails with co-counsel re:

comments. 0.50 537.50
LSS emails with co-counsel re: comments to brief. 0.25 268.75
PCB E-mails with co-counsel; copy edit and add TOA/TOC to supplemental brief;

copy edit motion for judicial notice; draft supplemental excerpts of record. 4.75 1,472.50

06/25/2020 BRG Telephone conference with team re mediation and case strategy 0.50 425.00
LSS rr final drafts of brief; emails with co-counsel re: same and filing issues; emails

with co-counsel re: mediation issues; conf. call with co-counsel re: same; email
to defense counsel re: choice of mediator and timing of document production. 1.25 1,343.75

06/28/2020 LSS email from Dunne re: checking mediator availability 0.25 268.75

06/30/2020 PCB Multiple e-mails with co-counsel re: paper copies of supplemental brief and
supplemental excerpts of record; adapt same for printing; multiple e-mails
with mail room to print, collate, bind and send same to Court. 1.00 310.00

07/01/2020 LSS email from Dunne re: Ross lack of availability and using Ghandi as mediator;
emails with co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

07/02/2020 LSS emails with kralowec re: checking availability of other mediators; emails with
dunne re: same and timing of document production; emails with kralowec
and rogers re: mediator options. 0.50 537.50

07/05/2020 BRG Emails to team re response to Dunne settlement email; research re one way
doctrine; tcw LS re same 0.50 425.00

LSS email from j. dunne re: apple's position on document production; emails with
co-counsel re: response. 0.25 268.75

07/06/2020 LSS multiple emails with dunne re: document production and one-way
intervention doctrine; emails with bg re: non-applicability of doctrine. 0.50 537.50

07/07/2020 LSS rr email from Dunne re: setting up telephone call to address mediation issues;
tct kralowec re; same; conf. with bg re: same and research re: one-way
intervention doctrine. 0.50 537.50

07/08/2020 BRG research re one way intervention doctrine; email to team re same;  tcw team re
settlement strategy 1.50 1,275.00

LSS conf. call with co-counsel re: our position on defendants' proposed limitations
on document production; emails with bg re: research one-way intervention
doctrine. 0.25 268.75

07/09/2020 LSS tcf J. Dunne re: scope of document production for mediation; email with
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co-counsel re: outcome of call. 0.25 268.75

07/17/2020 LSS emails with co-counsel re: additional documents to be requested. 0.25 268.75

07/21/2020 LSS email from defense counsel re: Ortman availability and scope of document
production 0.25 268.75

07/23/2020 LSS emails with co-counsel re: mediation date and timing of Apple's doc.
production 0.25 268.75

07/24/2020 LSS emails with defense counsel and rogers re: Apple's position on specific data
requested. 0.25 268.75

07/27/2020 BRG Review Apple damage discovery emails; email to team re same; tcw LS re
same; tcw KR re same 1.25 1,062.50

LSS conf. with bg re: doc. production issues; emails with co-counsel re: outcome of
call with defense counsel and proposed mediation date. 0.25 268.75

07/28/2020 BRG Telephone conference with opposing counsel re discovery production; email
to team re same; email to expert re same 1.25 1,062.50

07/29/2020 BRG Email to team re mediation 0.25 212.50
LSS emails with co-counsel re: attending mediation in person and related issues. 0.25 268.75

07/31/2020 LSS emails with defense counsel re: mediation date; emails with all counsel re:
telephonic appearance 0.25 268.75

08/03/2020 LSS emails witih bg re: timing of mediation statement 0.25 268.75

08/11/2020 LSS emails with rogers re: reaching out to defense counsel re: status of document
production. 0.25 268.75

08/12/2020 LSS email from defense counsel re: timing of document production. 0.25 268.75

08/13/2020 LSS emails with rogers re: possible mediation date with Tripper Ortman 0.25 268.75

08/14/2020 LSS emails with bg re: date for exchanging mediation statements 0.25 268.75

08/17/2020 LSS emails with JAMS re: mediation agreement 0.25 268.75

08/18/2020 LSS emails with JAMS re: receipt of executed agreement. 0.25 268.75

08/19/2020 LSS emails with JAMS re: timing of mediation statement 0.25 268.75

08/23/2020 LSS emails with m. riley (defense counsel) re execution of engagement letter with
ghandi and timing of document production 0.25 268.75

08/24/2020 BRG Review class discovery; email to expert re same; email to class member re case
update 0.50 425.00

LSS emails with bg and Kriegler re: timing of doc. production and class list 0.25 268.75
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08/27/2020 LSS rr jams notice of medation 0.25 268.75

08/28/2020 LSS emails with bg re: drafting mediation brief. 0.25 268.75

08/31/2020 LSS emails with kralowec re: status of documents. 0.25 268.75

09/01/2020 LSS emails with kralowec re: counsel involvement in mediation; emails with bg re:
mediation cancellation date. 0.25 268.75

09/02/2020 LSS rr ninth circuit decision granting summary judgment; emails with co-counsel
re: same and procedures for remand; multiple emails with kralowec re: role of
other plaintiffs' counsel; emails with co-counsel re: motion for costs; research
re: costs 1.50 1,612.50

BRG Review 9th Cir decision; multiple emails to team re decision and bill of costs;
email to class reps re decision; tcw LS re same 1.00 850.00

09/03/2020 LSS emails with kralowec re: issues with other counsel; rr press articles re: ninth
circuit decision. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of 9th Circuit decision and review docket. 0.50 375.00

09/04/2020 LSS emails with Dunne re: status of document production. 0.25 268.75
BRG Review sample data set; email to team re same; multiple emails to Frlekin re

case status 1.00 850.00

09/07/2020 BRG Telephone conference with KR re sample data set; d/e/r email to Apple re
same; email to apple re same 1.25 1,062.50

LSS email from Dunne re: timing of production and proceeding with mediation;
multiple emails with rogers and bg re: scope of Apple's document production
and need for supplementation. 0.50 537.50

09/08/2020 LSS emails with Dion-Kindem re: mediation; emails with JAMS re: deposit and
timeline for refund if necessary 0.25 268.75

09/09/2020 LSS conf. with bg re: status of document production; emails with rogers re: bill of
costs; conf. with bg re: same and working on computation. 0.25 268.75

09/10/2020 BRG Detailed review of bill of costs; tcw OP re same; review bills and prep re same;
extensive call with LS re case strategy and mediation; email to opposing
counsel re same; dkt and doc review re same 4.25 3,612.50

LSS email from dunne re: scope of production; conf. with bg re: same and drafting
response; rr Apple emails re: discontinuance of bag check policy; conf. with bg
re: possible damages for mediation. 0.75 806.25

09/11/2020 BRG Research re BOC; review all costs re same; internal emails re case strategy 1.50 1,275.00

09/14/2020 BRG Review bill of costs; email to team and opposing counsel re mediation; email
to OP re same; detailed review of reciepts and appelate records 1.50 1,275.00

LSS emails with bg and defense counsel re: production of documents by friday;
multiple emails with bg, op and kralowec re: recovery of costs 0.25 268.75
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09/15/2020 BRG Detailed review and damage sample and CA penalties; email to expert re
same; research re same 1.00 850.00

LSS emails with bg and Kriegler re: analysis of data and turnaround time for
damage analysis. 0.25 268.75

09/16/2020 LSS emails with bg and kraolwec re: recoverable appeal costs; conf. with bg and jg
re: research on district court class action settlement approvals. 0.25 268.75

BRG Damages review and research 1.50 1,275.00
JSG Research and email to LS for mediation. 1.75 1,312.50

09/17/2020 LSS emails with kralwoec and defense counsel re: request for additional time to
file petition for rehearing; rr petition for rehearing; emails with kralowec re:
drafting response. 0.75 806.25

09/18/2020 BRG Review en banc motion; tcw LS re same 0.75 637.50

09/21/2020 BRG Email to opposing counsel re mediation and data production 0.25 212.50
LSS emails with defense counsel, kralowec and bg re: defendants' delayed

production and ability to prepare damage analysis for mediation. 0.25 268.75

09/24/2020 LSS rr rogers memo outlining damage analysis and supporting statutes; multiple
emails with counsel re: document production and related issues. 0.50 537.50

09/25/2020 BRG Telephone conference with team re settlement strategy; review Rogers memo
re damages; review and research re same; email to opposing counsel re
production 2.25 1,912.50

LSS multiple emails with counsel re: apple's failure to produce documents; emails
with defense counsel re: canceling mediation if documents not produced. 0.25 268.75

09/28/2020 BRG Telephone conference with team re settlement and case strategy; review dkt re
cites to tablet technology use for timekeeping; email to team re same; tcw LS
re settlement strategy; detailed review of appelate records re brief cites;
detailed review of mediation data production 4.25 3,612.50

LSS conf. call with counsel re: arguments for opp. to motion for rehearing and
position on mediation; multiple emails with JAMS and defense counsel re:
status of mediation; multiple emails with defense counsel re: document
production; emails with bg re: forwarding documents to expert. 2.00 2,150.00

09/29/2020 BRG Multiple telephone conferences with LS; review expert damage analysis and
inputs; email to expert re same; analyze data production; emails to expert re
damages 3.00 2,550.00

LSS conf. with bg re; outcome of preliminary damage analysis; commenced
drafting mediation statement; rr updated damage analysis; multiple emails
with jg and bg re: analysis of other bag check settlements; confs. with bg re:
issues with damage analysis; emails with bg and kralowec re: citations in
record to Apple's ability to record time for bag checks. 4.25 4,568.75

JSG Research for mediation statement. 2.00 1,500.00
BRG Email to Dunne re settlement; tcw LS re mediation damages and demand 0.50 425.00
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09/30/2020 BRG Detailed review of expert chart and prep for call with expert; review KR

damages memo and mediation data re same; tcw expert re damages; tcw KR
re same; review Apple 2014 class data production; email to opposing counsel
and expert re same; tcw LS re data production 4.75 4,037.50

JSG Research for mediation statement; draft memo regarding same. 4.00 3,000.00
LSS multiple confs. and emails with bg and l. mcGeever at Epiq re: claims rates in

settlements; multiple confs. and emails with bg re: issues with damage
analysis; rr revised damage analysis; 1.00 1,075.00

10/01/2020 BRG Telephone conference with LS re Apple damages and mediation; detailed
review of new damage calculations and compare to KR memo re same; review
Alsup fee awards; emails to team re same 2.00 1,700.00

JSG Research for mediation statement; email to LS and BG regarding same. 1.25 937.50
LSS cont drafting mediation statement; multiple confs. and emails with bg and jg

re: research needed, deficiencies in data production and following up re:
same, and related issues; emails with defense counsel re: need for
supplemental production; emails with co-counsel re: prior settlement demand 6.00 6,450.00

10/02/2020 BRG Research and review de minimus cases post Troester; prep for call with
Dunne and LS; review mediation data re same 1.50 1,275.00

JSG Research regarding de minimis doctrine. 1.25 937.50
LSS cont drafting mediation statement; conf. call with bg and defense counsel re:

document issues and settlement; emails with jg re: status of di minimis
doctrine in ninth circuit; conf. with bg re: status of damage analysis. 6.25 6,718.75

BRG Review Apple employee survey results 0.50 425.00

10/04/2020 LSS cont drafting mediation statement and legal research re: 9th cir. wage and
hojur settlements. 5.75 6,181.25

10/05/2020 BRG Telephone conference with LS re mediation damage calculations; d/e/r
annual avg employee damage calculation 1.00 850.00

LSS cont drafting mediation statement; emails with epiq representative re: notices
mailed in 2015; emails with dion kindem re: setting up call to discuss
mediation; conf. with bg re: estimated individual damages 9.25 9,943.75

10/06/2020 BRG Dkt review in prep of mediation statement; tcw LS re same; research re dkt
review re same; tcw KR re damage calculations; email to team re same 2.25 1,912.50

LSS cont drafting mediation statement; emails with bg and rogers re: potential
settlement demand; conf. call with blanchard, dion-kindem and kralowec re:
mediation and related issues; email from dunne re: timing of mediation brief;
emails with bg and dunne re: accurate number of class members; confs. with
bg re: possible settlement demand and misc. mediation issues 10.50 11,287.50

10/07/2020 BRG Telephone conference with LS re mediation data and damage demand; email
to Julie re damage data; email to Lonnie Blanchard re damage analysis; d/e/r
mediation statement 2.00 1,700.00

JSG Review of mediation statement; revisions to same. 1.00 750.00
LSS finalized mediation statement; emails with kralowec and rogers re: review of

same; rr of draft brief in opposition to petition for rehearing; emails with
kralowec and rogers re: comments; confs. and emails with bg and jg re: review
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and editing of mediation statement; multiple confs. with bg re: current
damage analysis and revisions to same; email from epiq re: opt outs from 2015
notice 6.25 6,718.75

10/08/2020 BRG Review new Apple data production; email to opposing counsel re mediation
data size and expert re same; tcw team re damage demand and settlement
strategy 2.50 2,125.00

JSG Review of comments and proposed revisions to mediation statement. 0.25 187.50
LSS extended conf. call with bg, kralowec and rogers re: mediation issues,

settlement demand and case funding; emails with bg and expert re: preparing
revised settlement demand in light of revised estimate of apple employees; rr
revised opp. brief to petition for rehearing; rr kralowec comments to
mediation statement; emails with JAMS coordinator re: possible discussion
with Judge Ghandi. 3.25 3,493.75

10/09/2020 BRG Telephone conference with LS re damages; research and review survey results
re damages; emails to experts re same; tcw team re damage results; email to
clients re mediation; d/e/r and finalize mediation statement; individual tcw
all plaintiffs re mediation; multiple emails with plaintiffs re same 4.25 3,612.50

LSS finalized mediation statement; multiple emails with bg and jg re: final
revisions and filing with JAMS; emails with defense counsel re: status of
Apple's mediation statement; extended conf. call with kralowec, rogers, bg
and jg re: demand, apple's mediation statement and contacting clients; rr
multiple emails with clients re: mediation and settlement range 5.50 5,912.50

JSG Review of and revise mediation statement. 1.00 750.00

10/12/2020 LSS email from defense counsel re: mediation statement; conf. with bg re:
pre-mediation settlement demand; drafted proposed demand and emails with
co-counsel re: same; extended conf calls with co-counsel and bg re: settlement
demand range, defendants' mediation statement and call with mediator;
extended conf. cal with co-counsel and mediator re: mediation issues 3.25 3,493.75

BRG prep for call with mediator; tcw mediator; tcw team re same 1.50 1,275.00

10/13/2020 JSG Telephone conference with L. Shalov regarding mediation. 0.25 187.50
LSS rr kralowec comments to demand letter and revised same; rr email from

defense counsel re: updated employee number; emails with bg and co-counsel
re: same; emails with JAMS coordinator re: mediation attendees and logistics;
rr defense counsel email re: similar bag check cases; multiple emails with with
team re: conducting legal research re: cases. 2.00 2,150.00

10/14/2020 BRG Telephone conference with team re mediation and off the clock settlement
cases; research re same; email to LS and JG re same 3.00 2,550.00

JSG Review of Apple's case law; confer with BG and LS; research for mediation;
draft charts and memo for mediation; review email correspondence with
co-counsel. 5.25 3,937.50

LSS extensive internet and westlaw research re: relevant off the clock settlements;
multiple emails and confs. with bg and jg re: same; drafted responsive letter to
defense counsel email re: bag check settlements; multiple emails with
co-counsel re: comments; rr draft chart re: bag check settlements and confs
with jg re: comments; emails with blanchard re: production of time detail 6.50 6,987.50
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10/15/2020 BRG d/e/r confidential mediation statement; email to team re same; research re
same; upload file and email to mediator 2.00 1,700.00

JSG Research for mediation; review and revise mediation supplement and finalize
same for service; confer with LS. 2.25 1,687.50

LSS Drafted confidential mediation statement; multiple emails with bg, jg and
co-counsel re: comments; rr email from defense counsel re: settlement demand
counter-offer; emails with defense counsel re: same and cancelation of
mediation; emails with co-counsel re: same: emails with JAMS re; cancelation
of mediation; emails with co-counsel re: alerting clients. 4.75 5,106.25

10/16/2020 BRG Telephone conference with LS re mediation and case strategy 0.50 425.00
LSS Multiple tel calls with mediator re: moving forward with mediation; multiple

emails with team re: outcome of call and putting mediation back on schedule;
email from mediator re: Tuesday mediation; emails with team re: same; emails
with team re: legal issues to research for mediation; emails with bg re:
accessing defendants' declarations for references to wait time. 2.50 2,687.50

10/18/2020 LSS emails with rogers re; analysis of additional wage penalty violations 0.25 268.75

10/19/2020 JSG Review of research for mediation and emails regarding same. 0.50 375.00
BRG Tcw LS re mediation; prep re mediation 1.50 1,275.00
LSS extensive prepartion for mediation, including legl research re: damages,

review of depo. transcripts and declarations and multiple emails and confs.
with bg and co-counsel re: mediation issues; emails with expert re revised
damage analysis. 6.25 6,718.75

10/20/2020 LSS cont prep for mediation and internet and legal research re: same; multiple
emails with damages expert and bg re: revisions to damage analysis;
participated in mediation before Judge Gandhi; emails with Dion-Kindem re:
update; emails with rogers re: good faith defense 10.75 11,556.25

BRG prep for and attend mediation 10.00 8,500.00

10/21/2020 LSS emails with bg and clients re: outcome of mediation 0.25 268.75

10/22/2020 JSG Confer with LS regarding mediation. 0.25 187.50

10/23/2020 BRG Damage analysis for hypothetical claims made settlement with different
ranges 1.00 850.00

10/28/2020 LSS rr potential damage chart prepared by BG; emails with co-counsel re: same
and potential damage scenarios 0.75 806.25

10/30/2020 LSS rr ninth circuit ruling on petition for rehearing; emails with co-counsel re:
same and timing of mandate. 0.25 268.75

11/05/2020 LSS tcf mediator re: ninth circuit decision and possible resumption of settlement
talks. 0.25 268.75

11/06/2020 LSS emails with bg and co-counsel re: outcome of call with mediator; legal
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research re: use of representative testimony in class actions 1.75 1,881.25

11/09/2020 LSS conf. with jg re: representative testimony research and preparing memo re:
same; email with team re: same; emails with bg and op re: preparing bill of
costs; cont legal research re: representative testimony and emails with jg re:
same. 2.25 2,418.75

BRG Telephone conference with LS re case strategy; research and review re bill of
costs; email to OP re same 1.25 1,062.50

JSG TC with LS regarding claims administration and related research; research
same and draft memo. 3.50 2,625.00

11/10/2020 JSG Research statistical modeling and representative testimony in damages phase;
draft memo regarding same. 1.75 1,312.50

11/11/2020 JSG Research and draft memorandum regaring representative testimony in
damages phase. 2.00 1,500.00

11/12/2020 BRG Telephone conference with OP re bill of costs; review appelate record re same 0.50 425.00
JSG Research representative testimony and statistical sampling; draft memo

regarding same. 1.25 937.50
LSS rr draft bill of costs; multiple emails with team re: comments and filing. 0.25 268.75

11/13/2020 PCB Create PDFs of bill of costs and supporting documents; e-mail Word version
of bill of costs to Court. 0.25 77.50

JSG Research representative testimony and statistical sampling; draft memo
regarding same. 2.25 1,687.50

LSS rr jg memo re: cases addressing use of representational testimony; emails with
jg and rogers re: same. 0.50 537.50

11/16/2020 LSS extended conf with jg re: outcome of analysis and further research needed;
emails with 9th Cir clerk re: mandate; emails with co-counsel re: requesting
conference with court; emails with kralowec re: Apple's payment of costs;
drafted proposed letter to court re: request for status conference and emails
with co-counsel re: comments; extended call with Dr. Richard Drogin re:
possible use as expert; emails with co-counsel re: outcome of call with Drogin
and next steps. 3.25 3,493.75

JSG Research representative testimony and statistical sampling; revise memo;
confer with LS. 1.25 937.50

11/17/2020 LSS email to defense counsel re: payment of costs pursuant to mandate; emails
with kralowec re: comments to letter to district court; emails with bg re: filing
of letter; multiple emails with jg and co-counsel re: conducting further
research on representative testimony issues; emails with defense counsel re:
consent to conference; tcf mediator re: resuming negotiations; multiple emails
with co-counsel re: same and formulating response. 3.50 3,762.50

JSG Research method of proof for damages and claims process; research Dr.
Drogin's prior testimony and reports and email regarding same; confer with
LS and co-counsel regarding same; review email correspondence; review
Judge Alsup's part rules. 2.75 2,062.50
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11/18/2020 LSS emails with defense counsel re: revisions to letter to court; incorporated

comments and arranged for filing; extended conf. call with co-counsel re:
outcome of call with mediator and settlement strategy, representative
testimony issues and related matters; emails with co-counsel re: scheduling
follow up call. 2.50 2,687.50

BRG Telephone conference with team re settlement strategy; prep re same 1.25 1,062.50
JSG Research regarding claims administration process and damages trial; TC with

co-counsel regarding same and settlement. 3.50 2,625.00

11/19/2020 LSS conf. with jg re: drafting trial plan for damages phase of lawsuit; tct mediator
re: new settlement ranges; emails with co-counsel re: same; rr draft trial plan
in farmers case. 0.75 806.25

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding claims procedure; research regarding
same. 2.00 1,500.00

11/20/2020 BRG Telephone conference with expert re claims rates; tcw LS re same 1.00 850.00
JSG Research regarding damages claims procedure. 0.50 375.00

11/23/2020 LSS conf. with jg re: status of research for damages trial plan; legal research re:
payment of costs and related issues; emails with jg re: same. 1.50 1,612.50

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding trial plan and claims procedure;
research regarding same; draft memo. 2.50 1,875.00

11/24/2020 JSG Research for trial plan and claims procedure. 1.00 750.00

12/01/2020 LSS rr order setting date for case management conference; emails with co-counsel
re: same. 0.25 268.75

12/02/2020 PCB Copy edit and format Notice of Class Action Damages. 0.50 155.00
JSG Confer with LS regarding trial plan; research for same; draft claim form and

notice form; review outline for trial plan; review emails regarding settlement. 4.25 3,187.50
LSS multiple confs. and emails with jg re: preparing trial plan, notice and claims

forms and timing; commenced preparing trial plan; tcf mediator re: new offer
from Apple; emails with team re: same and setting up conf. call to discuss;
extended tct gilardi reps re: preparing notice plan, website and related
administration issues; conf. with bg re: reaching out to epiq re: same. 4.25 4,568.75

BRG research and review re claims issues and recent settlements; multiple tcw
claims admins and LS re same 4.75 4,037.50

12/03/2020 BRG Telephone conference with team re mediation strategy 1.00 850.00
JSG Telephone conference with co-counsel regarding settlement and conference;

research for trial plan and draft same. 2.00 1,500.00
LSS extended conf. call with counsel re: case management statement, settlement

and claims rate issues; tcf mediator re: new settlement offer; rr settlement
documents in H&M case; commenced drafting case management statement. 5.50 5,912.50

12/04/2020 BRG Telephone conference with claims admin, multiple emails re same; reasearch
re claims process 1.00 850.00

JSG Review of case management statement; revisions to same. 0.50 375.00
LSS cont drafting case management statement; emails with co-counsel re: same; rr
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Hours
comments to statement; emails with defense counsel re: statement and
timetable for submission; tct claims administrator re: potential claims rate;
conf. with bg re: getting claims rate forecast from epiq; emails with kralowec
re: clerk's entry of bill of costs. 6.00 6,450.00

12/07/2020 JSG Draft of trial plan. 1.00 750.00
LSS emails with mediator re: new date for supplemental mediation; multiple

emails with co-counsel re: same. 0.50 537.50

12/08/2020 BRG research re damage analysis and prep re 2nd mediation 1.25 1,062.50
LSS emails with defense counsel re: timetable for comments to case management

statement; emails with bg re: contacting clients about new mediation date;
emails with blanchard and dion-kindem re: new mediation date; rr
defendants' version of case management statement; extensive revisions to
statement and multiple emails and confs. with jg re: incorporating into single
document. 5.25 5,643.75

JSG Research regarding motion to decertify; review Apple's proposed case
management plan; revisions to same; confer with LS regarding same. 1.75 1,312.50

12/09/2020 LSS Finalized case management statement and emails with defense counsel. 1.00 1,075.00
JSG Revision to joint letter regarding case management. 0.25 187.50

12/10/2020 BRG Telephone conference with multiple claims admins; d/e/r second mediation
statement; tcw team re mediation strategy; email to class members re
settlement 4.00 3,400.00

JSG Telephone conference with co-counsel regarding mediation; review
supplemental mediation statement. 1.00 750.00

LSS extended conf. call with co-counsel re: settlement strategy and supplemental
mediation statement; rr drafts of supplemental statement and multiple emails
with co-counsel re: comments; emails with epiq re: potential claims rate and
administration issues; emails with clients re: settlement authorization. 2.50 2,687.50

12/11/2020 JSG Review of and finalize mediation supplement. 0.25 187.50

12/12/2020 BRG Prep re mediation; 2nd mediation 8.00 6,800.00
LSS Prepared for and attended second mediation session 8.00 8,600.00

12/14/2020 LSS commenced preparing for case management conference; multiple emails with
co-counsel and jg re: same 2.75 2,956.25

12/15/2020 BRG Telephone conference with team re strategy and initial conference 1.00 850.00
JSG Draft of damages trial plan. 0.50 375.00
LSS cont preparing for case management conference; multiple emails with

co-counsel re: same and decertification research; extended conf. call with
co-counsel and bg re: strategy for conference. 6.75 7,256.25

12/16/2020 BRG Telephone conference with court re status conference; tcw LS and team re
same; research re trial plan; email to Plaintiffs re mediation 2.25 1,912.50

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding hearing and trial plan. 0.25 187.50
LSS cont preparing for case management conference; participated in case
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Hours
management conference before Judge Alsup; extended conf. call with team re:
same and preparing trial management plan; conf. with jg re: same and work to
be done; emails with mediator confirming withdrawal of offer. 7.75 8,331.25

12/17/2020 LSS emails with team re: seeking SJ through 12/17/15 based on Apple concession;
conf. with jg re: publication notice; emails with defense counsel re: status of
payment of costs 0.50 537.50

JSG Draft of damages trial plan and confer with LS. 0.75 562.50

12/18/2020 BRG Telephone conference with team re case strategy 1.00 850.00
JSG Draft of trial plan. 0.75 562.50
LSS rr transcript of case management conf; extended conf. call with co-counsel re:

same, settlement, points for trial plan, contacting claims administrators and
related issues. 1.50 1,612.50

12/22/2020 JSG Review of and revise damages trial plan; research for same. 1.50 1,125.00
LSS emails with defense counsel re: status of payment of costs 0.25 268.75

12/23/2020 JSG Review of and revise damages trial plan. 0.75 562.50

12/29/2020 LSS emails with mediator re: case management transcript; emails with defense
counsel re: stipulation to extend class. 0.25 268.75

12/31/2020 LSS emails with defense counsel re: timetable for apple's response to proposed
stip. re: extension of class period. 0.25 268.75

01/03/2021 LSS emails with defense counsel re: position on potential class cert. stipulation. 0.25 268.75

01/04/2021 LSS extended conf. with bg and jg re: responding to Dunne email re: stipulation,
status of trial plan, settlement strategy and related issues. 0.50 537.50

JSG Telephone conference with LS and BG regarding settlement and trial plan. 0.50 375.00

01/05/2021 BRG Telephone conference with claims admin re declarations; d/e/r trial plan;
details email to claims admin re trial plan and affidavit 2.00 1,700.00

LSS rr draft trial plan; substantial revisions to trial plan and emails with jg re:
incorporating comments and further research to do; legal research re:
stipulation to extend class period; emails with j. dunne re: same; extended
conf. call with Epiq representatives re: drafting declaration re: claims and
notice process, drafting claim form, interviewing class members and related
notice and administration issues; emails with bg re: authority supporting
production of employee time schedule data. 6.50 6,987.50

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding trial plan; review revisions to same
and research for same. 0.75 562.50

01/06/2021 LSS tcf epiq re: timetable for trial plan declaration; emails with jg re: new draft of
trial plan; email from dunne re: position on stipuation 0.50 537.50

JSG Review of revisions to trial plan; revisions to same; review transcript from
hearing; research for trial plan. 2.50 1,875.00

01/07/2021 LSS emails with dunne re: setting up call to address trial plan; revised recent draft
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of trial plan; emails with co-counsel re: same; extended conf. with jg re: form
of proposed order 4.25 4,568.75

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding trial plan and related issues. 1.25 937.50

01/08/2021 LSS revised class action notice; tel calls and emails with epiq re: status of
declaration and claim form used in Farmers; extensive legal research re: info.
required in notice and claim form; multiple emails with jg re: same; rr of
co-counsel's comments to trial plan and emails with jg re: incorporating same. 7.50 8,062.50

JSG Review of revisions to trial plan; revisions to same; research regarding same;
confer with LS; email correspondence with co-counsel. 3.25 2,437.50

01/09/2021 BRG d/e/r class notice; email to LS re same 0.50 425.00
JSG Review of email correspondence regarding notice and trial plan. 0.25 187.50
LSS cont drafting notice and extensive legal research re: same. 8.25 8,868.75

01/10/2021 BRG d/e/r notice and detailed damages analysis; email to LS re same 0.75 637.50
JSG Review of emails regarding notice and trial plan; revisions to same. 0.50 375.00
LSS cont drafting notice and extensive legal research re: same; multiple confs. and

emails with bg and jg re: notice, calculating hypothetical damages for class
members, certifications under oath and related issues. 6.50 6,987.50

01/11/2021 LSS rr co-counsel's comments to notice and revised same; emails with epiq re:
notice and substance of claim form; multiple emails with jg re: revising trial
plan and proposed order; emails with co-counsel re: trial issues to address in
trial plan. 2.50 2,687.50

BRG d/e/r notice and review/analysis re damages 1.50 1,275.00
JSG Review of revised trial plan; revisions to same; revise notice; confer with LS;

draft short-form notice; draft notice of motion and declaration. 2.50 1,875.00

01/12/2021 PCB Copy edit notice of motion and Shalov declaration. 0.75 232.50
JSG Review of claims administrator's declaration and supporting exhibits; confer

with LS; revisions to same; revisions to trial plan; research for same. 2.25 1,687.50
LSS emails with kralowec re: disclosures to include in notice; rr draft declaration

and claim form from Epiq; extended call with jg re: same; extended call with
mediator re: resumption of settlement dialogue; emails with co-counsel re:
same;  email from defense counsel re: position on proposed stipulation;
multiple emails with co-counsel re: possible responses and scheduling call to
discuss; 2.75 2,956.25

01/13/2021 LSS extended conf. call with epiq representatives and jg re: comments to
declaration and claim form, drafting additional notices and related
administration issues; extended conf. call with bg and co-counsel re: strategy
for future settlement discussions, stipulating to extend class period and
related trial and claims issues. 2.25 2,418.75

BRG Team call re strategy; emails to claims admin re notice 1.50 1,275.00
JSG Telephone conference with LS and claims administrator regarding claims

process; review trial plan; revisions to same; review declaration in support
and revisions to same. 4.50 3,375.00

01/14/2021 LSS emails with kralowec and defense counsel re: terms of proposed stip; rr
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revised dec. and claim form from epiq; conf. with jg re: class period to include
in documents; rr jg re: revisions to claim form and emails with jg re:
comments. 0.75 806.25

JSG Revisions to motion for claims procedure; review revised declaration and
revisions to same; revisions to claim form and other notices; confer with LS. 3.00 2,250.00

01/15/2021 JSG Review of proposed revisions to claim form; revisions to same; revisions to
motion. 1.00 750.00

LSS rr revised drafts of notice, claim form and declaration; emails with jg, epiq and
co-counsel re: comments; emails with kralowec re: status of discussions with
defense counsel to execute stipulation. 0.50 537.50

01/16/2021 LSS rr draft stipulation re: extension of class period; emails with kralowec re:
comments. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of emails from co-counsel regarding revisions to declaration in
support of trial plan. 0.25 187.50

01/17/2021 JSG Review of email correspondence regarding trial plan and supporting
documents. 0.25 187.50

01/18/2021 BRG d/e/r proposed order and trial plan; review old emails re class data for same;
tcw LS re same 1.25 1,062.50

LSS rr draft motion for summary judgment and emails with co-counsel re:
comments; rr draft summary notice and confs. with jg re: changes; emails with
co-counsel re: proposed revisions to trial plan; emails with mediator re:
resuming settlement dialogue; emails with jg and epiq re: changes to epiq
declaration; emails with kralowec re: limitations on depositions. 1.75 1,881.25

JSG Review of revisions to trial plan and supporting documents; revisions to same;
confer with LS; research. 3.00 2,250.00

01/19/2021 BRG review class list data and submissions; emails to epiq re same 1.00 850.00
JSG Review of revisions to trial plan and supporting documents; TC with

administrator; revisions to trial plan and supporting documents; confer with
LS; review email from Apple regarding class period; review emails from
co-counsel regarding same. 3.75 2,812.50

LSS tct kralowec re: class member depo and notice disclosure issues; rr revised
drafts of trial plan, order and related documents; multiple emails and confs.
with jg re: comments; extended conf. call with epiq representatives re:
publications, logistics for filing, and changes to epiq declaration; multiple
emails and confs. with bg re: final class member numbers; emails with
kralowec and defense counsel re: terms of class period stipulation; emails with
team re: same; emails with team and epiq re: updating class member
addresses in database. 4.50 4,837.50

01/20/2021 BRG d/e/r trial plan docs 1.75 1,487.50
JSG Review of and revise trial plan and supporting documents; confer with LS

regarding same; email with administrator regarding same. 1.75 1,312.50

01/21/2021 PCB Copy edit motion to approve notice and claim procedure; add table of
contents and table of authorities to same; create PDFs of same, proposed
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Hours
order, Hyte declaration and supporting exhibits; e-file all motion documents
with Court. 3.50 1,085.00

JSG Review of and revise trial plan and supporting documents; confer with LS;
confer with PB; confer with co-counsel; preparation of documents for filing;
coordinate filing of same. 5.00 3,750.00

LSS review of final drafts of trial plan motion and epiq declaration; rr drafts of
motion for entry of judgment and extension of class period; multiple emails
with co-counsel and jg re: comments, definition of class period, final class
member numbers and related issues; tct kralowec re: class period definition;
multiple confs. with jg re: final edits to papers and logistics of filing; rr email
from defense counsel re: position on class period stipulation 3.75 4,031.25

01/22/2021 PCB Create NDCal ECF account for J. Giaimo; draft and e-file request for certificate
of good standing for J. Giaimo from SDNY; e-file pro hac vice application for
J. Giaimo with Court. 1.50 465.00

JSG Review of filed trial plan; email to co-counsel; research for pro hac vice
application; complete pro hac vice application and confer with PB regarding
same. 1.25 937.50

01/23/2021 LSS emails with team re: checking schedules of other mediators. 0.25 268.75

01/25/2021 BRG Telephone conference with LS re settlement; review emails re same 0.50 425.00
PCB Refile request for certificate of good standing for J. Giaimo from SDNY; refile

pro hac vice application for J. Giaimo with Court. 0.50 155.00
JSG Finalize pro hac vice application; review email from co-counsel regarding

Judge Alsup; review revisions to stipulation regarding class damages period. 0.50 375.00
LSS emails with Gandhi re: use of other mediator; multiple emails with co-counsel

availability of other mediators; rr revised draft of stipulation extending
damages period. 1.50 1,612.50

01/26/2021 LSS emails with gandhi re: apple's position on new mediator; emails with
co-counsel re: same; emails with kralowec and defense counsel re: comments
to revised draft of stipulation. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of revisions to stipulation regarding class damages period. 0.25 187.50

01/27/2021 LSS multiple emails with kralowec re: issues to address with defense counsel re:
stipulation. 0.25 268.75

01/28/2021 JSG Review of email correspondence regarding stipulation and related issues. 0.50 375.00
LSS multiple emails with kralowec re: outcome of call with defense counsel and

inquiring about interest to mediate before Judge Ross. 0.25 268.75

01/29/2021 LSS email from defense counsel re: further revisions to stipulation; email with
co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

02/01/2021 LSS email from defense counsel re: position on further mediation; multiple emails
with co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of email correspondence and revisions to stipulation. 0.25 187.50

02/03/2021 JSG Review of revised stipulation. 0.25 187.50
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Hours
LSS rr email from defense counsel re: position on further mediation; multiple

emails with co-counsel re: language proposed by Apple for class period
stipulation; tcf j. gandhi re: status and using alternate mediatior 0.50 537.50

02/04/2021 BRG Review court order; tcw LS re same; detailed review of Apple opp to SJ and
class notice papers 1.50 1,275.00

JSG Review of filed stipulation to expand class damages period. 0.25 187.50
LSS rr apple's opp briefs to SJ and trial plan; emails with jg re: same. 1.00 1,075.00

02/05/2021 BRG d/e/r and research re reply brief; tcw claims admins and JG re same; review
dkt re same 4.00 3,400.00

JSG Review of Apple's opposition to trial plan; research for same; draft reply to
same; confer with LS and BG; TC with Epiq regarding same. 2.10 1,575.00

LSS multiple confs. and emails with jg re: arguments for reply brief; conf call with
epiq re: Apple's arguments re: notice and preparing declaration; emails with
co-counsel re: arguments for SJ opp. brief. 1.75 1,881.25

02/06/2021 JSG Review of and revise draft reply in further support of trial plan; draft reply
and research for same. 2.50 1,875.00

LSS rr draft reply brief in support of notice plan; emails with jg re: comments and
further research needed. 0.50 537.50

02/08/2021 BRG Telephone conference with team re case strategy 1.00 850.00
LSS extended conf. call with co-counsel and bg re: points to raise in reply briefs 1.50 1,612.50

02/10/2021 BRG d/e/r reply brief to notice opp; research re same 1.25 1,062.50
LSS revised reply brief; confs. with bg re: filling in missing cites, filing and related

issues; emails with co-counsel re; review of brief. 4.75 5,106.25
JSG Review of supplemental declaration from Epiq and emails regarding same. 0.50 375.00

02/11/2021 BRG Review SJ reply brief; email to Kralowec re same and cites; d/e/r and finalize
reply briefs 2.25 1,912.50

LSS review of supplemental Hyte declaration; emails with Hyte re: comments; rr
draft reply brief in support of SJ; emails with co-counsel re: comments; cont
work on notice reply brief and emails with bg re: same. 4.25 4,568.75

PCB Reformat, copy edit and create TOC/TOA of reply brief; create PDF of same;
e-file same with Court. 2.00 620.00

02/13/2021 JSG Review of reply in further support of notice procedure; review reply in further
support of summary judgment. 1.50 1,125.00

02/18/2021 LSS emails with defense counsel re: revised citation to 9th Circuit authority. 0.25 268.75

02/19/2021 JSG Review of defendant's objections to reply evidence; research regarding same;
email correspondence regarding same. 1.50 1,125.00

LSS multiple emails with defense counsel and co-counsel re: administrative
motion; rr defendants' objections to evidence; emails with jg and co-counsel re:
right to respond. 1.25 1,343.75

02/22/2021 JSG Review of apple's administrative motion; preparation for hearing on summary
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judgment and notice plan. 0.50 375.00

LSS commenced preparing for hearing on motions; emails with co-counsel re:
same; rr notice of adjournment of hearing. 2.50 2,687.50

02/23/2021 JSG Email correspondence with BG and LS in preparation for hearing. 0.25 187.50
LSS cont preparing for hearing; emails with jg re: number of former employees 2.50 2,687.50

02/24/2021 JSG Research regarding notice procedure for hearing; email to LS regarding same
and preparation for same. 0.75 562.50

02/25/2021 BRG Emails to team re sur-reply; review briefs re same 0.50 425.00

02/26/2021 BRG Review Apple sur reply papers and emails 0.50 425.00
LSS multiple emails with defense counsel and kralowec re: request to prepare

errata sheet; rr defendant's administrative motion re: same; emails with
kralowec and rogers re: preparing response; multiple emails with bg and co
re: apple social media postings. 1.00 1,075.00

03/01/2021 BRG Telephone conference with team re notice/SJ hearing and sanctions; review
docs and prep re same 1.00 850.00

LSS cont preparing for hearing; extended conf. call with team re: strategy for
hearing 5.25 5,643.75

JSG Review of defendant's motion for leave to file sur-reply; research re:
defendant's social media presence and social media posts regarding litigation;
preparation for hearing; confer with LS. 1.00 750.00

03/02/2021 JSG Telephone conference with LS to prepare for hearing. 0.25 187.50
LSS cont preparing for hearing; rr revised opp. brief to motion for sur-reply and

multiple emails with co-counsel re: comments; confs. with jg re: info. needed
for hearing. 6.00 6,450.00

03/03/2021 BRG Apple hearing re SJ and Notice 1.25 1,062.50
PCB Complete transcript order form for SJ hearing; e-file same with court. 0.25 77.50
JSG Preparation for and attended hearing; confer with LS regarding same; draft

proposed notice, claim form, reminder notice and proposed order. 3.75 2,812.50
LSS cont preparing for hearing; attended hearing before Judge Alsup; conf. call

with co-counsel re: outcome of hearing and things to do. 3.50 3,762.50

03/04/2021 JSG Review of notes from hearing; review proposed order, notice, claim form, and
reminder notice; revisions to same; confer with LS regarding same. 2.00 1,500.00

03/05/2021 JSG Review of revisions to proposed order, notice, and claim form; confer with LS. 0.50 375.00
LSS revised notice, claim form and other documents based on Court's rulings;

emails with co-counsel re: same; emails with R. Hyte re: outcome of hearing 2.75 2,956.25

03/08/2021 BRG damage analysis; d/e/r notice papers 1.50 1,275.00
JSG Review of transcript from hearing; review revisions to long form notice, claim

form and proposed order; revisions to same; confer with LS and BG regarding
same; finalize and serve same. 2.50 1,875.00

LSS rr hearing transcript; rr co-counsel revisions to notice and related documents;
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made further revisions to notice, order and claim form; multiple emails with
co-counsel and jg re: same; emails with bg and jg re: revised damage
estimates; emails with jg and defense counsel re: revised documents; rr order
reflecting directives for notice and order. 3.50 3,762.50

03/10/2021 LSS rr defendants' proposed versions of order, notice and related documents;
emails with co-counsel re: same and settlement status; emails with jg re:
review of documents and scheduling call to address. 1.50 1,612.50

03/11/2021 BRG Research re claims admin issue for notice motion; tcw opposing counsel re
notice 2.50 2,125.00

JSG Review of Apple's proposed order, notice, claim form, and reminder notice;
revisions to same; draft letter to Court regarding same; confer with LS
regarding same; meet-and-confer with Apple regarding same; review
revisions from co-counsel and implement same. 6.25 4,687.50

LSS cont work on notice, order and related documents; substantial revisions to
draft brief re: same; multiple emails and confs. with jg co-counsel re: final
documents; extended conf. call with co-counsel and defense counsel re:
possible compromises on notice and related documents. 4.50 4,837.50

03/12/2021 PCB Copy edit response to order; create PDFs of response to order and all exhibits;
e-file same with Court; e-mail Word file of proposed order to Court. 1.25 387.50

JSG Revisions to proposed notice, claim form, reminder notice and proposed
order; revisions to letter to Judge regarding same; confer with LS; confer with
co-counsel; finalize and coordinate filing of same; review of Apple's
submissions regarding same. 2.75 2,062.50

LSS multiple emails with defense counsel and kralowec re: submitting new order
for SJ ruling; rr order and related documents submitted by Apple; emails with
kralowec re: inquiry from Judge Gandhi re: settlement status; multiple emails
with jg and rogers re: format of submission to court; rr email from Dunne
summarizing Apple's position on issues discussed during meet and confer;
multiple emails and confs. with bg and jg re: requesting punch data in
proposed order; emails with co-counsel re: same. 2.50 2,687.50

03/13/2021 BRG Review transcript and email to team re notice brief 0.50 425.00
LSS emails with Dunne and co-counsel re: Apple's request for right to submit brief. 0.25 268.75

03/15/2021 JSG Review of email correspondence with Apple; review Apple's motion for leave
to file reply. 0.50 375.00

LSS rr defendants' supplemental brief on notice and related documents. 0.25 268.75

03/16/2021 LSS emails with bg and defense re: withdrawal of plaintiff from settlement
agreement 0.25 268.75

03/18/2021 LSS rr order re: motion to file sur reply; emails with co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

03/19/2021 LSS rr order re: defendants' sur-reply brief. 0.25 268.75

03/22/2021 LSS rr defendants' sur-reply brief 0.25 268.75
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03/23/2021 JSG Review of Apple's motion for approval of its claims and notice plan. 0.50 375.00

03/29/2021 LSS email from Dunne re: setting up call to discuss case; emails with co-counsel re:
same. 0.25 268.75

03/30/2021 LSS multiple emails with defense counsel and co-counsel re: mediation before Ross
on 4/21 0.25 268.75

03/31/2021 JSG Telephone conference with BG regarding mediation. 0.25 187.50
LSS extended conf. call with defense counsel re: potential mediators and related

settlement issues; emails with kralowec re: outcome of call; emails with
kralowec re: eve wagner reviews 0.75 806.25

04/01/2021 LSS multiple emails with co-counsel and bg re: available dates for judge west. 0.25 268.75

04/02/2021 LSS emails with defense counsel and kralowec re: available dates for Judge West 0.25 268.75

04/06/2021 LSS emails with defense counsel re: search for mediator 0.25 268.75

04/07/2021 LSS multiple emails with co-counsel re: alternative mediators 0.25 268.75

04/08/2021 LSS emails and conf. with kralowec re: reaching out to mediators; email to defense
counsel re: position on prior settlement offer; multiple emails with potential
mediators. 1.25 1,343.75

04/09/2021 LSS emails with kralowec and defense counsel re: available mediation dates 0.25 268.75

04/14/2021 BRG Review Court order re notice; tcw LS re same 0.50 425.00
JSG Review of Order regarding notice and claims procedure and confer with BG

regarding same. 0.50 375.00
LSS rr order re: notice and sj motions; conf with jg re: revising notice based on

court's guidance; emails with g. gray re: timeline for notice 0.50 537.50

04/15/2021 LSS rr drafts of revised notice and claim form; extended conf. with jg re comments;
multiple emails with kralowec re: mediation and notice issues; email from
defense counsel re: apple's position re: settlement and potential dates with
Judge Infante; conf. with bg re: same and emails with co-counsel re: same;
extended conf. call with co-counsel re: settlement strategy. 3.50 3,762.50

BRG Telephone conference with team re case strategy for settlement 0.50 425.00
JSG Revisions to notice and claim form; confer with LS regarding same; emails

with co-counsel; email to Apple's counsel. 1.25 937.50

04/16/2021 LSS Draft email to defense counsel re: mediation; multiple emails with co-counsel
re: same. 0.75 806.25

JSG Draft of redlined notice and claim form and email to Apple. 0.25 187.50

04/19/2021 LSS rr Apple's proposed comments to notice; conf. with jg re: same; emails with
defense counsel re: timing of notice 0.50 537.50

JSG Review of Apple's revisions to long form notice; confer with LS regarding
same; revisions to same. 0.50 375.00
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04/20/2021 LSS emails with defense counsel re: notice dates and Apple's position on misc.
settlement issues; emails with co-counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

04/21/2021 LSS emails with co-counsel re: proposed response to defense counsel re: settlement
issues and cost of mediator; emails with r. hyte at SSI re: claims administrator
appointment; multiple calls with defense counsel re: mediation issues and
payment of mediator fees; multiple emails with co-counsel re: same. 1.25 1,343.75

BRG Telephone conference with LS re case strategy; email to client re mediation
update 0.75 637.50

04/22/2021 LSS emails with jg re: conducting settlement research; emails with defense counsel
re: proceeding before Judge Infante on May 6; emails with JAMS re: mediation
statements; emails with bg re: contacting clients re: mediation; emails with
dion kindem and blanchard re: new mediation date; legal resesarch re:
reversionary settlements before Alsup and in N.D. Cal. 2.75 2,956.25

JSG Research for mediation; confer with LS regarding same. 2.00 1,500.00

04/23/2021 JSG Draft of mediation statement; research for same. 3.75 2,812.50
LSS rr law360 article re: case; multiple emails with bg and kralowec re: same;

emails with bg re: circulating to clients; tcf j. dunne re: removing intervention
language from notice; emails with bg re: same; emails with jg re: items to
include in mediation statement; emails with JAMS re: attendance at 5/6
mediation 1.75 1,881.25

04/26/2021 JSG Review of email correspondence with co-counsel; review publication
regarding status of action. 0.25 187.50

04/27/2021 LSS rr draft mediation statement; extended conf. with jg re: comments; emails with
co-counsel re: same. 1.00 1,075.00

BRG REview mediation statement in prep for mediation; email to mediator re same 1.50 1,275.00
JSG Revisions to mediation statement; confer with LS; review settlement in related

action. 1.00 750.00

04/28/2021 LSS emails with jg re: co-counsel edits to mediation statement 0.25 268.75
JSG Review of revisions to mediation statement; emails regarding same; confer

with LS regarding same. 0.75 562.50

04/29/2021 LSS rr co-counsel comments to mediation statement; confs. with jg re: same; rr
revised draft of mediation statement; multiplr emails with team re: claims rate
analysis. 1.50 1,612.50

BRG d/e/r mediation statement; email to co-counsel re same 1.00 850.00
JSG Review of revisions to mediation statement; revisions to same; research for

same; confer with LS and co-counsel regarding same, 3.50 2,625.00

05/04/2021 JSG Review of Apple's proposed stipulation and order and notice and claim form. 0.50 375.00
LSS conf. with bg re: strategy for 5/6 mediation 0.25 268.75

05/05/2021 LSS rr draft stipulation and notice/claim form; emails with defendant's counsel re:
comments; rr draft JAMS confidentiality agreement; emails with JAMS re:
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execution 0.50 537.50

JSG Review of email correspondence regarding notice and claim form; preparation
for mediation. 0.50 375.00

05/06/2021 BRG Detailed prep and doc review re mediation; mediation with Judge Infante;
email to clients re same 11.50 9,775.00

JSG Confer regarding mediation; review emails to clients regarding same. 0.50 375.00
LSS participated in all day mediation before Judge Infante; legal research re: cut

off for section 203 penalties; multiple emails with p. dion kindem re: terms of
proposed settlement. 10.50 11,287.50

05/07/2021 BRG Telephone conference with team re settlement and strategy 0.50 425.00
LSS emails with kralowec and dion-kindem re: settlement terms and timetable for

responding to mediator's proposal. 0.25 268.75
JSG Telephone conference with BG and LS regarding mediation and settlement;

research for same. 0.50 375.00

05/08/2021 LSS emails with kralowec and dion-kindem re: settlement terms. 0.25 268.75

05/10/2021 BRG Email to Epiq re settlement discovery and disposition of case 0.50 425.00
JSG Research regarding settelment; confer with LS. 1.50 1,125.00

05/11/2021 BRG Telephone conference with LS re settlement strategy; review avg class
member damage calculation; email to team re same; tcw Judge Infante re
settlement; email to JAMS and team re same 1.00 850.00

LSS multiple emails with kralowec and dion-kindem re: Kalin consent to
mediator's approval; emails with mediator re: plaintiffs' consent; extended
conf. call with mediator, bg and rogers re: apple's conditions to agreement;
conf. call with mediator and defense counsel re: apple conditions to
acceptance of mediator's proposal; tct j. dunne re: charities for cy pres
distribution and related settlement issues; emails with e. kierkegaard re: epiq
invoices; email from rogers summarizing call with mediator 2.75 2,956.25

05/12/2021 LSS tcf j. dunne re: apple's position on publicity 0.25 268.75

05/13/2021 LSS rr draft notice of settlement; emails with defense counsel re: comments; emails
with kralowec and defense counsel re: provision re: publicity. 0.50 537.50

JSG Research regarding preliminary approval. 1.75 1,312.50

05/14/2021 BRG Telephone conference with class members re settlement; email to class
members re same 0.75 637.50

JSG Research regarding preliminary approval and related issues. 2.50 1,875.00
LSS emails with jg re: researching settlements involving class members without

damages; emails with clients re: settlement status and timing; rr draft MOU;
emails with co-counsel re: same and response to defense counsel; rr Rogers
comments to MOU. 1.50 1,612.50

05/17/2021 LSS emails with defense counsel re: proceeding directly into drafting settlement
agreement. 0.25 268.75

BRG Telephone conference with LS re MOU; d/e/r re same and email to team re
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PAGA payments and settlement allocation 0.75 637.50

JSG Research for preliminary approval and draft memorandum of law in support. 2.00 1,500.00

05/18/2021 LSS emails with defense counsel re: drafting settlement agreement. 0.25 268.75
JSG Research for preliminary approval and draft memorandum of law. 2.00 1,500.00

05/19/2021 JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding MOU; revisions to MOU; research
for preliminary approval and revise memo of law. 1.75 1,312.50

LSS emails with jg re: implementing comments to MOU; emails with Dion Kindem
and Kralowec re: settlement issues; extended call with Kralowec re: settlement
issues and comments to MOU; emails with jg and defense counsel re:
comments to MOU; emails with ginsberg re: settlement status; conf. with bg
re: same. 2.00 2,150.00

05/20/2021 JSG Review of MOU; research for preliminary approval motion. 0.75 562.50
LSS emails with kralowec re: schedule ordered by Judge Alsup 0.25 268.75

05/24/2021 JSG Telephone conference with BG and LS regarding settlement and preliminary
approval; research for same; revision to memo of law. 1.50 1,125.00

05/25/2021 JSG Research for preliminary approval. 0.50 375.00

05/26/2021 JSG Research for preliminary approval; revisions to memorandum of law. 0.75 562.50
LSS emails with defense counsel re: setting up meeting to address MOU; extended

call with kralowec re: settlement issues. 0.50 537.50

05/27/2021 JSG Research regarding preliminary approval and settlement; confer with LS. 1.75 1,312.50
LSS review Judge Alsup decisions on preliminary approval; conf. with jg re: same;

extended conf. call with kralowec and defense counsel re: MOU issues; emails
with kralowec re: same; emails with bg re: calculating costs; emails with
dion-kindem re: client's agreement to general release; emails with clients re:
general; emails with bg and kralowec re: calculations under PAGA 4.75 5,106.25

05/28/2021 BRG Research re PAGA statute for class damages; email to LS re same 1.00 850.00

06/01/2021 BRG review damage analysis; email to LS re costs and expenses; detailed review re
same 0.50 425.00

JSG Research regarding preliminary approval and settlement; email to LS
regarding same. 1.25 937.50

LSS emails with defense counsel re: open settlement issues; emails with kralowec
re: same. 0.25 268.75

06/02/2021 LSS conf. with co re: new settlement offer and strategy for counter; conf. with
client re: same. 0.25 268.75

06/03/2021 BRG Doc review re notice procedures; email to claims admin re same 0.50 425.00
LSS emails with kralowec re: costs, clients' position on general release and epiq

notice and admin. bid; conf. with bg re: Epiq bid. 0.25 268.75

06/04/2021 JSG Review of emails regarding settlement and MOU. 0.25 187.50
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LSS emails with epiq and defense counsel re: alternative bid for notice and admin. 0.25 268.75

06/07/2021 BRG Review cy pres memo and damage analysis; email to JG re same 0.50 425.00
LSS emails with defense counsel re: MOU status; emails with jg and bg re: same;

tct kralowec re: co-counsel issues. 0.50 537.50

06/08/2021 BRG Telephone conference with Epiq re claims bid; emial to team re same; tcw
opposing counsel re MOU 1.00 850.00

JSG Review of emails regarding MOU. 0.25 187.50
LSS multiple emails with bg and kralowec re: issues for call with defense counsel,

terms of ssi notice and administration bid and other settlement issues;
extended conference call with defense counsel re: position on outstanding
settlement issues; emails with Judge Infante clerk re: setting up call to address
issues; emails with blanchard and kralowec re: kalin acceptance of general
release; email with defense counsel re: boys and girls club as cy pres recipient. 2.50 2,687.50

06/09/2021 LSS conf. with jg re: types of documents produced 0.25 268.75
JSG Confer with LS regarding MOU and preliminary approval application. 0.25 187.50

06/10/2021 LSS emails with Infante clerk re: availability for conference call. 0.25 268.75
JSG Confer with LS regarding preliminary approval and email to LS regarding

same. 0.25 187.50

06/15/2021 LSS emails with kralowec re: reviewing emails with defense counsel re: scope of
the class 0.25 268.75

06/16/2021 BRG Review Epiq costs; email to team and opposing counsel re same 0.75 637.50
LSS extended call with kralowec re: strategy for Infante call; rr draft letter to

Infante re: issues to address; emails with Infante clerk re: rescheduled time for
call; multiple emails with defense counsel and bg re: substantiation of
settlement costs; email from defense counsel re: definition of "effective date";
emails with team re: concerns with last sentence of definition. 2.00 2,150.00

06/17/2021 LSS emails with Infante clerk re: rescheduling of call; emails with kralowec re:
same. 0.25 268.75

06/21/2021 BRG Email to admin re bids 0.25 212.50
LSS supplemental mediation session with Judge Infante; conf. with Kralowec re:

same and strategy for next call; conf. with bg re: getting updated bid from SSI. 1.25 1,343.75

06/22/2021 LSS conf. with kralowec re: additional compensation to compensate new class
members; emails with Infante clerk re: same and confirmation of 6/23 call;
multiple emails with bg and r. hyte re: new ssi bid. 0.75 806.25

06/23/2021 BRG Telephone conference with Judge Infante re settlement 1.00 850.00
LSS conf. call with judge infante and defense counsel; emails with kralowec and

gallaway re: same. 1.25 1,343.75

06/24/2021 LSS emails with bg and defense counsel re: updated ssi bid 0.25 268.75
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06/28/2021 LSS tct defense counsel re: status of MOU and timing of filing motion for

preliminary approval. 0.25 268.75
JSG Revision and draft of memorandum of law in support of preliminary

approval. 0.50 375.00

07/06/2021 BRG Review of Claims Admin bids; email to LS re same 1.00 850.00
LSS rr defendants' proposed changes to MOU; rr Kralowec comments re same;

extended call with Kralowec re: MOU issues; emails with Dunne and
Kralowec re: MOU and seeking extension of time. 2.00 2,150.00

07/07/2021 LSS conf. with bg re: comparing angeion and ssi bids; emails with kralowec re:
same; emails with Dunne re: extending deadlines. 0.25 268.75

07/09/2021 LSS conf. with Dunne re: MOU issues; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

07/13/2021 LSS tct j. dunne re: resolving final MOU issues. 0.25 268.75

07/19/2021 LSS emails with Dunne and Kralowec re: status of MOU. 0.25 268.75

07/21/2021 LSS rr revised draft of MOU; emails with Dunne re: same; emails with co-counsel
re: same. 0.50 537.50

07/23/2021 LSS emails with kralowec re: signature of MOU; emails with Dunne re: same; tct
Dunne re: authorization language for MOU 0.50 537.50

07/27/2021 LSS emails with kralowec re: signature of MOU 0.25 268.75

07/28/2021 LSS emails with Dunne re: circulation of final MOU 0.25 268.75

07/29/2021 LSS tcf j. dunne re: final MOU issues; extended call with kralowec re: same; emails
with Dunne re: executed MOU and stipulation extending dates; emails with
Dion Kindem re: status of MOU 0.75 806.25

07/30/2021 LSS emails with m. riley re: execution of stipulation; emails with kralowec and
dion kindem re: signature of confidentiality agreement. 0.25 268.75

08/02/2021 JSG Review of stipulation and proposed order. 0.25 187.50

08/03/2021 LSS emails with Dion Kindem and Blanchard re: MOU; emails with Kralowec re:
same. 0.25 268.75

08/04/2021 JSG Review of Order regarding extension. 0.25 187.50
LSS emails with co-counsel re: new deadlines. 0.25 268.75

08/05/2021 LSS emails with defense counsel re; timing of draft settlement agreement. 0.25 268.75

08/16/2021 LSS commenced review of draft settlement agreement and exhibits 2.00 2,150.00

08/17/2021 LSS cont review of exhibits; emails with co-counsel re: comments; conf. with jg re:
same and status of preliminary approval motion; emails with jg re:
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researching sufficiency of draft notice 2.00 2,150.00

JSG Review of settlement agreement and long form notice; research regarding
same; confer with LS regarding same; revise motion for preliminary approval. 2.25 1,687.50

08/18/2021 JSG Research regarding long form notice for preliminary approval. 0.50 375.00

08/19/2021 LSS emails with co-counsel re: reviewing draft settlement papers. 0.25 268.75

08/20/2021 LSS emails with co-counsel re: comments to draft settlement agreement. 0.25 268.75

08/23/2021 LSS rr co-counsel comments to settlement stip; emails with jg and co-counsel re:
incorporating comments into updated draft; multiple confs. with jg re:
revisions to settlement agreement. 1.50 1,612.50

JSG Review of revisions to settlement agreement; revisions to same; confer with
LS. 1.00 750.00

08/24/2021 LSS emails with co-counsel re: most recent draft of settlement agreement and
forwarding to defense counsel 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of and revise settlement agreement; confer with co-counsel regarding
same. 1.25 937.50

LSS multiple emails with co-counsel and jg re: revisions to settlement agreement 0.50 537.50

08/25/2021 JSG Review of and revise settlement agreement; emails with co-counsel regarding
same. 1.00 750.00

LSS further emails with jg and co-counsel re: edits to settlement agreement. 0.25 268.75

08/26/2021 LSS conf with jg re: final draft of settlement agreement and circulating to defense
counsel; multiple emails with co-counsel re: revisions to settlement agreement. 0.50 537.50

JSG Review of revisions to settlement agreement; implement revisions to same;
email correspondence with co-counsel regarding same. 0.75 562.50

08/27/2021 LSS conf with jg re: transmitting settlement agreement to defense counsel and
related issues. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of revisions to settlement agreement; revisions to same; confer with
LS; email defendant's counsel. 0.75 562.50

08/30/2021 JSG Review of revisions to notices to settlement agreement; email with co-counsel
regarding same. 0.50 375.00

LSS emails with co-counsel re: angeion bid covering costs of reissuing checks;
emails with jg re: same; emails with defense counsel re: angeion bid 0.25 268.75

08/31/2021 JSG Review of revisions to exhibits to settlement agreement; review emails
regarding same; research regarding same; review Angeion bid. 2.25 1,687.50

LSS rr revised order from co-counsel; multiple emails with co-counsel and jg re:
same and revisions to other exhibits 0.50 537.50

09/01/2021 JSG Review of revisions to exhibits to settlement; confer with LS regarding same;
TC with LS and co-counsel regarding same; research related to same. 2.00 1,500.00

LSS extended conf. call with co-counsel re: review of settlement agreement
exhibits, legal research re: preliminary approval, timing, and related issues 0.50 537.50
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09/02/2021 LSS emails with jg re: standing order on settlements in 9th Cir. 0.25 268.75
JSG Research regarding settlement-related issues; review revised exhibits to

settlement. 1.75 1,312.50

09/03/2021 JSG Review of revisions to exhibits to settlement agreement. 0.25 187.50

09/07/2021 LSS rr co-counsel comments to settlement agreement exhibits; extended conf with
jg re: same; emails with defense counsel re: revisions to exhibits. 0.50 537.50

JSG Review of revisions to exhibits to settlement agreement; revisions to same;
confer with LS; email to defendant's counsel. 1.50 1,125.00

09/10/2021 LSS review of settlement agreement; extended conf. call with defense counsel re:
comments to stipulation 1.50 1,612.50

JSG Review of revisions to exhibit to settlement and emails regarding class notice. 0.25 187.50

09/13/2021 LSS emails with kralowec re: obtaining class list and reviewing released claims in
pleadings. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of email correspondence regarding settlement exhibits. 0.25 187.50

09/14/2021 JSG Review of emails regarding settlement agreement and exhibits. 0.25 187.50
LSS multiple emails with rogers and kralowec re: release language in PAGA

letters; rr draft letter to defense counsel re: same. 0.25 268.75

09/15/2021 LSS emails with Dunne re: stipulation to extend deadlines. 0.25 268.75

09/17/2021 JSG Review of stipulation regarding extension and emails regarding settlement. 0.25 187.50
LSS emails with defense counsel re: stipulation to extend deadlines. 0.25 268.75

09/21/2021 JSG Review of Order regarding extension and calendar new deadlines; TC with LS
regarding settlement status. 0.25 187.50

09/22/2021 LSS emails with jg re: review of exhibit F to settlement stipulation 0.25 268.75
JSG Review of and revise Ex. F to Settlement Agreement. 0.25 187.50

09/23/2021 LSS rr defense counsel email and revised settlement agreement; rr revised
agreement and emails with co-counsel re: same. 0.50 537.50

09/24/2021 JSG Review of defendant's revisions to settlement agreement. 0.50 375.00

09/27/2021 LSS conf. call with kralowec and rogers re: Apple's comments to settlement
agreement; emails with defense counsel re: setting up call to discuss;
commenced drafting declaration in support of motion for preliminary
approval. 4.00 4,300.00

JSG Research regarding preliminary approval motion; TC with LS and co-counsel
regarding settlement agreement. 1.50 1,125.00

09/28/2021 LSS cont drafting declaration in support of motion for preliminary approval. 7.25 7,793.75

09/29/2021 JSG Review of emails regarding revisions to settlement agreement. 0.25 187.50
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LSS cont drafting declaration; extended call with defense counsel re: release

language and final comments to settlement stipulation; emails with kralowec
re outcome of call and recent CA case addressing broad release language 7.50 8,062.50

10/01/2021 BRG Dkt review re deposition analysis for LS declaration in support of prelim
approval 1.75 1,487.50

JSG Research regarding settlement agreement and preliminary approval motion;
confer with LS. 1.75 1,312.50

LSS cont drafting declarations; emails with bg re: preparing list of deponents;
emails with jg re: documents to submit with preliminary approval papers 6.25 6,718.75

10/03/2021 LSS cont drafting declaration 2.50 2,687.50

10/04/2021 BRG d/e/r possible damage allocation chart for prelim approval motion; meeting
with LS re same 1.75 1,487.50

JSG Revision of motion for preliminary approval. 0.25 187.50
LSS cont drafting declaration; emails with defense counsel re: number of class

members; conf. with bg re: preparing charts reflecting range of possible
recoveries; rr draft charts and emails with bg re: same 8.00 8,600.00

10/05/2021 BRG d/e/r damage analysis charts for prelim approval motion 3.00 2,550.00
JSG Confer with LS regarding motion for preliminary approval and settlement;

research for motion for preliminary approval; revisions to memo of law in
support of motion for preliminary approval; confer with BG regarding
damage analysis for same. 4.50 3,375.00

LSS cont drafting declaration; emails with kralowec and rogers re: review; conf.
with bg re: securing class member pay period data from defense counsel;
multiple emails and confs. with jg re: review of declaration and incorporating
into memo of law. 5.75 6,181.25

10/06/2021 LSS multiple emails and confs. with jg re: comments to declaration and changes to
memo of law 0.50 537.50

JSG Research for preliminary approval motion; review declaration in support;
draft motion for preliminary approval and revise memorandum of law in
support. 3.00 2,250.00

10/07/2021 JSG Review of revisions to declaration in support of motion to compel. 0.25 187.50

10/08/2021 LSS rr Apple comments to settlement stip; emails with kralowec re: same. 0.50 537.50
JSG Review of and revise declaration in support of motion for preliminary

approval; review revisions to same; confer with LS regarding same. 2.00 1,500.00

10/11/2021 BRG Class member damage analysis 1.00 850.00
LSS multiple emails with bg and rogers re: class member data to perform damage

analysis. 0.25 268.75

10/12/2021 JSG Telephone conference with LS and co-counsel regarding settlement agreement
and motion for preliminary approval. 1.50 1,125.00

LSS extended conf. call with jg and co counsel re:  comments to stip and
declaration in support of motion for preliminary approval. 1.50 1,612.50
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10/13/2021 LSS extended conf. call with Dunne and Riley re: comments to stipulation; emails
with co-counsel re: same. 0.75 806.25

JSG Revision to declaration in support of motion for preliminary approval;
revision to memo of law in support of motion for preliminary approval. 4.50 3,375.00

10/14/2021 LSS rr revised drafts of declaration and memo in support of preliminary approval;
emails with jg re: same and comments; tct kralowec re: resolving open
settlement stip. issues; tct j. dunne re: same and timing of settlement exhibits. 2.00 2,150.00

JSG Review of emails regarding settlement agreement and review revisions to
same. 0.25 187.50

10/15/2021 LSS emails with j. dunne re: final comments to settlement stipulation 0.25 268.75
JSG Review of email from co-counsel regarding settlement release language and

email to LS regarding same. 0.25 187.50

10/18/2021 LSS multiple emails with kralowec and rogers re: scope of release; rr revised draft
of settlement stip from defense counsel; emails with kralowec re: remaining
issues to address; conf. with bg re: status of damage analysis. 1.75 1,881.25

BRG Detailed analysis of Apple class member damage data; tcw opposing counsel
re same 1.00 850.00

JSG Review of emails regarding settlement release; confer with BG regarding
individual settlement payment calculation. 0.25 187.50

10/19/2021 JSG Review of revision to settlement release provision. 0.25 187.50
LSS additional, extensive email correspondence with kralowec re: remaining

issues re: settlement; multiple emails with defense counsel re: same and
seeking brief extension on filing motion; emails with bg re: securing updated
shift data from Apple. 2.25 2,418.75

10/20/2021 LSS rr kralowec comments to brief and declaration; emails and conf. with jg re:
same and incorporating into next version; emails with defense counsel re:
status of exhibits 1.00 1,075.00

10/21/2021 LSS rr draft stipulation extending time to file motion; emails with defense counsel
re: same. 0.25 268.75

10/22/2021 BRG Con't class member damage analysis 1.00 850.00
JSG Review of revisions to motion for preliminary approval and declaration in

support; revisions to same; confer with LS regarding same. 3.50 2,625.00
LSS emails with jg and bg re: dollar value of Apple's tax payments; emails with

team re: setting up conference call. 0.25 268.75

10/25/2021 BRG research and calculate CA employer-side payroll taxes for brief 0.50 425.00
JSG Research for motion for preliminary approval; revisions to same; confer with

BG regarding individual settlement payment calculation. 1.00 750.00

10/26/2021 LSS rr revised draft of settlement stipulation and exhibits; emails with m. riley re:
same; extended tel conf. with jg and co-counsel re: certifying new class period,
issues with definitions and related settlement issues; emails with bg and jg re:
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net settlement fund calculations. 2.25 2,418.75

JSG Revisions to motion for preliminary approval and supporting declaration;
review revisions to settlement agreement and exhibits; TC with LS and
co-counsel regarding same; confer with LS regarding motion for preliminary
approval. 3.00 2,250.00

10/27/2021 JSG Review of and revise motion for preliminary approval and supporting
declaration. 0.50 375.00

10/28/2021 BRG Detailed damage review and analysis; damage calculations for settlement 2.50 2,125.00
JSG Review of Apple's revisions to settlement exhibits and draft notes regarding

same; confer with LS; review emails regarding revisions to motion for
preliminary approval; review revised damage analysis. 1.75 1,312.50

LSS review of co-counsel comments to settlement stipulation; multiple confs. and
emails with jg re: same; rr Dion-Kindem comments to settlement stipulation;
multiple emails and tel calls with Kralowec re: same; multiple emails with bg
and jg re: settlement recovery analyses; rr draft excel spreadsheet re: same;
emails with defense counsel re: calling court to inquire about status of
stipulation extending dates; multiple emails with bg, jg and kralowec re:
number of new class members and opt-outs; emails with jg re: summary of
Apple comments to settlement exhibits; emails with co-counsel and defense
counsel re: conf. call to address exhibits 4.75 5,106.25

10/29/2021 BRG Con't detailed damage analysis for settlement brief; emails to team re same 2.00 1,700.00
LSS multiple confs. and emails with jg re: finalizing drafts of preliminary approval

papers and calling court re: stipulation; emails with dion-kindem and
blanchard re: settlement stipulation; emails with kralowec re: same; tct Dunne
re: additional comments to settlement stipulation; additional emails with bg,
jg and kralowec re: hypothetical recovery spreadsheet and analyses. 2.50 2,687.50

JSG Review of revisions to motion for preliminary approval and declaration;
revisions to same; confer with LS regarding same; review revised damages
analysis; email correspondence with co-counsel regarding same; TC with
Apple's counsel regarding stipulation to extend and email to clerk regarding
same. 5.00 3,750.00

11/01/2021 LSS rr kralowec email re: proposed revisions to hypothetical recovery spreadsheet;
emails and conf. with bg re: same; emails with all counsel re: declarations; tcf
kralowec re: status of reviewing settlement stipulation exhibits; emails with
kralowec re: settlement timeline and effective date; legal research re: recent
Northern District opinions on class settlements; emails with defense counsel
re: 11/2 conference call; rr Angeion's updated settlement administration bid;
emails with kralowec re: same and adding lead counsel as signatory; rr
kralowec edits to stipulation exhibits; emails with kralowec re: same and
reinserting employee right to object to PAGA portion of agreement. 3.00 3,225.00

BRG d/e/r detailed damages analysis for prelim approval brief; meeting with LS re
same 6.50 5,525.00

JSG Review of revisions to settlement agreement; review Order regarding
extension. 0.75 562.50

11/02/2021 LSS multiple emails with kralowec and bg re: Apple's payment of payroll taxes;
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legal research re: same; emails  with kralowec re: securing client consent to
settlement agreement; emails with bg re: contacting clients re: same; multiple
emails  with team re: calculation of net settlement amount; extended conf. call
with co-counsel and defense counsel re: comments to settlement exhibits,
timing of submission and related issues. 3.25 3,493.75

BRG Detailed analysis of class member damage calculations; emails to co-counsel
re same and CA employer-side tax issues 3.00 2,550.00

JSG Review of revisions to settlement exhibits; TC with counsel for Apple and
preparation for same; review email correspondence regarding damage
analysis. 3.00 2,250.00

11/03/2021 BRG d/e/r damage analysis for settlement and preliminary approval motion;
multiple emails to team re same 4.00 3,400.00

JSG Review of revisions to settlement exhibits, motion for preliminary approval
and supporting declaration; confer with LS; confer with co-counsel; email to
Apple's counsel regarding same. 3.75 2,812.50

LSS rr updated drafts of brief and declaration; multiple emails with kralowec and
jg re: same; multiple emails with kralowec and bg re: revisions to hypothetical
recovery spreadsheet; emails with jg re: past settlement chart and review of
same; emails with bg re: payment to epiq re: first notice; emails with jg and
defense counsel re: attached brief and declaration 3.00 3,225.00

11/04/2021 JSG Telephone conference with LS, co-counsel and Apple's counsel regarding
settlement exhibits; review of Apple's revisions to settlement exhibits. 1.50 1,125.00

LSS rr updated drafts of settlement agreement from defense counsel; extended
conf. call with defense counsel and co-counsel to review recent comments to
settlement stip and exhibits; emails with kralowec re: issues with claims
administration agreement. 1.75 1,881.25

11/05/2021 JSG Review of emails regarding settlement agreement; review revisions to exhibit
B to settlement agreement. 0.50 375.00

LSS multiple tel confs and emails  with kralowec and jg re: status of updated
drafts, new Angion bid and related issues; rr updated drafts of settlement stip.
and exhibits; emails with kralowec re: additional edits to notice and securing
signatures. 2.25 2,418.75

11/06/2021 JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding revisions to settlement agreement
exhibits. 0.25 187.50

11/08/2021 BRG review final settlement agreement; email and multiple tcw clients re same and
execution 1.00 850.00

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding call with Apple regarding settlement
and review emails regarding same. 0.50 375.00

LSS rr updated drafts of settlement documents; extended conf. call with co-counsel
and defense counsel re: final changes, modifications to Angeion bid, securing
signatures, timing of submission and related issues; multiple emails with bg
and clients re: signing stipulation; emails with dion-kindem, blanchard,
holmes and ginsberg re: signing stip and timing of submission; rr defendants'
proposed edits to preliminary approval papers 2.75 2,956.25
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11/09/2021 LSS multiple confs. and emails with jg re: incorporating defendants' proposed

edits into preliminary approval papers; emails with kralowec re: same and
timing of submission; rr revised damage analysis to reflect changes in class
members and other factors; conf. with bg re: same; emails  with Dion-Kindem
re: drafts of preliminary approval papers; emails with Dunne re: Apple
declaration re: class members; multiple tel. calls with Dunne re: hearing date
and timing issues; review of updated drafts of papers. 4.75 5,106.25

BRG d/e/r damage analysis; tcw LS re same; multiple emails to team re damage
analysis 3.00 2,550.00

JSG Review of revisions to motion for preliminary approval and declaration;
revisions to same; confer with LS regarding same. 2.50 1,875.00

11/10/2021 JSG Review of and revise motion for preliminary approval and declaration; confer
with LS regarding same; confer with co-counsel. 2.00 1,500.00

LSS rr updated recovery chart and emails with team re: same; multiple calls and
emails with defense counsel re: final changes to settlement stip. and exhibits,
stip. extending time and related issues; rr final draft documents and multiple
confs. with jg re: incorporating recent comments; multiple emails with
dion-kindem re: client signature and related issues; multiple emails and confs.
with kralowec re: scheduling, extension of time and final comments to stip.
and exhibits; emails with riley re: execution of Angeion agreement. 4.75 5,106.25

11/11/2021 JSG Review of revisions to motion for preliminary approval and declaration;
revisions to same; coordinate exhibits and motion papers for filing. 1.00 750.00

LSS multiple tel calls and emails with kralowec and dunne re: securing signatures
to settlement stip; multiple confs. and emails  with jg re: finalizing papers,
logistics for filing, status of signatures and related issues; emails with
kralowec re: agenda for conference call with defense counsel; extended conf.
call with kralowec and defense counsel re: possible need to extend time, draft
stipulation re: same, and status of signatures; rr draft Riley dec. in support of
motion for preliminary approval; multiple emails  with dion-kindem,
blanchard, ginsberg and holmes re: signatures; emails and tel calls with
Dunne re: talking points for Angeion response to employee inquiries; rr final
version of preliminary approval papers and kralowec comments re: same; rr
draft stipulation extending deadlines and emails with kralowec re: comments;
tcf Dunne re: same; emails with m. riley re: Angeion agreement and
signatures. 6.50 6,987.50

11/12/2021 JSG Review of motion for preliminary approval and supporting papers; revisions
to same; finalize same; coordinate filing same; draft LWDA letter and serve
same; confer with LS; confer with co-counsel. 4.50 3,375.00

LSS multiple calls and emails with kralowec, rogers and jg re: TOC and TOA,
filing issues, letter to LWDA, final revisions to settlement papers, securing
signatures, Apple's proposed "talking points", required mailings, CAFA notice
letter to Judge Alsup re: preliminary order, emails to clients informing them of
signing an no publicity clause and other settlement issues; rr draft email to
client, LWDA letter and letter to Judge Alsup; multiple calls and emails with J.
Dunne re: final execution issues, Angeion talking points, stipulation canceling
dates, final changes to settlement papers and other settlement issues. 7.75 8,331.25
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11/15/2021 BRG Email to class members re settlement 0.50 425.00

LSS emails with team re: calls from reporters; emails with class members re: terms
of settlement; emails with bg re: same; emails with bg re: notice of PAGA
settlement; rr draft declaration re: LWDA notice; emails with jg re: comments. 1.50 1,612.50

JSG Draft of supplemental declaration; confer with LS regarding preliminary
approval hearing; review So-Ordered stipulation; complete LWDA
submission and confer with co-counsel regarding same. 1.00 750.00

11/16/2021 LSS emails with m. riley and rogers re: LWDA filing and status of declaration. 0.25 268.75
PCB Copy edit Giaimo supplemental declaration; create PDF of same; e-file same

with exhibits with Court. 0.50 155.00
JSG Revision to supplemental declaration and file same. 0.25 187.50

11/19/2021 JSG Preparation for preliminary approval hearing. 0.25 187.50

11/22/2021 JSG Review of email from Clerk regarding motion for preliminary approval and
confer with co-counsel. 0.25 187.50

LSS emails with bg and kralowec re: filing Riley declaration. 0.25 268.75

11/23/2021 LSS rr order requesting supplemental disclosures; emails with team re: setting up
call to discuss. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of Order re preliminary approval motion. 0.25 187.50

11/24/2021 BRG Redo damage analysis; tcw co-counsel re same 1.50 1,275.00
LSS multiple emails with kralowec and gallaway re: running numbers to address

court's  inquiry re: new class members; extended conf. call with team to
address response to court's order; conf. call with kralowec and defense
counsel re: same; rr draft response to court's order; emails with Kralowec re:
comments; rr Apple's response to motion for preliminary approval. 2.00 2,150.00

JSG Telephone conference with LS, BG and co-counsel regarding Order re
preliminary approval motion. 0.75 562.50

11/30/2021 LSS emails with m. riley re: status of declaration; rr Apple's draft declarations;
multiple emails with kralowec re: comments and need for revisions 0.75 806.25

12/01/2021 BRG r/r various court orders and declarations re request for clarification 0.75 637.50
JSG Review of supplemental declarations in response to Order regarding

preliminary approval. 0.50 375.00
LSS multiple emails with kralowec and defense counsel re: revisions to

declarations and related issues 0.50 537.50

12/09/2021 BRG r/r caselaw re courts authority to determine fees under R23. 1.00 850.00
LSS rr order canceling in person hearing; conf. with bg re: same. 0.25 268.75
JSG Research regarding preliminary and final approval of class settlement. 2.00 1,500.00

12/14/2021 JSG Preparation for preliminary approval hearing; research for same. 0.75 562.50
LSS commenced preparing for preliminary approval hearing; extended call with

kralowec re: issues for hearing; tct j. dunne re: same; conf. with bg re:
addressing damage estimates at hearing; conf. with jg re: inclusion in class of
uninjured class members and legal research re: same. 7.25 7,793.75
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12/15/2021 BRG Doc review and prep for prelim approval hearing 4.25 3,612.50
JSG Preparation for preliminary approval hearing. 0.25 187.50
LSS cont preparing for hearing: multiple emails and confs. with kralowec, bg and

jg re: same; research re: CA class action procedures; rr updated damages chart 10.50 11,287.50

12/16/2021 BRG hearing re preliminary approval; detailed doc review and prep re same; d/e/r
damage analysis for new class members; email to team re same 4.00 3,400.00

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding preliminary approval hearing;
review amended settlement; revisions to amended settlement. 1.00 750.00

LSS cont preparing for hearing; attended preliminary approval hearing; multiple
calls and emails with kralowec re: same and possible stipulation amending
settlement agreement; multiple calls with defense counsel re: possible
amendment to settlement agreement. 6.25 6,718.75

12/20/2021 JSG Research for motion for final approval. 0.50 375.00

12/22/2021 LSS emails with kralowec, bg and clients re: case status. 0.25 268.75

12/27/2021 BRG r/r preliminary approval hearing transcript 0.50 425.00
LSS rr transcript from hearing on motion for preliminary approval. 0.25 268.75

12/29/2021 BRG Review preliminary approval order; emails to team and tcw LS re same 0.50 425.00
JSG Review of preliminary approval order and emails regarding same. 0.75 562.50
LSS rr order on motion for preliminary approval; rr email from Angeion re:

website URL and timeline for notice; multiple emails with kralowec and m.
riley re: notice and related issues; emails with g. gray re: calendar of new
dates. 1.00 1,075.00

12/30/2021 LSS multiple emails with riley, platt, kralowec, rogers and bg re: employee list,
exclusion form, employees with no damages, confirming recovery figures and
updated notice. 0.75 806.25

12/31/2021 BRG Review damage analysis and math; email to team and claims admin re same 0.50 425.00
LSS multiple emails with platt and bg re: revised calculations and class member

envelopes. 0.25 268.75

01/01/2022 JSG Review of transcript from preliminary approval hearing 0.25 187.50
JSG Review of emails with claims administrator regarding notice distribution. 0.25 187.50

01/03/2022 JSG Review of emails with administrator regarding notice distribution; review
draft opt-out form and revise same. 0.50 375.00

LSS emails with kralowec and dunne re: form of notice to employees without
damages; emails with defense counsel re: edits to opt-out card; rr revised
notices; emails with m. riley re: calculation of net settlement fund; multiple
emails with kralowec re: timing of fee petitions and objections; rr rogers email
re: revisions to envelope. 1.25 1,343.75

01/04/2022 LSS emails with bg and lm re: discovery requests; rr kralowec proposed revisions
to notice; conf. with bg re: same; emails with jg re: proposed revisions to
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notice and timing of filing briefs; emails with kralowec re: form of notice to
employees getting no payment; multiple calls with kralowec re: return
address for envelope; tct s. platt of angeion re: timing of notice; emails with m.
riley re: final changes to envelope; multiple reviews of kralowec and apple
revisions to notice. 2.75 2,956.25

JSG Review of revised notices to existing and new class members; revisions to
same; review opt-out form and revisions to same; confer with LS; confer with
co-counsel; emails with counsel for Apple and Angeion regarding same. 2.00 1,500.00

01/05/2022 LSS multiple calls and emails with kralowec and dunne re: envelope return
address and other notice issues; rr draft stipulations and orders re: same;
emails with platt re: notice issues; confs with bg and jg re: status of notice and
things to do. 2.00 2,150.00

JSG Review of emails regarding revised notices and envelope; review stipulation
regarding same. 0.50 375.00

01/06/2022 LSS emails and tel calls with s. platt confirming mailings by January 11; conf. with
jg re: name on envelope; multiple emails and tel calls with J. Dunne re:
manner of sending notice and posting of notice to websites; multiple emails
and confs. with bg re: overseeing notice process and interacting with Angeion 2.00 2,150.00

JSG Review of emails with administrator and Apple's counsel regarding class
notices. 0.25 187.50

01/07/2022 LSS emails with kralowec and platt re: website mockup; emails with Dunne re:
disseminating notice in accordance with settlement agreement; emails with
kralowec re: same. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of emails regarding notice to class and review proofs of same from
claims administrator. 0.25 187.50

01/08/2022 LSS emails with dunne and bg re: status of final notices. 0.25 268.75

01/09/2022 BRG Emails and tcw team re notice distribution; emails to claims admin re same;
review multiple notices for publication on website 0.75 637.50

JSG Review of emails with Apple and Angeion regarding class notice. 0.25 187.50
LSS emails with s. platt re: availability of opt-out form online. 0.25 268.75

01/10/2022 BRG Telephone conference with website developer re uploading class notice;
meeting with JG re settlement strategy and notice; review notices 0.75 637.50

JSG Confer with BG regarding class notice and emails with co-counsel regarding
settlement website. 0.25 187.50

01/11/2022 LSS multiple emails with kralowec and bg re: reviewing website. 0.25 268.75
LSS emails with kralowec and platt re: status of notice, changes to settlement

website and related issues 0.25 268.75

01/12/2022 LSS emails with platt re: dissemination of notice 0.25 268.75

01/14/2022 LSS emails with bg re: responding to class member inquiry 0.25 268.75

01/15/2022 LSS emails with class member re: calculation of shifts; emails with rogers re: same. 0.25 268.75
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01/16/2022 LSS emails with s. platt re: update of activity re: class member inquiries. 0.25 268.75

01/18/2022 JSG Review of update from claims administrator; monitor returned mailings and
coordinate mailing to administrator; confer with LS regarding same. 0.50 375.00

LSS multiple emails with platt and kralowec re: class member inquries. 0.25 268.75

01/19/2022 JSG Review of email correspondence with claims administrator regarding
responses to class member inquiries. 0.25 187.50

01/21/2022 JSG Coordinate returned mailings to send to Angeion. 0.25 187.50
LSS emails with jg and platt re: returned mail and opt out requests. 0.25 268.75

01/24/2022 LSS emails with platt re: return of undelivered mail; conf. with jg re: same. 0.25 268.75
JSG Review of update from Angeion and returned mailings. 0.25 187.50

01/25/2022 LSS emails with dunne re: contacting existing class members who have opted out;
extended conf. with jg re: same and  drafting upcoming briefs; conf. with bg
re: same. 0.50 537.50

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding final approval motion; review
correspondence with Angeion. 0.75 562.50

01/26/2022 JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate with Angeion; review
correspondence with Angeion and email analysis of same. 0.75 562.50

LSS emails with jg and platt re: returned mailings; multiple emails with kralowec
and jg re: contacting opt outs. 0.25 268.75

01/27/2022 LSS conf and emails with jg re: dealing with existing class members who have
sought to opt out. 0.25 268.75

01/28/2022 JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate with Angeion; review proposed
notice from Angeion to class members and revisions to same; research for final
approval. 1.25 937.50

LSS rr draft notice to existing class members who have opted out; emails with
kralowec re: proposed revisions. 0.25 268.75

01/31/2022 LSS emails with kralowec re: revisions to notice to opt-outs 0.25 268.75

02/01/2022 LSS emails with platt re: comments to draft notice. 0.25 268.75
JSG Research for final approval motion; review Angeion update. 0.50 375.00
LSS emails with kralowec and jg re: issues for fee application. 0.25 268.75

02/02/2022 LSS emails with kralowec re: client declarations for fee application; conf. with jg
re: same. 0.25 268.75

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding motion for fees and costs and
declarations regarding same. 0.25 187.50

JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate re-mailing with Angeion. 0.25 187.50

02/03/2022 LSS review of class member voice mail and emails with s. platt re: same. 0.25 268.75
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02/04/2022 LSS emails with platt re: additional opt outs received. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of class member inquiry. 0.25 187.50

02/05/2022 JSG Review of Angeion administrative report. 0.25 187.50

02/07/2022 LSS emails with platt and kralowec re: edits to notice to employees who are not
valid opt outs. 0.25 268.75

JSG Review of revisions to proposed Angeion communication with invalid opt-out
requests. 0.25 187.50

02/09/2022 JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate re-mailings with Angeion. 0.25 187.50

02/12/2022 LSS emails with platt re: updated administrative report 0.25 268.75

02/14/2022 JSG Review of summary of claims administration from Angeion. 0.25 187.50

02/15/2022 JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding motion for attorneys' fees. 0.25 187.50

02/16/2022 JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate re-mailings with Angeion. 0.25 187.50

02/18/2022 LSS emails with angeion re: admin update. 0.25 268.75

02/19/2022 JSG Review of summary of claims administration from Angeion. 0.25 187.50

02/22/2022 JSG Review of email correspondence regarding claim administration and notice to
class members. 0.25 187.50

LSS rr draft declarations; emails with rogers and jg re: same; conf. with jg re:
securing declarations from clients 0.50 537.50

02/23/2022 JSG Review of declarations of named plaintiffs and research regarding service
award. 0.50 375.00

JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate re-mailings with Angeion. 0.25 187.50

02/24/2022 LSS emails with bg and dion kindem re: preparation of declaration; conf. with bg
re: same. 0.25 268.75

02/25/2022 JSG Review email from class member regarding settlement and email to Angeion
regarding same. 0.25 187.50

LSS emails with jg and j platt re: responding to class member inquiry re: payment. 0.25 268.75

02/26/2022 JSG Review of Angeion claims administration update. 0.25 187.50

02/28/2022 JSG Draft of declaration in support of service awards; confer with LS and BG
regarding same; review docket regarding same. 1.50 1,125.00

BRG Meeting with JG and LS re client declarations; email to co-counsel re same 0.75 637.50

03/01/2022 BRG d/e/r declarations re incentive awards; email to JG re same 1.50 1,275.00
JSG Research for motion for fee award and service award and draft declarations in

support. 1.00 750.00
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03/02/2022 JSG Draft of declarations in support of fee and service awards and review docket

and procedural posture regarding same. 0.75 562.50

03/03/2022 JSG Telephone conference with claims administrator regarding notice distribution. 0.25 187.50
JSG Draft of declarations in support of fee and service awards and review files for

same. 1.25 937.50

03/04/2022 JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate re-mailings with Angeion. 0.25 187.50
JSG Revision to declarations in support of fee and service awards. 0.50 375.00
LSS emails with Kralowec re: status of brief 0.25 268.75

03/05/2022 LSS rr weekly administrative status report; emails with platt re: same. . 0.25 268.75

03/07/2022 JSG Review of claims administrator update and summary. 0.25 187.50
JSG Revision to declarations in support of fee and service awards. 0.25 187.50
LSS emails with m. riley re: Apple investigation of opt outs and shift disputes. 0.25 268.75

03/08/2022 JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate re-mailings with Angeion. 0.25 187.50
JSG Review of report from Apple re: responses to class notice. 0.25 187.50
BRG Email to KR re class member damages; review re same 0.50 425.00
LSS rr updated client declarations and emails with jg re: same. 0.25 268.75

03/09/2022 LSS conf. with jg re: reaching out to clients to secure additional information for
declarations. 0.25 268.75

JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding fee motion. 0.25 187.50

03/10/2022 JSG Emails with named plaintiffs regarding fee motion; confer with BG regarding
same; coordinate meetings with named plaintiffs. 0.50 375.00

LSS emails with m. riley re: contacting invalid opt-outs; extended call with riley re:
same and related issues; emails  with rogers re: same. 0.50 537.50

LSS emails with jg re: status of client declarations: rr draft kalin declaration: emails
with dion kindem re: same; emails with kralowec re: circulating fee brief;
emails with ginsberg re: completing declaration. 0.75 806.25

03/11/2022 LSS emails with dion kindem re: comments to kalin declaration. 0.25 268.75
JSG Review of emails from Apple's counsel and claims administrator regarding

class administration. 0.25 187.50
JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate re-mailings with Angeion. 0.25 187.50
JSG Review of declaration of Kalin; revisions to named plaintiffs' declarations. 0.75 562.50

03/12/2022 JSG Review of claims administration report. 0.25 187.50
LSS emails with platt re: weekly update 0.25 268.75

03/13/2022 LSS emails with kralowec re: status of brief and comments to Kalin declaration 0.25 268.75

03/14/2022 BRG Telephone conference with AG and AF re declaration for service awards 1.00 850.00
JSG Telephone conferences with plaintiffs Speicher, Frlekin, and Gregoroff

regarding declarations in support of fee award; revisions to declarations and
review files regarding same. 2.25 1,687.50

LSS review of docket and time sheets; commenced drafting declaration in support
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of motion for fees, expenses and incentive awards 7.25 7,793.75

03/15/2022 JSG Review of brief in support of fee application; TC with plaintiffs regarding
same; revisions to declarations in support. 2.50 1,875.00

BRG d/e/r fee award notice and brief. 1.50 1,275.00
LSS cont drafting declaration in support of motion; rr draft memorandum in

support of fee application; emails with kralowec re: comments to brief and
status of client declarations; emails with jg re: comments to declaration and
client declarations; emails with jg re: comments to client declarations. 8.50 9,137.50

03/16/2022 JSG Review of proposed revisions to fee brief; review costs and disbursements
report and compile data for same; confer with LS; research regarding fee brief. 1.75 1,312.50

LSS cont drafting supporting declaration; emails with jg re: review and organizing
disbursements and creating chart; emails with rogers re: proposed edits to
client declarations 8.00 8,600.00

03/17/2022 BRG Review and organize cost allocations for fee brief; d/e/r declarations in
connection with fee brief 2.00 1,700.00

LSS cont drafting supporting declaration; emails with kralowec re: incorporating
comments into new draft of fee brief; rr updated draft and emails with
kralowec re: same. 12.25 13,168.75

JSG Review of emails regarding fee brief and related issues. 0.25 187.50

03/18/2022 BRG d/e/r Shalov dec re: final approval; emails with team re: same. 3.00 2,550.00
LSS cont drafting supporting declaration; rr draft motion for incentive awards and

emails with rogers re: same. 6.75 7,256.25
JSG Telephone conference with LS regarding fee brief. 0.25 187.50

03/19/2022 LSS cont drafting declaration; emails with bg re: sealing 4.00 4,300.00
LSS emails with s. platt re: weekly administration report 0.25 268.75
JSG Review of emails regarding fee brief and service award motion. 0.25 187.50

03/20/2022 LSS cont drafting declaration 2.75 2,956.25

03/21/2022 BRG Detailed review re fee records for fee motion; meeting with LS re same; d/e/r
class rep declarations re fee brief and email to individual class reps re same 4.75 4,037.50

LSS cont work on declaration; multiple emails and confs. with bg re: same and
final review of client declarations. 7.25 7,793.75

JSG Review of emails regarding fee brief and motion for service awards. 0.25 187.50

03/22/2022 BRG d/e/r employee service award declarations; detailed review of fee records;
tcw LS and JG re same; review of Shalov fee declaration; emails to JG and LS
re class member average awards and calculations 9.25 7,862.50

LSS cont working on declaration; multiple confs and emails with bg and jg re:
same, obtaining back-up for costs, citations to be supplemented, revisions
needed to incentive award brief, and clarifications to damage estimates;
review of revised draft of incentive award brief; multiple emails with rogers
re: proposed revisions; rr updated client declarations and multiple emails
with team re: comments. 7.25 7,793.75

JSG Review of motion for attorneys' fees; review declaration in support of motion
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Page: 116
Pelle March 25, 2022

Client No: 53506-000M
Statement No:  434320

Re: v. Apple Inc.
 
 

Hours
for attorneys' fees; revisions to declaration in support of motion for attorneys'
fees; confer with LS and BG regarding same; emails with clients regarding
declarations in support of service awards and revisions to same; review Kalin
declaration; emails with co-counsel regarding motion for attorneys' fees and
service awards; review motion for service awards and revise same. 6.50 4,875.00

03/23/2022 BRG Telephone conference with LS re fee brief (multiple); d/e/r declarations in
support of fee brief 1.50 1,275.00

BRG Telephone conference with LS re fee declaration and time records; detailed
review of time records for fee declaration; input entries into LS fee declaration 7.00 5,950.00

LSS worked on finalizing declaration; multiple emails and confs. with bg and jg re:
comments and securing client declarations: multiple emails with kralowec re:
additional edits to fee brief; multiple emails with jg re: drafting order for
service award order and review of same 5.50 5,912.50

JSG Review of returned mailings and coordinate re-mailings with Angeion. 0.25 187.50
JSG Review of revised declaration in support of fee motion; revisions to same;

review costs and disbursements and back-up for same; preparation of costs
and disbursements exhibits with supporting back-up; draft proposed order in
support of service awards; emails with plaintiffs regarding declarations in
support of service awards; confer with LS regarding motion for fees and
service awards. 5.75 4,312.50

03/24/2022 JSG Revise/revise motions for service award and fees; confer with LS; confer with
co-counsel; preparation of exhibits; review/revise declarations in support;
confer with clients. 7.00 5,250.00
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Cost Category Amount 

2015 Class Notice and Administration Costs $94,586.85 

Court Costs/Filing Fees $2,798.78 

Courier and Messenger Costs $401.68 

Attorney Service Costs $53.18 

Postage/U.S. Mail $1,299.42 

Computerized Research (Westlaw/LEXIS) $39,707.43 

Computerized Research (PACER) $0.00 

ESI Discovery Hosting Costs $8,892.84 

Research (Other) $950.62 

Copies – In House $10,545.35 

Copies – Outside $16.89 

Service of Process $320.00 

Hearing Transcripts $708.85 

Experts/Consultants $47,312.90 

Mediation Costs $34,591.69 

Deposition Costs (excluding travel) $21,467.91 

Appellate Costs $7,473.27 

Travel – Local $502.41 

Meals – Local $150.63 

Travel – Non-Local – Transportation 

(Deposition travel expenses)
$13,681.15 

Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition 

travel expenses)
$5,010.62 

Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Deposition 

travel expenses)
$695.93 

Travel – Non-Local – Transportation 

(Hearing travel expenses)
$18,622.72 

Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Hearing travel 

expenses)
$3,240.79 

Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Hearing travel 

expenses)
$1,517.23 

Total Costs: $314,549.14 
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Attorne

y 
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S)
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(PACER)
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Research 
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of 
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Hearing 

Transcript

s 
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Mediation 
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travel) Appellate Costs Travel – Local Meals – Local 
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travel 
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Travel – Non-

Local – Hotels 

(Deposition 

travel 
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Travel – Non-

Local – Meals 

(Deposition 
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Travel – Non-

Local – 

Transportation 

(Hearing travel 

expenses)

Travel – Non-

Local – Hotels 

(Hearing travel 

expenses)

Travel – Non-

Local – Meals 

(Hearing travel 

expenses)
Copies – In House Photocopies (52,939.75 photocopies) 10,524.35 10,524.35
Postage/U.S. Mail Postage 1,299.42 1,299.42
Court Costs/Filing Fees Filing fee(s) 1,430.00 1,430.00
Courier and Messenger Costs Federal Express 401.68 401.68
Copies – In House Facsimile charge(s) 11.00 11.00
Computerized Research (Westlaw/LEXIS) Lexis Nexis charges - Legal Research 1,589.18 1,589.18
Computerized Research (Westlaw/LEXIS) Westlaw Research 38,118.25 38,118.25
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition Fee(s) 648.40 648.40
Attorney Service Costs Paralegal Services 53.18 53.18
Research (Other) Monster.com Account (Visa) 751.62 751.62
Court Costs/Filing Fees Good Standing Certificate / Lee Shalov 5.00 5.00
Court Costs/Filing Fees Good Standing Certificate / Brett Gallaway 5.00 5.00
Court Costs/Filing Fees Good Standing Certificate / Wade Wilkinson 5.00 5.00
Court Costs/Filing Fees Good Standing Certificate / Wade Wilkinson 18.00 18.00
Court Costs/Filing Fees Good Standing Certificate / Lee Shalov 18.00 18.00
Court Costs/Filing Fees Good Standing Certificate / Brett Gallaway 18.00 18.00
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition travel expenses) Hotel in Los Angeles for depositions 1,290.78 1,290.78
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition travel expenses) Airfare and Hotel for depositions in Las Vegas, NV 606.68 606.68
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Transcript of Adam Kilker / MB Reporting Invoice #6917 453.00 453.00

Service of Process
Professional services provided by the Kralowec Law Group - service of process of Frlekin 
and Kilker complaints 320.00 320.00

Court Costs/Filing Fees

Professional Services provided by The Kralowec Law Group - Filing fee for Frlekin 
complaint; filing fee for Kilker complaint; vendor fee for filing Frleking complaint; vendor 
fee for filing Kilker complaint; vendor fee for service of complaints 887.60 887.60

Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Transcript of Dean Pelle / MB Reporting Invoice #6951 1,211.00 1,211.00
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Transcript of Elliot Beltzer / MB Reporting Invoice #6952 1,091.60 1,091.60
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Transcript of Amanda Frlekin / MB Reporting Invoice #6969 718.40 718.40
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Transcript of Debra Speicher / MB Reporting Invoice #6968 687.60 687.60
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Transcript of Aaron Gregoroff / MB Reporting Invoice #7000 741.20 741.20
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Transcript of Melody Idakaar / MB Reporting Invoice #7003 447.20 447.20
Copies – Outside Outside printing and copies 16.89 16.89
Meals – Local Meals 150.63 150.63
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition of Peter Jordan on 12/12/13 by US Legal Support, Invoice #209686 1,059.65 1,059.65
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Transcript of Brandon Fisher / MB Reporting invoice #7050 477.00 477.00
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition of Carol Monkowski on 1/8/14 by US Legal Support, Invoice #211267 1,812.95 1,812.95
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Transcript of Danya Bonnett / US Legal Support Invoice #211363 1,058.45 1,058.45
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Travel Expense in San Francisco May 2014 including airfare, hotel, meals, local travel 1,718.89 1,718.89
Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Deposition travel expenses) Meals and travel charges 400.64 400.64
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Travel Expenses May 2014 to San Francisco including airfare and hotel 1,494.03 1,494.03
Hearing Transcripts Transcript of 5/22/14 hearing / Debra Pas, CSR 50.40 50.40
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Hearing travel expenses) Hotel for mediation, Hollywood CA, 10-7-14 to 10-9/14 927.29 927.29
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Airfare for mediation 358.10 358.10
Experts/Consultants Apple Employee Survey / Jessica Broome Research 11,500.00 11,500.00
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition of Lauren Feist on 10/8/14 by US Legal Support, Invoice #235980 864.35 864.35
Experts/Consultants Consulting Services / Econ One Research, Inc. 2,000.00 2,000.00
Travel – Local Travel Expenses in California / cab fare 502.41 502.41
Experts/Consultants Professional Services regarding Issue Research / Econ One invoice #10376 5,005.00 5,005.00
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition of Paul Benjamin on 10/29/14 by US Legal Support, Invoice #238114 727.55 727.55
Hearing Transcripts Discovery Hearing Transcript / Lydia Zinn, RPR, CSR 86.25 86.25
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Travel Expenses in November 2014 to San Francisco including airfare, lodging and meals 1,724.87 1,724.87
Experts/Consultants Professional Services regarding Issue Research / Econ One Invoice #10515 4,548.50 4,548.50
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Epiq eDiscovery monthly fee 500.00 500.00
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Review Hosting December 2014 by Epiq eDiscovery Invoice #90100536 331.04 331.04
Experts/Consultants Professional Services regarding Issue Research / Econ One Invoice #10559 962.50 962.50
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Epiq eDiscovery Solutions / eDiscovery monthly fee 500.00 500.00
Experts/Consultants Professional Services regarding Issue Research / Econ One Invoice #10634 244.00 244.00
Experts/Consultants Apple Employee Survey / Jessica Broome Research 11,500.00 11,500.00
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition of Claudia Wright on 11/13/14 / Aptus Court Reporting Invoice #1012090 1,740.71 1,740.71
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition of Denise Young Smith on 1/27/15 by US Legal Surrport, Invoice #245695 918.95 918.95
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Epiq eDiscovery Solutions / eDiscovery Monthy Fee 500.00 500.00
Hearing Transcripts Discovery Hearing Copy / Lydia Zinn, RPR, CSR 13.20 13.20
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition of Steve Cano on 1/30/15 by US Legal Support, Invoice #245750 651.50 651.50
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Review Hosting February 2015 by Epiq eDiscoery Invoice #90106628 674.47 674.47
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Hosting / Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Invoice #90106628 500.00 500.00
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition of Larry Verner / Esquire Deposition Solutions Invoice #212541 1,857.40 1,857.40
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Hositng / Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Invoice #90100536 500.00 500.00
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Hosting and Storage / Epiq eDiscovery Systems 500.00 500.00
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Hosting and Storage / Epiq eDiscovery Solutions 500.00 500.00
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition / Esquire Invoice #308417 1,898.85 1,898.85
Deposition Costs (excluding travel) Deposition / Esquire Invoic #308414 2,402.15 2,402.15
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Storage & Hosting / Epiq eDiscovery Solutions 500.00 500.00
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Storage & Hosting / Epiq eDiscovery Solutions invoice #90118174 500.00 500.00
Experts/Consultants Professional Services / Econ One Invoice #11171 2,684.00 2,684.00
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document storage and hosting / Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Invoice #90120769 235.63 235.63
Appellate Costs Answer to Petition / Counsel Press Invoice #9061245 759.95 759.95
Experts/Consultants Professional Services / Econ One Invoice #11245 4,821.90 4,821.90
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Storage and Hosting / Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Invoice #90123929 500.00 500.00
Appellate Costs Opposition to Motion / Counsel Press Invoice #9061810 618.41 618.41

Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses)
Airfare and travel accommodations for Aaron Gregoroff's and Seth Dowling's participation 
in settlement conference 1,050.89 1,050.89

ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Document Review and Hosting / Epiq eDiscovery Invoice #90127164 500.00 500.00
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Hearing travel expenses) Travel reimbursement to Aaron Gregoroff 110.91 110.91
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Monthly Storage Fee / Epiq eDiscovery Invoice #90130470 500.00 500.00
Appellate Costs Electronic Filing Fee for Notice of Appeal / Northern District of California 505.00 505.00
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Archive of files / Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Invoice #90133880 105.10 105.10
Hearing Transcripts Court Reporter Fee paid to Debra Pas 229.95 229.95
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Archive Services for March 2016 / Epiq eDiscovery Solutions Invoice #90146478 105.10 105.10
Appellate Costs Record Excerpts and Appellant's Brief by Counsel Press (deposit) 3,000.00 3,000.00
Appellate Costs Balance due of Record Excerpts Invoice, Counsel Press Invoice #9069714 2,589.91 2,589.91
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Website Support and Storage July 2016 / Epiq Systems Invoice #90162862 960.50 960.50
ESI Discovery Hosting Costs Website Support and Storage for August 2016 by Epiq Systems Invoice #90162863 481.00 481.00
Court Costs/Filing Fees California Pro Hac Vice Application Fee 51.25 51.25
Court Costs/Filing Fees Cover paper for Brief to Court 23.93 23.93
Mediation Costs Mediation deposit fee paid to JAMS, Inc., Invoice #5370738 10,450.00 10,450.00

Experts/Consultants
Professional Services of Econ One Research September 1, 2020 through September 30, 
2020, Invoice #18825 2,297.00 2,297.00

Research (Other) Dropbox subscription 199.00 199.00
Mediation Costs Mediation fee paid to JAMS, Inc., Invoice #1220065893 10,000.00 10,000.00
Experts/Consultants Professional Services of Econ One for the period of 10/1/20-10/31/20, invoice #18909 1,750.00 1,750.00
Mediation Costs Mediation fee for Hon. Jay Gandhi paid to JAMS, Inc., Invoice #5500566 1,000.00 1,000.00
Mediation Costs Mediation fee paid to JAMS, Inc., Invoice #5515990 2,760.00 2,760.00
Hearing Transcripts Transcript of court proceedings on 12/16/20 by court reporter, Ana Dub 133.10 133.10
Court Costs/Filing Fees Online filing fee paid to NYSDC for good standing certificate for J. Giaimo 20.00 20.00
Court Costs/Filing Fees Online filing fee paid to US District Court, California Northern District 317.00 317.00
Hearing Transcripts Transcript of 3/3/21 proceedings by Katherine Sullivan, Court Reporter 137.75 137.75

Mediation Costs
Deposit for mediation fees of Hon. Edward A Infante (Ret.) to JAMS, Inc., Invoice 
#5673888 7,950.00 7,950.00

2015 Class Notice and Administration Costs Professional services of Epiq Systems Class Action & Claims Solutions, Invoice #9999999 94,586.85 94,586.85
Mediation Costs Mediation charges for 6/1/21-6/30/21 paid to JAMS, Inc., Invoice #1100111337 2,431.69 2,431.69
Hearing Transcripts Transcript of 12/16/21 court proceedings by Joan Marie Columbini, SCR RPR 58.20 58.20
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Airfare to Los Angeles, CA for depositions 435.80 435.80
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition travel expenses) Hotel in Nashville, TN for depositions 555.90 555.90
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Car rental for deposition in Nashville, TN 657.35 657.35
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Car services and parking for deposition 225.00 225.00
Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Deposition travel expenses) Meals for depositions in Nashville, TN 155.02 155.02
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Hearing travel expenses) Hotel in San Francisco, CA 304.65 304.65
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Airfare to San Jose, CA 819.20 819.20
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Hearing travel expenses) Hotel in San Jose, CA 561.28 561.28
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Airfare for depositions in San Jose, CA 593.72 593.72
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Airfare to and from San Francisco, CA 1,606.00 1,606.00
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition travel expenses) Hotel in Orlando, FL for deposition 257.63 257.63
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Airfare to Orlando, FL for deposition 479.00 479.00
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition travel expenses) Hotel in Albany, NY for deposition 181.26 181.26
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition travel expenses) Hotel in Los Angeles, CA for depositions 1,007.32 1,007.32
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Airfare for depositions in Los Angeles, CA 1,565.60 1,565.60
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Hotels in San Francisco, CA 2,608.87 2,608.87
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Cars/Cabs in San Francisco, CA 296.12 296.12
Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Hearing travel expenses) Meals in San Francisco, CA 770.18 770.18
Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Hearing travel expenses) Meals in Los Angeles, CA 440.82 440.82
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Transportation to airport and in Los Angeles, CA for depositions 230.30 230.30
Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Deposition travel expenses) Meals in San Jose, California 140.27 140.27
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) WiFi for flight to San Jose, California 9.95 9.95
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Cabs/Ubers for depositions in San Jose, CA, including to and from airport 306.42 306.42
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Travel charges for airfare in November 2015 596.20 596.20
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Travel charges for taxis in November 2015 180.94 180.94
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition travel expenses) Travel charges for hotel in November 2015 401.74 401.74
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Travel charges including hotel, airfare, taxis and meals 1,426.01 1,426.01
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Travel charges to California in June/July 2015 including airfare, hotel, taxis and meals 1,525.58 1,525.58
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Travel charges for depositions in Florida 998.25 998.25
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Travel charges in November 2014 503.93 503.93
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Airfare and hotes to San Francisco, CA 1,613.88 1,613.88

Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses)
Travel charges for January and February 2014 trips to California for hotels, airfare, meals 
and parking 3,069.22 3,069.22

Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Travel charges for parking and car services 141.00 141.00
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Cab for deposition 17.88 17.88
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Deposition travel expenses) Hotel in San Jose, CA 709.31 709.31
Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Hearing travel expenses) Food for hearings in San Francisco, CA 119.06 119.06
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Hearing travel expenses) Hotel in San Francisco, CA 717.58 717.58
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Flights and cabs/ubers for travel to/in San Francisco, CA 1,128.37 1,128.37
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Flight expenses for hearings in San Francisco, CA 79.90 79.90
Travel – Non-Local – Hotels (Hearing travel expenses) Hotels in San Francisco, CA and Los Angeles, CA 619.08 619.08
Travel – Non-Local – Meals (Hearing travel expenses) Meals in San Francisco, CA and Los Angeles, CA 187.17 187.17
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Hearing travel expenses) Flights from NY to San Francisco, CA to Los Angeles, CA and back to NY 4,367.30 4,367.30
Travel – Non-Local – Transportation (Deposition travel expenses) Airfare to Nashville, TN for depositions 475.30 475.30
Copies – In House Velobinding 10.00 10.00

Total 314,549.14
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Lee Shalov

By Rachel Rippetoe | April 23, 2021, 4:27 PM EDT

How These Attys Turned Up The Heat On Apple In Wage
Fight

law360.com/pulse/articles/1377628

Last month, U.S. District Judge William

Alsup moved forward a class action that had

been stuck in a six-year loop.

He said March 3 that he'd enter an order

finding Apple liable for paying a class of

California retail workers for time they spent

undergoing bag checks off the clock, and said

damages would be decided at a jury trial.

For the small team of lawyers squaring off

against DLA Piper and management-side

mainstay Littler Mendelson PC in the Ninth

Circuit and the California Supreme Court

since 2015, the announcement came as a

sigh of relief.

"It certainly is David against Goliath," Lee S.

Shalov, a partner at McLaughlin & Stern LLP

and one of the lead plaintiffs attorneys, told

Law360 Pulse. "We don't have the

manpower that they do, but we have a lot of

determination and grit."

Shalov said the case has now come full circle.

The class was certified in August 2015, but

then Judge Alsup granted Apple's

request for summary judgment, arguing

that the time workers spent waiting in line

for bag checks wasn't compensable because

they didn't have to bring the bags in to work.

In 2017, the Ninth Circuit referred the

case to the California Supreme Court,

asking the high court to determine whether

employees should be compensated for bag

checks under California law.
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Brett Gallaway

The California Supreme Court ruled in

February 2020 that employees should be

paid for bag checks under the state's labor

laws and sent the case back to the Ninth

Circuit, where in September a panel

directed the district court to grant

summary judgment to the workers.

The fight isn't over, though. Apple indicated

it would argue the amount of unpaid time

was de minimis, or too insignificant to

constitute a California labor law violation, a

defense that has already garnered the judge's

skepticism. Apple's lawyers have not

returned a request for comment.

The tech giant has also argued it has a right

to ask any employee who makes a claim to

give a deposition or appear in court,

something that the plaintiffs' attorneys said

could cause a chilling effect. The workers

oppose this, and Judge Alsup ruled Apple

can only take 90-minute depositions of

certain class members with the court's

approval.

Still, Judge Alsup's finding Apple liable is a

hard-earned victory for Shalov and his

partner Brett Gallaway, as well as

McLaughlin & Stern associate Jason S.

Giaimo, Kimberly A. Kralowec at Kralowec

Law PC and her associate Kathleen Rodgers.

"We really fought hard," Shalov said of his

team of five. "We pushed for everything that

we thought we were entitled to, and we never

gave up."

How It Started

Shalov and Gallaway began representing

Amanda Frlekin, a former employee of an

Apple store, in a California class action in
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Kim Krawolec2013. At the time, they were also working on

other security-check wage cases in New

York, Ohio and Massachusetts.

Then in December 2014, the U.S. Supreme Court in Integrity Staffing Solutions v. Busk held

that workers at an Amazon warehouse were not entitled to payment for the time they spent

undergoing anti-theft security checks.

The justices ruled that the time employees spent undergoing security checks was not integral

or indispensable to their job duties, and thus federal law does not require that they be paid

for that time.

At that point, Shalov and Gallaway said, they realized the California suit was their best

chance of winning a case against Apple.

Under the California Labor Code, they said, so long as workers remain under their

employer's control, they must be compensated. So they focused their efforts on California,

which is home to 53 Apple stores, more than any other state.

"And we argued successfully that refusing or prohibiting an employee from physically leaving

the premises of an Apple store before they submit to a bag check is the definition of control,"

Gallaway said.

Once the press became aware of Gallaway and Shalov's case in California, dozens more

employees contacted them. The attorneys went through tens of thousands of pages of

documents concerning bag check policies, employee pay stubs and emails. They also rounded

up more than 25 depositions from employees and collected more than 30 declarations.

Apple tried to dismiss the case, arguing each employee's claim was too individualized to

certify a class. But the court agreed with the plaintiffs, finding the common issues could be

litigated on a class basis and the individual issues could be dealt with on a claims basis.

In August 2015, the workers successfully won class certification.

But the case was sunk as soon as it began. Apple and the plaintiffs both entered motions for

summary judgment, and that November Judge Alsup agreed with Apple's claim that despite

California's more stringent labor laws, bag checks did not meet the control standard, because

employees could simply choose not to bring a bag to work.

"He gave Apple the second bite of the apple, if you will," Gallaway told Law360 Pulse.

"That's not the first time you've used that, Brett," Shalov replied.

Reversing the Judge's Reversal
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They wasted no time filing an appeal. They brought in Kralowec and Rodgers, who are based

in San Francisco and are well respected for their appellate work in California, and Giaimo

from McLaughlin & Stern to help handle the load, Shalov said.

The small team began poring over regulatory history and relevant wage orders dating back to

1916, Kralowec said.

"That was actually really interesting," she said. "From an intellectual standpoint, it was the

kind of project that appellate lawyers often enjoy."

Judge Alsup had relied on a number of decisions when making the summary judgment in

Apple's favor, namely Overton v. Walt Disney Co., where the court rejected a claim that a

Disney employee should be compensated for the time he spent traveling on a shuttle from his

parking space to work.

Kralowec said the team spent a lot of time trying to find ways to distinguish the case from

Apple's case, or perhaps to even use the ruling in their favor. They argued that transportation

to work was different from being forced to stay after a shift.

There were many indicators of control in Apple's bag check policy, the plaintiffs' lawyers said.

For instance, employees could be disciplined if they declined to go through the security

check.

"It was very thoroughly briefed by the end," Kralowec said. "I couldn't think of any

arguments that we hadn't made or that the other side hadn't made by the time we got to

those final supplemental briefs."

Ultimately, the Supreme Court and the Ninth Circuit agreed that Apple's bag check policy

passed the threshold of control.

'Apple's Taking Its Own Employees to Trial'

Judge Alsup on April 14 ordered that notice of the claims process be sent to all applicable

current and former employees by June 13.

Apple could be liable for several types of damages, Shalov and Gallaway said. Claimants

could receive liquidated damages, which is the amount they would have been paid had they

logged their time undergoing bag checks, but they could also be awarded penalty fees of up to

$4,000 each under the California Labor Code, as well as interest on their unpaid wages.

Gallaway said Apple, which claimed that it stopped the practice of bag checks in December

2015, is fighting these penalties, saying it acted in good faith and that the amount of time

employees weren't paid for bag checks was too small to warrant a penalty.

However, Gallaway and Shalov predicted that Apple may have to shell out millions to the

class.
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They said Apple intends to ask employees who filed claims for depositions and possibly to

appear at trial to determine damages.

In a March hearing, Judge Alsup said Apple would have to demonstrate a good reason for

depositions from claimants. Shalov and Gallaway said Apple's tactics could deter members of

the class from making claims.

"From an optics perspective, Apple's already been proven to be in the wrong," Gallaway said.

"So by requesting that a majority of these employees that step forward be deposed, Apple's

taking its own employees to trial. We see that as an attempted chilling effect. But it's a little

bit confusing to us how Apple would want to do that to the people that make its engine run."

The Impact of the Case

Since Shalov and his team won over the California Supreme Court, several other security

check wage cases have followed.

In March 2019, Dick's Sporting Goodsagreed to pay $2.9 million to a class of 10,700

current and former California employees for the time they spent in security checks. Blue

Apron in March 2020 also agreed to a $2 million settlement of a class action over security

checks.

The Ninth Circuit revivedNike and Converse employee security check class claims in July

2019, after the Apple decision in the California Supreme Court.

"We've kind of been a pioneer for these security check cases in California, and in our wake

there have been a ton of wins," Gallaway said. "The majority of these cases have settled, and

they all cited our case. "

Gallaway said he worked in retail in college, and he remembers going through security checks

at the end of his shift.

He said he understands why these companies have a security check policy, but the time spent

waiting to have a bag checked ultimately adds up.

"A lot of these people are students, or have families or kids," Gallaway said. "These five, 10,

15, 20 minutes add up. It's not only an impediment, but it's a significant amount of unpaid

compensation."

--Editing by Marygrace Murphy and Brian Baresch.

 

For a reprint of this article, please contact reprints@law360.com.

0 Comments
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Lee S. Shalov is a partner and member of the firm's Litigation and Financial Services Department. Since 1988, Mr. 

Shalov has concentrated his practice in complex commercial litigation with an emphasis on prosecuting and 

defending wage and hour class actions, securities class actions, derivative actions, and mutual and hedge fund 

actions. Mr. Shalov has represented employees, consumers, companies and hedge funds located throughout the 

United States and in England, Germany, and China. He also has substantial trial experience, having conducted jury 

and non-jury trials in federal and state courts. Some of Mr. Shalov's representative engagements include the 

following:

Lead counsel in wage and hour employment class actions under the Fair Labor Standards Act and state 
labor laws, including: Frlekin v. Apple Inc., Case No. 13-cv-3451 (N.D.Cal.) (defeated summary judgment 
motion in nationwide class action against Apple for uncompensated security checks); Ramirez v. Riverbay 
Corp., Index No.: 13-cv-2367 (S.D.N.Y.) (secured conditional class certification for over 1,700 employees 
who were not compensated for work performed before and after scheduled shifts and wrongfully paid 
compensatory time rather than overtime cash payments); Siewharack v. Queens Long Island Medical 
Group, P.C. (E.D.N.Y) (obtained $2.45 million settlement for employees of medical company who were not 
compensated for time worked); Ludwig V. Pret A Manger (S.D.N.Y.) (obtained $299,000 settlement for 
misclassified managers in training); Marshall v. Deutsche Post DHL Express (USA) Inc. (S.D.N.Y.) 
(prosecuting wage and hour class action on behalf of DHL clearance agents in New York, California and 
Florida); and Terrana v. JCPenny (S.D.N.Y.) (prosecuting wage and hour class action on behalf of non-
exempt hourly employees of JCPenny in New York.

Lee S. Shalov
Partner

New York, NY

lshalov@mclaughlinstern.com

Phone: 646-278-4298

Fax: 212-448-0066
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Lead counsel in securities class actions that generated substantial recoveries for investors, including: In re 
Baan Company Sec. Litig., (D.D.C.) ($32.5 million settlement); In re Winstar Sec. Litig. (S.D.N.Y.) 
(settlements totaling over $30 million); In re Dreyfus Aggressive Growth Mutual Fund Litig. ($18.5 million 
recovery); In re TEAM Communications Sec. Litig. (C.D.Cal.) ($12.5 million settlement); In re Recoton Sec. 
Litig. (M.D.Fla.) (settled for $3.6 million); Cheney v. Cyberguard Corp. (S.D.Fla.) (settled for $10 million); 
Baker v. Health Management Systems, Inc. (E.D.N.Y.) (settled for $2.45 million); and Varljen v. H.J. Meyers & 
Co., Inc. (S.D.N.Y.) (settled for more than $5 million.)

Trial counsel in In re: Globalstar Sec. Litig. (S.D.N.Y.), a securities class action that settled at trial for $20 
million. In commenting on the efforts of Plaintiffs' trial team, the Honorable Kevin P. Castel observed that 
Mr. Shalov and his colleagues "have all done a terrific job in presenting the case for the plaintiffs."

Lead counsel in consumer class actions involving defective products and misleading advertising, including: 
Baird v. Thomson Consumer Electronics (consumer class action that made available $100 million in cash 
and other benefits to purchasers of defective products); Khoday v. Symantec (D.Minn.); and Sabol v. 
Hydroxatone (D.N.J.)

Representing investors in hedge fund actions arising out of Bernard Madoff and Thomas Petters Ponzi 
schemes, including: Elendow Fund v. Rye Select Broad Market XL Fund (S.D.N.Y.); Tradex Global Master 
Fund SPC Ltd. v. Lancelot Investment Management L.L.C. (Illinois, Cook County)

Trial counsel for Audiovox Corporation in Audiovox Corp. v. Benyamini (Sup. Ct. Nassau County), which 
resulted in a plaintiffs' jury verdict in connection with the enforcement of a corporate guaranty.

Representing liquidating trust in adversary proceedings resulting from bankruptcy of Brown Publishing 
Company. In re Brown Publishing Company (E.D.N.Y., Bankr.)

Representing China-based company and senior executives in securities class and derivative actions. In re 
Advanced Battery Sec. Litig. (S.D.N.Y.)

Mr. Shalov has been regularly cited in the press for his innovative efforts on behalf of aggrieved employees, 

consumers and investors. He has also been recognized since 2007 in New York's "Super Lawyers", which is a 

competitive selection of the top five percent of attorneys in each state, as chosen by their peers and through 

independent research. More information on the selection process can be obtained at SuperLawyers.com.

News & Press

McLaughlin & Stern Wins Summary Judgment Motion Against Nassau County

McLaughlin & Stern Defeats Apple, Inc. in Historic Class Action Decision

District Court of Massachusetts Grants Preliminary Approval of a Proposed $3 Million Settlement

District Court of Massachusetts Grants Preliminary Approval of a Proposed $3 Million Settlement

McLaughlin & Stern, LLP Reaches $4.75 Million Settlement in Starrett City Wage-and-Hour Class Action

McLaughlin & Stern, LLP Reaches $4.75 Million Settlement in Starrett City Wage-and-Hour Class Action
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Education

John Marshall Law School (J.D., 1984)

Boston University (B.A., 1981)

Bar Admissions

State of New York

Southern and Eastern Districts of New York

Practice Areas

China Practice

Employment

McLaughlin & Stern | www.mclaughlinstern.com
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Brett R. Gallaway is a partner in the litigation department and Co-Chair of McLaughlin and Stern’s Class Action 

Practice. Mr. Gallaway specializes in employment and commercial litigation with a concentration on complex and 

class action lawsuits. He has a detailed working knowledge of federal and state labor laws and has successfully 

litigated and negotiated hundreds of employment claims including wage and hour issues, employment 

discrimination and wrongful termination, WARN Act violations and various other labor disputes. In addition to 

employment litigation, Mr. Gallaway also regularly assists clients with corporate, real estate and transactional 

matters, and has significant federal and state court trial experience prosecuting and defending commercial 

lawsuits. Mr. Gallaway also regularly represents clients in all facets of the restaurant and hospitality industry from 

business organization and structuring to protective strategies and litigation defense.

Mr. Gallaway has been regularly cited in the press and legal publications for his innovative efforts in the practices of 

employment law and litigation and has been recognized since 2015 in New York’s “Super Lawyers” as a “Rising 

Star”, which is a competitive selection of the top 2.5 percent of attorneys in each state, as chosen by their peers and 

through independent research.

Brett R. Gallaway
Partner

New York, NY

bgallaway@mclaughlinstern.com

Phone: 212-448-1100

Fax: 212-448-0066
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Mr. Gallaway received his Bachelor of Science degree magna cum laude from New York University and his J.D. from 

Tulane Law School where he was on the Moot Court Board, three national Moot Court Trial Teams and practiced as 

a student attorney in the Tulane Domestic Violence Law Clinic. Mr. Gallaway is a native of New York City and is a 

member of the New York County Lawyer’s Association.

News & Press

The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act

NYS Issues Guidance on How to Obtain a Precautionary or Mandatory Order of Quarantine

Memorandum Re: Federal and New York State Employment Legislation and Protection in Response to 
COVID

Brett Gallaway Files Multimillion Dollar Complaint Against Famed Art Gallery and Owner, Mary Boone

McLaughlin & Stern Defeats Apple, Inc. in Historic Class Action Decision

Brickman and Gallaway Win Multimillion-Dollar Judgment

Education

Tulane University Law School (J.D., 2011)

New York University (B.S., 2008, magna cum laude)

Bar Admissions

New York

Southern District of New York

Western District of New York

Eastern District of New York

Memberships
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New York County Lawyer's Association

Practice Areas

Employment

Art Law

McLaughlin & Stern | www.mclaughlinstern.com
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Jason S. Giaimo is a partner in the litigation department where his practice focuses primarily in the areas of 

complex commercial litigation, civil litigation, and employment law. Jason has represented both businesses and 

individuals in commercial and civil litigation matters, including claims involving breach of contract, breach of 

fiduciary duty, tortious interference, unfair competition, wrongful termination, accounting malpractice, and 

consumer fraud claims. His employment litigation experience includes representing both plaintiffs and defendants 

in connection with claims arising under state and federal law, including the Fair Labor Standard Act.

Some of Jason’s representative experience includes the following:

Jason S. Giaimo
Partner

New York, NY

jgiaimo@mclaughlinstern.com

Phone: 212-448-1100

Fax: 212-448-0066
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Prevailed on all claims in an arbitration before the American Arbitration Association on behalf of an 
offshore fund against a large private financial institution;

Represented a hedge fund in an accounting malpractice and negligence class action resulting in a 
settlement totaling $27.5 million;

Represented a privately-held limited liability company and its principal in connection with a breach of 
contract and breach of fiduciary action against the managing member for, inter alia, misappropriation of 
assets, which resulted in a favorable settlement for the firm’s client;

Favorably settled a breach of contract action against a limited liability company arising out the limited 
liability company’s sale of assets to a publicly-traded company pursuant to an asset purchase sale; and

Represented a mutual insurance association in a limitation of liability action arising out of a total loss of 
the association’s insured vessel.

Jason is a graduate of Indiana University and graduated magna cum laude from St. John’s University School of 

Law. While in law school, Jason served as Senior Articles Editor for the St. John’s Law Review.

News & Press

McLaughlin & Stern Wins Summary Judgment Motion Against Nassau County

District Court of Massachusetts Grants Preliminary Approval of a Proposed $3 Million Settlement

McLaughlin & Stern Reaches $27.5 Million Settlement in Ponzi Scheme Litigation

Publications & Honors

Third-Party Discovery Subpoenas in Arbitration

How To Domesticate a Sister-State Judgment in New York When the Judgment Was Entered on Default in 
the Underlying Proceeding

Education

St. John's University School of Law (J.D., 2014)

Indiana University (B.S., 2011)
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NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 

 
To all current and former non-exempt employees of Apple Inc. (“Apple”) who worked at an Apple retail 

store in California between July 25, 2009 and August 10, 2015 who were previously provided notice of the 

Action (defined below) in 2015 and who did not opt out of the class. 

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY 
 

IT MAY AFFECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHT TO MONEY IN CONNECTION WITH THE SETTLEMENT 
OF A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT.  
 

A.  WHAT IS THIS NOTICE ABOUT? 

 
A settlement agreement (the “Settlement”) has been reached between Apple and Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin, 
Aaron Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Plaintiffs”) in a class action pending 
in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California (the “Court”). Plaintiffs Aaron 
Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Class Representatives”) are pursuing the 
Action on behalf of themselves and individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail 
store in California at any time between July 25, 2009 and December 26, 2015 (“Settlement Class 

Members”). The “Class Period” is July 25, 2009 to December 31, 2015. Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and 
Taylor Kalin are also pursuing the Action on behalf of themselves, the State of California, and all 
individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail store in California at any time from 
July 25, 2012 to December 26, 2015 (the “PAGA Settlement Class Members”) seeking civil penalties 
pursuant to the Private Attorneys’ General Act of 2004, California Labor Code section 2698 et seq. 

(“PAGA”). 
 
The Court has preliminarily approved the Settlement. The Court appointed McLaughlin & Stern LLP and 
Kralowec Law P.C. to serve as Class Counsel for the Settlement Class Members, and Lee Shalov of 
McLaughlin & Stern LLP to serve as Lead Counsel for the Settlement Class Members. In making this 
appointment and preliminarily approving the Settlement, the Court gave these Class Counsel firms the 
authority to represent and bind the Plaintiffs and Settlement Class Members regarding the Settlement, 
subject to the Court’s final approval of the Settlement. 
 
You have received this notice because you previously were provided notice of the Action in 2015 and did 
not opt out of the class. This notice is designed to provide you with a brief description of the Action, inform 
you of the terms of the proposed Settlement, and discuss your rights in connection with the Settlement, 
including how you can object to the Settlement. 
 

B.  WHAT IS THIS LAWSUIT ABOUT? 

 
The Action involves the two consolidated class and PAGA lawsuits entitled Amanda Frlekin, et al. v. Apple 

Inc., Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, and Taylor Kalin v. Apple Inc., Case No. 13-cv-04727-WHA (the 
“Action”), pending before the Court. 
 
Plaintiffs brought the Action seeking compensation on behalf of hourly-paid, non-exempt Apple employees 
for time spent waiting for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple 
technology at one or more of Apple’s retail stores in the State of California. Based on these allegations, 
Class Representatives assert claims for: (a) failure to pay minimum and overtime wages in violation of 
California Labor Code sections 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2, and 1198 and the applicable Industrial 
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Welfare Commission Wage Order; (b) unfair competition in violation of California Business & Professions 
Code sections 17200, et seq.; (c) failure to provide accurate wage statements in violation of California 
Labor Code section 226; (d) failure to pay all wages due on termination in violation of California Labor 
Code sections 201, 202, 203, and 204; and (e) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in pursuing the Action. 
 
Separately, Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and Taylor Kalin allege a claim for civil penalties under PAGA based 
on the allegation that Apple did not compensate hourly-paid, non-exempt employees for time spent waiting 
for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple technology. 
 
The Action was commenced in 2015 and has been heavily litigated. In February 2020, the California 
Supreme Court held that Apple “must compensate those employees to whom the [bag and technology 
search] policy applies for the time spent waiting for and undergoing [bag and technology] searches.” Frlekin 

v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal.5th 1038, 1057 (2020). In April 2021, the district court held that “[a]t all material times 
Apple was liable to compensate the class members for time spent standing in line and waiting to have their 
bags checked.” Dkt. 407. However, the district court further ordered that “[t]here will be a damages claims 
process on an individual-by-individual basis, after notice to potential class members,” and “a trial schedule 
for all or groups of claimants will be set along with evidentiary disclosure and expert deadlines for each 
trial.” Id. 
 
Plaintiffs contend that the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
Apple denies that Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
After lengthy settlement negotiations with the assistance of multiple independent mediators, Plaintiffs and 
Apple agreed to settle the Action. The Parties and their counsel have concluded that the Settlement is 
advantageous, considering the risks and uncertainties to each side of continued litigation. 
 
The Settlement Class Members are comprised of 13,884 employees who were provided notice of the Action 
in 2015 and who did not opt out of the certified class at that time (“Existing Class Members”), and 799 
additional employees referred to as New Class Members. The New Class Members consist of 16 
individuals who began working at an Apple retail store in California between August 3, 2015 and August 
10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not sent in 2015, and 783 individuals who began working 
at an Apple retail store in California between August 11, 2015 and December 26, 2015. To settle all 
potential claims relating to Apple’s former bag and technology check policy, which Apple contends it 
terminated on December 17, 2015, the Parties agreed to expand the scope of the class to include all non-
exempt employees who worked at an Apple retail store in California through December 26, 2015 to ensure 
that the settlement captured all employees who may have been subject to Apple’s former bag and 
technology check policy.   
 
The Settlement represents a compromise of disputed claims. Nothing in the Settlement is intended to be or 
will be construed as an admission by Apple that Plaintiffs’ claims in the Action have merit or that Apple 
owes compensation to Plaintiffs or Settlement Class Members for the conduct alleged in the Action. On the 
contrary, Apple denies any and all such liability.  
 

C.  SUMMARY OF THE SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS 

 
1. Total Settlement Amount: Apple will pay $29,900,000 as the Total Settlement Amount. The Total 

Settlement Amount is the total amount that Apple shall be obligated to pay under the Settlement, except 
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for the employer’s share of payroll taxes on the wage component of the Individual Class Payments, 
which Apple shall pay in addition to the Total Settlement Amount. The Total Settlement Amount will 
include all amounts paid for the Class Representative Payments to Class Representatives; the Service 
Payment to Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin; the Attorneys’ Fees; the Litigation Costs; the Settlement 
Administration Costs; the PAGA Settlement Amount to resolve the claim for civil penalties; and the 
Individual Class Payments to Participating Settlement Class Members. 
 

2. Class Representative Payments: Class Representatives will seek approval from the Court for a 
payment of $10,000 each for prosecuting the Action and for the Complete and General Release that 
they are providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Class Representative 
Payments will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

3. Service Payment: Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin will seek approval from the Court for a payment of 
$10,000 for her time and effort in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Settlement Class Members, 
PAGA Settlement Class Members, and the State of California, and for the Complete and General 
Release she is providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Service 
Payment will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

4. Attorneys’ Fees: Class Counsel have spent over eight years prosecuting the Action on behalf of the 
Class. During this time, they have, among other tasks: (i) reviewed thousands of documents relating to 
Plaintiffs’ claims and allegations; (ii) interviewed over 100 Apple employees regarding their 
experiences with bag and technology checks at Apple retail stores; (iii) taken and defended over thirty 
depositions of Apple representatives and employees; (iv) prepared multiple briefs and attended multiple 
hearings before the Court, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and the California 
Supreme Court, (v) obtained the California Supreme Court opinion cited above for the benefit of the 
Class; and (vi) engaged in lengthy mediation sessions before three different mediators. In consideration 
for these efforts, Class Counsel intend to request one third of the Total Settlement Amount 
($9,966,666.67) as an award of attorneys’ fees for the services the attorneys representing the Plaintiffs 
in the Action have rendered and will render to the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement 
Class Members. The payment of the Attorneys’ Fees from out of the Total Settlement Amount will 
constitute full and complete compensation for all legal fees of all attorneys representing Plaintiffs in 
the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of Louis 
Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes Law 
Group, APC) and all work done through the completion of the Action, whatever date that may be.  
 

5. Litigation Costs: Class Counsel will also request up to $450,000 for the litigation costs all attorneys 
representing Plaintiffs in the Action have incurred and will incur in the investigation, litigation, and 
resolution of the Action. The payment of the Litigation Costs from out of the Total Settlement Amount 
will constitute full and complete compensation for all costs and expenses of all attorneys representing 
Plaintiffs in the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of 
Louis Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes 
Law Group, APC).  
  

6. Settlement Administration Costs: The reasonable costs of administering the Settlement, up to a 
maximum of $89,500, will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount, except that Apple shall bear 
the cost of providing notice to the 16 New Class Members who began working at an Apple retail store 
in California between August 3, 2015 and August 10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not 
sent in 2015. The Court has appointed Angeion Group to act as an independent Settlement 
Administrator for purposes of administering this Settlement. 
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7. PAGA Settlement Amount: $448,500 of the Total Settlement Amount has been allocated to PAGA 
civil penalties.  
 

8. Net Settlement Amount: The Net Settlement Amount means the Total Settlement Amount minus 
deductions for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the Attorneys’ Fees, the 
Litigation Costs, the Settlement Administration Costs, and the PAGA Settlement Amount.  
 

9. Individual Class Payments: Apple will pay the Net Settlement Amount to Participating Settlement 

Class Members Each Participating Settlement Class Member’s share of the Net Settlement Amount 
(the “Individual Class Payment”) will be based on the number of individual shifts each worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period. Each Individual Class Payment 
shall be calculated by dividing a Participating Settlement Class Member’s individual shifts worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period by the total of all shifts worked by 
Participating Settlement Class Members for Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class 
Period, and multiplying this result by the Net Settlement Amount. The Individual Class Payments will 
be allocated 20% as wages, 20% as interest, and 60% as penalties. The wage component of the 
Individual Class Payments shall be subject to W-2 reporting and shall be subject to deductions for 
employee-side employment and payroll taxes. The interest and penalty components of the Individual 
Class Payments will be subject to IRS Form 1099 reporting, if required by law, and will not be subject 
to deductions for employment and payroll taxes. 
 

10. The Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, Settlement 
Administration Costs, PAGA Settlement Amount, and Individual Class Payments will be paid after the 
Court enters a Final Approval Order and the Judgment, all time for Settlement Class Members to appeal 
or challenge the Final Approval Order and the Judgment has lapsed, and the Final Approval Order and 
the Judgment remain enforceable (i.e., the “Effective Date”). 
 

11. Any unclaimed funds resulting from Settlement Class Members’ failure to cash Individual Class 
Payment checks and/or Individual PAGA Payment checks by the Void Date shall be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the California Alliance of Boys & Girls Clubs, Inc. (“Boys & Girls 

Clubs”), with the funds designated to be used in California for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce 
Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employee-side payroll taxes corresponding to the wage 
component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks shall also be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the Boys & Girls Clubs, with the funds designated to be used in California 
for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employer-side 
payroll taxes corresponding to the wage component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks 
shall be returned to Apple. 
 

12. If the Court does not grant final approval of the Settlement or if the Judgment does not become final 
and binding for any reason, then the Settlement will become null and void; if that occurs, neither 
Plaintiffs nor Apple will have further obligations under the Settlement, including any obligation by 
Apple to pay the Total Settlement Amount or any amounts that otherwise would have been owed under 
this Settlement. An award by the Court of a lesser amount than that sought by Plaintiffs and Class 
Counsel for the Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, 
PAGA Settlement Amount, or Settlement Administration Costs will not render the Settlement null and 
void. 

 

D.  HOW MUCH WILL I RECEIVE?  
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Apple’s records indicate that during the Class Period (i.e., between July 25, 2009 and December 31, 2015), 
you worked a total of 445 shifts in a non-exempt position at an Apple retail store in California. Based on 
this information, it is estimated that your Individual Class Payment will be approximately $1,244.15, 
assuming the Net Settlement Amount is $18,895,333.33, after the deductions described above. Assuming 
the Court approves the Settlement, you do not need to do anything to receive a payment. 
 
Apple’s records also indicate that you are a PAGA Settlement Class Member because you worked as a non-
exempt employee at an Apple retail store in California during some period between July 25, 2012 to 
December 31, 2015 (the “PAGA Period”), and that during that time, you worked a total of 18 pay periods. 
Based on this information, it is estimated that you will receive an additional $4.32 as your pro rata share 
of the PAGA Settlement Amount. Assuming the Court approves the Settlement, you do not need to do 
anything to receive a payment.  
 

E.  WHAT CLAIMS ARE RELEASED? 

 
As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be unable to sue, continue to sue, or be a part of any 
other lawsuit against the Released Parties regarding the “Released Class Claims” in this Settlement. 
“Released Parties” means Apple and its subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or parent companies; the employee 
benefit plans sponsored or maintained by any of the foregoing; the respective successors and predecessors 
in interest of the foregoing; the officers, directors, employees, administrators, fiduciaries, trustees, 
beneficiaries, attorneys, and agents of the foregoing; and each of their past, present, and future officers, 
directors, shareholders, employees, agents, principals, representatives, accountants, auditors, consultants, 
insurers, and reinsurers.  
 
Released Class Claims: Upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives – on behalf of themselves and 
Participating Settlement Class Members – will fully and irrevocably release the Released Parties from the 
Class Claims in exchange for the consideration provided by this Settlement. 
 
“Class Claims” means any and all claims, rights, demands, liabilities, and causes of action of every nature 
and description, whether known or unknown, for wages, benefits, and related penalties actually asserted or 
that could have been asserted in the Action by the Plaintiffs on behalf of themselves and/or the Settlement 
Class Members based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s November 12, 2013 notice letter 
to the Labor and Workforce Development Agency (“LWDA”), Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 
notice letter to the LWDA, and/or the original, amended, and/or Consolidated Complaint in the Frlekin 

Action, and/or the complaint in the Kalin Action (all of which are posted on the settlement website at 
www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com), including claims for: (i) failure to pay overtime and minimum 
wages pursuant to Labor Code §§ 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2 and 1198 and the applicable Wage Order 
of the Industrial Welfare Commission; (ii) violation of California’s Unfair Competition Law, California 
Business & Professions Code § 17200 et seq.; (iii) failure to provide and maintain accurate wage statements 
pursuant to Labor Code § 226 and the applicable Wage Order of the Industrial Welfare Commission; and 
(iv) failure to timely pay wages upon termination of employment pursuant to Labor Code §§ 201-204; and 
(v) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred to prosecute the Action on behalf of Settlement Class Members. “Class 
Claims” also includes all claims that Plaintiffs and/or Settlement Class Members may have against the 
Released Parties relating to: (a) the payment, taxation, and allocation of Attorneys’ Fees and Litigation 
Costs to Class Counsel pursuant to this Settlement Agreement; (b) the payment, taxation, and allocation of 
Class Representatives’ Class Representative Payments and Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s Service Payment 
pursuant to the Settlement Agreement; and (c) the payment, taxation, and allocation of payments to 
Participating Settlement Class Members. Notwithstanding the foregoing, “Class Claims” does not include 
the claims for failure to reimburse business expenses pursuant to Labor Code § 2802 or the claims for 
failure to pay for time spent waiting to clock in and time spent checking out company devices asserted in 
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Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 notice letter to the LWDA, which were never pursued in the 
Consolidated Complaint filed in the Action, or claims for violation of Massachusetts, New York, or Ohio 
law, or the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, which the Court already dismissed with prejudice as to the 
individual plaintiffs who brought the non-California claims. 

 

The Released Class Claims include a 1542 Waiver but only as to the specific Class Claims that were asserted 
in the Action, identified above. “1542 Waiver” means an express waiver, to the fullest extent permitted by 
law, of the provisions, rights, and benefits of California Civil Code section 1542, which states: “A general 
release does not extend to claims that the creditor or releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his 
or her favor at the time of executing the release and that, if known by him or her, would have materially 
affected his or her settlement with the debtor or released party.”  
 
Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class Members may discover facts in addition to or 
different from those they now know or believe to be true with respect to the subject matter of the Released 
Class Claims but, upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members shall be deemed to have – and by operation of the Final Approval Order and the Judgment shall 
have – fully, finally, and forever settled and released any and all of the Released Class Claims. It is the 
intent of the Parties that the Final Approval Order and the Judgment entered by the Court shall have full 
res judicata effect and be final and binding upon Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members regarding the Released Class Claims. Indeed, the binding nature of the Settlement and the 
Released Class Claims shall have the same force and effect as if each Participating Settlement Class 
Member had executed the Settlement Agreement individually. 
 

F.  WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS AS A SETTLEMENT CLASS MEMBER? 

 
1. Participating in the Settlement: You do not need to do anything to participate in this Settlement. and, 

if Final Approval is granted by the Court, be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the Net Settlement 
Amount. You are a Participating Settlement Class Member because you did not opt out of the class in 
2015. As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be bound by the terms of the Settlement 
and the Judgment entered by the Court, you will be deemed to have released the Released Class Claims 
against the Released Parties described above, and you will be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the 
Net Settlement Amount.  
 

2. Objecting to the Settlement: You can ask the Court to deny approval of the Settlement by filing an 
objection. You cannot ask the Court to order a different settlement; the Court can only approve or reject 
the Settlement. If the Court denies approval, no settlement payments will be sent out and the Action 
will continue. If that is what you want to happen, you must object.  

 
Any objection to the proposed Settlement must be in writing. If you file a timely written objection, you 
may, but are not required to, appear at the Final Approval Hearing, either in person or through your 
own attorney. If you appear through your own attorney, you are responsible for hiring and paying that 
attorney. 
 
All written objections and supporting papers must be submitted to the Court either by mailing them to 
the Class Action Clerk, United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, or by filing them in person at any location of the United 
States District Court for the Northern District of California. All written objections to the proposed 
Settlement should: (a) contain your full name, address and last four digits of your social security 
number; (b) identify the case (by referring to the Frlekin v. Apple case, or Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, 
or the Apple Bag Check case, or some other descriptor that identifies the case) and state the basis for 
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the objection; (c) be signed by you; and (d) be filed or postmarked on or before April 26, 2022 (the 
“Response Deadline”).  
 
All written objections to final approval of the Settlement and Class Counsel’s requests for attorneys’ 
fees and costs, must similarly be submitted to the Court and must be filed or postmarked on or before 
July 5, 2022. The motions for attorneys’ fees, costs, Class Representative Payments and the Service 
Payment will be posted on the settlement website on or before approximately March 27, 2022. The 
motion for final approval of the Settlement will be posted on the settlement website on or before 
approximately May 30, 2022.   

 

G.  FINAL SETTLEMENT APPROVAL HEARING 

 
The Court will hold a Final Approval Hearing on July 7, 2022, at 8:00 a.m., in Courtroom 12 on the 19th 
Floor of the United States Courthouse located at 450 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California 94102, 
to determine whether the Settlement should be finally approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate. The Court 
will also be asked to approve the requests for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the 
Attorneys’ Fees, the Litigation Costs, the PAGA Settlement Amount, and the Settlement Administration 
Costs. 
 
The Final Approval Hearing may be postponed without further notice to Class Members. It is not necessary 

for you to appear at this hearing. If you have submitted an objection you may appear at the hearing and 
be heard. You may check the settlement website at www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com or the Court’s 
Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER) system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov to confirm that 
the Final Approval Hearing date has not been changed. 
 

H.  GETTING MORE INFORMATION 

 
This notice summarizes the proposed Settlement. For the precise terms and conditions of the Settlement, or 
if you have questions about the Settlement, please see the Settlement Agreement available at 

www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com, contact the Settlement Administrator (see below contact 

information), contact Class Counsel (see below contact information), or access the Court docket in this 
case, for a fee, through the Court’s PACER system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov, or visit the office of the 
Clerk of the Court for the United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
excluding Court holidays. 
 
Settlement Administrator: 
  Angeion Group, Inc. 
  1650 Arch Street, Suite 101 
  Philadelphia, PA 19103 
  Email: info@AppleBagCheckSettlement.com 
  Toll Free #: 1-844-844-3203 
 
Class Counsel: 
 
Lee Shalov 
lshalov@mclaughlinstern.com 
Brett Gallaway 
bgallaway@mclaughlinstern.com 

Kimberly A. Kralowec 
kkralowec@kraloweclaw.com 
Kathleen Styles Rogers 
krogers@kraloweclaw.com 
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Jason Scott Giaimo 
jgiaimo@mclaughlinstern.com 
McLAUGHLIN & STERN, LLP 
260 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
Tel:   (212) 448-1100 
 
 
 

KRALOWEC LAW, P.C. 
750 Battery Street, Suite 700 
San Francisco, California 94111 
Tel:   (415) 546-6800 
 

PLEASE DO NOT TELEPHONE THE COURT OR THE COURT CLERK’S OFFICE TO 

INQUIRE ABOUT THIS SETTLEMENT. 

 

Dated: January 11, 2022. 
By Order of the Court 
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NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 

 
To all current and former non-exempt employees of Apple Inc. (“Apple”) who worked at an Apple retail 

store in California between July 25, 2009 and August 10, 2015 who were previously provided notice of the 

Action (defined below) in 2015 and who did not opt out of the class. 

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY 
 

IT MAY AFFECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHT TO MONEY IN CONNECTION WITH THE SETTLEMENT 
OF A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT.  
 

A.  WHAT IS THIS NOTICE ABOUT? 

 
A settlement agreement (the “Settlement”) has been reached between Apple and Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin, 
Aaron Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Plaintiffs”) in a class action pending 
in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California (the “Court”). Plaintiffs Aaron 
Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Class Representatives”) are pursuing the 
Action on behalf of themselves and individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail 
store in California at any time between July 25, 2009 and December 26, 2015 (“Settlement Class 

Members”). The “Class Period” is July 25, 2009 to December 31, 2015. Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and 
Taylor Kalin are also pursuing the Action on behalf of themselves, the State of California, and all 
individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail store in California at any time from 
July 25, 2012 to December 26, 2015 (the “PAGA Settlement Class Members”) seeking civil penalties 
pursuant to the Private Attorneys’ General Act of 2004, California Labor Code section 2698 et seq. 

(“PAGA”). 
 
The Court has preliminarily approved the Settlement. The Court appointed McLaughlin & Stern LLP and 
Kralowec Law P.C. to serve as Class Counsel for the Settlement Class Members, and Lee Shalov of 
McLaughlin & Stern LLP to serve as Lead Counsel for the Settlement Class Members. In making this 
appointment and preliminarily approving the Settlement, the Court gave these Class Counsel firms the 
authority to represent and bind the Plaintiffs and Settlement Class Members regarding the Settlement, 
subject to the Court’s final approval of the Settlement. 
 
You have received this notice because you previously were provided notice of the Action in 2015 and did 
not opt out of the class. This notice is designed to provide you with a brief description of the Action, inform 
you of the terms of the proposed Settlement, and discuss your rights in connection with the Settlement, 
including how you can object to the Settlement. 
 

B.  WHAT IS THIS LAWSUIT ABOUT? 

 
The Action involves the two consolidated class and PAGA lawsuits entitled Amanda Frlekin, et al. v. Apple 

Inc., Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, and Taylor Kalin v. Apple Inc., Case No. 13-cv-04727-WHA (the 
“Action”), pending before the Court. 
 
Plaintiffs brought the Action seeking compensation on behalf of hourly-paid, non-exempt Apple employees 
for time spent waiting for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple 
technology at one or more of Apple’s retail stores in the State of California. Based on these allegations, 
Class Representatives assert claims for: (a) failure to pay minimum and overtime wages in violation of 
California Labor Code sections 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2, and 1198 and the applicable Industrial 
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Welfare Commission Wage Order; (b) unfair competition in violation of California Business & Professions 
Code sections 17200, et seq.; (c) failure to provide accurate wage statements in violation of California 
Labor Code section 226; (d) failure to pay all wages due on termination in violation of California Labor 
Code sections 201, 202, 203, and 204; and (e) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in pursuing the Action. 
 
Separately, Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and Taylor Kalin allege a claim for civil penalties under PAGA based 
on the allegation that Apple did not compensate hourly-paid, non-exempt employees for time spent waiting 
for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple technology. 
 
The Action was commenced in 2015 and has been heavily litigated. In February 2020, the California 
Supreme Court held that Apple “must compensate those employees to whom the [bag and technology 
search] policy applies for the time spent waiting for and undergoing [bag and technology] searches.” Frlekin 

v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal.5th 1038, 1057 (2020). In April 2021, the district court held that “[a]t all material times 
Apple was liable to compensate the class members for time spent standing in line and waiting to have their 
bags checked.” Dkt. 407. However, the district court further ordered that “[t]here will be a damages claims 
process on an individual-by-individual basis, after notice to potential class members,” and “a trial schedule 
for all or groups of claimants will be set along with evidentiary disclosure and expert deadlines for each 
trial.” Id. 
 
Plaintiffs contend that the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
Apple denies that Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
After lengthy settlement negotiations with the assistance of multiple independent mediators, Plaintiffs and 
Apple agreed to settle the Action. The Parties and their counsel have concluded that the Settlement is 
advantageous, considering the risks and uncertainties to each side of continued litigation. 
 
The Settlement Class Members are comprised of 13,884 employees who were provided notice of the Action 
in 2015 and who did not opt out of the certified class at that time (“Existing Class Members”), and 799 
additional employees referred to as New Class Members. The New Class Members consist of 16 
individuals who began working at an Apple retail store in California between August 3, 2015 and August 
10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not sent in 2015, and 783 individuals who began working 
at an Apple retail store in California between August 11, 2015 and December 26, 2015. To settle all 
potential claims relating to Apple’s former bag and technology check policy, which Apple contends it 
terminated on December 17, 2015, the Parties agreed to expand the scope of the class to include all non-
exempt employees who worked at an Apple retail store in California through December 26, 2015 to ensure 
that the settlement captured all employees who may have been subject to Apple’s former bag and 
technology check policy.   
 
The Settlement represents a compromise of disputed claims. Nothing in the Settlement is intended to be or 
will be construed as an admission by Apple that Plaintiffs’ claims in the Action have merit or that Apple 
owes compensation to Plaintiffs or Settlement Class Members for the conduct alleged in the Action. On the 
contrary, Apple denies any and all such liability.  
 

C.  SUMMARY OF THE SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS 

 
1. Total Settlement Amount: Apple will pay $29,900,000 as the Total Settlement Amount. The Total 

Settlement Amount is the total amount that Apple shall be obligated to pay under the Settlement, except 
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for the employer’s share of payroll taxes on the wage component of the Individual Class Payments, 
which Apple shall pay in addition to the Total Settlement Amount. The Total Settlement Amount will 
include all amounts paid for the Class Representative Payments to Class Representatives; the Service 
Payment to Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin; the Attorneys’ Fees; the Litigation Costs; the Settlement 
Administration Costs; the PAGA Settlement Amount to resolve the claim for civil penalties; and the 
Individual Class Payments to Participating Settlement Class Members. 
 

2. Class Representative Payments: Class Representatives will seek approval from the Court for a 
payment of $10,000 each for prosecuting the Action and for the Complete and General Release that 
they are providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Class Representative 
Payments will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

3. Service Payment: Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin will seek approval from the Court for a payment of 
$10,000 for her time and effort in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Settlement Class Members, 
PAGA Settlement Class Members, and the State of California, and for the Complete and General 
Release she is providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Service 
Payment will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

4. Attorneys’ Fees: Class Counsel have spent over eight years prosecuting the Action on behalf of the 
Class. During this time, they have, among other tasks: (i) reviewed thousands of documents relating to 
Plaintiffs’ claims and allegations; (ii) interviewed over 100 Apple employees regarding their 
experiences with bag and technology checks at Apple retail stores; (iii) taken and defended over thirty 
depositions of Apple representatives and employees; (iv) prepared multiple briefs and attended multiple 
hearings before the Court, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and the California 
Supreme Court, (v) obtained the California Supreme Court opinion cited above for the benefit of the 
Class; and (vi) engaged in lengthy mediation sessions before three different mediators. In consideration 
for these efforts, Class Counsel intend to request one third of the Total Settlement Amount 
($9,966,666.67) as an award of attorneys’ fees for the services the attorneys representing the Plaintiffs 
in the Action have rendered and will render to the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement 
Class Members. The payment of the Attorneys’ Fees from out of the Total Settlement Amount will 
constitute full and complete compensation for all legal fees of all attorneys representing Plaintiffs in 
the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of Louis 
Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes Law 
Group, APC) and all work done through the completion of the Action, whatever date that may be.  
 

5. Litigation Costs: Class Counsel will also request up to $450,000 for the litigation costs all attorneys 
representing Plaintiffs in the Action have incurred and will incur in the investigation, litigation, and 
resolution of the Action. The payment of the Litigation Costs from out of the Total Settlement Amount 
will constitute full and complete compensation for all costs and expenses of all attorneys representing 
Plaintiffs in the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of 
Louis Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes 
Law Group, APC).  
  

6. Settlement Administration Costs: The reasonable costs of administering the Settlement, up to a 
maximum of $89,500, will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount, except that Apple shall bear 
the cost of providing notice to the 16 New Class Members who began working at an Apple retail store 
in California between August 3, 2015 and August 10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not 
sent in 2015. The Court has appointed Angeion Group to act as an independent Settlement 
Administrator for purposes of administering this Settlement. 
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7. PAGA Settlement Amount: $448,500 of the Total Settlement Amount has been allocated to PAGA 
civil penalties.  
 

8. Net Settlement Amount: The Net Settlement Amount means the Total Settlement Amount minus 
deductions for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the Attorneys’ Fees, the 
Litigation Costs, the Settlement Administration Costs, and the PAGA Settlement Amount.  
 

9. Individual Class Payments: Apple will pay the Net Settlement Amount to Participating Settlement 

Class Members Each Participating Settlement Class Member’s share of the Net Settlement Amount 
(the “Individual Class Payment”) will be based on the number of individual shifts each worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period. Each Individual Class Payment 
shall be calculated by dividing a Participating Settlement Class Member’s individual shifts worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period by the total of all shifts worked by 
Participating Settlement Class Members for Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class 
Period, and multiplying this result by the Net Settlement Amount. The Individual Class Payments will 
be allocated 20% as wages, 20% as interest, and 60% as penalties. The wage component of the 
Individual Class Payments shall be subject to W-2 reporting and shall be subject to deductions for 
employee-side employment and payroll taxes. The interest and penalty components of the Individual 
Class Payments will be subject to IRS Form 1099 reporting, if required by law, and will not be subject 
to deductions for employment and payroll taxes. 
 

10. The Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, Settlement 
Administration Costs, PAGA Settlement Amount, and Individual Class Payments will be paid after the 
Court enters a Final Approval Order and the Judgment, all time for Settlement Class Members to appeal 
or challenge the Final Approval Order and the Judgment has lapsed, and the Final Approval Order and 
the Judgment remain enforceable (i.e., the “Effective Date”). 
 

11. Any unclaimed funds resulting from Settlement Class Members’ failure to cash Individual Class 
Payment checks and/or Individual PAGA Payment checks by the Void Date shall be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the California Alliance of Boys & Girls Clubs, Inc. (“Boys & Girls 

Clubs”), with the funds designated to be used in California for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce 
Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employee-side payroll taxes corresponding to the wage 
component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks shall also be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the Boys & Girls Clubs, with the funds designated to be used in California 
for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employer-side 
payroll taxes corresponding to the wage component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks 
shall be returned to Apple. 
 

12. If the Court does not grant final approval of the Settlement or if the Judgment does not become final 
and binding for any reason, then the Settlement will become null and void; if that occurs, neither 
Plaintiffs nor Apple will have further obligations under the Settlement, including any obligation by 
Apple to pay the Total Settlement Amount or any amounts that otherwise would have been owed under 
this Settlement. An award by the Court of a lesser amount than that sought by Plaintiffs and Class 
Counsel for the Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, 
PAGA Settlement Amount, or Settlement Administration Costs will not render the Settlement null and 
void. 

 

D.  HOW MUCH WILL I RECEIVE?  
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Apple’s records indicate that during the Class Period (i.e., between July 25, 2009 and December 31, 2015), 
you worked a total of 315 shifts in a non-exempt position at an Apple retail store in California. Based on 
this information, it is estimated that your Individual Class Payment will be approximately $880.69, 
assuming the Net Settlement Amount is $18,895,333.33, after the deductions described above. Assuming 
the Court approves the Settlement, you do not need to do anything to receive a payment. 
 
Apple’s records also indicate that you are a PAGA Settlement Class Member because you worked as a non-
exempt employee at an Apple retail store in California during some period between July 25, 2012 to 
December 31, 2015 (the “PAGA Period”), and that during that time, you worked a total of 8 pay periods. 
Based on this information, it is estimated that you will receive an additional $1.92 as your pro rata share 
of the PAGA Settlement Amount. Assuming the Court approves the Settlement, you do not need to do 
anything to receive a payment.  
 

E.  WHAT CLAIMS ARE RELEASED? 

 
As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be unable to sue, continue to sue, or be a part of any 
other lawsuit against the Released Parties regarding the “Released Class Claims” in this Settlement. 
“Released Parties” means Apple and its subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or parent companies; the employee 
benefit plans sponsored or maintained by any of the foregoing; the respective successors and predecessors 
in interest of the foregoing; the officers, directors, employees, administrators, fiduciaries, trustees, 
beneficiaries, attorneys, and agents of the foregoing; and each of their past, present, and future officers, 
directors, shareholders, employees, agents, principals, representatives, accountants, auditors, consultants, 
insurers, and reinsurers.  
 
Released Class Claims: Upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives – on behalf of themselves and 
Participating Settlement Class Members – will fully and irrevocably release the Released Parties from the 
Class Claims in exchange for the consideration provided by this Settlement. 
 
“Class Claims” means any and all claims, rights, demands, liabilities, and causes of action of every nature 
and description, whether known or unknown, for wages, benefits, and related penalties actually asserted or 
that could have been asserted in the Action by the Plaintiffs on behalf of themselves and/or the Settlement 
Class Members based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s November 12, 2013 notice letter 
to the Labor and Workforce Development Agency (“LWDA”), Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 
notice letter to the LWDA, and/or the original, amended, and/or Consolidated Complaint in the Frlekin 

Action, and/or the complaint in the Kalin Action (all of which are posted on the settlement website at 
www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com), including claims for: (i) failure to pay overtime and minimum 
wages pursuant to Labor Code §§ 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2 and 1198 and the applicable Wage Order 
of the Industrial Welfare Commission; (ii) violation of California’s Unfair Competition Law, California 
Business & Professions Code § 17200 et seq.; (iii) failure to provide and maintain accurate wage statements 
pursuant to Labor Code § 226 and the applicable Wage Order of the Industrial Welfare Commission; and 
(iv) failure to timely pay wages upon termination of employment pursuant to Labor Code §§ 201-204; and 
(v) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred to prosecute the Action on behalf of Settlement Class Members. “Class 
Claims” also includes all claims that Plaintiffs and/or Settlement Class Members may have against the 
Released Parties relating to: (a) the payment, taxation, and allocation of Attorneys’ Fees and Litigation 
Costs to Class Counsel pursuant to this Settlement Agreement; (b) the payment, taxation, and allocation of 
Class Representatives’ Class Representative Payments and Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s Service Payment 
pursuant to the Settlement Agreement; and (c) the payment, taxation, and allocation of payments to 
Participating Settlement Class Members. Notwithstanding the foregoing, “Class Claims” does not include 
the claims for failure to reimburse business expenses pursuant to Labor Code § 2802 or the claims for 
failure to pay for time spent waiting to clock in and time spent checking out company devices asserted in 
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Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 notice letter to the LWDA, which were never pursued in the 
Consolidated Complaint filed in the Action, or claims for violation of Massachusetts, New York, or Ohio 
law, or the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, which the Court already dismissed with prejudice as to the 
individual plaintiffs who brought the non-California claims. 

 

The Released Class Claims include a 1542 Waiver but only as to the specific Class Claims that were asserted 
in the Action, identified above. “1542 Waiver” means an express waiver, to the fullest extent permitted by 
law, of the provisions, rights, and benefits of California Civil Code section 1542, which states: “A general 
release does not extend to claims that the creditor or releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his 
or her favor at the time of executing the release and that, if known by him or her, would have materially 
affected his or her settlement with the debtor or released party.”  
 
Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class Members may discover facts in addition to or 
different from those they now know or believe to be true with respect to the subject matter of the Released 
Class Claims but, upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members shall be deemed to have – and by operation of the Final Approval Order and the Judgment shall 
have – fully, finally, and forever settled and released any and all of the Released Class Claims. It is the 
intent of the Parties that the Final Approval Order and the Judgment entered by the Court shall have full 
res judicata effect and be final and binding upon Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members regarding the Released Class Claims. Indeed, the binding nature of the Settlement and the 
Released Class Claims shall have the same force and effect as if each Participating Settlement Class 
Member had executed the Settlement Agreement individually. 
 

F.  WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS AS A SETTLEMENT CLASS MEMBER? 

 
1. Participating in the Settlement: You do not need to do anything to participate in this Settlement. and, 

if Final Approval is granted by the Court, be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the Net Settlement 
Amount. You are a Participating Settlement Class Member because you did not opt out of the class in 
2015. As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be bound by the terms of the Settlement 
and the Judgment entered by the Court, you will be deemed to have released the Released Class Claims 
against the Released Parties described above, and you will be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the 
Net Settlement Amount.  
 

2. Objecting to the Settlement: You can ask the Court to deny approval of the Settlement by filing an 
objection. You cannot ask the Court to order a different settlement; the Court can only approve or reject 
the Settlement. If the Court denies approval, no settlement payments will be sent out and the Action 
will continue. If that is what you want to happen, you must object.  

 
Any objection to the proposed Settlement must be in writing. If you file a timely written objection, you 
may, but are not required to, appear at the Final Approval Hearing, either in person or through your 
own attorney. If you appear through your own attorney, you are responsible for hiring and paying that 
attorney. 
 
All written objections and supporting papers must be submitted to the Court either by mailing them to 
the Class Action Clerk, United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, or by filing them in person at any location of the United 
States District Court for the Northern District of California. All written objections to the proposed 
Settlement should: (a) contain your full name, address and last four digits of your social security 
number; (b) identify the case (by referring to the Frlekin v. Apple case, or Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, 
or the Apple Bag Check case, or some other descriptor that identifies the case) and state the basis for 
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the objection; (c) be signed by you; and (d) be filed or postmarked on or before April 26, 2022 (the 
“Response Deadline”).  
 
All written objections to final approval of the Settlement and Class Counsel’s requests for attorneys’ 
fees and costs, must similarly be submitted to the Court and must be filed or postmarked on or before 
July 5, 2022. The motions for attorneys’ fees, costs, Class Representative Payments and the Service 
Payment will be posted on the settlement website on or before approximately March 27, 2022. The 
motion for final approval of the Settlement will be posted on the settlement website on or before 
approximately May 30, 2022.   

 

G.  FINAL SETTLEMENT APPROVAL HEARING 

 
The Court will hold a Final Approval Hearing on July 7, 2022, at 8:00 a.m., in Courtroom 12 on the 19th 
Floor of the United States Courthouse located at 450 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California 94102, 
to determine whether the Settlement should be finally approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate. The Court 
will also be asked to approve the requests for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the 
Attorneys’ Fees, the Litigation Costs, the PAGA Settlement Amount, and the Settlement Administration 
Costs. 
 
The Final Approval Hearing may be postponed without further notice to Class Members. It is not necessary 

for you to appear at this hearing. If you have submitted an objection you may appear at the hearing and 
be heard. You may check the settlement website at www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com or the Court’s 
Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER) system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov to confirm that 
the Final Approval Hearing date has not been changed. 
 

H.  GETTING MORE INFORMATION 

 
This notice summarizes the proposed Settlement. For the precise terms and conditions of the Settlement, or 
if you have questions about the Settlement, please see the Settlement Agreement available at 

www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com, contact the Settlement Administrator (see below contact 

information), contact Class Counsel (see below contact information), or access the Court docket in this 
case, for a fee, through the Court’s PACER system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov, or visit the office of the 
Clerk of the Court for the United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
excluding Court holidays. 
 
Settlement Administrator: 
  Angeion Group, Inc. 
  1650 Arch Street, Suite 101 
  Philadelphia, PA 19103 
  Email: info@AppleBagCheckSettlement.com 
  Toll Free #: 1-844-844-3203 
 
Class Counsel: 
 
Lee Shalov 
lshalov@mclaughlinstern.com 
Brett Gallaway 
bgallaway@mclaughlinstern.com 

Kimberly A. Kralowec 
kkralowec@kraloweclaw.com 
Kathleen Styles Rogers 
krogers@kraloweclaw.com 
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Jason Scott Giaimo 
jgiaimo@mclaughlinstern.com 
McLAUGHLIN & STERN, LLP 
260 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
Tel:   (212) 448-1100 
 
 
 

KRALOWEC LAW, P.C. 
750 Battery Street, Suite 700 
San Francisco, California 94111 
Tel:   (415) 546-6800 
 

PLEASE DO NOT TELEPHONE THE COURT OR THE COURT CLERK’S OFFICE TO 

INQUIRE ABOUT THIS SETTLEMENT. 

 

Dated: January 11, 2022. 
By Order of the Court 
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NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 

 
To all current and former non-exempt employees of Apple Inc. (“Apple”) who worked at an Apple retail 

store in California between July 25, 2009 and August 10, 2015 who were previously provided notice of the 

Action (defined below) in 2015 and who did not opt out of the class. 

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY 
 

IT MAY AFFECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHT TO MONEY IN CONNECTION WITH THE SETTLEMENT 
OF A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT.  
 

A.  WHAT IS THIS NOTICE ABOUT? 

 
A settlement agreement (the “Settlement”) has been reached between Apple and Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin, 
Aaron Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Plaintiffs”) in a class action pending 
in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California (the “Court”). Plaintiffs Aaron 
Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Class Representatives”) are pursuing the 
Action on behalf of themselves and individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail 
store in California at any time between July 25, 2009 and December 26, 2015 (“Settlement Class 

Members”). The “Class Period” is July 25, 2009 to December 31, 2015. Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and 
Taylor Kalin are also pursuing the Action on behalf of themselves, the State of California, and all 
individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail store in California at any time from 
July 25, 2012 to December 26, 2015 (the “PAGA Settlement Class Members”) seeking civil penalties 
pursuant to the Private Attorneys’ General Act of 2004, California Labor Code section 2698 et seq. 

(“PAGA”). 
 
The Court has preliminarily approved the Settlement. The Court appointed McLaughlin & Stern LLP and 
Kralowec Law P.C. to serve as Class Counsel for the Settlement Class Members, and Lee Shalov of 
McLaughlin & Stern LLP to serve as Lead Counsel for the Settlement Class Members. In making this 
appointment and preliminarily approving the Settlement, the Court gave these Class Counsel firms the 
authority to represent and bind the Plaintiffs and Settlement Class Members regarding the Settlement, 
subject to the Court’s final approval of the Settlement. 
 
You have received this notice because you previously were provided notice of the Action in 2015 and did 
not opt out of the class. This notice is designed to provide you with a brief description of the Action, inform 
you of the terms of the proposed Settlement, and discuss your rights in connection with the Settlement, 
including how you can object to the Settlement. 
 

B.  WHAT IS THIS LAWSUIT ABOUT? 

 
The Action involves the two consolidated class and PAGA lawsuits entitled Amanda Frlekin, et al. v. Apple 

Inc., Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, and Taylor Kalin v. Apple Inc., Case No. 13-cv-04727-WHA (the 
“Action”), pending before the Court. 
 
Plaintiffs brought the Action seeking compensation on behalf of hourly-paid, non-exempt Apple employees 
for time spent waiting for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple 
technology at one or more of Apple’s retail stores in the State of California. Based on these allegations, 
Class Representatives assert claims for: (a) failure to pay minimum and overtime wages in violation of 
California Labor Code sections 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2, and 1198 and the applicable Industrial 
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Welfare Commission Wage Order; (b) unfair competition in violation of California Business & Professions 
Code sections 17200, et seq.; (c) failure to provide accurate wage statements in violation of California 
Labor Code section 226; (d) failure to pay all wages due on termination in violation of California Labor 
Code sections 201, 202, 203, and 204; and (e) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in pursuing the Action. 
 
Separately, Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and Taylor Kalin allege a claim for civil penalties under PAGA based 
on the allegation that Apple did not compensate hourly-paid, non-exempt employees for time spent waiting 
for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple technology. 
 
The Action was commenced in 2015 and has been heavily litigated. In February 2020, the California 
Supreme Court held that Apple “must compensate those employees to whom the [bag and technology 
search] policy applies for the time spent waiting for and undergoing [bag and technology] searches.” Frlekin 

v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal.5th 1038, 1057 (2020). In April 2021, the district court held that “[a]t all material times 
Apple was liable to compensate the class members for time spent standing in line and waiting to have their 
bags checked.” Dkt. 407. However, the district court further ordered that “[t]here will be a damages claims 
process on an individual-by-individual basis, after notice to potential class members,” and “a trial schedule 
for all or groups of claimants will be set along with evidentiary disclosure and expert deadlines for each 
trial.” Id. 
 
Plaintiffs contend that the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
Apple denies that Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
After lengthy settlement negotiations with the assistance of multiple independent mediators, Plaintiffs and 
Apple agreed to settle the Action. The Parties and their counsel have concluded that the Settlement is 
advantageous, considering the risks and uncertainties to each side of continued litigation. 
 
The Settlement Class Members are comprised of 13,884 employees who were provided notice of the Action 
in 2015 and who did not opt out of the certified class at that time (“Existing Class Members”), and 799 
additional employees referred to as New Class Members. The New Class Members consist of 16 
individuals who began working at an Apple retail store in California between August 3, 2015 and August 
10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not sent in 2015, and 783 individuals who began working 
at an Apple retail store in California between August 11, 2015 and December 26, 2015. To settle all 
potential claims relating to Apple’s former bag and technology check policy, which Apple contends it 
terminated on December 17, 2015, the Parties agreed to expand the scope of the class to include all non-
exempt employees who worked at an Apple retail store in California through December 26, 2015 to ensure 
that the settlement captured all employees who may have been subject to Apple’s former bag and 
technology check policy.   
 
The Settlement represents a compromise of disputed claims. Nothing in the Settlement is intended to be or 
will be construed as an admission by Apple that Plaintiffs’ claims in the Action have merit or that Apple 
owes compensation to Plaintiffs or Settlement Class Members for the conduct alleged in the Action. On the 
contrary, Apple denies any and all such liability.  
 

C.  SUMMARY OF THE SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS 

 
1. Total Settlement Amount: Apple will pay $29,900,000 as the Total Settlement Amount. The Total 

Settlement Amount is the total amount that Apple shall be obligated to pay under the Settlement, except 
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for the employer’s share of payroll taxes on the wage component of the Individual Class Payments, 
which Apple shall pay in addition to the Total Settlement Amount. The Total Settlement Amount will 
include all amounts paid for the Class Representative Payments to Class Representatives; the Service 
Payment to Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin; the Attorneys’ Fees; the Litigation Costs; the Settlement 
Administration Costs; the PAGA Settlement Amount to resolve the claim for civil penalties; and the 
Individual Class Payments to Participating Settlement Class Members. 
 

2. Class Representative Payments: Class Representatives will seek approval from the Court for a 
payment of $10,000 each for prosecuting the Action and for the Complete and General Release that 
they are providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Class Representative 
Payments will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

3. Service Payment: Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin will seek approval from the Court for a payment of 
$10,000 for her time and effort in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Settlement Class Members, 
PAGA Settlement Class Members, and the State of California, and for the Complete and General 
Release she is providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Service 
Payment will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

4. Attorneys’ Fees: Class Counsel have spent over eight years prosecuting the Action on behalf of the 
Class. During this time, they have, among other tasks: (i) reviewed thousands of documents relating to 
Plaintiffs’ claims and allegations; (ii) interviewed over 100 Apple employees regarding their 
experiences with bag and technology checks at Apple retail stores; (iii) taken and defended over thirty 
depositions of Apple representatives and employees; (iv) prepared multiple briefs and attended multiple 
hearings before the Court, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and the California 
Supreme Court, (v) obtained the California Supreme Court opinion cited above for the benefit of the 
Class; and (vi) engaged in lengthy mediation sessions before three different mediators. In consideration 
for these efforts, Class Counsel intend to request one third of the Total Settlement Amount 
($9,966,666.67) as an award of attorneys’ fees for the services the attorneys representing the Plaintiffs 
in the Action have rendered and will render to the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement 
Class Members. The payment of the Attorneys’ Fees from out of the Total Settlement Amount will 
constitute full and complete compensation for all legal fees of all attorneys representing Plaintiffs in 
the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of Louis 
Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes Law 
Group, APC) and all work done through the completion of the Action, whatever date that may be.  
 

5. Litigation Costs: Class Counsel will also request up to $450,000 for the litigation costs all attorneys 
representing Plaintiffs in the Action have incurred and will incur in the investigation, litigation, and 
resolution of the Action. The payment of the Litigation Costs from out of the Total Settlement Amount 
will constitute full and complete compensation for all costs and expenses of all attorneys representing 
Plaintiffs in the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of 
Louis Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes 
Law Group, APC).  
  

6. Settlement Administration Costs: The reasonable costs of administering the Settlement, up to a 
maximum of $89,500, will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount, except that Apple shall bear 
the cost of providing notice to the 16 New Class Members who began working at an Apple retail store 
in California between August 3, 2015 and August 10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not 
sent in 2015. The Court has appointed Angeion Group to act as an independent Settlement 
Administrator for purposes of administering this Settlement. 
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7. PAGA Settlement Amount: $448,500 of the Total Settlement Amount has been allocated to PAGA 
civil penalties.  
 

8. Net Settlement Amount: The Net Settlement Amount means the Total Settlement Amount minus 
deductions for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the Attorneys’ Fees, the 
Litigation Costs, the Settlement Administration Costs, and the PAGA Settlement Amount.  
 

9. Individual Class Payments: Apple will pay the Net Settlement Amount to Participating Settlement 

Class Members Each Participating Settlement Class Member’s share of the Net Settlement Amount 
(the “Individual Class Payment”) will be based on the number of individual shifts each worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period. Each Individual Class Payment 
shall be calculated by dividing a Participating Settlement Class Member’s individual shifts worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period by the total of all shifts worked by 
Participating Settlement Class Members for Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class 
Period, and multiplying this result by the Net Settlement Amount. The Individual Class Payments will 
be allocated 20% as wages, 20% as interest, and 60% as penalties. The wage component of the 
Individual Class Payments shall be subject to W-2 reporting and shall be subject to deductions for 
employee-side employment and payroll taxes. The interest and penalty components of the Individual 
Class Payments will be subject to IRS Form 1099 reporting, if required by law, and will not be subject 
to deductions for employment and payroll taxes. 
 

10. The Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, Settlement 
Administration Costs, PAGA Settlement Amount, and Individual Class Payments will be paid after the 
Court enters a Final Approval Order and the Judgment, all time for Settlement Class Members to appeal 
or challenge the Final Approval Order and the Judgment has lapsed, and the Final Approval Order and 
the Judgment remain enforceable (i.e., the “Effective Date”). 
 

11. Any unclaimed funds resulting from Settlement Class Members’ failure to cash Individual Class 
Payment checks and/or Individual PAGA Payment checks by the Void Date shall be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the California Alliance of Boys & Girls Clubs, Inc. (“Boys & Girls 

Clubs”), with the funds designated to be used in California for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce 
Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employee-side payroll taxes corresponding to the wage 
component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks shall also be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the Boys & Girls Clubs, with the funds designated to be used in California 
for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employer-side 
payroll taxes corresponding to the wage component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks 
shall be returned to Apple. 
 

12. If the Court does not grant final approval of the Settlement or if the Judgment does not become final 
and binding for any reason, then the Settlement will become null and void; if that occurs, neither 
Plaintiffs nor Apple will have further obligations under the Settlement, including any obligation by 
Apple to pay the Total Settlement Amount or any amounts that otherwise would have been owed under 
this Settlement. An award by the Court of a lesser amount than that sought by Plaintiffs and Class 
Counsel for the Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, 
PAGA Settlement Amount, or Settlement Administration Costs will not render the Settlement null and 
void. 

 

D.  HOW MUCH WILL I RECEIVE?  
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Apple’s records indicate that during the Class Period (i.e., between July 25, 2009 and December 31, 2015), 
you worked a total of 191 shifts in a non-exempt position at an Apple retail store in California. Based on 
this information, it is estimated that your Individual Class Payment will be approximately $534.01, 
assuming the Net Settlement Amount is $18,895,333.33, after the deductions described above. Assuming 
the Court approves the Settlement, you do not need to do anything to receive a payment. 
 
 

E.  WHAT CLAIMS ARE RELEASED? 

 
As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be unable to sue, continue to sue, or be a part of any 
other lawsuit against the Released Parties regarding the “Released Class Claims” in this Settlement. 
“Released Parties” means Apple and its subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or parent companies; the employee 
benefit plans sponsored or maintained by any of the foregoing; the respective successors and predecessors 
in interest of the foregoing; the officers, directors, employees, administrators, fiduciaries, trustees, 
beneficiaries, attorneys, and agents of the foregoing; and each of their past, present, and future officers, 
directors, shareholders, employees, agents, principals, representatives, accountants, auditors, consultants, 
insurers, and reinsurers.  
 
Released Class Claims: Upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives – on behalf of themselves and 
Participating Settlement Class Members – will fully and irrevocably release the Released Parties from the 
Class Claims in exchange for the consideration provided by this Settlement. 
 
“Class Claims” means any and all claims, rights, demands, liabilities, and causes of action of every nature 
and description, whether known or unknown, for wages, benefits, and related penalties actually asserted or 
that could have been asserted in the Action by the Plaintiffs on behalf of themselves and/or the Settlement 
Class Members based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s November 12, 2013 notice letter 
to the Labor and Workforce Development Agency (“LWDA”), Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 
notice letter to the LWDA, and/or the original, amended, and/or Consolidated Complaint in the Frlekin 

Action, and/or the complaint in the Kalin Action (all of which are posted on the settlement website at 
www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com), including claims for: (i) failure to pay overtime and minimum 
wages pursuant to Labor Code §§ 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2 and 1198 and the applicable Wage Order 
of the Industrial Welfare Commission; (ii) violation of California’s Unfair Competition Law, California 
Business & Professions Code § 17200 et seq.; (iii) failure to provide and maintain accurate wage statements 
pursuant to Labor Code § 226 and the applicable Wage Order of the Industrial Welfare Commission; and 
(iv) failure to timely pay wages upon termination of employment pursuant to Labor Code §§ 201-204; and 
(v) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred to prosecute the Action on behalf of Settlement Class Members. “Class 
Claims” also includes all claims that Plaintiffs and/or Settlement Class Members may have against the 
Released Parties relating to: (a) the payment, taxation, and allocation of Attorneys’ Fees and Litigation 
Costs to Class Counsel pursuant to this Settlement Agreement; (b) the payment, taxation, and allocation of 
Class Representatives’ Class Representative Payments and Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s Service Payment 
pursuant to the Settlement Agreement; and (c) the payment, taxation, and allocation of payments to 
Participating Settlement Class Members. Notwithstanding the foregoing, “Class Claims” does not include 
the claims for failure to reimburse business expenses pursuant to Labor Code § 2802 or the claims for 
failure to pay for time spent waiting to clock in and time spent checking out company devices asserted in 
Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 notice letter to the LWDA, which were never pursued in the 
Consolidated Complaint filed in the Action, or claims for violation of Massachusetts, New York, or Ohio 
law, or the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, which the Court already dismissed with prejudice as to the 
individual plaintiffs who brought the non-California claims. 
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The Released Class Claims include a 1542 Waiver but only as to the specific Class Claims that were asserted 
in the Action, identified above. “1542 Waiver” means an express waiver, to the fullest extent permitted by 
law, of the provisions, rights, and benefits of California Civil Code section 1542, which states: “A general 
release does not extend to claims that the creditor or releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his 
or her favor at the time of executing the release and that, if known by him or her, would have materially 
affected his or her settlement with the debtor or released party.”  
 
Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class Members may discover facts in addition to or 
different from those they now know or believe to be true with respect to the subject matter of the Released 
Class Claims but, upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members shall be deemed to have – and by operation of the Final Approval Order and the Judgment shall 
have – fully, finally, and forever settled and released any and all of the Released Class Claims. It is the 
intent of the Parties that the Final Approval Order and the Judgment entered by the Court shall have full 
res judicata effect and be final and binding upon Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members regarding the Released Class Claims. Indeed, the binding nature of the Settlement and the 
Released Class Claims shall have the same force and effect as if each Participating Settlement Class 
Member had executed the Settlement Agreement individually. 
 

F.  WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS AS A SETTLEMENT CLASS MEMBER? 

 
1. Participating in the Settlement: You do not need to do anything to participate in this Settlement. and, 

if Final Approval is granted by the Court, be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the Net Settlement 
Amount. You are a Participating Settlement Class Member because you did not opt out of the class in 
2015. As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be bound by the terms of the Settlement 
and the Judgment entered by the Court, you will be deemed to have released the Released Class Claims 
against the Released Parties described above, and you will be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the 
Net Settlement Amount.  
 

2. Objecting to the Settlement: You can ask the Court to deny approval of the Settlement by filing an 
objection. You cannot ask the Court to order a different settlement; the Court can only approve or reject 
the Settlement. If the Court denies approval, no settlement payments will be sent out and the Action 
will continue. If that is what you want to happen, you must object.  

 
Any objection to the proposed Settlement must be in writing. If you file a timely written objection, you 
may, but are not required to, appear at the Final Approval Hearing, either in person or through your 
own attorney. If you appear through your own attorney, you are responsible for hiring and paying that 
attorney. 
 
All written objections and supporting papers must be submitted to the Court either by mailing them to 
the Class Action Clerk, United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, or by filing them in person at any location of the United 
States District Court for the Northern District of California. All written objections to the proposed 
Settlement should: (a) contain your full name, address and last four digits of your social security 
number; (b) identify the case (by referring to the Frlekin v. Apple case, or Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, 
or the Apple Bag Check case, or some other descriptor that identifies the case) and state the basis for 
the objection; (c) be signed by you; and (d) be filed or postmarked on or before April 26, 2022 (the 
“Response Deadline”).  
 
All written objections to final approval of the Settlement and Class Counsel’s requests for attorneys’ 
fees and costs, must similarly be submitted to the Court and must be filed or postmarked on or before 
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July 5, 2022. The motions for attorneys’ fees, costs, Class Representative Payments and the Service 
Payment will be posted on the settlement website on or before approximately March 27, 2022. The 
motion for final approval of the Settlement will be posted on the settlement website on or before 
approximately May 30, 2022.   

 

G.  FINAL SETTLEMENT APPROVAL HEARING 

 
The Court will hold a Final Approval Hearing on July 7, 2022, at 8:00 a.m., in Courtroom 12 on the 19th 
Floor of the United States Courthouse located at 450 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California 94102, 
to determine whether the Settlement should be finally approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate. The Court 
will also be asked to approve the requests for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the 
Attorneys’ Fees, the Litigation Costs, the PAGA Settlement Amount, and the Settlement Administration 
Costs. 
 
The Final Approval Hearing may be postponed without further notice to Class Members. It is not necessary 

for you to appear at this hearing. If you have submitted an objection you may appear at the hearing and 
be heard. You may check the settlement website at www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com or the Court’s 
Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER) system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov to confirm that 
the Final Approval Hearing date has not been changed. 
 

H.  GETTING MORE INFORMATION 

 
This notice summarizes the proposed Settlement. For the precise terms and conditions of the Settlement, or 
if you have questions about the Settlement, please see the Settlement Agreement available at 

www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com, contact the Settlement Administrator (see below contact 

information), contact Class Counsel (see below contact information), or access the Court docket in this 
case, for a fee, through the Court’s PACER system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov, or visit the office of the 
Clerk of the Court for the United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
excluding Court holidays. 
 
Settlement Administrator: 
  Angeion Group, Inc. 
  1650 Arch Street, Suite 101 
  Philadelphia, PA 19103 
  Email: info@AppleBagCheckSettlement.com 
  Toll Free #: 1-844-844-3203 
 
Class Counsel: 
 
Lee Shalov 
lshalov@mclaughlinstern.com 
Brett Gallaway 
bgallaway@mclaughlinstern.com 
Jason Scott Giaimo 
jgiaimo@mclaughlinstern.com 
McLAUGHLIN & STERN, LLP 
260 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 

Kimberly A. Kralowec 
kkralowec@kraloweclaw.com 
Kathleen Styles Rogers 
krogers@kraloweclaw.com 
KRALOWEC LAW, P.C. 
750 Battery Street, Suite 700 
San Francisco, California 94111 
Tel:   (415) 546-6800 
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Tel:   (212) 448-1100 
 
 
 

PLEASE DO NOT TELEPHONE THE COURT OR THE COURT CLERK’S OFFICE TO 

INQUIRE ABOUT THIS SETTLEMENT. 

 

Dated: January 11, 2022. 
By Order of the Court 
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NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 

 
To all current and former non-exempt employees of Apple Inc. (“Apple”) who worked at an Apple retail 

store in California between July 25, 2009 and August 10, 2015 who were previously provided notice of the 

Action (defined below) in 2015 and who did not opt out of the class. 

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY 
 

IT MAY AFFECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHT TO MONEY IN CONNECTION WITH THE SETTLEMENT 
OF A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT.  
 

A.  WHAT IS THIS NOTICE ABOUT? 

 
A settlement agreement (the “Settlement”) has been reached between Apple and Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin, 
Aaron Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Plaintiffs”) in a class action pending 
in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California (the “Court”). Plaintiffs Aaron 
Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Class Representatives”) are pursuing the 
Action on behalf of themselves and individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail 
store in California at any time between July 25, 2009 and December 26, 2015 (“Settlement Class 

Members”). The “Class Period” is July 25, 2009 to December 31, 2015. Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and 
Taylor Kalin are also pursuing the Action on behalf of themselves, the State of California, and all 
individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail store in California at any time from 
July 25, 2012 to December 26, 2015 (the “PAGA Settlement Class Members”) seeking civil penalties 
pursuant to the Private Attorneys’ General Act of 2004, California Labor Code section 2698 et seq. 

(“PAGA”). 
 
The Court has preliminarily approved the Settlement. The Court appointed McLaughlin & Stern LLP and 
Kralowec Law P.C. to serve as Class Counsel for the Settlement Class Members, and Lee Shalov of 
McLaughlin & Stern LLP to serve as Lead Counsel for the Settlement Class Members. In making this 
appointment and preliminarily approving the Settlement, the Court gave these Class Counsel firms the 
authority to represent and bind the Plaintiffs and Settlement Class Members regarding the Settlement, 
subject to the Court’s final approval of the Settlement. 
 
You have received this notice because you previously were provided notice of the Action in 2015 and did 
not opt out of the class. This notice is designed to provide you with a brief description of the Action, inform 
you of the terms of the proposed Settlement, and discuss your rights in connection with the Settlement, 
including how you can object to the Settlement. 
 

B.  WHAT IS THIS LAWSUIT ABOUT? 

 
The Action involves the two consolidated class and PAGA lawsuits entitled Amanda Frlekin, et al. v. Apple 

Inc., Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, and Taylor Kalin v. Apple Inc., Case No. 13-cv-04727-WHA (the 
“Action”), pending before the Court. 
 
Plaintiffs brought the Action seeking compensation on behalf of hourly-paid, non-exempt Apple employees 
for time spent waiting for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple 
technology at one or more of Apple’s retail stores in the State of California. Based on these allegations, 
Class Representatives assert claims for: (a) failure to pay minimum and overtime wages in violation of 
California Labor Code sections 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2, and 1198 and the applicable Industrial 
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Welfare Commission Wage Order; (b) unfair competition in violation of California Business & Professions 
Code sections 17200, et seq.; (c) failure to provide accurate wage statements in violation of California 
Labor Code section 226; (d) failure to pay all wages due on termination in violation of California Labor 
Code sections 201, 202, 203, and 204; and (e) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in pursuing the Action. 
 
Separately, Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and Taylor Kalin allege a claim for civil penalties under PAGA based 
on the allegation that Apple did not compensate hourly-paid, non-exempt employees for time spent waiting 
for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple technology. 
 
The Action was commenced in 2015 and has been heavily litigated. In February 2020, the California 
Supreme Court held that Apple “must compensate those employees to whom the [bag and technology 
search] policy applies for the time spent waiting for and undergoing [bag and technology] searches.” Frlekin 

v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal.5th 1038, 1057 (2020). In April 2021, the district court held that “[a]t all material times 
Apple was liable to compensate the class members for time spent standing in line and waiting to have their 
bags checked.” Dkt. 407. However, the district court further ordered that “[t]here will be a damages claims 
process on an individual-by-individual basis, after notice to potential class members,” and “a trial schedule 
for all or groups of claimants will be set along with evidentiary disclosure and expert deadlines for each 
trial.” Id. 
 
Plaintiffs contend that the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
Apple denies that Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
After lengthy settlement negotiations with the assistance of multiple independent mediators, Plaintiffs and 
Apple agreed to settle the Action. The Parties and their counsel have concluded that the Settlement is 
advantageous, considering the risks and uncertainties to each side of continued litigation. 
 
The Settlement Class Members are comprised of 13,884 employees who were provided notice of the Action 
in 2015 and who did not opt out of the certified class at that time (“Existing Class Members”), and 799 
additional employees referred to as New Class Members. The New Class Members consist of 16 
individuals who began working at an Apple retail store in California between August 3, 2015 and August 
10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not sent in 2015, and 783 individuals who began working 
at an Apple retail store in California between August 11, 2015 and December 26, 2015. To settle all 
potential claims relating to Apple’s former bag and technology check policy, which Apple contends it 
terminated on December 17, 2015, the Parties agreed to expand the scope of the class to include all non-
exempt employees who worked at an Apple retail store in California through December 26, 2015 to ensure 
that the settlement captured all employees who may have been subject to Apple’s former bag and 
technology check policy.   
 
The Settlement represents a compromise of disputed claims. Nothing in the Settlement is intended to be or 
will be construed as an admission by Apple that Plaintiffs’ claims in the Action have merit or that Apple 
owes compensation to Plaintiffs or Settlement Class Members for the conduct alleged in the Action. On the 
contrary, Apple denies any and all such liability.  
 

C.  SUMMARY OF THE SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS 

 
1. Total Settlement Amount: Apple will pay $29,900,000 as the Total Settlement Amount. The Total 

Settlement Amount is the total amount that Apple shall be obligated to pay under the Settlement, except 
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for the employer’s share of payroll taxes on the wage component of the Individual Class Payments, 
which Apple shall pay in addition to the Total Settlement Amount. The Total Settlement Amount will 
include all amounts paid for the Class Representative Payments to Class Representatives; the Service 
Payment to Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin; the Attorneys’ Fees; the Litigation Costs; the Settlement 
Administration Costs; the PAGA Settlement Amount to resolve the claim for civil penalties; and the 
Individual Class Payments to Participating Settlement Class Members. 
 

2. Class Representative Payments: Class Representatives will seek approval from the Court for a 
payment of $10,000 each for prosecuting the Action and for the Complete and General Release that 
they are providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Class Representative 
Payments will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

3. Service Payment: Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin will seek approval from the Court for a payment of 
$10,000 for her time and effort in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Settlement Class Members, 
PAGA Settlement Class Members, and the State of California, and for the Complete and General 
Release she is providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Service 
Payment will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

4. Attorneys’ Fees: Class Counsel have spent over eight years prosecuting the Action on behalf of the 
Class. During this time, they have, among other tasks: (i) reviewed thousands of documents relating to 
Plaintiffs’ claims and allegations; (ii) interviewed over 100 Apple employees regarding their 
experiences with bag and technology checks at Apple retail stores; (iii) taken and defended over thirty 
depositions of Apple representatives and employees; (iv) prepared multiple briefs and attended multiple 
hearings before the Court, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and the California 
Supreme Court, (v) obtained the California Supreme Court opinion cited above for the benefit of the 
Class; and (vi) engaged in lengthy mediation sessions before three different mediators. In consideration 
for these efforts, Class Counsel intend to request one third of the Total Settlement Amount 
($9,966,666.67) as an award of attorneys’ fees for the services the attorneys representing the Plaintiffs 
in the Action have rendered and will render to the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement 
Class Members. The payment of the Attorneys’ Fees from out of the Total Settlement Amount will 
constitute full and complete compensation for all legal fees of all attorneys representing Plaintiffs in 
the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of Louis 
Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes Law 
Group, APC) and all work done through the completion of the Action, whatever date that may be.  
 

5. Litigation Costs: Class Counsel will also request up to $450,000 for the litigation costs all attorneys 
representing Plaintiffs in the Action have incurred and will incur in the investigation, litigation, and 
resolution of the Action. The payment of the Litigation Costs from out of the Total Settlement Amount 
will constitute full and complete compensation for all costs and expenses of all attorneys representing 
Plaintiffs in the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of 
Louis Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes 
Law Group, APC).  
  

6. Settlement Administration Costs: The reasonable costs of administering the Settlement, up to a 
maximum of $89,500, will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount, except that Apple shall bear 
the cost of providing notice to the 16 New Class Members who began working at an Apple retail store 
in California between August 3, 2015 and August 10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not 
sent in 2015. The Court has appointed Angeion Group to act as an independent Settlement 
Administrator for purposes of administering this Settlement. 
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7. PAGA Settlement Amount: $448,500 of the Total Settlement Amount has been allocated to PAGA 
civil penalties.  
 

8. Net Settlement Amount: The Net Settlement Amount means the Total Settlement Amount minus 
deductions for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the Attorneys’ Fees, the 
Litigation Costs, the Settlement Administration Costs, and the PAGA Settlement Amount.  
 

9. Individual Class Payments: Apple will pay the Net Settlement Amount to Participating Settlement 

Class Members Each Participating Settlement Class Member’s share of the Net Settlement Amount 
(the “Individual Class Payment”) will be based on the number of individual shifts each worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period. Each Individual Class Payment 
shall be calculated by dividing a Participating Settlement Class Member’s individual shifts worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period by the total of all shifts worked by 
Participating Settlement Class Members for Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class 
Period, and multiplying this result by the Net Settlement Amount. The Individual Class Payments will 
be allocated 20% as wages, 20% as interest, and 60% as penalties. The wage component of the 
Individual Class Payments shall be subject to W-2 reporting and shall be subject to deductions for 
employee-side employment and payroll taxes. The interest and penalty components of the Individual 
Class Payments will be subject to IRS Form 1099 reporting, if required by law, and will not be subject 
to deductions for employment and payroll taxes. 
 

10. The Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, Settlement 
Administration Costs, PAGA Settlement Amount, and Individual Class Payments will be paid after the 
Court enters a Final Approval Order and the Judgment, all time for Settlement Class Members to appeal 
or challenge the Final Approval Order and the Judgment has lapsed, and the Final Approval Order and 
the Judgment remain enforceable (i.e., the “Effective Date”). 
 

11. Any unclaimed funds resulting from Settlement Class Members’ failure to cash Individual Class 
Payment checks and/or Individual PAGA Payment checks by the Void Date shall be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the California Alliance of Boys & Girls Clubs, Inc. (“Boys & Girls 

Clubs”), with the funds designated to be used in California for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce 
Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employee-side payroll taxes corresponding to the wage 
component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks shall also be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the Boys & Girls Clubs, with the funds designated to be used in California 
for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employer-side 
payroll taxes corresponding to the wage component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks 
shall be returned to Apple. 
 

12. If the Court does not grant final approval of the Settlement or if the Judgment does not become final 
and binding for any reason, then the Settlement will become null and void; if that occurs, neither 
Plaintiffs nor Apple will have further obligations under the Settlement, including any obligation by 
Apple to pay the Total Settlement Amount or any amounts that otherwise would have been owed under 
this Settlement. An award by the Court of a lesser amount than that sought by Plaintiffs and Class 
Counsel for the Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, 
PAGA Settlement Amount, or Settlement Administration Costs will not render the Settlement null and 
void. 

 

D.  HOW MUCH WILL I RECEIVE?  
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Apple’s records indicate that during the Class Period (i.e., between July 25, 2009 and December 31, 2015), 
you worked a total of 600 shifts in a non-exempt position at an Apple retail store in California. Based on 
this information, it is estimated that your Individual Class Payment will be approximately $1,677.51, 
assuming the Net Settlement Amount is $18,895,333.33, after the deductions described above. Assuming 
the Court approves the Settlement, you do not need to do anything to receive a payment. 
 
Apple’s records also indicate that you are a PAGA Settlement Class Member because you worked as a non-
exempt employee at an Apple retail store in California during some period between July 25, 2012 to 
December 31, 2015 (the “PAGA Period”), and that during that time, you worked a total of 2 pay periods. 
Based on this information, it is estimated that you will receive an additional $0.48 as your pro rata share 
of the PAGA Settlement Amount. Assuming the Court approves the Settlement, you do not need to do 
anything to receive a payment.  
 

E.  WHAT CLAIMS ARE RELEASED? 

 
As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be unable to sue, continue to sue, or be a part of any 
other lawsuit against the Released Parties regarding the “Released Class Claims” in this Settlement. 
“Released Parties” means Apple and its subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or parent companies; the employee 
benefit plans sponsored or maintained by any of the foregoing; the respective successors and predecessors 
in interest of the foregoing; the officers, directors, employees, administrators, fiduciaries, trustees, 
beneficiaries, attorneys, and agents of the foregoing; and each of their past, present, and future officers, 
directors, shareholders, employees, agents, principals, representatives, accountants, auditors, consultants, 
insurers, and reinsurers.  
 
Released Class Claims: Upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives – on behalf of themselves and 
Participating Settlement Class Members – will fully and irrevocably release the Released Parties from the 
Class Claims in exchange for the consideration provided by this Settlement. 
 
“Class Claims” means any and all claims, rights, demands, liabilities, and causes of action of every nature 
and description, whether known or unknown, for wages, benefits, and related penalties actually asserted or 
that could have been asserted in the Action by the Plaintiffs on behalf of themselves and/or the Settlement 
Class Members based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s November 12, 2013 notice letter 
to the Labor and Workforce Development Agency (“LWDA”), Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 
notice letter to the LWDA, and/or the original, amended, and/or Consolidated Complaint in the Frlekin 

Action, and/or the complaint in the Kalin Action (all of which are posted on the settlement website at 
www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com), including claims for: (i) failure to pay overtime and minimum 
wages pursuant to Labor Code §§ 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2 and 1198 and the applicable Wage Order 
of the Industrial Welfare Commission; (ii) violation of California’s Unfair Competition Law, California 
Business & Professions Code § 17200 et seq.; (iii) failure to provide and maintain accurate wage statements 
pursuant to Labor Code § 226 and the applicable Wage Order of the Industrial Welfare Commission; and 
(iv) failure to timely pay wages upon termination of employment pursuant to Labor Code §§ 201-204; and 
(v) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred to prosecute the Action on behalf of Settlement Class Members. “Class 
Claims” also includes all claims that Plaintiffs and/or Settlement Class Members may have against the 
Released Parties relating to: (a) the payment, taxation, and allocation of Attorneys’ Fees and Litigation 
Costs to Class Counsel pursuant to this Settlement Agreement; (b) the payment, taxation, and allocation of 
Class Representatives’ Class Representative Payments and Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s Service Payment 
pursuant to the Settlement Agreement; and (c) the payment, taxation, and allocation of payments to 
Participating Settlement Class Members. Notwithstanding the foregoing, “Class Claims” does not include 
the claims for failure to reimburse business expenses pursuant to Labor Code § 2802 or the claims for 
failure to pay for time spent waiting to clock in and time spent checking out company devices asserted in 
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Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 notice letter to the LWDA, which were never pursued in the 
Consolidated Complaint filed in the Action, or claims for violation of Massachusetts, New York, or Ohio 
law, or the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, which the Court already dismissed with prejudice as to the 
individual plaintiffs who brought the non-California claims. 

 

The Released Class Claims include a 1542 Waiver but only as to the specific Class Claims that were asserted 
in the Action, identified above. “1542 Waiver” means an express waiver, to the fullest extent permitted by 
law, of the provisions, rights, and benefits of California Civil Code section 1542, which states: “A general 
release does not extend to claims that the creditor or releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his 
or her favor at the time of executing the release and that, if known by him or her, would have materially 
affected his or her settlement with the debtor or released party.”  
 
Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class Members may discover facts in addition to or 
different from those they now know or believe to be true with respect to the subject matter of the Released 
Class Claims but, upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members shall be deemed to have – and by operation of the Final Approval Order and the Judgment shall 
have – fully, finally, and forever settled and released any and all of the Released Class Claims. It is the 
intent of the Parties that the Final Approval Order and the Judgment entered by the Court shall have full 
res judicata effect and be final and binding upon Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members regarding the Released Class Claims. Indeed, the binding nature of the Settlement and the 
Released Class Claims shall have the same force and effect as if each Participating Settlement Class 
Member had executed the Settlement Agreement individually. 
 

F.  WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS AS A SETTLEMENT CLASS MEMBER? 

 
1. Participating in the Settlement: You do not need to do anything to participate in this Settlement. and, 

if Final Approval is granted by the Court, be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the Net Settlement 
Amount. You are a Participating Settlement Class Member because you did not opt out of the class in 
2015. As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be bound by the terms of the Settlement 
and the Judgment entered by the Court, you will be deemed to have released the Released Class Claims 
against the Released Parties described above, and you will be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the 
Net Settlement Amount.  
 

2. Objecting to the Settlement: You can ask the Court to deny approval of the Settlement by filing an 
objection. You cannot ask the Court to order a different settlement; the Court can only approve or reject 
the Settlement. If the Court denies approval, no settlement payments will be sent out and the Action 
will continue. If that is what you want to happen, you must object.  

 
Any objection to the proposed Settlement must be in writing. If you file a timely written objection, you 
may, but are not required to, appear at the Final Approval Hearing, either in person or through your 
own attorney. If you appear through your own attorney, you are responsible for hiring and paying that 
attorney. 
 
All written objections and supporting papers must be submitted to the Court either by mailing them to 
the Class Action Clerk, United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, or by filing them in person at any location of the United 
States District Court for the Northern District of California. All written objections to the proposed 
Settlement should: (a) contain your full name, address and last four digits of your social security 
number; (b) identify the case (by referring to the Frlekin v. Apple case, or Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, 
or the Apple Bag Check case, or some other descriptor that identifies the case) and state the basis for 
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the objection; (c) be signed by you; and (d) be filed or postmarked on or before April 26, 2022 (the 
“Response Deadline”).  
 
All written objections to final approval of the Settlement and Class Counsel’s requests for attorneys’ 
fees and costs, must similarly be submitted to the Court and must be filed or postmarked on or before 
July 5, 2022. The motions for attorneys’ fees, costs, Class Representative Payments and the Service 
Payment will be posted on the settlement website on or before approximately March 27, 2022. The 
motion for final approval of the Settlement will be posted on the settlement website on or before 
approximately May 30, 2022.   

 

G.  FINAL SETTLEMENT APPROVAL HEARING 

 
The Court will hold a Final Approval Hearing on July 7, 2022, at 8:00 a.m., in Courtroom 12 on the 19th 
Floor of the United States Courthouse located at 450 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California 94102, 
to determine whether the Settlement should be finally approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate. The Court 
will also be asked to approve the requests for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the 
Attorneys’ Fees, the Litigation Costs, the PAGA Settlement Amount, and the Settlement Administration 
Costs. 
 
The Final Approval Hearing may be postponed without further notice to Class Members. It is not necessary 

for you to appear at this hearing. If you have submitted an objection you may appear at the hearing and 
be heard. You may check the settlement website at www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com or the Court’s 
Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER) system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov to confirm that 
the Final Approval Hearing date has not been changed. 
 

H.  GETTING MORE INFORMATION 

 
This notice summarizes the proposed Settlement. For the precise terms and conditions of the Settlement, or 
if you have questions about the Settlement, please see the Settlement Agreement available at 

www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com, contact the Settlement Administrator (see below contact 

information), contact Class Counsel (see below contact information), or access the Court docket in this 
case, for a fee, through the Court’s PACER system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov, or visit the office of the 
Clerk of the Court for the United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
excluding Court holidays. 
 
Settlement Administrator: 
  Angeion Group, Inc. 
  1650 Arch Street, Suite 101 
  Philadelphia, PA 19103 
  Email: info@AppleBagCheckSettlement.com 
  Toll Free #: 1-844-844-3203 
 
Class Counsel: 
 
Lee Shalov 
lshalov@mclaughlinstern.com 
Brett Gallaway 
bgallaway@mclaughlinstern.com 

Kimberly A. Kralowec 
kkralowec@kraloweclaw.com 
Kathleen Styles Rogers 
krogers@kraloweclaw.com 
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Jason Scott Giaimo 
jgiaimo@mclaughlinstern.com 
McLAUGHLIN & STERN, LLP 
260 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
Tel:   (212) 448-1100 
 
 
 

KRALOWEC LAW, P.C. 
750 Battery Street, Suite 700 
San Francisco, California 94111 
Tel:   (415) 546-6800 
 

PLEASE DO NOT TELEPHONE THE COURT OR THE COURT CLERK’S OFFICE TO 

INQUIRE ABOUT THIS SETTLEMENT. 

 

Dated: January 11, 2022. 
By Order of the Court 
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NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 

 
To all current and former non-exempt employees of Apple Inc. (“Apple”) who worked at an Apple retail 

store in California between July 25, 2009 and August 10, 2015 who were previously provided notice of the 

Action (defined below) in 2015 and who did not opt out of the class. 

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY 
 

IT MAY AFFECT YOUR LEGAL RIGHT TO MONEY IN CONNECTION WITH THE SETTLEMENT 
OF A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT.  
 

A.  WHAT IS THIS NOTICE ABOUT? 

 
A settlement agreement (the “Settlement”) has been reached between Apple and Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin, 
Aaron Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Plaintiffs”) in a class action pending 
in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California (the “Court”). Plaintiffs Aaron 
Gregoroff, Seth Dowling, Debra Speicher, and Taylor Kalin (“Class Representatives”) are pursuing the 
Action on behalf of themselves and individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail 
store in California at any time between July 25, 2009 and December 26, 2015 (“Settlement Class 

Members”). The “Class Period” is July 25, 2009 to December 31, 2015. Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and 
Taylor Kalin are also pursuing the Action on behalf of themselves, the State of California, and all 
individuals who worked as a non-exempt employee at an Apple retail store in California at any time from 
July 25, 2012 to December 26, 2015 (the “PAGA Settlement Class Members”) seeking civil penalties 
pursuant to the Private Attorneys’ General Act of 2004, California Labor Code section 2698 et seq. 

(“PAGA”). 
 
The Court has preliminarily approved the Settlement. The Court appointed McLaughlin & Stern LLP and 
Kralowec Law P.C. to serve as Class Counsel for the Settlement Class Members, and Lee Shalov of 
McLaughlin & Stern LLP to serve as Lead Counsel for the Settlement Class Members. In making this 
appointment and preliminarily approving the Settlement, the Court gave these Class Counsel firms the 
authority to represent and bind the Plaintiffs and Settlement Class Members regarding the Settlement, 
subject to the Court’s final approval of the Settlement. 
 
You have received this notice because you previously were provided notice of the Action in 2015 and did 
not opt out of the class. This notice is designed to provide you with a brief description of the Action, inform 
you of the terms of the proposed Settlement, and discuss your rights in connection with the Settlement, 
including how you can object to the Settlement. 
 

B.  WHAT IS THIS LAWSUIT ABOUT? 

 
The Action involves the two consolidated class and PAGA lawsuits entitled Amanda Frlekin, et al. v. Apple 

Inc., Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, and Taylor Kalin v. Apple Inc., Case No. 13-cv-04727-WHA (the 
“Action”), pending before the Court. 
 
Plaintiffs brought the Action seeking compensation on behalf of hourly-paid, non-exempt Apple employees 
for time spent waiting for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple 
technology at one or more of Apple’s retail stores in the State of California. Based on these allegations, 
Class Representatives assert claims for: (a) failure to pay minimum and overtime wages in violation of 
California Labor Code sections 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2, and 1198 and the applicable Industrial 
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Welfare Commission Wage Order; (b) unfair competition in violation of California Business & Professions 
Code sections 17200, et seq.; (c) failure to provide accurate wage statements in violation of California 
Labor Code section 226; (d) failure to pay all wages due on termination in violation of California Labor 
Code sections 201, 202, 203, and 204; and (e) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in pursuing the Action. 
 
Separately, Plaintiffs Amanda Frlekin and Taylor Kalin allege a claim for civil penalties under PAGA based 
on the allegation that Apple did not compensate hourly-paid, non-exempt employees for time spent waiting 
for and participating in bag checks and checks of their personally-owned Apple technology. 
 
The Action was commenced in 2015 and has been heavily litigated. In February 2020, the California 
Supreme Court held that Apple “must compensate those employees to whom the [bag and technology 
search] policy applies for the time spent waiting for and undergoing [bag and technology] searches.” Frlekin 

v. Apple Inc., 8 Cal.5th 1038, 1057 (2020). In April 2021, the district court held that “[a]t all material times 
Apple was liable to compensate the class members for time spent standing in line and waiting to have their 
bags checked.” Dkt. 407. However, the district court further ordered that “[t]here will be a damages claims 
process on an individual-by-individual basis, after notice to potential class members,” and “a trial schedule 
for all or groups of claimants will be set along with evidentiary disclosure and expert deadlines for each 
trial.” Id. 
 
Plaintiffs contend that the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
Apple denies that Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement Class Members are entitled to 
compensation for the conduct alleged in the Action. 
 
After lengthy settlement negotiations with the assistance of multiple independent mediators, Plaintiffs and 
Apple agreed to settle the Action. The Parties and their counsel have concluded that the Settlement is 
advantageous, considering the risks and uncertainties to each side of continued litigation. 
 
The Settlement Class Members are comprised of 13,884 employees who were provided notice of the Action 
in 2015 and who did not opt out of the certified class at that time (“Existing Class Members”), and 799 
additional employees referred to as New Class Members. The New Class Members consist of 16 
individuals who began working at an Apple retail store in California between August 3, 2015 and August 
10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not sent in 2015, and 783 individuals who began working 
at an Apple retail store in California between August 11, 2015 and December 26, 2015. To settle all 
potential claims relating to Apple’s former bag and technology check policy, which Apple contends it 
terminated on December 17, 2015, the Parties agreed to expand the scope of the class to include all non-
exempt employees who worked at an Apple retail store in California through December 26, 2015 to ensure 
that the settlement captured all employees who may have been subject to Apple’s former bag and 
technology check policy.   
 
The Settlement represents a compromise of disputed claims. Nothing in the Settlement is intended to be or 
will be construed as an admission by Apple that Plaintiffs’ claims in the Action have merit or that Apple 
owes compensation to Plaintiffs or Settlement Class Members for the conduct alleged in the Action. On the 
contrary, Apple denies any and all such liability.  
 

C.  SUMMARY OF THE SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS 

 
1. Total Settlement Amount: Apple will pay $29,900,000 as the Total Settlement Amount. The Total 

Settlement Amount is the total amount that Apple shall be obligated to pay under the Settlement, except 
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for the employer’s share of payroll taxes on the wage component of the Individual Class Payments, 
which Apple shall pay in addition to the Total Settlement Amount. The Total Settlement Amount will 
include all amounts paid for the Class Representative Payments to Class Representatives; the Service 
Payment to Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin; the Attorneys’ Fees; the Litigation Costs; the Settlement 
Administration Costs; the PAGA Settlement Amount to resolve the claim for civil penalties; and the 
Individual Class Payments to Participating Settlement Class Members. 
 

2. Class Representative Payments: Class Representatives will seek approval from the Court for a 
payment of $10,000 each for prosecuting the Action and for the Complete and General Release that 
they are providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Class Representative 
Payments will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

3. Service Payment: Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin will seek approval from the Court for a payment of 
$10,000 for her time and effort in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Settlement Class Members, 
PAGA Settlement Class Members, and the State of California, and for the Complete and General 
Release she is providing to Apple as part of the Settlement. If awarded by the Court, the Service 
Payment will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount. 
 

4. Attorneys’ Fees: Class Counsel have spent over eight years prosecuting the Action on behalf of the 
Class. During this time, they have, among other tasks: (i) reviewed thousands of documents relating to 
Plaintiffs’ claims and allegations; (ii) interviewed over 100 Apple employees regarding their 
experiences with bag and technology checks at Apple retail stores; (iii) taken and defended over thirty 
depositions of Apple representatives and employees; (iv) prepared multiple briefs and attended multiple 
hearings before the Court, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and the California 
Supreme Court, (v) obtained the California Supreme Court opinion cited above for the benefit of the 
Class; and (vi) engaged in lengthy mediation sessions before three different mediators. In consideration 
for these efforts, Class Counsel intend to request one third of the Total Settlement Amount 
($9,966,666.67) as an award of attorneys’ fees for the services the attorneys representing the Plaintiffs 
in the Action have rendered and will render to the Settlement Class Members and PAGA Settlement 
Class Members. The payment of the Attorneys’ Fees from out of the Total Settlement Amount will 
constitute full and complete compensation for all legal fees of all attorneys representing Plaintiffs in 
the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of Louis 
Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes Law 
Group, APC) and all work done through the completion of the Action, whatever date that may be.  
 

5. Litigation Costs: Class Counsel will also request up to $450,000 for the litigation costs all attorneys 
representing Plaintiffs in the Action have incurred and will incur in the investigation, litigation, and 
resolution of the Action. The payment of the Litigation Costs from out of the Total Settlement Amount 
will constitute full and complete compensation for all costs and expenses of all attorneys representing 
Plaintiffs in the Action (including McLaughlin & Stern LLP, Kralowec Law, P.C., the Law Offices of 
Louis Ginsberg, P.C., the Blanchard Law Group, APC, Peter R. Dion-Kindem, P.C., and the Holmes 
Law Group, APC).  
  

6. Settlement Administration Costs: The reasonable costs of administering the Settlement, up to a 
maximum of $89,500, will be paid out of the Total Settlement Amount, except that Apple shall bear 
the cost of providing notice to the 16 New Class Members who began working at an Apple retail store 
in California between August 3, 2015 and August 10, 2015 but to whom notice was inadvertently not 
sent in 2015. The Court has appointed Angeion Group to act as an independent Settlement 
Administrator for purposes of administering this Settlement. 
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7. PAGA Settlement Amount: $448,500 of the Total Settlement Amount has been allocated to PAGA 
civil penalties.  
 

8. Net Settlement Amount: The Net Settlement Amount means the Total Settlement Amount minus 
deductions for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the Attorneys’ Fees, the 
Litigation Costs, the Settlement Administration Costs, and the PAGA Settlement Amount.  
 

9. Individual Class Payments: Apple will pay the Net Settlement Amount to Participating Settlement 

Class Members Each Participating Settlement Class Member’s share of the Net Settlement Amount 
(the “Individual Class Payment”) will be based on the number of individual shifts each worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period. Each Individual Class Payment 
shall be calculated by dividing a Participating Settlement Class Member’s individual shifts worked for 
Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class Period by the total of all shifts worked by 
Participating Settlement Class Members for Apple at an Apple retail store in California during the Class 
Period, and multiplying this result by the Net Settlement Amount. The Individual Class Payments will 
be allocated 20% as wages, 20% as interest, and 60% as penalties. The wage component of the 
Individual Class Payments shall be subject to W-2 reporting and shall be subject to deductions for 
employee-side employment and payroll taxes. The interest and penalty components of the Individual 
Class Payments will be subject to IRS Form 1099 reporting, if required by law, and will not be subject 
to deductions for employment and payroll taxes. 
 

10. The Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, Settlement 
Administration Costs, PAGA Settlement Amount, and Individual Class Payments will be paid after the 
Court enters a Final Approval Order and the Judgment, all time for Settlement Class Members to appeal 
or challenge the Final Approval Order and the Judgment has lapsed, and the Final Approval Order and 
the Judgment remain enforceable (i.e., the “Effective Date”). 
 

11. Any unclaimed funds resulting from Settlement Class Members’ failure to cash Individual Class 
Payment checks and/or Individual PAGA Payment checks by the Void Date shall be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the California Alliance of Boys & Girls Clubs, Inc. (“Boys & Girls 

Clubs”), with the funds designated to be used in California for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce 
Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employee-side payroll taxes corresponding to the wage 
component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks shall also be transmitted by the 
Settlement Administrator to the Boys & Girls Clubs, with the funds designated to be used in California 
for the Boys & Girls Clubs’ Workforce Readiness program/job training. Any refunded employer-side 
payroll taxes corresponding to the wage component of any uncashed Individual Class Payment checks 
shall be returned to Apple. 
 

12. If the Court does not grant final approval of the Settlement or if the Judgment does not become final 
and binding for any reason, then the Settlement will become null and void; if that occurs, neither 
Plaintiffs nor Apple will have further obligations under the Settlement, including any obligation by 
Apple to pay the Total Settlement Amount or any amounts that otherwise would have been owed under 
this Settlement. An award by the Court of a lesser amount than that sought by Plaintiffs and Class 
Counsel for the Class Representative Payments, Service Payment, Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Costs, 
PAGA Settlement Amount, or Settlement Administration Costs will not render the Settlement null and 
void. 

 

D.  HOW MUCH WILL I RECEIVE?  
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Apple’s records indicate that during the Class Period (i.e., between July 25, 2009 and December 31, 2015), 
you worked a total of 695 shifts in a non-exempt position at an Apple retail store in California. Based on 
this information, it is estimated that your Individual Class Payment will be approximately $1,943.11, 
assuming the Net Settlement Amount is $18,895,333.33, after the deductions described above. Assuming 
the Court approves the Settlement, you do not need to do anything to receive a payment. 
 
Apple’s records also indicate that you are a PAGA Settlement Class Member because you worked as a non-
exempt employee at an Apple retail store in California during some period between July 25, 2012 to 
December 31, 2015 (the “PAGA Period”), and that during that time, you worked a total of 5 pay periods. 
Based on this information, it is estimated that you will receive an additional $1.20 as your pro rata share 
of the PAGA Settlement Amount. Assuming the Court approves the Settlement, you do not need to do 
anything to receive a payment.  
 

E.  WHAT CLAIMS ARE RELEASED? 

 
As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be unable to sue, continue to sue, or be a part of any 
other lawsuit against the Released Parties regarding the “Released Class Claims” in this Settlement. 
“Released Parties” means Apple and its subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or parent companies; the employee 
benefit plans sponsored or maintained by any of the foregoing; the respective successors and predecessors 
in interest of the foregoing; the officers, directors, employees, administrators, fiduciaries, trustees, 
beneficiaries, attorneys, and agents of the foregoing; and each of their past, present, and future officers, 
directors, shareholders, employees, agents, principals, representatives, accountants, auditors, consultants, 
insurers, and reinsurers.  
 
Released Class Claims: Upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives – on behalf of themselves and 
Participating Settlement Class Members – will fully and irrevocably release the Released Parties from the 
Class Claims in exchange for the consideration provided by this Settlement. 
 
“Class Claims” means any and all claims, rights, demands, liabilities, and causes of action of every nature 
and description, whether known or unknown, for wages, benefits, and related penalties actually asserted or 
that could have been asserted in the Action by the Plaintiffs on behalf of themselves and/or the Settlement 
Class Members based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s November 12, 2013 notice letter 
to the Labor and Workforce Development Agency (“LWDA”), Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 
notice letter to the LWDA, and/or the original, amended, and/or Consolidated Complaint in the Frlekin 

Action, and/or the complaint in the Kalin Action (all of which are posted on the settlement website at 
www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com), including claims for: (i) failure to pay overtime and minimum 
wages pursuant to Labor Code §§ 204, 226.7, 510, 1194, 1194.2 and 1198 and the applicable Wage Order 
of the Industrial Welfare Commission; (ii) violation of California’s Unfair Competition Law, California 
Business & Professions Code § 17200 et seq.; (iii) failure to provide and maintain accurate wage statements 
pursuant to Labor Code § 226 and the applicable Wage Order of the Industrial Welfare Commission; and 
(iv) failure to timely pay wages upon termination of employment pursuant to Labor Code §§ 201-204; and 
(v) attorneys’ fees and costs incurred to prosecute the Action on behalf of Settlement Class Members. “Class 
Claims” also includes all claims that Plaintiffs and/or Settlement Class Members may have against the 
Released Parties relating to: (a) the payment, taxation, and allocation of Attorneys’ Fees and Litigation 
Costs to Class Counsel pursuant to this Settlement Agreement; (b) the payment, taxation, and allocation of 
Class Representatives’ Class Representative Payments and Plaintiff Amanda Frlekin’s Service Payment 
pursuant to the Settlement Agreement; and (c) the payment, taxation, and allocation of payments to 
Participating Settlement Class Members. Notwithstanding the foregoing, “Class Claims” does not include 
the claims for failure to reimburse business expenses pursuant to Labor Code § 2802 or the claims for 
failure to pay for time spent waiting to clock in and time spent checking out company devices asserted in 
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Plaintiff Taylor Kalin’s October 1, 2013 notice letter to the LWDA, which were never pursued in the 
Consolidated Complaint filed in the Action, or claims for violation of Massachusetts, New York, or Ohio 
law, or the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, which the Court already dismissed with prejudice as to the 
individual plaintiffs who brought the non-California claims. 

 

The Released Class Claims include a 1542 Waiver but only as to the specific Class Claims that were asserted 
in the Action, identified above. “1542 Waiver” means an express waiver, to the fullest extent permitted by 
law, of the provisions, rights, and benefits of California Civil Code section 1542, which states: “A general 
release does not extend to claims that the creditor or releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his 
or her favor at the time of executing the release and that, if known by him or her, would have materially 
affected his or her settlement with the debtor or released party.”  
 
Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class Members may discover facts in addition to or 
different from those they now know or believe to be true with respect to the subject matter of the Released 
Class Claims but, upon the Effective Date, Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members shall be deemed to have – and by operation of the Final Approval Order and the Judgment shall 
have – fully, finally, and forever settled and released any and all of the Released Class Claims. It is the 
intent of the Parties that the Final Approval Order and the Judgment entered by the Court shall have full 
res judicata effect and be final and binding upon Class Representatives and Participating Settlement Class 
Members regarding the Released Class Claims. Indeed, the binding nature of the Settlement and the 
Released Class Claims shall have the same force and effect as if each Participating Settlement Class 
Member had executed the Settlement Agreement individually. 
 

F.  WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS AS A SETTLEMENT CLASS MEMBER? 

 
1. Participating in the Settlement: You do not need to do anything to participate in this Settlement. and, 

if Final Approval is granted by the Court, be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the Net Settlement 
Amount. You are a Participating Settlement Class Member because you did not opt out of the class in 
2015. As a Participating Settlement Class Member, you will be bound by the terms of the Settlement 
and the Judgment entered by the Court, you will be deemed to have released the Released Class Claims 
against the Released Parties described above, and you will be entitled to receive a pro rata share of the 
Net Settlement Amount.  
 

2. Objecting to the Settlement: You can ask the Court to deny approval of the Settlement by filing an 
objection. You cannot ask the Court to order a different settlement; the Court can only approve or reject 
the Settlement. If the Court denies approval, no settlement payments will be sent out and the Action 
will continue. If that is what you want to happen, you must object.  

 
Any objection to the proposed Settlement must be in writing. If you file a timely written objection, you 
may, but are not required to, appear at the Final Approval Hearing, either in person or through your 
own attorney. If you appear through your own attorney, you are responsible for hiring and paying that 
attorney. 
 
All written objections and supporting papers must be submitted to the Court either by mailing them to 
the Class Action Clerk, United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, or by filing them in person at any location of the United 
States District Court for the Northern District of California. All written objections to the proposed 
Settlement should: (a) contain your full name, address and last four digits of your social security 
number; (b) identify the case (by referring to the Frlekin v. Apple case, or Case No. 13-cv-03451-WHA, 
or the Apple Bag Check case, or some other descriptor that identifies the case) and state the basis for 
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the objection; (c) be signed by you; and (d) be filed or postmarked on or before April 26, 2022 (the 
“Response Deadline”).  
 
All written objections to final approval of the Settlement and Class Counsel’s requests for attorneys’ 
fees and costs, must similarly be submitted to the Court and must be filed or postmarked on or before 
July 5, 2022. The motions for attorneys’ fees, costs, Class Representative Payments and the Service 
Payment will be posted on the settlement website on or before approximately March 27, 2022. The 
motion for final approval of the Settlement will be posted on the settlement website on or before 
approximately May 30, 2022.   

 

G.  FINAL SETTLEMENT APPROVAL HEARING 

 
The Court will hold a Final Approval Hearing on July 7, 2022, at 8:00 a.m., in Courtroom 12 on the 19th 
Floor of the United States Courthouse located at 450 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California 94102, 
to determine whether the Settlement should be finally approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate. The Court 
will also be asked to approve the requests for the Class Representative Payments, the Service Payment, the 
Attorneys’ Fees, the Litigation Costs, the PAGA Settlement Amount, and the Settlement Administration 
Costs. 
 
The Final Approval Hearing may be postponed without further notice to Class Members. It is not necessary 

for you to appear at this hearing. If you have submitted an objection you may appear at the hearing and 
be heard. You may check the settlement website at www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com or the Court’s 
Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER) system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov to confirm that 
the Final Approval Hearing date has not been changed. 
 

H.  GETTING MORE INFORMATION 

 
This notice summarizes the proposed Settlement. For the precise terms and conditions of the Settlement, or 
if you have questions about the Settlement, please see the Settlement Agreement available at 

www.AppleBagCheckSettlement.com, contact the Settlement Administrator (see below contact 

information), contact Class Counsel (see below contact information), or access the Court docket in this 
case, for a fee, through the Court’s PACER system at https://ecf.cand.uscourts.gov, or visit the office of the 
Clerk of the Court for the United States District Court for the Northern District of California, 450 Golden 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, 94102, between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
excluding Court holidays. 
 
Settlement Administrator: 
  Angeion Group, Inc. 
  1650 Arch Street, Suite 101 
  Philadelphia, PA 19103 
  Email: info@AppleBagCheckSettlement.com 
  Toll Free #: 1-844-844-3203 
 
Class Counsel: 
 
Lee Shalov 
lshalov@mclaughlinstern.com 
Brett Gallaway 
bgallaway@mclaughlinstern.com 

Kimberly A. Kralowec 
kkralowec@kraloweclaw.com 
Kathleen Styles Rogers 
krogers@kraloweclaw.com 
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Jason Scott Giaimo 
jgiaimo@mclaughlinstern.com 
McLAUGHLIN & STERN, LLP 
260 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
Tel:   (212) 448-1100 
 
 
 

KRALOWEC LAW, P.C. 
750 Battery Street, Suite 700 
San Francisco, California 94111 
Tel:   (415) 546-6800 
 

PLEASE DO NOT TELEPHONE THE COURT OR THE COURT CLERK’S OFFICE TO 

INQUIRE ABOUT THIS SETTLEMENT. 

 

Dated: January 11, 2022. 
By Order of the Court 
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